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Abstract
Prior to this study, garments held in the general collection at The Nelson Provincial Museum were a
collection of numbered and labelled objects, boxed and stored in shelving in an air-conditioned
storeroom along with many other like items. The garments sat in isolation from the culture within
which they were produced, worn, altered and discarded. Yet these garments provided a direct link
to the past. Through the analysis of settlement-phase women's European clothing from a clothing
and textile sciences viewpoint, and the investigation and interpretation of cultural and social history
information, a picture of life in the colony of Nelson during the settlement period has been
developed.
The aim of this research was to study dress as evidence of material culture. Primary sources used
were housed predominantly in the Nelson region and extensive use was made of the rich source of
archival and documentary material at The Nelson Provincial Museum Research Facility in the
library and archives, and photographic collection. The multi-faceted research approach taken was
to increase the level of academic scholarship, enhance both the interpretation and preservation of
the artefacts, establish the artefacts as a direct link to Nelson's past, and facilitate public
understanding and enjoyment of the collection through the production of a body of work which had
the potential to form the foundation for an exhibition at the museum. The aim was to present
information that was balanced, authentic and consistent by consulting primary sources where
possible, and evaluating the information gathered from each source. The research methods chosen
largely overcame biases introduced by each of the sources. The sample of eighteen artefacts was
made up of dresses, bodices and skirts ranging in date from c1830 to c1910, these were worn by
some of the first women immigrants to New Zealand. Artefacts were visually examined to describe
in detail the object (physical properties, fabric and trim detail, construction methods, alterations and
physical condition). Data sheets were developed for recording and coding descriptive data, which
was then used for statistical analysis.

The photographic collection at The Nelson Provincial

Museum was used to establish agreement in dates for garment styles and to illustrate the study.
The provenance of each artefact was expanded and donors, or donor families, interviewed where
possible.
The garments in the study were found to be similar in style, made of similar fabrics, and were
constructed using the same methods as those made and worn through the period 1830 to 1910, as
identified in previous studies.

Until this study was undertaken, the provenance and donor

information could not be found in one location, was not verified or complete. Each object had very
little, if any, provenance information associated with it. The lives of those people involved in the
history of the garments were explored; each object has been placed in an historical setting. The
technological developments of the period, as they affected the textile and garment industry in New
Zealand, Europe and the United States, and impacted on individuals, has also been discussed.
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4.12d.4 Sample 4 (skirt vvadding)- cotton fibre (500 x magnification)
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4.14
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4.16
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4.18

COS.613.80 I A4496 (c1865-1900)
4.13a

Bodice A (c1890-1900) front
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4.13a

Bodice A back
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4.13a

Bodice B (c1865) front
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4.13a

Bodice B back
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4.13a

Bodice A and skirt (c1890-1900) front
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4.13a

Bodice A and skirt back
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Skirt panel (c1865 to c1900)
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Technical drawings
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Fabric structure
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NPM997.68.1 (c1890)
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Front
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Back
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Technical drawings
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Fabric structure
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COS.97.69.a-b I A2575 (c1895)
4.15a

Front
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4.15a

Back
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4.15b

Technical drawings
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4.15c

Fabric structure
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COS.141.78 & al A2811 (c1898)
4.16a

Front
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4.16a

Back
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4.16b

Technical drawings
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4.16c

Fabric structure
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COS.98.69 I A2575 (c1900-1910)
4.17a

Front
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4.17a

Back
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4.17b

Technical drawings
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4.17c

Fabric structure
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COS.572.79 I EC.17.75 (c1900-1910)
4.18a

Front
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4.18a

Back
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4.18b

Technical drawings
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4.18c

Fabric structure
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4.18d.1

Sample 1 (skirt fabric) - silk fibre (500 x magnification)
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Results - Figures 4.19 to 4.36
4.19

Stitches and seams- COS.143.78 A3126
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Stitches and seams- COS.235.69.1
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Stitches and seams- COS.235.69.2-3
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Stitches and seams - COS.127. 78
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Stitches and seams - COS.376.78
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Stitches and seams - NP5312
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Stitches and seams - A4611
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Stitches and seams- COS.151.69 A2268
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Stitches and seams - COS.608.80 A4496
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Stitches and seams- COS.107.69 A2575
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Stitches and seams- COS.101.69 A2575
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Stitches and seams - A4933
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Stitches and seams - COS.613.80
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Stitches and seams- NPM997.68.1
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Stitches and seams- COS.97.69 A2575
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Stitches and seams- COS.141.78 A2811
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Stitches and seams- COS.98.69 A2575
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Stitches and seams- COS.572.79 A3126
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Results - Figures 4.37 to 4.54
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Construction detail- COS.143.78
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Construction detail- COS.235.69.1
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Construction detail- COS.235.69.2-3
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Construction detail- COS.143.78
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Construction detail- COS.376.78
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Construction detail- NP5312
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Construction detail- A4611
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4.44

Construction detail- COS.151.69
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Construction detail- COS.608.80
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Construction detail- COS.107.69
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Construction detail- COS.101.69
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Construction detail- NPM997.68.1
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Construction detail- COS.141.78 & a
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Construction detail- COS.98.69.a-b
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Construction detail- COS.572.79
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Alterations - COS.613.80 Bodice A
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Alterations - COS.613.80 Bodice B
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Alterations- COS.613.80 Skirt and skirt panel
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4.64a Mabel Moore (1892-1972) at Manor Farm, near Worcestershire, England
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Manor Farm
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4.67a Alice Platt (1875-1928), late 1890s
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Portion of the 'Disposition & Settlement by John Brown & Spouse 1829'
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Abbreviations

%

percentage

c I circa

used to indicate approximate dates

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

M.L.C.

Member of the Legislative Council

mm

millimetre

NPM

The Nelson Provincial Museum

SEM

scanning electron microscope

UK

United Kingdom

USA

United States of America
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Definitions
accession

'1. an object acquired by a museum as part of it permanent collection
2. the act of recording/processing an addition to the permanent collection'
(Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979)

accession number

'a control number, unique to an object, whose purpose is identification, not
description, part of a numbering system encompassing the permanent
collection and records the transaction whereby an object enters the
collection, based on order of acceptance' (Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979)

ad valorem

'(of taxes) in proportion to the estimated value of the goods taxed' (Makins,
2001)

adze

'a hand tool with a steel blade attached at right angles to a wooden handle,
used for dressing timber' (Makins, 2001). A traditional Maori adze is made
of stone.

archives

collection of records or historic documents about a place, individual or
organization, also refers to the location in which these records are kept
(Soanes and Stevenson, 2003)

armscye

'circular opening into which set-in sleeve is sewn to garment' (Severa, 1995)

artefact

an object, made or modified by man (Soanes and Stevenson, 2003)

back (fabric)

'the reverse of the fabric as opposed to the face' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

basque

'fitted bodice or jacket with short, hip-length flared skirt; reminiscent of
uniform jackets of Basque soldiers' (Severa, 1995)

bertha

'a deep fall of lace or silk, usually gathered, of equal depth all around and
set on with the top edge at the shoulderline... In the 1840s often used to
mean either a pelerine of a chemisette' (Severa, 1995)

binding

'a narrow fabric, woven, braided or knitted, used to protect, support or
improve the appearance of the seam or edge' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

bishop sleeve

'long-sleeve cut full and gathered into cuff and either full or plain at top'
(Severa, 1995)

bodice

'the section of a woman's garment, covering the trunk from neck to waist'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

bretelles

a diagonal band of fabric or trimming similar to a turned back collar or
revers that runs from the center of the waist to the outer edges of the
shoulders (Anon, 2006)

brocade

'a Jaquard-woven figured fabric, usually a single texture, in which the figure
is developed by floating the warp threads, the weft threads, or both, and
interlaced in a more or less irregular order, the ground is usually formed of
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a weave of simple character' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
bustle

'a woman's undergarment worn to support and distend the skirt of a dress
to create fullness at the back or hips' (Baclawski, 1995)

calico

'a generic term for plain cotton fabric, generally heavier than muslin, but
lighter than canvas' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

chemisette

'plain or ornamental white sleeveless underbodice covering neck, shoulders,
and breast and worn to show above dress neckline. Called variously
"bertha" or "berthe", "gimp" or "guimpe", "spencer" or "underhandkerchief" '
(Severa, 1995)

Chenhall
nomenclature

a system of naming and classifying man-made objects into major categories
and sub-categories according to their function (Chenhall, 1978)

coatsleeve

'a style of sleeve derived from those of men's coats and used for women's
dresses, 1860s-70s. It is cut in two pieces, both curved at the elbow, with the
narrow piece at the underarm' (Severa, 1995)

collar

'the flat, upright or turned-over or grown-on section of a garment which fits
around the neck' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

condition

'the physical state of an object' (Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979)

corset

'garment made to support, shape, and constrict the upper body. Also called
"stays" ' (Severa, 1995)

cotton

'the seed hair of a wide variety of plants of the Gossypium family' (Denton
and Daniels, 2002)

cover factor (woven
fabrics)

'a number that indicates the extent to which the area of a fabric is covered by
one set of threads' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

crape

'1. a variant spelling of crepe. 2. crepe, esp. when used for mourning clothes.
3. a band of black crepe worn in mourning' (Makins, 2001)

crepe fabric

'a fabric characterized by a crinkled or puckered surface. The effect may be
produced in a variety of ways, for example, by the use of S and Z high twist
yarns, by the use of a particular construction, or by chemical or thermal
treatment to provide differential shrinkage in the finished fabric' (Denton
and Daniels, 1995)

crinoline

'generic term for stiff, full petticoats (later hoops); taken from early 1850s
petticoats stiffened with horsehair. By mid-1850s applied to all hoopshaped skirt supports, including those of whalebone, cane, or steel' (Severa,
1995)

cuff

'the lower part of the sleeve of a garment, and also the corresponding parts
of trousers and gloves, it may consist of the simple tuned-in or turned-up
section of the sleeve material, usually secured by stitching, or it may be a
separate section, sometimes of different material, attached to the lower edge
of the sleeve, in knitted garments the cuff is often the rib fabric knitted
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integrally with the sleeve' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
dart

'a wedge or diamond-shaped section removed from the surface area of the
garment part by stitching or cutting and stitching' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)

degradation

'a deleterious change in properties of a textile' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

delaine

'a light-weight all wool fabric in plain weave, ornamented by printing'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

drape [modelling]

'the direct application of fabric to a stand/dummy or body and the
manipulation of the fabric to develop a design or as a means of producing a
pattern' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

dress

'1. a generic term for a woman's garment consisting of a bodice and skirt

2. a generic term for clothing, particularly outerwear' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)
ephemera

'things that exist or are used or enjoyed for only a short time' (Soanes and
Stevenson, 2003)

extant

'still in existence, surviving' (Soanes and Stevenson, 2003)

fabric (textile)

'a manufactured assembly of fibres and/or yarns that has substantial surface
area in relation to its thickness and sufficient cohesion to give the assembly
useful mechanical strength' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

face (fabric)

'the side of the fabric, which is intended to be the use surface, or which is to
be visible in an end product' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

facings

'components cut to the same shape as garment parts and applied primarily
to neaten raw edges, facings are usually applied to the inside of a garment
but may be applied to the face of the garment in order to produce a visible
and/or decorative finish' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

fibre; fiber

'textile raw material, generally characterised by flexibility, fineness and high
ratio of length to thickness' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

fibre, manufactured;
man-made fibre

'a fibre that does not occur in nature, although the material of which it is
composed may occur naturally' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

fibre, natural

'a fibre occurring in nature, note: fibres are found in all three sectors of the
natural world, for example: animal (silk, wool); vegetable (cotton, jute);
mineral (asbestos)' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

fichu

'traditional term for the neckerchief worn by eighteenth-century women
and in the nineteenth century mostly by slave and servants. It was formed
of a fine white linen or cotton square folded diagonally and carried around
the neck, with the narrow ends tucked into the belt at waistfront. .. (late 19th
century) a shoulder wrap of sheer fabric crossed in front and with ends
crossed at back and tied or brought around to tie at waistfront ... In 1890s a
sheer shoulder-capelet with long ends that crossed at wiastfront and tied at
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back' (Severa, 1995)
flax

'1. plants of the species Linum usitatissimum cultivated for the production of

fibre, or seed and fibre
2. fibre extracted from the flax plants' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
fraying

'descriptive of the loss of yarns from, or unravelling at, the raw edge of
fabric, this term is most commonly used to describe the loss of yarns that
are more or less parallel to a raw edge of a woven fabric, resulting in the
projection of short, loose lengths' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

fringe

'1. an edging or border of loose threads, tassels, or loops, note: these may be
produced by the constituent threads or by threads added to a fabric after
weaving or knitting
2. (narrow fabric) a trimming having, on one or both edges, cut or looped
weft threads, which extends substantially beyond the width of the warp
threads to form a decorative edge, the threads forming the fringe are
sometimes bunched or knotted together to increase the decorative effect'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

fullness

'an extension to the length on one of two sections of a garment joined by a
seam, used to create volume or shape in the garment, e.g., in a sleeve head'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

gathering

'the formation of a style feature in garments or other made-up goods by
drawing material together into a succession of small folds (gathers) and
retaining by stitching or other means' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

gauze

'a light-weight, open-texture fabric produced in plain weave or simple leno
weave' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

grain

'a term used in making-up to refer to the direction of the warp threads in
woven or warp-knitted fabric, and the direction of wales in knitted fabric'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

handle; hand

'the quality of a fabric or yarn assessed by the reaction obtained from the
sense of touch, note: it is concerned with the judgement of roughness,
smoothness, harshness, pliability, thickness, etc.' (Denton and Daniels, 1995)

harakeke

'flax leaf Phormium tenax' (Ryan, 1997)

herringbone

'1. a combination of twill weaves in which direction of the twill is reversed

interlining

(usually by drafting) to produce strips resembling herringbones
2. a cloth in which this weave is used' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
'any one of a wide variety fabrics used between the inner and outer layers of
a garment to improve shape retention, strength, warmth or bulk, an
interlining may be of woven, knitted, or nonwoven material and may be
produced with or with out a fusible adhesive coating' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)

Kaka

'parrot' (Ryan, 1997)

kakahu

'dress, put on clothes, clothing, cloak' (Ryan, 1997)
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kete

'basket, kit, bag' (Ryan, 1997)

lace

'a fine open work fabric with a ground of mesh or net on which patterns
may be worked at the same time as a ground is formed or applied later, and
which is made of yam by looping, twisting, or knitting, either by hand with
a needle or bobbin, or by machinery; also a similar fabric made by
crocheting, tatting, darning, embroidery, weaving, or knitting' (Denton and
Daniels, 1995)

leg-of-mutton sleeve;
gigot sleeve

'sleeve with very large, puffed top and tight lower arm' (Severa, 1995)

linen

'1. descriptive of yams spun entirely from flax fibres
2. descriptive of fabrics woven from linen yams
3. descriptive of articles, apart from adornments, made of yarns spun from
flax fibres' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

lining

'material used to cover part or all of the inside of apparel, the back of
curtains, or the inside or back of other products, it may consist of a single
layer or multiple layers of material loosely held in place, along one or more
edges' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

location

'the exact and current physical location of objects in the museum's
collection' (Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979)

merino

'1. wool from merino sheep
2. a pre-20th century term applied in France and Germany to worsted
fabrics produced from yams using merino or other fine wools
3. a plainback worsted fabric developed in England in the 1820s, made from
fine yams spun from merino or other fine wools of 23 to 28 tex for the warp
and 17 to 22 tex for the weft' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

moire finish

'a watered or rippled appearance on the surface of a fabric ... Originally
developed for silk fabrics' (Denton and Daniels, 1995)

mousseline de laine
[mousseline]

'a very fine, semi-opaque fabric, finer than muslins, made of wool' (Denton
and Daniels, 2002)

muslin

'a generic term for a light-weight, open cloth of plain weave or simple leno
weave traditionally with a cover factor of 4.5-9.0 in the warp and 4.5-8.0 in
the weft, normally, muslins do not exceed 68 g/m2 ' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)

net

'an open-mesh fabric in which a firm structure is ensured by some form of
twist, interlocking, or knitting of the yam, it may be produced by the gauze
weaving, knitting, or knotting, or on a lace machine' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)

pagoda sleeve

'open, flared sleeve style of the 1850s; thought to resemble Chinese sleeves'
(Severa, 1995)

paisley pattern

'a decorative pattern featuring an Indian cone or pine, used on shawls and
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fabrics' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
pannier

'beginning in the late 1860s, a nostalgic term used in fashion literature for
support made of steel or cane worn under raised, draped skirts' (Severa,
1995)

parasol

'an umbrella for sun' (Severa, 1995)

pelerine

'literally a "pilgram" collar: a cape collar, usually near elbow length, with or
without long ends at front; either made to match a dress or of sheer white
fabric or of lace. Sometimes referrred to as a "bertha" in 1840s' (Severa,
1995)

peplum

'a short gathered or pleated strip of fabric attached at the waist of a woman's
jacket, dress, or blouse to create a hanging frill or flounce' (Soanes and
Stevenson, 2003)

permanent collection

'those objects that are owned by the museum' (Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979)

phrenology

'a pseudoscience, popular in the 19th century, that claimed to be able to
determine personality traits and criminality on the basis of the shape of the
head' (Anon, 2007a)

pinking

'the process of cutting a fabric to produce a serrated or zigzag edge to
prevent fraying or provide decoration' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

piping

'a very narrow bias fold [of fabric] or cord, usually of contrasting color, used
as edging or seam finish in dressmaking' (Turner Wilcox, 1969) added to
seams for appearance and/or strength (Malthus, 1996)

placket; plaquet

'an opening in a garment or an extra piece of material applied to that
opening for reinforcement, or as a style feature. It may incorporate
fastenings' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

plaid

see tartan

plain back

'a twill-face, plain-weave back structure made from single worsted yams'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

pleats

'regular folds in material, most commonly sharp, having one of a variety of
configurations. The folds usually run in the lengthwise direction of a
garment, giving a decorative effect and allowing for expansion of the
garment in the cross-section... note 2: if the pleat is not sharp, it is specified
to be unpressed
accordion pleats: narrow, regularly spaced straight creases, usually parallel,
and capable of being closed up against each other
box pleat: two opposed pleats meeting on the underside
inverted pleat: two opposed pleats meeting on the face of the material knife
pleat: a single pleat with sharp folds' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

pocket

'a bag, pouch or similar container, formed by the insertion or application of
material to a garment' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
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polonaise

'a long overbodice, at least knee-length, fitted to the body without a waist
seam and worn over a long skirt. Supposedly designed to resemble an
eighteenth-century Polish uniform coat' (Severa, 1995)

princess; princesse

'a dress style introduced by the House of Worth in about 1875 for the
Princess Alexandra and constructed with shoulder-to-hem seams and no
waist seam' (Severa, 1995)

printing

'the production of the design or motif on a substrate by application of a
colorant or other reagent, usually in a paste or ink, in a predetermined
pattern' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

proper left

refers to the side of the garment on the wearer's left side

proper right

refers to side of the garment on the wearer's right side

provenance

'the origin or source from which something comes, the background and the
history of subsequent owners (also known in some fields as chain of
custody), often used in the sense of place and time of manufacture,
production or discovery' (Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979)

rii.paki

'girdle, sash, kilt, to gird oneself, wrap up' (Ryan, 1997)

raupo

'bullrush Typha orientalis' (Ryan, 1997)

registration

'the process of developing and maintaining an immediate, brief, permanent
means of identifying an object for which the institution has permanently or
temporarily assumed responsibility' (Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979)

ribbon

'a narrow fabric, usually woven, and generally with a continuous-filament
warp in a variety of styles for decorative and functional uses, ribbon may
also be made by slitting broad fabric, the product may have a fused edge'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

satin (weave)

'a warp-faced weave in which the binding places are arranged with a view
to producing a smooth fabric surface, free from twill' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)

saxony cloth

'a high quality fabric, made of wool of 60s quality or finer, spun on the
woollen system' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

scye (clothing)

'the armhole, note: possibly a corruption of arms eye' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)

seam

'the join between two or more plies or pieces of material, seams are usually
formed by sewing but welding, adhesives or other joining methods are
sometimes used' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

seam allowance;
turnings

'a pre-determined amount of material between the each of component parts
of the garment, and the seam line' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
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seam binding

'a woven narrow fabric, usually of cotton or manufactured fibres, made in
plain weave, usually with contrasting selvedges, and intended for use in
covering or strengthening seams or edges in clothing' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)

seam damage

'damage to a seam leading to a reduction in seam performance or
appearance, it is invariably associated with a change in the physical
condition of one or more of the components of the seam' (Denton and
Daniels, 2002)

seam failure

'the effective breakdown of the seam due to rupture of the sewing thread,
rupture of the yarns in the fabric, excessive seam slippage, or any
combination of these' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

seam fraying

'descriptive of fabric yarns running parallel to the seam and the turning (see
seam allowance), becoming loose and falling out from a raw each' (Denton
and Daniels, 2002)

seam line

'the line along which pieces of material are joined' (Denton and Daniels,
2002)

seam type

'a formal description of the configuration of a seam Note 1: four classes of
seam are defined in ISO 4916:1991 Textiles - Seam types: classification and
terminology' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

selvedge, woven;
list; listing

'when used without qualification, the term refers to the longitudinal edges
of the fabric that are formed during weaving, with the weft not only turning
at the edges, but also passing continuously across the width of the fabric
from edge to edge' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

seamstress

'a women who sews, especially one who earns her living by sewing' (Soanes
and Stevenson, 2003)

sempstress

'another term for seamstress' (Soanes and Stevenson, 2003)

sett; set; pitch

'a term used to indicate the density of ends or picks or both in a woven
fabric, usually expressed as the number of threads per centimetre' (Denton
and Daniels, 2002)

set-in sleeve

see sleeve (clothing)

sewing thread

'a thread intended to stitching material, either by hand or by machine'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

shawl

'flat wrap of any shape, worn folded or draped around the body' (Severa,
1995)

shirtwaist, waists

'[of the 1860s] the new fuller shirtwaists, or "waists', as they were called,
were popular with young ladies and were worn simply with plain or
checked skirts. The most frequently mentioned style of waist was the
"garibaldi", a full-sleeved, blouse type ... with the full front gathered or
pleated into the neckline. Military in effect' (Severa, 1995)
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silk

'1. the protein filaments forming the cocoons produced by silkworms

2. descriptive of yarns, fabrics, or garments produced from silk, the gum
may or may not be present' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
sleeve (clothing)

'that part of a garment that covers all or part of the arm ...
puffed sleeve: a short sleeve which finishes above the elbow and has
fullness gathered at either the sleeve crown or the sleeve hem, and
frequently at both
set-in sleeve: a sleeve which is sewn into the armhole
two-piece sleeve: a sleeve, conforming to the shape of the arm, cut in two
pieces with the seams in the area of the forearm and hind arm' (Denton and
Daniels, 2002)

slops

wide, baggy trousers common in the 16th and early 17th centuries, especially
as worn by sailors, clothes and bedding supplied to sailors by the navy,
ready-made or cheap clothing, a loose-fitting overgarment, as a tunic or
smock (Infoplease, 2006; Soanes and Stevenson, 2003)

staining

'an undesirable local discolouration' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

stitch type

'a formal description of the configuration of recurring stitches used in
sewing. Note: eight classes of machine stitch type are defined in ISO
4915:1991 Textiles - Stitch types: classification and terminology' (Denton and
Daniels, 2002)

stitching damage;
stitch damage;
needle damage;
sewing damage

'damage occurring to the material during the stitching/seaming process,
there are many causes attributable to the sewing conditions, the
characteristics of the sewing needle, and the material being sewn' (Denton
and Daniels, 2002)

storage

'the place/space for the safekeeping of museum objects not currently on
exhibition' (Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979)

style

'a characteristic design in the arts, crafts or manufactured products' (Denton
and Daniels, 2002)

tailored garments

'garments, for example, coats and jackets, that utilise interlinings suitably
selected, shaped and assembled to impart a built-in structure, shape and fit'
(Denton and Daniels, 2002)

tangi

'a Maori funeral ceremony' (Makins, 2001). 'wail, mourn' (Ryan, 1997).

tartan

'originally a woollen fabric of 2/2 twill woven in checks of various colours
and worn chiefly by the Scottish Highlanders, each clan having its distinct
pattern, other materials and weaves are now used' (Denton and Daniels,
•

2002)

tatting

'a kind of lace made by hand with a small shuttle; most often consisting of
circular elements' (Severa, 1995)
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textile; textiles

'a textile was originally a woven fabric, but the terms textile and the plural
textiles are now also applied to fibres, filaments and yams, natural and
manufactured, and most products for which these are a principal raw
material' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

thread

'1. a textile yam in general
2. the result of twisting together in one or more operations two or more
single or folded yams' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

thread count

the number of yams per 25mm lying side by side in the weft and warp
directions in a piece of cloth (Taylor, 1990)

undersleeves;
engageant

'literally "engaging" or "attractive", but in the late 1840s through the 1850s
refers specifically to undersleeves of white cotton attached beneath dress
sleeves ... undersleeves were made long enough to attach high under the
flared sleeves, at about the underarm seam on the inside' (Severa, 1995)

velvet, woven

'a cut warp-pile fabric, originally of silk, in which the cut ends of the fibres
form the surface of the fabric' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

wadding

'a lofty sheet of fibres, which may be bonded, used for padding, stuffing, or
packing' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)

waistband

'a narrow band of material around the waist of a garment' (Denton and
Daniels, 2002)

waist stay

'tape stitched to the inside of bodice at the waistline, fastens securely at
waist to anchor garment' (Malthus, 1996)

waka

'canoe' (Ryan, 1997)

warp yams

lie parallel to the selvedges down the length of the fabric, known as
lengthwise yams or ends (Taylor, 1990)

weft yarns

run across the fabric, at right angles to the warp yams and interlace with
them, known as crosswise yams or picks (Taylor, 1990)

whalebone [boning]

'a heavy substance from the upper jaw of the baleen whale, it has served as a
stiffening in costume since the Middle Ages, in the Sixteenth Century
whalebone replaced iron and steel for stays and busks or corsets' (Turner
Wilcox, 1969), more recently boning is made of synthetic materials

whare

'house' (Ryan, 1997). 'Maori hut or dwelling place' (Makins, 2001)

wool

'1. the fibrous covering of a sheep (Ovis aries) ...

2. appertaining to wool generally' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
woollen

'descriptive of yarns, or fabrics or garments made from yams, which have
been produced on the condenser system, wholly from wool fibres, new or
otherwise' (Denton and Daniels, 2002)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Scope

The aim of this project was to study in detail women's dress held in The Nelson Provincial Museum
(NPM), investigating and interpreting their cultural and social history information from a range of
sources while analysing the garments from a clothing and textile sciences viewpoint. The research
approach taken was to increase the level of academic scholarship, enhance both the interpretation
and preservation of the artefacts, to facilitate public understanding and enjoyment of the collection
through the presentation of an exhibition rich in the contextual history of the garments.
The Nelson Provincial Museum is situated in the city of Nelson, New Zealand (Figure 1.1) and is
the oldest museum in the country, having been established in 1841, the year the first immigrants
landed in the province. The Nelson Provincial Museum holds one of the largest photographic
collections in the country, a significant collection in that it records of clothing worn during the early
period of Nelson's history.

Use of the photographic collection in this study was considered

important. Through the present study these garments will have established a place in Nelson's
history.
The criteria for garment selection are discussed in Chapter 3.
1.2

Objectives

This study was the first of its kind undertaken at The Nelson Provincial Museum. The opportunity
to study in depth a selection of garments from the textile collection and to produce a body of work
which had the potential to form the foundation for an exhibition at the museum, was attractive.
Items selected were some of the oldest garments in the collection, worn by women living in Nelson
during settlement of the province, from 1842. Through examining clothing the study also explored
aspects of life during the period.
Going beyond a physical study of the objects to examine the society and culture in which these
objects were created and worn was considered essential. This study bought together not only
details about the clothing itself but also information from other primary sources, something not
previously undertaken at the museum.

Primary sources used were housed predominantly in the

Nelson region and extensive use was made of the rich source of archival and documentary material
at The Nelson Provincial Museum Research Facility in the library and archives, and photographic
collection.
The objectives of this study were to:
1

Study dress as evidence of material culture through the selection of settlementphase women's European clothing.
1

2

Develop a data sheet for recording descriptive data, and a data summary sheet to
code descriptive data, which could be used for statistical analysis.

3

Visually examine selected artefacts to describe in detail the object (physical
properties, fabric and trim detail, construction methods, alterations and current
condition), photograph, and re-pack the objects using museum standard
packaging materials.

4

Use the photographic collection at The Nelson Provincial Museum to establish
agreement in dates for garment styles and to illustrate the study.

5

Expand provenance of each artefact through research of other primary sources, to
increase the knowledge base of the collection.

6

Produce a body of work that had the potential to form the foundation for an
exhibition at the museum.

Prior to this study, garments were a collection of numbered and labelled objects, which could be
described as 'empty vessels' (Taylor, 2002:18), boxed and stored in shelving in an air-conditioned
storeroom along with many other like items. The garments sat in isolation from the culture within
which they were produced, worn, altered and discarded:
1.3

Nelson

The province of Nelson is in the northwest corner of the South Island of New Zealand on the southeastern shore of Tasman Bay (Figure 1.1, a map by Edward Stanford dated c1864). The population
of the province early in the 21 51 century was concentrated in Nelson city and the towns of Richmond
and Motueka, and the smaller townships of Takaka, Collingwood, Wakefield, Brightwater, and
Murchison (Jensen, 2007).
Nelson was the second settlement of The New Zealand Company. Organised settlement in Nelson
began in 1841 with the first settlers from Britain coming by ship, a voyage that took up to five
months (Figure 1.2). Settlers then came from other European countries, United States of America
(USA) and Australia. Assisted immigration continued until1957, and immigrants from many other
parts of the world continued to settle in the Nelson area.
1.4

The Nelson Provincial Museum

1.4.1

The Literary and Scientific Institution of Nelson

Life on board ships coming to New Zealand was well organised (Figure 1.3), society and cultural
practices did not lie dormant for the duration of the voyage (Northcote-Bade, 1971).

2

With

passengers on each immigrant ship destined for the same port the voyage gave them the
opportunity to plan for their arrival and lives together in a foreign land. Officers and gentlemen of

The New Zealand Company ships Whitby and Will-Watch founded the LiteranJ and Scientific Institution
of Nelson during their voyage, their vision, 'a building consisting of a well-equipped library, a
museum of history and ethnology and a philosophical society to promote intellectual development'
(Brereton, 1948:11). Passengers of the Whitby and Will-Watch landed in Nelson in May 1841. A sum
of money subscribed by the officers was transmitted to England for the acquisition of books,
forming the basis of a library for the institution (Tasman Bays Heritage Trust, 2003).
A meeting was held on board the Mary-(inn on Monday 12 January 1842 to lay the foundations of
the Nelson Institute and the first Benefit Society. The ManJ-Ann landed in Nelson in 1842. An
advertisement in The Nelson Examiner on 6 April1842 invited the public to a meeting; at which both
the Benefit Society and the Literary and Scientific Institute were established (Broad, 1892). In
September 1842, the Institute opened in Trafalgar Street on part of Town Acre 445 (Figure 1.4), land
gifted by Alfred G Jenkins, initially as a library with an attached museum storehouse, and then
incorporating the museum. The following article in The Nelson Examiner, 1 October 1842, described
the opening;
'The Literary and Scientific Institution was opened on Tuesday last by a special general
meeting. The building is a creditable one, and will afford room for the reading portion of
the inhabitants of Nelson for some time to come, we imagine, the dimensions of the readingroom being 30 feet by 16. A place of resort of this description is very useful in a new
settlement. If the tastes likely to be encouraged by such institutions were not kept alive in
some way, we should become altogether barbarous, unrefined, and with the worst species of
unrefinement, that of relapse ... refresh one's eyes with the sight of at least the outside of
some books ... If only that what lies nearest one will suggest subject of conversation, it will
be a great relief to have an occasional literary talk going on, after the topics which new
settling has made common and somewhat nauseous' (Anon, 1842:108-109).

The Institute re-located in 1861 to purpose-built premises in Hardy Street. The former Institute
building in Trafalgar Street was then occupied in 1892 by Miss Cooper, a dress and mantle maker
(Figure 1.5). Early collections of the Institute were comprised of books, oil and watercolour
paintings, engravings and ephemera; all providing a link between the settlers' old and new lives.
During the next forty-five years, the museum became a repository for many of the region's
treasures, specimens of mineralogy, objects of local industry and objects carved from native timber.
A fire destroyed the library and museum records in 1906, but the museum collection was not
affected. In 1912, a brick building was erected on the site of the 1861 building on Hardy Street and
was then occupied by the Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology (Brereton, 1948). The
building was still standing at the time of the present study.
1.4.2

The Nelson Provincial Museum Trust Board

Until mid-1960, the LiteranJ and Scientific Institution of Nelson, the oldest institution in New Zealand
with the exception of organised churches, had operated continuously since its inception. In mid1960 the museum was transferred to Isel House, in the Nelson suburb of Stoke, under the
administrative control of a newly formed trust board, the Nelson Provincial Museum Trust Board.
3

The library then came under the direct control of the Nelson City Council (Brereton, 1948; Tasman
Bays Heritage Trust, 2003).

In 1973, The Nelson Provincial Museum opened in purpose-built

premises in Isel Park, Stoke, housing the museum's collection, library and archives, and exhibition
spaces.
1.4.3

Tasman Bays Heritage Trust

The museum then came under the managerial control of the newly formed Tasman Bays Heritage
Trust in 2001, appointed to develop the museum. With financial support of the Nelson City and
Tasman District Councils the museum's new exhibition building, on the corner of Hardy and
Trafalgar streets in Nelson (part of the original Town Acre 445 site), was opened in October 2005.
The Isel Park building remained in use, and at the time this thesis was written, as the Museum's
Research Facility housing the general collection, library and archives collection, art collection and
photographic collection (Brereton, 1948; Tasman Bays Heritage Trust, 2003).
1.5

Thesis overview

The thesis has been divided into two volumes. Volume 1 contains all text, including tables, while
Volume 2 contains all figures and the Appendices. As images were a major component of the thesis
including them in a separate volume was considered necessary for two reasons. Firstly the reader
would be able to refer to the images without interrupting the flow of the text, and secondly, the
images required

different printing specifications.

acknowledgement are those of the author.
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Chapter 2
Context
Part A - Artefacts in context

The examination of material culture theory and the development of object-based approaches to the
study of dress history, often within museum collections, enabled the development of a method for
the study of extant clothing in The Nelson Provincial Museum collection. In order to place in
context a group of dress artefacts within the Nelson province and its people, Part B of the review
examines literature on social, commercial and technical developments of the nineteenth century,
both worldwide and within New Zealand, with emphasis on events and developments in the
province.
2.1

Artefacts

2.1.1

Artefacts as evidence

Artefacts, defined as an object made or modified by people, were the closest link to the person or
people who made or used them, the community these people belonged to and the social norms
defining behaviour of the period (McClung Fleming, 1974; Prown, 1988; Zimmerman, 1981). Finley
(1990) recognised that objects
'... present particular aspects of the past in a material form which continue to exist in the
present, they are measurable ... correctly identified and carefully interpreted artefacts can
serve the historian by existing as an additional category of evidence ... of human thought in
operation at the time of construction and use' (Finley, 1990:7).

Historically the study of artefacts has been based in the domains of art history (in the study of
sculpture, paintings, architecture, decorative arts, furniture) and archaeology (in the study of
excavated objects) (McClung Fleming, 1974; Zimmerman, 1981).
Artefacts provide evidence of what was used within a culture and contain information about the
period of their use (Johansen, 2000). Materials used, construction methods, styles and the design of
artefacts may indicate status and class, provide an understanding of production and technology,
and intended use, and may also date and locate the object (Arnold, 1973; Hood and Ruddel, 1991).
Objects may provide evidence of a group of people not represented in documentary sources (Hood,
1990; Prown, 1988). Repairs and soiling indicate wear and use (Heiberger, 2000). Through the
study of artefacts, past events, cultural and social activities are able to be interpreted (Cunningham,
1988; McClung Fleming, 1974; Prown, 1988). The artefact provides an immediate link to the past.
2.1.2

The study of artefacts

Important in the study of artefacts has been the accurate identification, description, cultural
analysis, and interpretation of the artefact (McClung Fleming, 1974; Prown, 1988). Many methods
have been developed to provide a framework to study artefacts systematically, to record
information gathered and to ensure that all obvious aspects of the artefact were not overlooked.
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The focus was on the object itself as a unique source of information (Cunningham, 1988; Pearce,
1995; Schlereth, 1991; Zimmerman, 1981).
McClung Fleming's model was developed as the context for the study of early American decorative
arts, and initially applied to a seventeenth century American court cupboard in the Winterthur
Museum collection (McClung Fleming, 1974). Prawn, also working with a background in the
applied arts, built on Fleming's model in 1982 (Pearce, 1995; Frown, 1988). Elliot then developed a
workable method, based on the Fleming and Frown models, for a graduate history seminar at the
University of New Brunswick in Canada during the 1983-84 academic year. This model was tested
on a caulking mallet (Elliot, Butler, Earl, Finley, Godwin, Hughes, Lewis and Thomas, 1985). These
models were the result of work in university seminars and intended as a guide to examine the
information contained in artefacts, requiring development, testing and improvement for each class
of object, and to stimulate inquiry (Cunningham, 1988; Pearce, 1995; Schlereth, 1991; Severa and
Horswill, 1989).
These models, designed for the study of a single object, required development and refinement to
use them for the study of clothing and when studying collections of artefacts. Fleming's model
required a previous knowledge and experience of that class of artefact, and appropriate
terminology to accurately describe and interpret it, and focused on the object, generating
descriptive data with little emphasis on developing the cultural context of the artefact (Zimmerman,
1981). In Fleming's model one of the properties investigated was history, in the study of dress
artefacts this was often missing or inaccurate (Severa and Horswill, 1989). Traditionally very little
provenance (information about the source and history of an object) was found with dress artefacts,
the information not recorded at the time of donation. To analyse objects and gather information
which was meaningful a certain level of expertise was required (DeLong and Petersen, 2004; Severa
and Horswill, 1989). Generation and adoption of a uniform classification system, often lacking or
inconsistent in museums, was also an aspect of many of these models for the study of material
culture (Brears, 1984; Cunningham, 1988).
Models for the study of material culture all require a shift from the analysis of the object, to external
sources of evidence such as archival sources (Prawn, 1988; Steele, 1998). Slower to develop was the
understanding of the culture within which the artefact was produced; the study of material culture.
Material culture has been defined by Frown (1988) as;
'the study through artefacts of the beliefs - values, ideas, attitudes, and assumptions - of a
particular community or society at a given time. The term material culture is also frequently
used to refer to artefacts themselves, to the body of material available for such study'
(Prawn, 1988:18).

2.2

Traditional forms of dress research

Prior to the 1980s, use of dress artefacts for historical study was limited; the study of objects to
illuminate the past was reportedly not considered an intellectual pursuit (Brigden, 1984; Ettema,
1991; Field, 2004; Glassie, 1991; Pearce, 1995; Zimmerman, 1981). Social history research was
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document rather than object-based, documents being considered more complete sources of
information, able to generate more knowledge. Object-based research often required too high a
level of technical skill to read and interpret the object (Hood and Ruddel, 1991; McClung Fleming,
1974). Museums, containing a wealth of information in collections of extant garments, have in the
past been under-utilised. The research method required to extract and interpret which information
had not been developed (Teather, 1990). For the academic, access to museum clothing collections
was limited, collections large, and not well catalogued or documented (Hood and Ruddet 1991;
Taylor, 2004). Those studying dress history spent little time studying extant garments, using
instead documents, images and illustrations (Palmer, 1997; Steele, 1998).
2.2.1

Documents

Archival repositories and family collections were the source of many documentary artefacts
providing direct and indirect evidence of dress history. As dress collections tend not to contain
working-class and everyday clothing, the use of documents extended the evidence retrieved to
include a wider range of socio-economic groups (Hood, 1990).
Probate documents such as wills and estate inventories, provided descriptions of clothing and
textiles. They were particularly useful for periods where there were no extant garments (Arnold,
1973; Trautman and Bartsch, 1988). Wills and family documents such as birth, marriage and death
certificates, detailed family lineage, occupations and household particulars (Trautman and Bartsch,
Business records, historical biographical accounts and related material, were used to
research the development of the textile industry (Lee-Whitman, 1982; Sloat, 1975). Household and
1988).

business records detailed the cost of daily life. The type and cost of goods detailed gave the
researcher an insight into commercial practices and economies of the period. Shipping records
provided details of textiles imported or exported, and tariffs imposed on these goods. Letters and
diaries contained evidence of clothing practices and also provided background information on the
culture and society of the day (Campbell and Brandt, 1994). Newspapers, periodicals, municipal
and community documents provided the researcher with a social comment of the time, descriptions
of newsworthy events, access to business advertisements, and published family notices, and
information on the physical makeup of a community (housing and the business sector) (Helvenston,
1990). Government-pu blished documents provided census and electoral data. Fiction has also been
used, in conjunction with factual evidence, to interpret dress (Buck, 1983; Gordon, 1992).
Researchers have studied dressmaking and tailoring technical books and patterns to develop dating
methods for costumes (Arnold, 1973; Farrell-Beck, 1987; Waugh, 1968).
Oral history documents offered first-hand accounts of artefacts, and the social and cultural context
to the artefact, the researcher given the opportunity to interact with subjects. Using open-ended
discussion generated anecdotal evidence which became significant in developing a cultural context
(Lomas, 2000; Palmer, 2001). The use of oral history though was limited to the recent past
(Pannabecker, 1991).
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To provide good data for research however documents must have been from a reliable source, the
material accurate, context known, and content understood within this context, the intentions of the
author understood and biases recognised (Tosh, 1991).

For example advertising material of

businesses was written to promote a service or sell a product, and may falsely describe those they
were in competition with.

Additionally a good understanding of costume and technical

terminology was required to understand historical accounts of clothing and different terms
describing the same item of clothing (Arnold, 1973). The study of documents also required the
deciphering of handwriting and language.
Using documentary artefacts only, however, provides information only about those who were
literate, those who had time to read and write, and those who had access to books and newspapers;
the literate middle- and upper-class (Campbell and Brandt, 1994; Glassie, 1991; Gordon, 1992;
Helvenston, 1990).
Data generated in the study of documents required analysis. Content analysis, 'a technique to
determine the values, themes, role prescriptions, norms of behaviour and other elements of a
culture from the written materials produced by the people of a culture in the ordinary course of
events' was often used (Campbell and Brandt, 1994:17). Paoletti (1982) recommended the use of
content analysis where the principal sources, documents, were numerous and defined it as 'a
procedure for producing quantitative data from verbal or nonverbal communication (Paoletti,
1982).
2.2.2

Visual sources

The study of dress using visual sources has also been used in many past studies. Fashion drawings
or photographs, cartoons, portraits or film have been used to identify changes to styles over time in
order to develop dating and style classification systems (Rowold and Schlick, 1983), examine the
cyclic nature of fashion (Belleau, 1987) determine stylistic changes (Cosbey, Damhorst and FarrellBeck, 2002; Cosbey, Damhorst and Farrell-Beck, 2003; Turnbaugh, 1979) or the adoption of fashion
styles (Blum, 1998; Paoletti, 1982).

Studies have used pictorial sources to identify regional

differences in dress, identify, and relate changes in fashion to social changes, and to interpret dress
(Behling, 1983; Cosbey, et al., 2003; Robenstine and Kelley, 1981; Tandberg, 1987). In some of these
studies, visual analysis instruments were developed to first code changes identified in pictorial
sources, then to quantify and analyse the data.
Dress research using photographs was limited to the study of dress history after 1839, the date of
the development of photography. Those studying dress prior to this date had to rely on other
visual sources, such as paintings, etchings and drawings. Pictorial images revealed details of the
· clothing and how it was worn, did not reveal details of construction or alterations, were only one
view of the garment, and, in the case of black and white photography did not show the colour of
fabrics (Paoletti, Bekker and Pelletier, 1987; Ribeiro, 1998).
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Like all sources of data, visual sources for the study of dress history can contain bias. The intent of
the artist or the subject needed to be considered (Koltun, 1979).

The image portrayed in a

photograph or painting may have been that desired by the sitter, or the artists to express a
particular social view (Kidwell, 1997; Taylor, 2002). The place where the portrait was to be hung
also affected presentation of the subject (Kidwell, 1997). In studio portraiture, the subject was
typically removed from their surroundings and photographed or painted in an artificial
environment. Props and a background were introduced and lighting controlled. Clothes worn may
not even belong to the sitter (Hunt and Sibley, 1994). Aesthetics, trends and the artist's personal
tastes all influenced the style of the portrait.
Fashion plates and drawings in periodicals, and advertising from mid-1700s have also been utilised
extensively in dress research. In images of seasonal fashion, like fashion photography, an idealised
visual image was produced to sell a product which may not have been actually produced or worn
(Paoletti, et al., 1987). Drawings were stylised but useful in that they were often dated, detailed,
with descriptions of fabrics and notions, and included prices. However many periodicals were not
as commercially independent as they appeared, being linked to specific fashion houses (Taylor,
2002).
Early photographs produced gave the researcher a very detailed image of the subject who was
generally from a range of socio-economic classes (Johnson, 2004; Severa, 1995). Series of studio
portraits provided a continuous record over time of images from one photographer. Images show
actual clothes worn, often by ordinary people and are often dated with a known location (Severa,
1995). The style of a photograph and props used had to be considered (Pols, 1995). With the
introduction of cellulose acetate film by Eastman Kodak in 1925, photography was available to
more people (Florida State Archives, 2006). Family photography presented another source for the
researcher. Even though biased towards special occasion photography family images were another
important record of dress history (Rowat, 1991; Taylor, 2002).

Family photographs, often

annotated, when presented in albums portrayed a sequence of family events. The fit of clothing and
posture of the subjects was often revealed in informal family snapshots (Rowat, 1991). Family
photographs displayed how everyday people interpreted fashion of the period, often different to
the idealised imagery of fashion photography. However the use of photography as evidence in the
study of dress history presented some problems. Fashion plates, as mentioned above, presented the
audience with an idealised view of dress, studio photography was not accessible to all because of
the cost and locality, and co:mmercial photographers often staged shots to get a saleable image.
Nonetheless, the development of photographic processes, and methods of presenting them has been
well documented, and can be used to help date images (Pols, 1995; Rowat, 1991).

Additionally,

photographic collections were often from a range of sources and complemented other visual sources
(Rowat, 1991).
For further discussion on photographs refer to section 2.9.
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Of film, horne movies, newsreels and documentaries provided the most accurate portrayal of dress.
ln fiction films, apart from early movies where actors wore their own clothing, costumes were
designed for the story (Arnold, 1973; Taylor, 2002)
Cartoons, often politically motivated, gave the researcher another avenue to explore political, social
and cultural comment, and reaction to dress styles (Paoletti, 1982). To interpret cartoons Taylor
(2002) suggested a five-fold approach; assessment of the author's interests, knowledge of the
cultural and political stance of the publisher, and that of the readership, the time period of the
cartoon at publication, and placement of the dress shown into its historical and cultural context
(Taylor, 2002).
To gain a balanced view of the period being researched through visual sources researchers used
more than one source and images were compared (Koltun, 1979; Rowat, 1991). A knowledge of
illustrating styles and artistic conventions, historical, political and social context, and fashion styles
of the time helped the researcher to determine what was fact and what was fiction (Taylor, 2002).
Close scrutiny of images, the use of complementary sources and a knowledge of the period
overcame the problem of visual sources which were not dated or had been incorrectly dated
(Campbell-Warner, 1992). Overall interpretation of visual and documentary sources provided the
researcher with invaluable evidence of the culture and period being studied.
2.2.3

The study of extant garments only

Studies of surviving garments only focused on describing and cataloguing these artefacts, and the
visual attributes of the garments (DeLong and Petersen, 2004). Research was biased towards the
surviving garments, which were often not representative of the range of garments being worn, but
generated useful descriptive research and provided a means to develop dating methods (Arnold,
1973; Hood, 1990). Studies revealed relationships or trends within the objects. Visual analysis was
often used to code physical details of the garments for statistical analysis, and required a certain
level of skill and expertise in the area being studied to be able to 'read' the object (Severa and
Horswill, 1989).
2.3

Studies placing dress artefacts into a cultural context

While the tracing of social and cultural history through artefacts had been accepted in anthropology
studies it was slow to develop in the study of dress (Palmer, 2001; Taylor, 2004). Since the rnid1980s there has been the development of an approach to the study of dress history where the
artefact was not studied in isolation but studied along with as many relevant sources as possible to
place the object into its cultural, social and historical setting. Both academics and object-based
researchers contributed to this field of dress research (Ribeiro, 1998; Taylor, 1998; Turner, 1984).
Taylor commented on studies which used such a multi-faceted method to place objects 'in their
precise individual biographical settings with the help of a full range of photographs, period and
oral history comments, and surviving related ephemera' (Taylor, 1998:353) .
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Studies accessing a diverse array of sources overcame some of the biases introduced in studies of
material culture which were based on evidence from one source by 'integrating multiple facets of
the subject from a range of sources' (Palmer, 1997:302) . When studying garments with little or no
provenance, other sources revealed more information to answer the unanswered questions
(Cunningham, 1988). Like all research, sources had limitations and collections biased, by not only
what had survived, but what had not (Bissonnette, 2004)
Artefacts were used to support the history (Palmer, 1997).

Palmer felt that 'a methodology for

costume study is ... best when it is multidisciplinary and includes material cultural analysis ... to
enable the scholar to contextualize artefacts and documents in a multi-layered fashion' (Palmer,
1997:302). The analysis of the artefact led to other research areas prompted by the object itself.

Artefacts 'illustrated' documentary and visual sources, they were proof of a culture, enhanced the
study, and their physical description brought the research to life (Field, 2004).
The study of European women's dresses in nineteenth-century New Zealand by Malthus (1996) was
the first in-depth analysis of historic dress to be carried out in New Zealand. Through the analysis
of artefacts and documentary sources, and use of statistical techniques, Malthus was able to
interpret the colonial environment and its effect on the dress reform movement. Malthus examined
162 dresses from several New Zealand museum collections, using set criteria. Museum collections

in Nelson were not included. The large volume of data collected was then compared qualitatively
and quantitatively. Dresses were photographed and fibres identified. Documentary sources were
used to interpret the statistical results (Malthus, 1996).

Malthus grouped the dresses into six

divisions (pre 1860,1860-1874, 1875-1889, 1890-1900, post 1900, and an undated group) based on the
need to have sufficient numbers of garments in each group for statistical purposes, and also broadly
based on dress styles. These periods have been considered also in the current study when
developing a history of garment construction. This was done in order that the results would build
on Malthus' findings, comparisons could be made between the two studies, and there was
consistency in the use of terminology. Malthus measured each garment at eight sites: these same
sites have been used in the present study for consistency.
A method of examination and systematic analysis of a garment used by Johansen (2000) was
developed from methods used in textile conservation (Brooks, 2000; Johansen, 2000). To aid in the
analysis of the garments in the study, Johansen developed a chart for compiling and coding
descriptive data. Excessive handling of garments was avoided, as the researcher was able to work
through the physical examination of the garment systematically.
specially made dress forms to be photographed.

Garments were placed on

As Johansen pointed out, this revealed 'the

appearance of the last person who wore it. Wrinkles and strains reveal the person's posture and
build, wear and soiling tell us about the garment's use' 0ohansen, 2000:53). For each garment
studied technical drawings were made to illustrate pattern pieces and the garment. Comparisons
were made with other textiles of the time in order to validate the style. Portraits, travel descriptions
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and other documentary sources were used to build a profile of the period. These methods were also
drawn upon in the present study.
2.4

Museum collections

Collections of artefacts held by museums presented the foundation for material-culture research.
Pearce (1995) stated that 'it is museums which hold the stored material culture of the past, and so it
follows that museum collections represent a good starting point' (Pearce, 1995:297).
The role of the social history researcher or museum curator is to study these objects, to use
information from within the collection and from other sources, and to interpret the results within
the object's historical or cultural context. As Brigden (1984) pointed out,
'The extent to which these objects can illuminate aspects of the age from which they
originated depends primarily upon knowledge resulting from the research input.
Individually, the objects can embody the differences in technology and fashion that separate
one social period from another ... one of the basic skills of a curator is the ability to interpret
the objects within a historical context so that each may be induced to reveal its story ... The
central idea, and the one that distinguishes the social history museum from just a collection
of objects, is that of context - historical, geographical and cultural ... the role of a social
history museum in creating a sense of local identity by giving the community an insight into
its historical development.' (Brigden, 1984:170-171).

A museum was defined in 2005 by the International Council of Museums as;
'a non-profit making, permanent institution in the service of society and of its development,
and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits,
for purposes of study, education and enjoyment, material evidence of people and their
environment' (The International Council of Museums, 2005:web page).

The social history museum is a collection of the material relics of past lives and communities. The
objects may be two- or three-dimensional, may exist in store rooms or libraries, or outside the
museum buildings as monuments and historic sites, they may be events, behaviours or oral
histories (Brigden, 1984; Pearce, 1995; Teather, 1990).
Research of artefacts in a museum collection begins with information recorded about the object such
as provenance and donor details. If this information has not been recorded sufficiently or with
sufficient accuracy, research potential is compromised and the potential for exhibiting is
diminished. If provenance is lost, so too is the context (Brigden, 1984).
2.4.1

Research potential of clothing and textiles in museum collections

At the time of the present study current museum research was focused on the study of surviving
garments, to understand the cultural significance as well as physical structure and function. Thus a
multi-faceted approach, combining object-based study with documentary and/ or scientific
evidence, can 'illuminate understanding of textiles and costume' (Brooks, 2000:1). Without the
interpretation and communication of an object's cultural and social background the artefact on
display is alienated from that culture, the artefact is merely an object in a display case. The need to
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present a coherent story through the study of both artefact and the culture it was produced in was a
fairly recent approach to the display of dress in museums (Taylor, 2004).
Despite providing a source of rich data, clothing and textiles in museum collections were often
unusual or non-representative examples (Hood and Ruddel, 1991; Robenstine and Kelley, 1981).
These objects survived past their period of use for many reasons. They may have had personal
associations, or the value of the design, fabrics and construction was recognised as significant in the
development of fashion or the textile industry. The artefact may have belonged to a prominent
person, may have represented a collector's personal interest or have been acquired for an exhibition,
or they may have met the museum's collection policy (Taylor, 2002). In a collection, bias was often
inherent just by the fact that the objects survived. Collections contained few examples of everyday
clothing, especially clothing from the working class, men's wear and children's wear. Within most
collections relatively high number of artefacts which would be classed as 'special occasion' dress
occurred because they held special meaning for the donor, such as wedding or christening gowns
(Taylor, 2002). As in fashion magazines the appearance of a garment in a collection may not
represent what was actually worn (Paoletti, et al., 1987).
Collections themselves have often grown haphazardly either because there had been no formal
collecting policy, one that was ill defined, or periods of inactive collecting. Collecting may also have
been limited by resources, money and staffing, and inadequate or no storage space. The Museum of
London in England had a very broad collection, developed because of its very wide collection
policies, and up until the 1980s was lacking in significant objects for the twentieth century
(Chapman, 1984). Other collections had well developed policies in place. Two examples were the
Museum of Costume, in Bath, England, developed from the private collection of Doris Langley
Moore, and the Colonial Williamsburg collection in Virginia, America (Baumgarten, 2002;
Chapman, 1984).
The study of clothing artefacts required technical and research skills, historical and object-based
knowledge (Heiberger, 2000; Taylor, 2002). An understanding of construction methods, materials
and styles was necessary in order to date an artefact (Arnold, 1973). If the object was subject to
conservation treatment, in-depth scientific, context and provenance research may have been
undertaken (Heiberger, 2000). For the object to be preserved, a complete understanding of the
properties of the textile was required. Research and interpretation also took place when objects
were exhibited.
For objects with a provenance, that information may have provided the link between an individual
and their clothing (Paoletti, et al., 1987). Provenance information may also have been incorrectly
recorded requiring knowledge to identify this (Heiberger, 2000). Fortunately even objects without a
provenance still contained a wealth of information unintentionally left by maker, wearer and the
culture of the period. Materials, construction methods, evidence of wear, soiling, alterations,
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texture, smell, and the presence of foreign bodies, such as insects, all revealed the biography of the
object (Brooks, 2000; Johansen, 2000; Taylor, 2002).
Museum curators have traditionally valued garments in original condition more highly than altered
garments (Baumgarten, 2002). Unaltered garments gave the researcher the opportunity to establish
which construction techniques, fabrics and body shapes were in use during a certain period
(Baumgarten, 1998; Baumgarten, 2002). From this it could be determined if change had occurred in
other clothing of the same period. However altered garments also contained a wealth of
information about the life of the garment and past events, from the time it was first made until the
time it entered a collection (Baumgarten, 1998; Taylor, 2002). Baumgarten defined four categories
into which alterations may have fallen; alterations made during the daily life of the garment,
recycling the materials into another textile, remaking for revival or fancy dress, and restoration
(Baumgarten, 2002). Restoration destroyed the history of an artefact, therefore it was no longer
common practice in museums to undo alterations. Rarely did garments fit the wearer they were
made for, and garments ordered from other towns or countries would often need adjusting when
they were first worn (Baumgarten, 1998). In this case especially the original form of the garment
was not easily recognised (Staniland, 1997).
Clothing and textile collections had rich research potential as a source of cultural evidence. There
was abundant published literature on the subject of dress history dating from the 1500s (Taylor,
2004). Taylor, in her books The Study of Dress Histon; (2002) and Establishing Dress Histon; (2004),
explored the history of these published works, the development of research methods, museum
collections and exhibition styles (Taylor, 2002; Taylor, 2004).

Since the late 1990s several

publications stemming from research within museum collections highlighted that artefaGts did
reveal their story to those willing and able to interpret them.
Palmer (2001) studied extant garments in the collection of the Royal Ontario Museum to understand
the significance of imported couture fashions in North America in the 1950s.

Newspaper and

couture house records were studied and findings linked to actual garments. As the garments in the
collection were relatively recent acquisitions, many donors were still alive making oral history
interviews possible. Tracing donors to reconstruct their identity posed a problem though, as many
were referred to by their husband's name. Interviews with the women in the study illustrated the
power of these garments to bring to mind a time in history. Palmer found that many still held onto
similar garments for emotional reasons, and that discussion about the garments prompted
discussion about the society and culture of the time. Such open-ended research redirected the
researcher into areas which may not have been explored (Palmer, 2001).
Baumgarten (2002) in an illustrated account of the Colonial Williamsburg collection presented a
collection of colonial and federal American clothing as an important source for study by the curator
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and academics. The garments were considered an important archival document of historic styles,
construction techniques, fabrics and fibres, dyes, and alterations (Baumgarten, 2002).
Rexford (2000) examined footwear collections together with illustrations and commentaries in mail
order catalogues, fashion magazines and journals of the shoe trade. A rich source of extant shoes
and documentary sources were found in collections in regions where the shoe-making industry was
based in the USA. Unusually collections contained extensive holdings of everyday footwear not
found elsewhere. The study was able to firmly place the shoes in a social and historical context with
the use of evidence from documentary sources (Rexford, 2000).
Curatorial care of the collection of dress from the English Royal family held in the Museum of
London led to the development of an exhibition and the subsequent publication of the book, In
Royal Fashion (Staniland, 1997). The text followed a chronological order and through the study of
the clothing, along with portraits, letters and personal possessions, recreated a rich heritage, placing
the artefacts into context.
Like all objects, clothing and textiles were the product of the culture in which they were produced.
They had meaning for those who made them, those who wore or used them, and those who
observed them (Cunningham, 1988). When objects came into a collection, they were removed from
this context. As museum objects, they were photographed, measured and catalogued, labelled and
stored. Objects remained in storage until required for exhibition or research.
2.4.2

The Nelson Provincial Museum

2.4.2.1

The general collection

At the time of this study over 200,000 items were housed at The Nelson Provincial Museum
Research Facility at Isel Park in Stoke, Nelson. The general collection comprised; clothing and
textiles, natural history, foreign ethnology, taonga Maori, New Zealand archaeological, domestic
and technical, and loan items. The clothing and textiles collection was made up of European
children's, men's and women's wear, household linens and textiles, flags and clothing accessories, as
well as Maori, and foreign ethnology textiles and clothing, predominantly Pacific, Asian and
African. The collection dated back to the museum's establishment in the 1840s.
The donation and acquisition policy at the time this study was undertaken stated that 'the Museum
collects objects, scientific specimens, and printed and audio-visual media relating to the natural and
human history of Te Tau Ihu o Te Waka a Maui [top of the South Island], for the purposes of
documentation, preservation, research, exhibition and interpretation' (The Nelson Provincial
Museum/Nelson Bays Heritage Trust, 2003:2).

How long this policy, or previous collecting

policies, have been in place was unclear. The collection was predominantly made up of items
collected unsystematically, as most had been donated. Often many of items came into the collection
as group accessions from one donor, which sometimes contained three-dimensional objects as well
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as documents and photographs. Most specific artefact purchases had been made for exhibitions or
education programmes. Under the policy, items of unknown provenance were not currently
collected. However at the time of the study the collection did contain items without provenance.
This could be due to a number of factors: the information had been separated from the object, the
object came into the museum without provenance, or the object was accessioned during a previous
period when provenance information was not considered important.
At the time of the present study the procedure for processing donations and accessions had been in
place since the 1990s. When items came into the museum, they were registered as a donation, given
a number and recorded in the donation register. A committee of museum staff decided whether the
item met the collecting criteria and was accessioned into the permanent collection. The item was
then allocated an accession number, registered in the accessions register, labelled, packaged and
placed in storage. A computer database record was then created for the item. The accession items
were classified using the Chenhall Nomenclature system where a code is allocated to each artefact
based on its function. As an example, a dress was classified as 'clothing outerwear' under 'Category
3: personal artifacts', the code allocated was '3CO' (Blackaby, Greeno and The Nomenclature
Committee, 1988; Chenhall, 1978).
The clothing and textiles collection of The Nelson Provincial Museum had remained largely
undisturbed in storage, being moved several times as the museum moved buildings. Past research
into the collection had identified objects to be used in the development of short-term exhibitions,
and for permanent display in a new exhibition centre opened in 2005. In 1984 a survey was carried
out by Valerie Carson, a textile conservator, who made recommendations on the storage and care of
the European clothing and textiles in the collection at that time. An inventory of the collection was
carried out in 1988 by museum staff and volunteers. Up until the time of the present study little
cohesive research had been undertaken to study the collection, and place it into its historical
context.
2.4.2.2

Library, archives, art and photographic collections

Also housed at the Research Facility were the library and archives, art and photographic collections.
In the library and archives collection were personal papers, family histories, records of businesses
and organisations, school records, maps, newspapers, directories, books and ephemera. Most items
related to the Nelson province. The period 1841-1920 was well recorded. Personal papers (diaries
and letters) provided a dialogue of everyday life in early Nelson. Nelson newspapers (The Colonist,
The Nelson Examiner and New Zealand Chronicle, and The Nelson Evening MaiD provided a description
of the settlement of Nelson through advertisements, editorial and articles.

The art collection

consisted of paintings, drawings and prints. Documents generated by the museum were also held
in the archives collection and provided documentary research sources. Donation and accession
registers, and associated correspondence, and exhibition research and catalogues, all contained
relevant information.
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The photographic collection was comprised of over 1.4 million images, including studio portraits,
records of landscapes, agriculture, social and cultural affairs, education, urban and rural
development, trade, industry, transport and communication, again principally of the Nelson
province. Many images were printed; there were around 30,000 original photographic prints
including single images and those in over 175 albums. However most images were still negatives;
glass plate, nitrate, cellulose and modern transparencies. Other holdings included lantern slides,
8mm and 15mm movie film, videos, and digital images (McEwan, 2004; Tasman Bays Heritage
Trust, 2006; The Nelson Provincial Museum/Nelson Bays Heritage Trust, 2003).
Part B- Nelson and technology in context
2.5

Settlement history

The second settlement of The New Zealand Company, Nelson, was founded in 1841, three years after
the first settlement, Wellington. The ships Whitby and Will-Watch carrying a total of twenty-seven
cabin passengers and seventy-seven steerage passengers, whose occupations were listed as
surveyors, labourers, servants, brick-makers, surgeon, police and boatmen, arrived on 5 November
1841 (Anon, 1840-1850). The expedition's mission was to survey and choose a settlement site for
emigrants from England (Whyte, 2001).
On 1 February 1842, having left West India Docks on 26 September 1841, twenty cabin passengers
and 150 steerage passengers on the Fifeshire disembarked in Nelson, and were the first New Zealand
Company migrants to land in the South Island (Anon, 1840-1850). On board the Lord Auckland,
which arrived 27 February 1842, was 27 year-old John Wallis Barnicoat (1814-1905). Barnicoat was
employed by The New Zealand Company. He surveyed the Moutere, Waimea, Motueka and Takaka
districts (Foster, 2005- 2007; Raggett, 2000). In 1844 he went on to explore the southeastern coasts
of the South Island of New Zealand to find a suitable site for the settlement of New Edinburgh
(Dunedin) (Foster, 2005- 2007). Barnicoat's sketchbook illustrated the early development of Nelson
with sketches of the landscape (Figure 2.1) and surveyed blocks of land.
Immigrant ships continued to arrive in Nelson and after seven months the population was
estimated to be 2000, 'including men of almost every calling' (Bailey, 1859:8).

Up until mid-1843,

when The New Zealand Company ran into financial difficulties, eighteen ships had arrived in Nelson
bringing 1052 men, 872 women and 1384 children settlers (McAloon, 1997). Most of these setters
came from London or the nearby counties and most were poor (McAloon, 1997; Sinclair, 1969). The
New Zealand Company was successful in achieving a balance in the numbers of male and female

settlers.
A printing press was amongst the early cargo to land in Nelson (Bailey, 1859). The Nelson Examiner
was first published 12 March 1842, and was the first paper to be published in New Zealand. A
second paper, The Colonist was founded in 1857 by Nelson residents who opposed the dominance of
large landowners in the district (Alexander Turnbull Library and National Library of New Zealand
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Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa, 2006). On 3 March 1866, the first daily newspaper, The Nelson
Evening Mail, was published. The Nelson Evening Mail was still being published in Nelson at the
time of this study as The Nelson Mail. The Nelson Examiner and The Colonist have ceased publication
(Alexander Turnbull Library and National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Matauranga o
Aotearoa, 2006).
By mid-1843 disputes between Nelson settlers and local Maori had begun. As there was insufficient
land around Nelson to develop the rural blocks for the settlers, Captain Arthur Wakefield looked
further a field to the Wairau. He sent a survey party (which included Barnicoat) into the Wairau
block. Ngati Toa chiefs, Te Rauparaha and Te Rangihaeta, evicted the party. The surveyors huts
and survey markers, all made from local materials, were destroyed (Mitchell and Mitchell, 2004).
After a court order was issued, Wakefield with a party of special constables then went to Wairau to
arrest Te Rauparaha. Nine Pakeha and four Maori were killed in the initial skirmish. In retaliation
thirteen constables, who had surrendered to the Maori, were executed.

This massacre of the

constables, reported in the newspapers of the time as 'the Wairau massacre', took place on 17 June
Arthur Wakefield, brother of Colonel William Wakefield, The New Zealand Company's
Principal agent in New Zealand, and son of Edward Gibbon Wakefield, the main publicist for the

1843.

emigration policy, was one of those killed (Bailey, 1859; Barber, 1989; Campbell, 1996).
By the late 1850s, Nelson was well established (Figures 2.2 to 2.4). By 1857 the European population
had reached 8,465, during this year 554 people immigrated to Nelson and 184 emigrated (Bailey,
1859:24-25). Up until1848 immigrants were predominantly from England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
British colonies, and 'foreign' countries (Department of Economics, 1954). By 1864 immigrants were
also from Australian colonies, USA, France and Germany (Registrar-General's Office, 1864). There
were 272 births and thirty-seven deaths registered in the Nelson district during 1857, the greater
proportion of deaths occurring were children under seven and those aged between twenty-one and
thirty (Bailey, 1859:24-25).
Once established the Nelson province had agricultural and pastoral land in the districts of Waimea,
Motueka, Takaka, Wakapuaka and Wairau, and the Awatere and Amuri valleys. The province was
rich in minerals, including gold from Massacre Bay (later known as Golden Bay) and the Motueka
district, coal from Motupipi, Massacre Bay and Stoke, and copper and chrome from Croixelles and
the Dun Mountain mine. Nelson's sheltered harbour was accessible in all seasons and was often
used by vessels not able to reach southern destinations safely due to adverse weather conditions.
Nelson was exporting produce such as oats and potatoes, also minerals, livestock and wool to the
UK, the British colonies and USA (Department of Economics, 1954). Imports from the UK,
Australia, and the USA included the manufactured articles and raw materials needed to establish
the province (Bailey, 1859; Department of Economics, 1954). By 1875 the province of Nelson was
producing 'cereal of all kinds, potatoes, hops, dairy produce, fruits of all descriptions such as are
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grown in England; wool, woollen cloth, leather, flax, rope, ale and porter, wines from the grape and
other fruits, cider & c.' (Vogel, 1875:181).
The port of Nelson was a point of arrival and departure for the coastal mail steamers, and
passenger steamers servicing the coastline from Massacre Bay to the Wairau district. By 1859 roads
from Nelson extended to towns such as Wakefield, twenty miles away, and then as bridle tracks
through to the Wairau Valley and Canterbury plains. Public transport serviced the Nelson to
Waimea route three times a week (Bailey, 1859).
Nelson Hospital treated sixty cases during 1857, and 952 children were attending public schools,
also receiving instruction in singing and drawing. During 1858 a Chamber of Commerce was
established in Nelson, and the Provincial Government completed its fifth session which resulted in,
amongst other business, a Dog Nuisance Act. The Supreme Court had been sitting, a fire brigade
was formed and a new fire engine had arrived. Public swimming baths were established and
annual horse race meetings were being held.

A suitable site for Nelson College had been found,

and it had been advocated that the town should have a water supply (Bailey, 1859:20). More
elaborate buildings were appearing;
'... a Wesleyan Chapel and a Masonic Hall, both of which are ornaments to the town.
Several hovels have disappeared, and in their place have arisen buildings of higher
pretensions than were considered necessary in former years. A new bridge, erected by the
Board of Works over the river Maitai, has also proved both useful and ornamental' (Bailey,
1859:21).

The population of Nelson continued to grow (Table 2.1). The first immigrants to Nelson were from
the UK, however by 1864 people also came from the USA and Western Europe to settle in Nelson
(Table 2.2). The number of people born in New Zealand also made up a significant percentage of
the population. Even though the statistics cannot account for all people in the province at the time
of the 1848 and 1864 census, they do demonstrate growth in population, the country of origin of
immigrants and the relative proportion from each of those countries.
In 1875 Nelson was described in The Official Handbook of New Zealand;
'To families in easy circumstances, who desire a fine climate, with English society and the
advantage of being able to get for the children a good education, Nelson offers singular
attractions' (Vogel, 1875:184).

2.6

Women settlers

2.6.1

Female employment in the 1840s

In the UK employment for women was limited, factory work or domestic service were the main
avenues of employment.

The needlework trade was also an option taken up by those whose

families could afford to pay for their daughters to join an apprenticeship system. For those women
with an education entering the teaching profession was also a possibility (Harris, 2002; Malthus,
1992).
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Table 2.1
Population, 1843-1891

Year1

Province

Male

Female

Total

1843
1848
1851
1858
1861
1864
1871
1875
1881
1886
1891
1896
1901
1906
1911

Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
N elson/Marlborough2
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson

1415
1576
2317
5203
5337
6706
14532
14617
14979
17106
19617
19784
20972
23914
27264

1308
1373
1970
4069
4615
5204
8510
10003
11495
13586
15537
16417
17583
19536
21875

2723
2949
4287
9727
9952
11910
23042
24620
26474
30692
35154
36201
38555
43450
49139

(Department of Economics, 1954:8,18,22;Registrar-General's Office, 1864:Partl,no2;Registra r-General's Office,
1867:Partl,no2;Registra r-General's Office, 1880:17; Anon, 1912-1913:1211;Registrar-General's Office, 1911:291)

Table 2.2
Place of birth, 1848 and 1864

Male

1848
Female

Total

Male

1864
Female

Total

879
37
104
11

754
25
83
10

1633
62
187
21

62
85

39
62

101
147

2635
338
520
59
162
79

1892
146
317
40
125
62

4527
484
837
99
287
141

30
32
224
74
2404
149

1
5
134
6
2464
9

34
37
358
80
4868
158

Country

England
Ireland
Scotland
Wales
Australian Colonies
Other British Colonies
Foreign
USA
France
Germany
Other Foreign Countries
New Zealand
Not specified

397

400

797

(Department of Economics, 1954:Partlno13;Registr ar-General's Office, 1864:Partlno13)

1 Population figures for years 1843 to 1880 excluded Maori
2 Marlborough separated from Nelson in 1859
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Women of all socio-economic classes were increasingly put into a position of having to support
themselves and most had the skills for the needlework trade (Harris, 2002). With the industrial
revolution the population increased. In her paper "Slaves of the Needle:" The Seamstress in the 1840s
(2002), Harris states that the number of women involved in dressmaking alone was around 15,000
in England in the early 1840s (Harris, 2002). The conditions in which dressmakers worked and
lived were harsh.

They were exploited by their employers, many reports about the industry

appeared in newspapers of the time (Harris, 2002). They had to pay to serve their apprenticeship,
and in order to make a living had to work long hours (Harris, 2002; Malthus, 1992). Emigration
afforded an option for a better life for many of these women.
2.6.2

The New Zealand Company

The immigration schemes promised a better life, New Zealand was promoted as a land of
opportunity. The New Zealand Company was established as an investment company. Investors were
to receive 150 acres of farmland, 50 acres of land within the vicinity of the town and one acre in
town, known as a 'Town Acre' at a cost of three hundred pound, land which was generally obtained
from Maori through dishonest trading (Mitchell and Mitchell, 2004; Whitmore, 2007). The titles
were paid for before the immigrants left the UK, the money being used to purchase the land from
Maori, start public works and pay for the passage of selected immigrants. Land was allocated by a
ballot system in England and blocks chosen by the immigrants on arrival in New Zealand.

The New Zealand Company had clearly defined selection policies for emigrants. They were selected
in order to 'maintain the structure of English society' (Whitmore, 2007:web page). The two most
desirable groups were 'respectful hard-working rural labourers and cultured men of capital'
(Graham, 1992:114).
(Campbell, 1996).

The middle class were also sought, to employ people in New Zealand
Free passage was offered to labourers; mechanics, gardeners, agricultural

labourers, and domestic servants (Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 2005-2007).

The New Zealand Company ceased operations at the end of August 1844. There was a shortage of
arable land for the planned rural blocks, and no employment for labouring immigrants. The New
Zealand Company subsequently employed many of these immigrants to build roads and other public
works. The company then dismissed three hundred of these workers. The six months from
September 1844 to February 1845 were hard with many people short of the bare necessities of food
and clothing, paid jobs were scarce (Campbell, 1996; Murray, 1966). By 1850 The New Zealand

Company was insolvent (Mitchell and Mitchell, 2004).
2.6.3

The first ships

Many women and girls were on the first emigrant ships to arrive in Nelson accompanying their
husbands and families either as steerage passengers, sponsored by The New Zealand Company, or as
paying cabin passengers. For many immigrants the voyage from England, and other countries, was
crowded and uncomfortable, with little fresh food and water. Many did not survive the long
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voyage, which took four to five months depending on the weather, and many were born while at
sea (Bassett, Sinclair and Stenson, 1998).
The daily routine on the voyage is well documented by Barnicoat in his journal written on the Lord

Auckland. For steerage passengers breakfast was at eight, dinner at one and tea at five, washing
days were Monday and Friday, once a month passengers belongings were bought up from the
ship's hold so they could get out a change of clothes, church service was read every Sunday
(Barnicoat, 1841-1844:38). Early in the voyage Barnicoat found that the days passed quickly. On
October 23 1841 he wrote 'What with making bed, cleaning shoes, dressing for dinner, preparing
articles for paper, meals and promenading, the time does not hand at all heavily' (Barnicoat, 18411844:5). Barnicoat contributed to the Lord Auckland Journal, a paper produced by the passengers on
the Lord Auckland during the voyage.
Elizabeth Caldwell (1819-1907) pregnant at the time, her husband Thomas and five children,
immigrated to New Zealand nine years after the first ships arrived. They travelled as cabin
passengers on the Eden arriving in Nelson in November 1850. Elizabeth recalled their voyage in her
reminiscences of early life in Nelson;
'I did a quantity of needlework and so never found the time hang heavy on my hands. After
the first week I had no return of sea-sickness, nor had my children. They were happy as the
day was long ... The voyage had been to us a most pleasant one, plentiful provisions and
many other comforts. No extreme of either cold or heat, most agreeable society without
going far for it' (Caldwell, 1850-1862:9-10).

Edward Gibbon Wakefield, the 'architect of organised immigration' stressed the important part
women played in the colonisation process (Dalziel, 1986:57). It was deemed important to have
equal numbers of men and women and young married couples, immigrating to New Zealand.
'In the new country woman's function would be to create and care for house and home, thus
freeing men for the work of production; it would be her duty to guard the virtue, morality
and gentility of the settlers' (Dalziel, 1986:57).

As Dalziel pointed out, not only did women settlers attend to house and home in very primitive and
harsh conditions, with limited resources and without the domestic help they had in England, they
also contributed to the family economy and maintained social respectability (Dalziel, 1986).
The first women receiving paid passage to New Zealand from The New Zealand Company arrived in
Nelson on the Fifeshire on 1 February 1842. Of the 150 sponsored passengers there were thirty-one
married women, six single women, and thirty-two girls under fifteen. Three steerage passengers
listed their occupation as 'sempstress'; Maria Nowell (16 years), Ann Tomlinson (17 years), and
Susannah Piggott (21 years).

All three women were single.

There were also twenty cabin

passengers paying their own way to Nelson. Of these, there was one single and four married
women and one two-year old child (Anon, 1840-1850).
The next two ships to arrive in Nelson were the Man; Ann and the Lloyds, on 9 February 1842. On
board the May Ann were twenty-one cabin passengers, three of these married women and eight
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children. In steerage there were 174 passengers, forty-eight were women, ten of these were single,
and eighty-two children. Ten adults and children had died on this voyage, and six babies born.
The Lloyds carried nine cabin passengers, and 212 steerage passengers. Of the seventy-three adults
in steerage, sixty-five were married women and seven were single women. These were the wives
and children of men who had come out previously during preliminary expeditions. Sixty-five
children died on this voyage. The first edition of the Nelson Examiner, on 12 March 1842, reported
that the arrival of the Lloyds 'has been the cause of less rejoicing than was anticipated' and goes on to
say 'that however well intended on the part of the Company, the plan of sending out a ship full of
women alone is not a wise one' (Anon, 1842:2). On the Lloyds good food was in short supply, there
was an outbreak of scurvy, the ship's doctor was incompetent, a family with whooping cough had
been allowed on board, and crew and female passengers were 'cohabiting' (McAloon, 1997).
The Lord Auckland left the West India Docks on 27 September 1841 and arrived in Nelson on 27
February 1842.

On board was Rebecca Burns (45 years) married and a dressmaker, with her

daughter Elizabeth (16 years) single, also a dressmaker. Also on board was Mary Ann Cole (30
years) married, dressmaker, Sarah Hargreaves (14 years) single, sempstress, and Emily Thompson
(28 years) single, a servant and tailoress (Anon, 1840-1850).
The next ship, the Bolton, arrived on 15 March 1842 and bought to Nelson eleven sempstresses, all
single women; Harriet Jane Carter (17 years), Elizabeth Rebecca Carter (15 years), Elizabeth Garnett
(16 years), Ann Holland (14 years), Harriet Norris (14 years), Mary Anne Ponsonby (14 years),
Elizabeth Roil (18 years), Harriet Roil (14 years), Dinah Sutton (17 years), Matilda Sutton (15 years)
and Mary Ann Wagstaff (16 years) (Anon, 1840-1850).
Many ships followed with passengers sponsored through assisted immigration schemes and with
those paying their own way, all seeking a better life. Family members and friends would follow
those who had already immigrated after hearing what life was like in the new country. Of the 872
women arriving in Nelson up to mid-1843 most were married and described as 'wives'. On ship's
passenger lists fifty-nine listed their occupation as seamstresses and dressmakers, and eighty-eight
as domestic or farm servants (Anon, 1841-1850b; McAloon, 1997). These settler women were to play
a role in the developing economy. At home they kept house, educated the children, provided
clothing for their families and took in sewing to earn money, and in business they directly
contributed to the commercial development of the Nelson province.
2.6.4

Preparing for a new life

In England many publications gave emigrants emigration advice, including advice on employment,
finance, climate, what to pack for the voyage and the new colony, and accounts from those already
settled (Earp, 1849; Earp, 1858; Fox, 1842; Hursthouse, 1849; Kingston, 1850). The authors of the

Lord Auckland Journal advised intending immigrants to 'bring as much warm apparel as possible,
but most particularly woollen stocking and a comfortable great coat ... strongly recommended to
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provide a large stock of plain strong clothing or materials for clothing, in the making up of which
the females may advantageously employ themselves in the passage, and a considerable stock of
linen is essential to comfort' (Barnicoat, 1841-1844:38). Passengers on their way out to New Zealand
were able to send letters home during the voyage. During the Lord Auckland's voyage Barnicoat and
others gave their letters to the captain of a passing ship, the Ohio of Philadelphia, which was bound
for Rio de la Plata (Barnicoat, 1841-1844:8). As soon as they had arrived in New Zealand settlers
sent letters home.
For cabin passengers their cabins contained nothing, they were required to bring their own
furniture (Northcote-Bade, 1971). Each family had to have a month's supply of clothing on hand
and stow the rest of their luggage in the hold. Clothing requirements differed according to social
status, Table 2.3 shows recommendations for a gentleman's wife, and Table 2.4 for a labouring
man's wife, taken from Earp's Hand-Book For Intending Emigrants to the Southern Settlements of New

Zealand 1849 (Earp, 1849). Clothing requirements reflected the expected duties the wearer would
perform in the new country possibly based on what was worn in England at that time. The
gentleman's wife, whose garments and accessories were of fine cottons and silks, would have
enough dresses to be able to change for dinner, and with eighty pairs of gloves or mittens was
unlikely to venture outdoors with bare hands. The lady's garments and accessories were to be in
finer cotton and silk, fabrics unsuitable for housework. Earp acknowledged that the outfit for a
'lady' was excessive but altogether necessary, 'both are somewhat extravagant in quantity and
quality, but will form useful guides to such as require more than ordinary convenience and attire'
(Earp, 1849:38-44).

The labourer's wife's garments were to be made of cotton and flannel,

hard wearing fabrics suitable to work in.
Earp's advice to immigrants was, however, very practical;
'Remember that you cannot replace articles in new colonies so favourably as you can get
them at home. Some you cannot replace at all, though here they are easily procurable; and
much future annoyance and disappointment may be avoided by a little circumspection in
this respect. To those who are in a condition to command little convenience for their
families, it is unpardonable to neglect their comfort ... expensive or rich clothing is not
required ... not that society does not require propriety of dress, upon all fitting occasions ...
upon ordinary occasions, the roughness of a colonist's pursuits suggests clothing that will
stand rough usage, and must be good to stand this ... even if your means are limited, put up
with a short stock of good things, in preference to an ample stock of trashy things, which, to
say nothing of their discomfort in wearing, will actually cost you more money in the end'
(Earp, 1849:37-38).

This information given to the immigrants would have given them an expectation of what life was
going to be like in the new colony. But when they landed they found bush and swamp, little shelter
was available, and arable land and food were in short supply. David Drummond (1842-1936) was
born in January 1842 on the Fifeshire during the voyage out to New Zealand. Transcripts of his life
in Riwaka in the early 1850s gave details about clothing bought to New Zealand by his father,
David Drummond senior.
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Table 2.3
Recommended outfit for a gentleman's wife

No VII: Outfit for a Lady
48 Calico or Cambric Chemises

2 Silk Dresses, and 1 Satin Dress is

8 Pillow Cases

36 Calico Night Dresses

also desirable

3 Blankets

56 Night Caps

2 Muslin-de-laine or Chalie Dresses

2 Counterpanes

24 Cambric Slips

3 pairs of Stays

20 or 30 yards of fine Flannel

24 Calico Middle Petticoats

1 Cloak

6 Tooth Brushes

3 Flannel Petticoats

8 pairs of Shoes

3 Nail Brushes

1 Horse-hair Petticoat

2 Bonnets

4 Hair Brushes

24 Fine Flannel Waistcoats

Shawl

Combs

24 pair of Cambric Trousers

Fancy Handkerchiefs

6 boxes of Tooth Powder

48 Pocket Handkerchiefs

Fancy Aprons

4 lbs. of brown Windsor Soap

48 Huckaback Hand Towels

Capes, Collars, &c.

4 lbs. of Violet Powder

12 Bathing Towels

Ribbons, Gauzes, &c.

I good Sponge

24 pairs of fine Cotton Stockings

Haberdashery, Needles, &c.

Pomades or Oil for the Hair

24 pairs of Thread Stockings

1 Work-Box

Eau de Cologne

12 pairs of white Silk Hose

12 pairs of white Kid Gloves

Dressing Case

2 pairs of black Silk Hose

19 pairs of coloured Gloves

Writing Case, Paper, &c. Books

1 coloured or white Flannel

Long white Kid Gloves

1 Ship Couch, with Drawers

Dressing-Gown, warm

24 pairs of Thread or Silk Gloves

1 Wash-hand Stand

2 coloured Dressing Gowns

12 pairs of Thread or Lace Gloves

1 Light Cane Chair

8 white Muslin do.

12 pairs of Lace Mittins

1 Looking-glass

4 coloured Morning Dresses

Long Lace Mittins

1 Cabin Lamp, and 6lbs. of Candles

8 Muslin Dresses

1 Clothes-bag

1 Foot Bath and Tin Can

4 Dinner Dresses

12 Dusters

1 Brush, Dust-pan, &c.

8 pairs of Calico Sheets

China and Glass

It must not be understood that the whole of this latter outfit will be required for the voyage. A moderately good silk dress,

one or two muslin-de-laine dresses, three or four morning cotton dresses, and one or two dressing-gowns will be all that is
required, the rest should be carefully packed in tin boxes. Those who do not like to go to the expense of this, will find boxes
lined with the strong, coarse brown paper, called pitch paper, answer the same purpose. The chief requisites in packing for
a voyage are, that the clothes should be perfectly dry, and that the sea air shall not find admission to them. It is also a
matter of importance that no dresses which have been worn should be packed with new dresses: old dresses should be
selected for the voyage, for which they are quite sufficient.

(Earp, 1849:43)
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Table 2.4
Recommended outfit for a labourer's wife

No IV: Wife
Opportunities will occur on the voyage of catching rain water as it runs from the sails, the emigrant's wife should always
take advantage of this, as it will add materially to her own comfort and that of her husband, to wash as much as possible of
a limited outfit. Every facility will be afforded for this purpose, but it must not be too much relied on, in the purchase of
necessary articles of clothing, before leaving England. The following list is on a more extended scale, and whenever the
means of the labouring emigrant will command it, no article, at any rate of his wife's outfit, should be omitted.

18 Calico Chemises

2 pairs Boots

Other things as before

6 Petticoats

4 Cotton Dresses

[6 Towels]

3 Flannel do.

2 Bonnets

[Tapes, Needles, Cotton, &c.]

4 Flannel Waistcoats

1 Cloak

[Variety of Haberdashery]

24 pairs Cotton Stockings

12 yards Flannel

[Clothes Bag]

4 pairs Shoes

20 yards strong Calico

(Earp, 1849:39)
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There were not many occasions to wear the formal attire bought to New Zealand, and clothing and
footwear that was worn did not last long due to the harsh conditions;
'Like most new churns to New Zealand, my father brought with him a black dress suit and
bell-topper which seldom saw the light of day in Riwaka. On the occasion of an Oddfellows
function, Mr Robert McNab borrowed them, and very grand both he and they looked going
off to the spree. When they returned my father could scarcely recognise them as his. They
had in one night completely absorbed the character of old Bob himself... David Drummond
brought to New Zealand 22 pairs of patent leather boots which did not long survive the
work and conditions of the period' (Murray, 1966:20,30).

Accommodation was minimal, either in the emigrant barracks, raupo huts or tents, as illustrated by
Charles Heaphy in 1841 (Figure 2.5) (Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 2005-2007; Whitmore,
2007). Heaphy (1820-1881) arrived in Wellington on board the Ton; in 1839. He then went onto
Nelson in November 1842 on the Whitby. Heaphy was employed by The New Zealand Company as an
artist and draughtsman.

His early works, published as lithographs, were used in England to

promote New Zealand's emigration schemes (Anon, no date-b).
2.6.5

Settling into a new life

The writings, letters and drawings of the settlers to New Zealand gave a good insight into life on
board the ships during the long voyages and life during settlement in the colony. Three such
emigrants to Nelson were Jean Drummond, Sarah Sharp and Sarah Greenwood.
The first European woman to land in Nelson was reported as being Jean Drummond nee Grubb
(1816-1906) (Figure 2.6a), a passenger on board the Fifeshire with her husband, David (1814-1890)
(Figure 2.6b), and sons, Peter, George and David (Anon, 1841-1850a; Murray, 1966). They came
from County Fife in Scotland and travelled as sponsored passengers (Murray, 1966). Jean is listed
as 'Jane' on the passenger lists and David as an 'agricultural labourer', however he was reputedly
well educated and spoke precise English (Anon, 1841-1850a; Murray, 1966:34). Son George (listed
as being one year old) died during the voyage (Anon, 1841-1850a). The memoirs of David and
Jean's third son, David Drummond junior (Figure 2.6c), his life and that of his family in Nelson up
until1863, have been published in the book Pioneer Stan; of David and Jean Drummond (1966).
The Drummond family lived in the emigrant barracks for twelve months after arriving in Nelson
before moving to Te Maatu near Motueka. In Te Maatu they built and lived in what was described
as a primitive hut. Here their only daughter Jessie Irvine was born 3 July 1844 (Figure 2.6d). After
two years at Te Maatu the family moved to Section 61 in the Riwaka Valley about 1845, to be with
other families (Murray, 1966). The Drummonds endured many hardships during this time. Homes
were primitive; an open fire provided the means for cooking, heating and much of the lighting.
Land was cleared and cultivated by hand; the need for food was urgent. As David Drummond
junior recalled;
'As small boys my brother Peter and I always had for our breakfast boiled wheat which was
soaked overnight, cooked, and eaten with milk and brown or black sugar, if we were lucky
enough to have it. .. This grain was very precious ... My father used to chip patches of
ground with an adze, plant the wheat and harvest it by hand ... of lighting ... we depended
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on purpoise oil which the Maoris supplied to us. Our lamps consisted of a tin and wick. No
such thing as a lamp globe in those days ... The nearest school to [section] 61 was a small
thatched whare ... My bother Peter walked to and from this school every day but the
distance was too far for me so my mother taught me in her spare time.' (Murray, 1966:8-9).
For long periods footwear and clothing were unobtainable. Not able to replace worn leather boots,
footwear was made from any material until cured animal hide was available. Trousers were made
from sacks and the term "'patchwork" was literally true' (Murray, 1966:38).
David Drummond senior was employed as an agricultural labourer, cultivating fruit, grain, and
other produce, and raising livestock. Between 1846 and 1847 the family moved to Central Riwaka,
northwest of Motueka, where a fifty-acre block of land was secured, this was cultivated and a dairy
herd raised, which gradually relieved the food shortage. David Drummond senior established a
flourmill, with partner William Mickell, providing a much-needed service in the district grinding
the locally grown wheat (Murray, 1966). Between 1846 and 1855 the Drummond family increased
by five, all boys. The flourmill closed in 1855. In the 1860s the family purchased land in Marahau,
not far from Riwaka, established a sawmill and lived there until the early 1890s (Murray, 1966).
Jean Drummond played a prominent part in the welfare of other settlers; she was a competent
midwife into her eighties and read widely. It is reported that an achievement of hers was knitting
socks (Murray, 1966:39). Jean saved feathers from the many birds killed for food, predominantly
Kaka, until all families had feather quilts and pillows. She washed and dried the feathers in the
oven. It is reported that her passing shot before placing the feathers in the oven was 'aye, it's no'
much tae gie ye, but ye'll mebbe dream o' the place whaur ye were borrn' (Murray, 1966:58). Jean
retained her strong Scottish accent all her life (Murray, 1966).
David and Jean's fourth son William Grubb Drummond (1846-1930) left Nelson when he was about
twenty. He moved to Dunedin in 1890 where he had a drapery business in George Street. When
the business was sold he worked for several businesses including Arthur Barnett Ltd until the 1920s
(Murray, 1966). Arthur Barnett Ltd was still trading at the time of the present study.
There were several artefacts in The Nelson Provincial Museum's textile collection from the
Drummond family; a Drummond tartan shawl (NPM994.84.1), which belonged to Jean Drummond
and brought out to New Zealand with her in 1842, and a patchwork quilt (NPM994.84.2), made by
Jean's daughter Jessie Irvine Hall nee Drummond.
Sarah Higgins nee Sharp (Figure 2.7), at age 12 years, travelled on the Bolton to Nelson in 1842 with
her father Stephen Sharp, sister and three brothers. Sarah's sister, who was twenty-one years old,
died during the voyage. The family spent their first two nights in Nelson in a hut built of flax and
rushes rather than in the nearby emigrant barracks occupied by women and children, situated in
what was later known as Washington Valley (Drummond, 1960; Harper, 1980; Lash, 1992).
Emigrant barracks offered temporary accommodation to emigrants while they made their land
selection and built a house (Godley, 1936). The Sharps then moved into a small hut and their
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belongings were brought up from the port by cart and bullock. They unpacked their belongings
which had been stored in the hold of the ship unseen for many months (Harper, 1980).
Sarah Sharp's brothers found work immediately as farm workers. At this time there were no roads
in Nelson and the town was made up of a few flax and mud houses. Sarah did the housekeeping,
and as she had no mother or sister to teach her learnt how to do things by watching Mrs Gardiner, a
neighbour. The Sharp's hut had no fireplace or oven, cooking was done on an open fire outside. At
the age of fifteen Sarah went into service for Mrs Francis Otterson. Soon after, she returned home to
Spring Grove, cooking and milking the cow. Sarah took in sewing to earn some extra money
(Drummond, 1960).
Sarah married Sydney Higgins in 1852, and continued to sew to supplement the couple's income
along with selling butter and cheese made from the milk of their two cows (Harper, 1980). Sarah
and Sydney raised eleven children, and when her own children were old enough to look after the
house Sarah worked as a nurse and mid-wife.

She sewed and embroidered for her married

children, making curtains, patchwork quilts and cushions, mattresses and pillows. At the age of
seventy-four Sarah learned to write. Sarah died in 1923 at Belgrave aged ninety-three (Anon, 1996;
Drummond, 1960; Harper, 1980). One of her garments can be found in The Nelson Provincial
Museum collection (Figure 2.8) donated in 1992 by a Nelson resident.
Sarah Greenwood (Figure 2.9a) arrived in Nelson on board the Phoebe in March 1843 with her
husband Danforth and eight of their nine children. They came out to New Zealand as cabin
passengers. Sarah and Danforth's tenth child was born during the voyage. Three more children
were born in Nelson. The family was able to rent a house in Nelson for six months. Sarah
described the house and that they were able to employ a housekeeper in a letter to her mother on 13
April1843;
'Our temporary house is a commodiaous [sic] 6-roomed frame house on a hill overlooking
the town and harbour, and surrounded by fern. This specimen of framehouses would quite
deter me from using or buying them as you may see the light through most parts. I am
fortunate in having secured a good and willing young woman as a servant ... ' (Greenwood,
1842-1880:16).

With a constant stream of ships and emigrants arriving in Nelson the settlers were able to acquire
the goods they required if they had the money to purchase them. As Sarah Greenwood wrote on 8
June 1843 in another of her many letters home to her mother in England;
'We are seldom without two or three vessels in the harbour, which keep the town supplied
with most things; one from Sydney, now in port, has fruit trees and seeds of clover, lucerne
etc. We have ordered 18 trees, and intend buying some seeds. Mr Boddington kindly gave
us a few seeds of various vegetables, and our inestimable Captain Wakefield says we shalr
be welcome to anything in his nice garden, particularly strawberries' (Greenwood, 18421880: 23).

Sarah's housekeeper left after three months so Sarah ran the household herself and found that she
enjoyed it, though she paid the labourers' wives 2/- per day to do the washing. She wrote in
August 1843 to her mother;
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'I am now quite expert in household work, which I like well enough, and in cooking which I
really enjoy. I only wish you could taste my stewed pigeons, my pea soup, and my light
plain puddings ... In truth (tho' I am half ashamed of the fact,) I never was happier or better
in my life. Then my ironing is something superior in its way, and my beds are as neat as
beds on a floor can be. We got so accustomed to hard beds on board ship, that it has been no
hardship to sleep on the floor . . . and I find that one day's washing is sufficient for a
fortnight's Clothes .. ' (Greenwood, 1842-1880:25).
One year after landing in Nelson the Greenwoods had built a house in Motueka, and were
producing their own pork, milk and vegetables.

The house, Woodlands (Figure 2.9b), was

remembered by David Drummond junior as 'a large house built of white pine logs and clay'
(Murray, 1966:10). Sarah commented on the new way of life, a life quite different to that she left
behind in Victorian England. In a letter dated 31 March 1844 Sarah wrote;
' ... I am delighted to find that we can live h~re at very small expense, and many privations
we should have fancied very hard to bear, are mere trifles in reality. I am now complete
maid of all work, and very, very fully my time is occupied; all I regret is the want of more
time for the education of my children ... I have quite lost all feeling of "mauvais honte" in
serving up and clearing away the meals with the assistance of the children, and am cook
enough not to be ashamed of my dinners ... In the course of the day I got wet through
almost to the waist by cooking out of doors, cutting cabbages, etc . ' (Greenwood, 18421880:33-34).
Not only did she do the housework, she educated eleven of her thirteen children.

David

Drummond junior, who was one of Dr Greenwood's patients, also recalled that 'Mrs Greenwood
taught her children and gave them a really good education' (Murray, 1966:10). Sarah also had time
to socialise, play the piano, sketch and paint watercolours. Sarah's pictures depicted life at the time.
Many of these sketches and paintings were held by The Nelson Provincial Museum and the
Alexander Turnbull Library in Wellington.
Sarah went on to open a school, The Woodlands, in Bridge Street with her daughters Mary and Ellen
in 1866. The school closed in 1871. Sarah died on 13 December 1889 aged eighty, her husband died
six months later aged eighty-eight (Lash, 1992). The community held the Greenwoods in great
esteem, 'the Doctor, Mrs Greenwood and their family were grand people and a tower of strength to
the early settlers' (Murray, 1966:31).
The Nelson Provincial Museum's textile collection contained many items donated by a member of
the Greenwood family, including a dress, skirt and two bodices, all part of the present study. Other
items may be found in the Clothing and Textile Collection at the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa
Tongarewa, in Wellington. For further information on the Greenwoods refer to section 4.6.8.
2.6.6

Dressmaking as a necessity

Sewing was an important part of a woman's life in the nineteenth century, a skill taught by mothers
to daughters. It was part of the daily routine of running a house and caring for the children. The
family had to be clothed, and household linen made. Ellen Bury wrote to her mother in 1862,
'I am so overwhelmed with needlework just now and shall be, if I am alive, until Christmas,
for Minna wants for a set of new frocks, and I am now finishing the frock that I began before
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Minna was born for Edith Bagshaw. If I do not finish it so that she can wear it this summer,
it will be useless, but it seems a waste of time, almost for me, with all the mantua making, to
say nothing of the patching and mending I have to do, to attempt such a thing' (Bury,
1862:(folder D) 63 IV:p2)

Sewing was an attribute, along with social status, wealth and cooking talents, recognised by men
looking for a bride. Sewing was also a social activity, with friends meeting to work on sewing
projects, sharing patterns and ideas (Figure 2.10a), and undertaken as a leisure activity (Figure
2.10b) (Osaki, 1988). Displays of women's handwork were held regularly in Nelson. A bazaar was
held in March 1869 by the women of the Hardy Street Wesleyan Church to raise funds to pay off the
Church's debt (Anon, 1869:6). Another bazaar was held by the Church in 1884 and photographed
by Tyree Studios (Figure 2.10.c).
Part of running the household was maintaining the family budget. The significance of clothing in
the overall household budget was evident in records kept by an unknown woman in the early 1840s
(Figure 2.11). It is not known if this was for an immigrant family in New Zealand or a family still
resident in England. Purchases of clothing items, fabrics and trims, and dressmaking services were
recorded along with other household living expenses providing an invaluable record of the value of
these items in the 1840s. The document also gave an insight into the life of the family. Recorded in
other entries were; 'have only (£6-4-0) the rest gone somehow while I was ill' in May 1842, the
purchase of mourning clothing 'bills for mourning for me and including baby and Jemima' in
November 1843, and details of the servant's wages, periods and terms of employment (Anon, 18421843).
The guides published for immigrants to the colonies (see Tables 2.3 and 2.4) list lengths of fabric,
needles, cotton and other haberdashery items as being required for the voyage and settlement in
New Zealand (Earp, 1849). The New Zealand Company advised women to take as much material as
they could to keep themselves busy on the voyage (MacGregor, 1976).
Once in New Zealand the early settlers may have had difficulty in replacing clothing and footwear.
Families were large with many growing children to be clothed, garments would have been re-made
to fit younger children, fabric remnants used to patch worn clothing, as rags, or made into
patchwork quilts and rag rugs (Connolly, 1999; Malthus, 1996). Rag rugs, used as bed covers and
floor rugs, were made by hooking strips of fabric onto a backing. A new rug was often made each
winter with old ones being rotated round the house to eventually end up at the back door, then
either thrown away or used outside (Figure 2.12).
There were several patchworks and rag rugs in the Nelson Provincial Museum's textile collection,
made by early settlers to Nelson. A4152 (Figure 2.13a), a large unfinished hand-stitched patchwork
quilt, was made by Mrs Thurga Furneaux, from a variety of velvet, silk and satin fabrics. The quilt
was donated in 1978 by the daughter of Thurga's son, Captain Mark Furneaux (1854- 1928) who
came from Devon, England, and was harbourmaster in Westport (The Nelson Provincial Museum,
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NPM.994.84.2 (Figure 2.13b), a large hand-stitched cotton quilt, was made by Jessie
Drummond (see section 2.6.5). COS.2.2001 (Figure 2.13c), an unfinished patchwork, had no

2001:8).

provenance being described as possibly being a table runner. Made of multi-coloured silks and
hand-stitched, the paper lining and basting stitches were still intact (The Nelson Provincial
Museum, 2001).
Fabric and haberdashery were available to those living in towns with ports and stores, or the means
to get to them, and to those with the money to buy the goods. Hawkers would also travel through
the country selling goods from their wagons to isolated communities (Figure 2.14a-b). Drapers,
dressmakers and tailors set up businesses to provide made-to-order and ready-made clothing to
those who could afford them in the provincial centres.
Dressmaking was also a source of income for many women. Sarah Higgins, who had been taught to
sew at school as her mother died when she was a baby, could make all her own undergarments by
the age of twelve. Sarah took in sewing to supplement the family income, 'I have made many pairs
of trousers for 2/6 a pair and a plain dress for 2/ -' (Drummond, 1960:93).
Not only was making the family's clothing and household linen a major part of a woman's life but
the laundry also occupied much of her time and is talked about in diaries and letters. Elizabeth
Caldwell recorded the following in her diary,
'There is little time however to spend in admiration of the scenery for I had a very busy life no daughter as yet, being old enough to assist me ... my most serious trouble was the
necessity of doing some laundry work. I had never done any washing, and we expected that
I would be able to get assistance from the Maori women, but there were no such available ...
so I did the best I could using up the quantity of under-clothing I had as outfit, but the
washing mounted up to a terrible number of dozens ... ' (Caldwell, 1850-1862:27).

In the end it was Elizabeth's husband who did the laundry but it took some days. It was 'his first

and last exploit as a laundryman. Nothing would ever induce him to help me thus again- he said
"No, never more- anything but that!" '(Caldwell, 1850-1862:27-29).
The Caldwell's built a house on Town Acre 445, which included a schoolroom and accommodation.
Elizabeth instructed 'Young Ladies in the various branches of polite education' (Anon, 1852:177;
Caldwell, 1850-1862) .. The family then spent some time in Golden Bay, farming at Tukurua, before
moving to Australia. Thomas died in 1872 and Elizabeth moved back to Nelson. She died in
Wellington in 1907 (Lash, 1992).
2.6.7

Dressmaking as an occupation

Prior to 1874, the census occupational classes were broad and did not list the various occupations
within the clothing industry. In the sub-order Dress there were fourteen separate categories such as
'Milliner, Dressmaker', Shirtmaker, Seamstress', 'Tailor, Tailoress' (Malthus, 1991:4). In 1874 there
were 2039 women throughout New Zealand who listed their occupation as 'Milliner, Dressmaker'
and 143 as 'Tailor, Tailoress' (14.1% and 1.0% respectively of the female workforce). In 1881 this
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increased to 3658 for 'Milliner, Dressmaker', and 1069 for 'Tailor, Tailoress' however a large increase
in the female workforce meant the percentage of the female workforce in these occupations only
rose to 14.7% and 1.7% respectively. Ten years later there were 66021isted as 'Milliner, Dressmaker'
and 2550 as 'Tailor, Tailoress', with the percentages 15.4% and 5.9% respectively (Bunkie and
Hughes, 1980:163; Malthus, 1991:4).
Table 2.5 lists the wages for needlewomen and dressmakers in 1873 and 1874 throughout New
Zealand.

Also included are the wages for a General House Servant.

In these statistics

'Needlewomen' were classed as 'Female Servants'. As a comparison, in 1875 the cost of renting a
three roomed cottage in Nelson was about 5 shillings per week, and the cost of building a 4 to 5
room wooden cottage in either the town or the country was £130 to £150 (Vogel, 1875:184).
The dressmaking trade operating in early New Zealand was structured in a similar way to that in
England, based on an apprenticeship system and a hierarchy of positions. Dressmaking was also
linked to related trades such as drapers, milliners and tailors. Malthus in her paper Dressmakers in
Nineteenth Centun; New Zealand (1992) discussed the structure and development of the trade in
England and New Zealand (Malthus, 1992:76-97).
2.6.8

Businesses in Nelson

Items of clothing were available to purchase from merchants very early in the history of Nelson's
settlement. McAloon in his book Nelson A Regional Histon; (1997) tells us that by 1842 ten merchants
and storekeepers were trading goods to the immigrant population, selling goods from tents if they
had no building (McAloon, 1997). In the first edition of The Nelson Examiner on 12 March 1842, Mr
F. G. Moore was advertising that he had opened a General Store 'near the beach' selling, amongst
other items, 'Wearing Apparel - Shoes and boots Children's do. Straw hats ... Prints, coloured
Delaines Calico Needle, threads, tapes, pins, buttons, combs, &c. Hose, black and white' (Anon,
1842:1). In the same paper 'C. Vincent, Ladies and Gentlemen's Boot and Shoe Maker ... solicits the
patronage of the inhabitants ... N.B. A few good workmen wanted' advertised, as did R. Mills
selling 'Wearing Apparel, Boots and Shoes, Blanket, &c' (Anon, 1842:1).
Each immigrant ship brought with it consignments of food, crockery, hardware, stationery, clothing
and boots (McAloon, 1997). Fabrics and haberdashery supplies could also be purchased. Many of
the advertisements in the early editions of The Nelson Examiner advertised goods for sale from recent
arrivals in the port. On 10 September 1842 goods were advertised from the ships Indemnity and Sir

Charles Forbes, both from London. Listed were 'Mousseolline de Laines, Saxony Cloths, Orieans [sic]
Cloths, Merinos, Print, Checks,&c., all of the newest patterns, and suitable for the approaching
seasons, Wearing apparel' (Anon, 1842:105).
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Table 2.5
Average rates of wages in the provinces, 1873 -1874
Province

Auckland

Dressmakers
per week

25 shillings

Female Servants
Needlewomen,
per week with board

General House Servants
per annum

20 shillings

10 shillings 6 pence per

week
2 shillings 6 pence per day

8-10 shillings per week

Wellington

£40-50 per annum

£30-40

Marlborough

5 shillings per day without

£30

Taranaki

3 shillings per day

board
£25-30

3 shillings 6 pence per

3 shillings per day without

day

board

30-35 shillings

£35-40 per annum

£40-50

Canterbury

£25-30 per annum

£25-30

Otago

20 shillings without board

£35

Nelson

Westland

(Vogel, 1875:70; Registrar-General's Office, 1874:169)
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How many immigrants, arriving in Nelson on the first ships, were able to find paid work in the
clothing industry is not known, but dressmaking and tailoring businesses were soon established in
Nelson. Mary Ann Cole (aged 30), her two children, and Edward Green (aged 23) and his wife
Charlotte (aged 21) left England for New Zealand on the Lord Auckland on 21 September 1841
arriving in Nelson on 27 February 1842. Charlotte died on the voyage. Mary Ann was listed as a
dressmaker and Edward as tailor (Anon, 1841-1850a). Mary Ann announced in The Nelson Examiner
on March 25 1843 that she had set up business and was seeking apprentices,
'Mrs Cole begs to acquaint the Inhabitants of Nelson, that she has commenced business as
MILLINER and DRESSMAKER, and hopes that all orders entrusted to her care will be
executed with neatness and despatch. Four apprentices wanted. Trafalgar Street North'
(Anon, 1843:217).

Edward Green advertised in the March 19 edition of The Nelson Examiner in 1842 'Clothing For Sale,
A quantity of well made Dress and Frock Coats. Apply to Mr Green, tailor, near Mr Mills's store.'
(Anon, 1842:19).

There must have been demand for his services as by April 2 Green was

advertising for an apprentice (Anon, 1842:13). In September 1842 Edward Green was advertising
that his business was now operating from Trafalgar Square, terms were cash, and he thanked the
public for their patronage (Anon, 1842:105). John Waring Saxton, a farmer who was married with
five children, used Mr Green's services on 8 February 1850, 'At tea time Mr Green came with his
book of patterns and measured the two boys for blue cloth jackets 26 j- each and the three boys for
corduroy trousers at 25/- for 3' (Saxton, 1841-1851c:136).
C. Packer and A Taylor announced in The Nelson Examiner on 25 November 1843 that they were

operating as 'Milliners, Dress Makers, Stay and Corset Makers (from London), Nile Street East, near
Mr. Magary ... Ladies' own materials made up. Mourning on the shortest notice' (Anon, 1842:347).
Ann Taylor (22 years), and her husband John Taylor, arrived on the Sir Charles Forbes in August.
1842. Charlotte Packer (35 years) arrived in Nelson on board the Phoebe on 29 March 1843 with her
husband Jabes Packer, a baker, and their three children (Anon, 1841-1850a).
Census data was available for Nelson as early as 1845 but the information in the census does not
appear to be complete when compared with information found in other sources. Trades people
advertising in newspapers of the time are not listed on the census. However these early census
contained annotations which gave the researcher other relevant information. In the census taken in
Nelson in January 1845 four people listed their occupation as 'Tailor', one listed as 'manufacturer' of
cloth, and one person as a 'Hosier', residing in the Nelson Waimea area. Alongside the hosier it was
noted that there was 'a stocking machine belonging to Gibson' (Superintenden t of the Southern
Division, 1845:33). The 1849 census for Nelson listed four people with the occupation of 'Tailor', one
'Dressmaker', Elizabeth McLean, and one 'Hosier'. It was noted that the Hosier manufactured '52
doz prs of wool stockings' during that year. Additionally nineteen residents listed their occupation
as 'Shoemaker', and two as 'Weaver' (Superintenden t of the Southern Division, 1849).
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Businesses selling clothing and supplies, and offering dressmaking and tailoring services were
widespread throughout the province (Figure 2.15a-b). Even in remote mining areas such as
Cullensville between Nelson and Blenheim, clothing could be purchased from general merchants
(Figure 2.15c) (Johnston, 2003). In smaller towns businesses established branches, and sold their
wares from horse and cart (Figure 2.15d). A supporting industry was also established, for example,
weavers, tanneries, hosiery manufacturers, shoe and boot makers, cleaners, and dyers (Figure 2.16ab).

'A. Robertson, Dyer and Scourer' of Collingwood Street, Nelson, advertised the following

services, 'gentlemen's clothes renovated, feathers and kid gloves cleaned' (Maguire, 1891-1892c).
Table 2.61ists the number of clothing related businesses in Nelson and the surrounding province of
Nelson found in the Wise's trade and profession directories, and New Zealand Post Office
directories of the period. These directories listed under each trade, the tradesperson and their street
address. These lists may not be complete, as those who did not subscribe to the directories and
itinerant trades people, may not appear.

The number of businesses listed during this period

increased except for the period during the late 1880s, which could be accounted for by the economic
recession of late 1880s (Te Ara- The Encyclopedia of New Zealand, 2006).
The rate of increase in clothing-related businesses was not at the same rate as the population. The
population of the Nelson province in 1864 was 11 910, by 1901 the population had more then
trebled (Table 2.1). A decline in business numbers in relation to the increase in the population may
have been due to the introduction of mass-produced ready-made clothing with small businesses not
able to compete. The number of businesses may have declined also as establishments grew in
physical size, offered a wider range of goods and services (the development of the department
store), employed more staff, and established one or more shops in the province. Sophia Anstice,
who ran a drapery and dressmaking business in Nelson in the 1890s, had branches in Murchison,
Takaka, Motueka and Blenheim (Lash, 1992).
2.7

Society, fashion and culture

2.7.1

Society

The early settlers had a harsh existence but life was not all doom and gloom. Events were
celebrated in style; dinners, balls and the theatre attended. Women dressed appropriately and
social norms were adhered to despite the difficulties. Social occasions determined their clothing
choice.
An early celebration for the town was the Anniversary Day Fete held on 1 February 1843 to

commemorate the first anniversary of Nelson's settlement. Unfortunately it rained that day and
only the ploughing match, regatta, horse, canoe and hurdle races, rifle match, and vegetable show
were held (Anon, 1843:181; Anon, 1843:190).
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Table 2.6
Number of clothing related businesses in Nelson city and Nelson province

Year

Region

Drapers

Milliners and

Tailors and

Dressmakers

Clothiers

Total

4

1845
1848

Nelson

1849

Nelson

1866-1867

Nelson

1872-1873

8
1

4

13

7

11

31

Nelson Province

10

4

17

31

1887-1888

Nelson Province

7

7

8

22

1890-1891

Nelson Province

15

11

11

37

1902-1903

Nelson Province

17

13

10

40

1912-1913

Nelson Province

19

16

12

47

(Anon, 1887- 1888; Anon, 1890- 1891; Anon, 1902-1903; Anon, 1912-1913; Department of Economics, 195.4;
Stevens and Bartholomew, 1866; Superintendent of the Southern Division, 1845; Superintendent of the
Southern Division, 1849; Wise, 1872 - 1873)
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Horse races were held regularly with a racetrack developed in Stoke by 1845 (Anon, 1845:195). In
1869 his Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh visited Nelson, attending the race meeting held on
20 April. The whole town celebrated royal visits and commemorations, with streets decorated and
residents dressing for the occasion (Figures D.27 and D.45).
The first of many Bachelor's Balls, was held on Friday 24 November 1843, at Kerr's barn in Waimea.
Invitations were issued;
'Accordingly, Nelson was all agog for the Waimea gala-day; tailors, shoemakers,
sempstresses, came now into requisition, to whom the place perhaps had hitherto never
furnished a stitch of work. .. everybody indeed intended being there that could by hook or
by crook, by boat, cart, nag, or their own independent pair of legs ...The distance from the
town was but twelve miles, over very passable road, considering that little more than
eighteen months before the district was uninhabited - unfrequented by foot of man ... by
about nine o'clock nearly every visitor had arrived, to pay respects to the bachelors of the
Waimea ... For the night, it was a barn no longer, but a brilliantly lighted and decorated
ball-room. . . The accommodation was further reinforced by two or three ample tents
pitched alongside of the barn, furnishing supper, refreshment, and tiring rooms, all as
appropriately and elegantly fitted up . . . Dancing was kept up ... until supper was
announced (about two o'clock) ... till the grey morning light dawned in upon the party, and
gradually dispersed it. The entertainments of the occasion were, however, not concluded. A
merry party of bachelors kept the supper-table devoted company for an hour or so longer,
and at eleven o'clock, an elegant breakfast graced the board' (Anon, 1843c:362).

Mr John Waring Saxton and his wife Priscilla received their invitation on 20 November 1843 (Figure
2.17a). Priscilla tried on her wedding dress on the day she received their invitation with the
intention of wearing it to the ball but found that even though it still fitted her (she married circa
1830), it was too short for the fashions. John Saxton made reference in his diary the day after that
he: 'saw Mrs Poynter for Priscilla about her dress' (Saxton, 1841-1851a:53). The Poynters arrived in
Nelson on the Fifeshire in 1842. John Poynter (aged 40) was a barrister and Mrs Poynter, his wife,
was 27 years of age (Nelson City Council, no date). The Saxtons travelled to Mr Kerr's over 'muddy
slippery roads' in 'Ladley's spring cart driven by Malcolm ... Took tea at Mr Kerr's and dressed in a
tent' (Saxton, 1841-1851a:53).
John Waring Saxton (1808-1866) immigrated to New Zealand in 1842 with his wife Priscilla and five
children. John Saxton was a farmer, involved in civic affairs, the Anglican Church, the Nelson
Institute, and the Nelson Provincial Council. He was an artist and musician; his musical talents
called upon at social functions. The Saxton's received an invitation to a dance at the Wakatu Hotel
on 22 July [1850] (Figure 2.17b) (Anon, [1850]). The Saxton's declined the invitation. An excerpt
from the diaries of John Saxton tells us that they did not attend the ball 'on account of having no
servants' (Saxton, 1841-1851c:l62).
The first fancy dress ball held in Nelson reported in the newspaper was held at the Shakespeare
Saloon in September 1843 (Anon, 1843a). The Shakepeare Saloon was a theatre used for plays, balls,
and public meetings at the rear The Caledonian Inn in Bridge Street. An undated invitation in the
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Nelson Provincial Museum's archives collection was from Dr and Mrs Renwick who held a Calico
Fancy Dress Ball (Renwick, no date). Dr Thomas Renwick was born in Scotland in 1818. He was
appointed surgeon-superintend ent on The New Zealand Company's ship, Thomas Harrison. Dr
Renwick arrived in Nelson in October 1842. In 1846 he married Adeline Absolom. Around 1863
Adeline returned to London, reportedly 'tiring of the lack of culture in the colony and failing in
health' (Lash, 1992:121-122). She died there in 1870. Dr Renwick married Anne Smith in 1872. He
died in Nelson in 1879. Anne died in 1937.
The Nelson Amateur Musical Society was formed in May 1853. The Society's first 'Public Concert in
Nelson' reported by Elizabeth Caldwell and The Nelson Examiner, took place in September 1853 'in
the large schoolroom, the biggest available hall to be had' (Anon, 1853:4; Caldwell, 1850-1862:17).
Elizabeth had been asked to accompany on the piano and sing. Dr Greenwood also accompanied
on the flute and Mr Saxton on the violoncello (Caldwell, 1850-1862).
Live theatre groups performed in Nelson early in its settlement.

The Shakespeare Saloon was

established c1843 and theatre was performed in the Oddfellows' Hall in Waimea Street from c1857
(Anon, 1857:3). The Oddfellows' Hall became known as the Theatre Royal in 1858 (Anon, 1858:2).
The theatre, the oldest wooden theatre in New Zealand, was still standing, and undergoing
refurbishment, at the time of this study (Peters, 2006). There were images in the photographic
collection of Nelson theatre groups (Figure 2.18a-b). Three of Sarah Greenwood's daughters
performed in Wellington. Sarah's daughter, Anne, described the costumes in a letter to her mother
dated 12 Auust 1870;
'Charlotte came in last night in her servant's costume looking as jaunty and coquettish as:
you please. A bright rosebud chintz cut square with elbow sleeves and ruffles, looped up
with pink bows over a green flounced (lining) petticoat, muslin apron frilled and rucked!
with pink, black velvet round her neck and arms, and mittens, and a Dolly Varden cap (a hat
for one scene) something like this but far prettier (here follows sketch) and with white
stockings and high heeled shoes with buckles. Kate's dress for this is simply a morning
dress (new grey merino) with pretty little cherry and white cap and lappets' (Greenwood, no
date:69).

Celebrations were also held in settler's own homes. Sarah Greenwood entertained Major and Miss
Richmond in 1850 when they spent a week in Motueka;
'They drank tea with us the first evening ... on the next, we gave the first Quadrille Party
ever known on these shores amongst us respectables. We had tea and coffee at half-past six,
cleared out the tables from the room, and danced Quadrilles, Country Dances, Polkas etc. till
nearly eleven, with a little singing between whiles. Our refreshments were very simple cake, negus, wine, and stewed plums and cream, mixed in a Tureen ... We were of course in
black dresses ... Miss R. in a neat light cotton with a pretty little black silk apron, so that the
amusement was quite independent of show or vanity and seemed to give great satisfaction'
(Greenwood, 1850:79-80).

Sarah wore black when she entertained the Richmond's in 1850, which may have been mourning
dress, but there is no mention in her letter of a family member passing away. However the settlers
did follow the customs developed for mourning. There are many images of women and their
families wearing mourning dress in the photographic collection (Figures 2.6a, D.16 and D.62).
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Dressmakers advertised that mourning attire could be made 'on the shortest notice' in 1843 (Anon,
1843:357).
Weddings were an occasion for celebration and the dress often elaborate (Figures D.30-31, D.51,
D.59, D.63-64, and D.66).

Garden parties and large picnics were also an occasion to dress-up

(Figures D.47, D.65 and D.76).
2.7.2

Fashion

Women in early Nelson were exposed to fashion trends. Although older women may have chosen
to wear less-fashionable clothing, and those living in isolated communities may have had trouble
keeping up to date, fashion news was available. Businesses imported the "latest" fashions. In 1854
Mr W. Snow of Victoria House had imported 'eleven trunks of the finest and most valuable
assortment of French Goods ever imported into this colony, of the best style and fashion' including
bonnets, crinoline skirts and improvers, collars, shawls, and cuffs (Anon, 1854:4). In October 1867
William Milner was advertising 'Novelties of the Season' could be found in every department which
his brother Thomas had 'carefully selected ... from the best Houses in the trade at home' (Anon,
1867d).
From the 1840s newspapers published commentary on fashion developments in England and
Europe. The 15 July 1843 edition of The Nelson Examiner featured a 'Chapter on Fashion' stating the
'Every part of the dress, from head to foot, undergoes such frequent changes, that the English
costume is at present as totally unlike it was thirty years ago' (Anon, 1843:284). In August 1846
fashions in London for March were described;
'Ball Dresses. - The bodies of these dresses are principally made in the Grecian form, with
petit sleeves, raised or caught up in the front with small gold tassels .... Fashionable colours;
for evening dress, are principally of two shaded colours, such as blue shading into a light
pink ... the material being satin' (Anon, 1846:95).
'Paris Fashions' in The Nelson Examiner in 1862 informed the reader 'that our masters and mistresses
of the show-room and bandbox have decided that we are not to give up crinoline ... is worn much
smaller, and very much more flexible ... It falls as nearly straight as possible in front, but is shaped
to a point behind, throwing out the dress' (Anon, 1862b:3).
'Anti Bloomerism' was reported on in March 1852 and concern was raised about the increasing size
of crinolines in June 1862;
' the diameter of the other [sex] has grown, on an average, three feet within the last ten
years. The bell-like excrescence of interlacing steel which has recently developed itself upon
that which, by a mockery, is called the softer sex, affects, too closely the unprotected male for
him to be able to forget it' (Anon, 1862a:3).
Nelson women learned of the changing shape of the crinoline in 1866, a pattern for a crinoline must
have been issued in the publication this article first appeared in;
'our issuing a pattern which will enable them to cut out and make up a very well sitting
crinoline at home. But the fact is, crinolines are not as yet going out; they are only
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diminishing in size ... for outdoor wear small round crinolines are worn, and for evening
toilettes large train-shaped crinolines are in vogue. This is the rule, although there are
certain exceptions to be seen where crinoline is patronised neither for morning nor evening
dress.- Queen' (Anon, 1866a:3).

Photographs in the museum's collection indicated that there were exceptions to this crinoline 'rule'
during the mid-1860s and women did not wear them all occasions (Figures E.5-6, E.15). ln these
images the women may not have worn petticoats either. A series of illustrated fashion magazines
dating from 1872 was held in the Nelson Provincial Museum's library. Mrs Snodgrass donated
these magazines to the LiteranJ and Scientific Institution of Nelson, forerunner of the Nelson Provincial
Museum, collection on 10 March 1890 (Literary and Scientific Institution of Nelson, 1866-1937:6).
Some of the issues are inscribed 'Miss Jennings' on the front cover. A connection was not able to be
established between the Snodgrass and Jennings families, however, Mrs Susan Jennings, along with
her daughters Alice and Gladys, were members of the Nelson Church of Christ Sewing Guild,
Susan being President in 1908 (Figure 2.10a). Many of these magazines contained patterns with
instructions (Figure 2.19a-e). In the 1880s New Zealand newspapers contained fashion drawings
(Figure 2.19£). Photographers appeared to be using fashion magazines as props in the early 1900s.
Figures 2.19g-h were enlarged from images found in Appendix D (Figures D.69 and D.73), and
show fashions of the same period. In 1905 Maurice Hurst published 50 sketches drawn by him of
scenes and people round Nelson, many of these illustrate the dress of the time (Figure 2.20).
Many settlers received parcels from relatives and friends at 'home', containing clothing, fabrics and
magazines. Their letters and diaries recorded the contents of these boxes. John Saxton, wrote in his
diary;
'7th November 1844.... Started to town with Blick and wheelbarrow ... A storm came on ...
Bought a snapper 1/- ... Came home with Mrs Cooper's umbrella and found Blick had
preceded me with the barrow, box, and fish ... Opened the Raymond box containing coats;
trousers, collars, stockings, dresses and a piece of linsey & a great number of papers. I could
not resist reading over the Shrewsbury Journals' (Saxton, 1841-1851a:98).
'13th July [1850]. In town received my three boxes ... 14th July [1850]. All day taking out the
contents of the boxes. Two suits and shirts for me, bonnets of all, caps, shoes, ribbons,
stockings, silk dresses, shawls, silk neckerchiefs, a beautiful gold ring with our family crest
and photograph of Maria and Fanny ...' (Saxton, 1841-1851c:162).

From their diaries and letters it appeared that women in Nelson were very aware of what was
fashionable and appropriate to wear. Elizabeth Caldwell described meeting a woman at the [1851]
Nelson Anniversary Day gala and an invitation to visit her;
'All the ladies of the Settlement were there. I well remember the beautiful Mrs Stafford, and
she said "It was very warm" but one other I shall never forget. Up stepped into the midst of
the assembly a very remarkable looking personage, tall and stout, of stately bearing, a lady
dressed in a chintz gown rather short, an unmistakable sun bonnet of large dimensions ...
She carried a huge cotton umbrella to shade her, she said, from that burning sun. On being
introduced to this lady I found her the most channing person imaginable, one of an old
English family ... she had spent her previous life both at Courts and in Camp ... and 'tis a
pity that her example has not been more followed ... One day I was very pleased when the
lady of startling costume made a pilgrimage to see me ... and invited me to spend the next
evening at her home and to bring my eldest as escort. I very gladly accepted her invitation
and wearing my best gown, adapted for evening dress, I went .. ' (Caldwell, 1850-1862:1415).
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For the Caldwell family Sunday was a day of rest, 'we used to be very glad when Sunday came
around. I dressed the children in their best and we always had Service in the forenoon ... In the
afternoon we went for a walk on the beach till tea time, after which their father and I gave them
their Sunday lesson' (Caldwell, 1850-1862:29).
In a letter to her mother in 1862 Ellen Bury described the contents of a box she had received;
'And now I must begin the account of Mrs Rippingell's box ... The green silk dress I like
excessively ... The mohair with the magenta stripe ... very ugly we all think, so I shall
make a hack of it. There is from 4 to 5 yards of each of the bonnet ribbons, which are very
handsome. I expect the blue is meant for Jenny. In addition to these things there was a
black shawl which she says she just put in to fill up the box. It was so common and ugly, I
really could not wear it, but as my old servant Ann Grey is just married, and I want to give
her something, I have made her a present of it, and it did very well. A very pretty black lace
mantle, which I shall find very useful - it is a very good one, but rather old-fashioned in
shape ... 3 yards fine flannel; a very pretty doll dressed as a baby for Minna. It is one of
those rag dolls not very large. Miss [Cowie] also sends her a little doll, dressed up in the
Swiss costume, a paint box ... The gingham pattern, I forgot, is of a bit that is just enough
for a frock for Jenny. The freight was all paid too, so, as with your box we had nothing but
duty to pay' (Bury, 1862:(folder D) 57-58 IV:5-6).

2.7.3

Culture

The first European settlers in Nelson were mostly English.

By 1848 the immigrant population

included Irish, Scots and Welsh, and by 1864 there were French and German nationalities settled in
the province.

National dress, if brought to New Zealand, was probably only worn for special

occasions (Figure 2.21). Even with this mix of cultures there appeared to be little adoption of other
clothing styles by the English, even if they may have been more practical or comfortable.
Contact with Maori was very important as Maori traded much needed food with the settlers. John
Wallis Barnicoat described in detail his encounters with Maori in his journal written during the
voyage out to New Zealand and during the first few years of Nelson's settlement;
'M[onday]. Feb. 14 [Wellington, 1842] Three canoes alongside this morning. The natives
came (part of them) on deck as usual. They bought up their fish and exchanged for biscuit'
(Barnicoat, 1841-1844:31).
'M[onday]. Feb. 28 [Nelson Harbour, 1842] There are a great many natives near and in the
place who come in their canoes from many miles round bringing potatoes, melons,
pumpkins for sale or in exchange for blankets' (Barnicoat, 1841-1844:39).
Many settlers lived in the same community at Maori. The Caldwell family moved to Tukurua,
Golden Bay, in the mid 1850s where the local Maori had built them a whare. The Caldwell boys
learned how to snare Kakas and to speak a little Maori (Caldwell, 1850-1862:24,29). Elizabeth
entertained Maori visitors;
'on the green in front ... Edwin Wilson, a grand fellow ... who had been in England ... He
was in English dress and spoke English very well. When I met him years afterwards he had
returned to Maori style which they usually do in their own whares. There were some
women among them dressed in cotton round-a-bouts, blankets or mats flung round them, on
which they sat while resting ... a very tall old man, much tattooed, well dressed in a dark
blue suit without anything on his feet, he would never wear any shoes' (Caldwell, 18501862:24-25).
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Jean Drummond, reported to be the first European women to settle at Te Maatu [the Big Wood
(Mitchell and Mitchell, 2004:306)] near Motueka, was known as 'the Queen of the Matu' by the local
Maori (Murray, 1966:8). The Drummond children were quite at home with Maori, as recalled by
David Drummond junior:
'The chief's wife became very attached to me and used to carry me off as early as eight
o'clock in the morning, returning me safe and well to my mother at about four o'clock. She
would wrap me in a Maori mat and settle me comfortably in the middle of a flax bush while
she was busy catching eel for dinner' (Murray, 1966:9).
Textiles seemed to have been important to both settler and Maori.

Exchanges of textiles are

mentioned in the memoirs of David Drummond junior. David remembered a very old Maori
woman, Mary Ann, who cooked for a family the Drummonds knew, who wore only a rapaki. He
recalled another Maori, Ei Moon, giving his mother a Maori rug. This rug was then given to a
visitor from Australia who in return gave his mother two large white blankets (Murray, 1966).
Images from the Nelson Provincial Museum's collection showed that some elements of Maori dress,
such as the kete, were interchanged (Figure 2.22a-b, Figures D.ll, D.55, and D.69). Figure D.48 was
of Miss Staples, taken circa 1890, in a waka.
English style was embraced by all cultures, including Maori (Figure D.32). Barnicoat described the
adoption of English dress by Maori;
'Sunday Feb. 20th. 1842. Wind still about N.W. and unfavourable. After breakfast we saw
tow whaling boats coming from the Port [Underwood] towards us. Among others -English,
West Indian and American- there were some native men and five native women, the wives
of the English etc. The women were dressed in English cotton gowns with a blanket as a
shawl. For ear ornaments they wore half crowns and dollars tied with black ribbon by a
large hole in their ears and another in the coins. They were none of them tattooed ... He is
like several others married to a native woman. She was dressed in a splendid plaid gown
and looked very well with a French crown in one ear and an English half-crown in the other'
(Barnicoat, 1841-1844:33-34).
'There is a great desire on the part of both men and women to assimilate themselves in their
dress and in every other respect to the English. The women who are married to the whites
dress like our own women. The men are continually in search of dress which they put on as
soon as they get it without waiting to make a complete suit' (Barnicoat, 1841-1844:40).
The Maori retained elements of traditional dress. The cloak, by men, as described by Barnicoat,
'Cloaks are a favourite article of dress with them [Maori]. Sometimes we see a young man among
them in full suit of European clothes, and with their straight tall and elegant figures they very much
become them' (Barnicoat, 1841-1844:40), and the cloak, piupiu, pendants and tattoos by women
(Figure 2.23, Figure D.32).
Post European settlement cloaks incorporated materials which became available at the time, rather
than solely traditional fibres. Cloaks in the Nelson Provincial Museum's collection used cotton cord
to replace flax fibre and coloured plied wools were used to add colour and pattern rather than the
traditionally used feathers or dyed flax (Anon, no date-c).
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2.8

Technology

2.8.1

The sewing machine

2.8.1.1

Development and commercial production for home use

In 1755 Charles Frederick Weisenthal obtained British Patent No. 701, the first patent issued for a
device to aid in the sewing of fabric, which attempted to reproduce hand sewing. As other areas of
the textile industry mechanised there was a need to mechanise the sewing process (Godfrey, 1982).
Major developments towards producing a machine to sew mechanically occurred between 1846 and
1857 in the USA This was thought to be due to the large number of immigrants to America with
creative ideas, and movement of people within America with ambition to produce new ideas and
improve machinery (Godfrey, 1982).
The sewing machine industry in the USA developed into a thriving business quickly over a period
of fifteen years aided by the ability to produce and sell machines in large quantities. By mid-1850
there were several companies in the USA producing machines. Wheeler and Wilson Manufacturing
Company produced 799 machines in 1853, and by 1872 they produced 174,088 machines (Cooper,
1968). The Grove and Baker Sewing Machine Company produced 657 in 1853, and in 1870, 57,402
machines. The Howe Sewing-Machine Company, Wilcox and Gibbs Sewing-Machine Company
and the Florence S.M. Company, were also producing over 10,000 machines each by 1867 (Cooper,
1968).
I. M. Singer and Company produced 810 machines in 1853, and ten years later when the Singer

Manufacturing Company was formed, 20,030 machines were produced. By 1873 this number had
increased to 232,444 machines (Cooper, 1968). In 1860 Singer was exporting an estimated 5,000
machines to the UK. Singer established a production centre in Glasgow in 1871, and the number of
machines sold in the UK rose from over 60,000 in the 1870's to over 150,000 in 1890 (Godley, 1999).
Issac Merritt Singer (USA) was innovative in his marketing and selling of the new machine,
spending a large amount of money on advertising. He expanded his company offices in the mid1850s to include a showroom. These rooms were lavishly decorated, with young women
demonstrating the machines. This appealed to women of the Victorian era who could have lessons
on how to use the sewing machines (Cooper, 1968; Head, 2000).
In 1856 the first portable sewing machine, a chain-stitch machine, was produced by the Grover and
Baker Company under US Patent No. 14 956. The machine, with its own carry case, was able to be
placed on a table and was operated by hand or foot treadle. In 1856, Singer produced a lockstitch
machine which was smaller and lighter than previous models, for the domestic rather than
industrial market. The machine was on a wooden bench, with an iron stand, and was operated with
a foot treadle (Godfrey, 1982).
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In England two companies, the Jones Sewing Machine Company and the Bradbury Company were

the only two companies producing reliable sewing machines in any quantity for both home and
commercial use. By 1867 Singer was the leading producer of sewing machines in the world after the
introduced of the New Family machine, a lockstitch machine which was an improved version of the
first domestic machine introduced in 1856 (Godfrey, 1982). After 1877 the treadle machine became
more popular than the hand-crank models. The stand became less ornate and many machines were
designed to blend in with other furniture in a room (Head, 2000). The addition of electric motors
was not common until after the turn of the century (Cooper, 1968).
By 1910 most companies had either merged with other manufacturers or had ceased production
(Cooper, 1968; Head, 2000). The sewing machine was considered a status symbol up until the
1890's as the possession of a machine was an indication of a certain level of economic and social
achievement, 'it frequently indicated that the man of the house thought enough of his wife's time
and labour to ease both with this household convenience' (Connolly, 1999:33). The sewing machine
was advertised widely in mail-order catalogues, trade catalogues, newspapers and women's
magazines. From 1877 when the treadle machine increased in popularity the machine was
incorporated physically into furniture, making the machine part of family life (Connolly, 1999).
With the decline in production of the domestic machine also came the move from home-production
to factory-production, and the development of the ready-to-wear clothing industry.
New industries developed because of, and alongside, sewing machine manufacturing. Threads
suitable for hand stitching were used during the early stages of sewing machine development, but
proved unsuitable for the machine stitching. Early hand-stitching threads in use included; a cotton
thread with a glazed finish, a three-ply thread which was too wiry, and a silk thread which broke as
a result of abrasion at the eye of the needle. Quality silk thread was too expensive, linen thread was
generally too coarse, or if fine enough was too expensive for the new machines (Cooper, 1968).
During the 1860s George and William Clark moved from Scotland to New Jersey and built a large
mill to meet the demand for thread manufacturing in the USA. George Clark produced a six-cord
cabled thread (S twist) made up of three two-ply yarns (Z twist) with a softer finish which was
suitable for use on the sewing machine (Cooper, 1968).
2.8.1.2

The development of industrial machines

The sewing machine was more than a domestic appliance. The wholesale garment-manufactur ing
industry in the USA was established in New York and Cincinnati between 1834 and 1845. Cloth
was purchased in large quantities, cut by hand in multiple layers and then given to seamstresses to
sew in their own homes. After 1860 the production of ready-made clothing moved into the factory.
In 1860 Oliver F. Winchester, a shirt manufacturer in Connecticut, produced 9600 shirts per week
using 400 sewing machines (Cooper, 1968). After 1850 industrial machines developed alongside the
domestic sewing machine. The zigzag machine was in commercial use by the 1870s (Cooper, 1968).
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2.8.1.3

The impact of the machine

Prior to the introduction and widespread use of the sewing machine, clothes were produced in the
home, or may have been produced and sold by tailors and seamstresses to those who could afford
made-to-measure clothing. The ready-to-wear market in the USA before 1830 was mostly for
sailors about to board their ship (Cooper, 1968). The second-hand clothing market developed with
the selling of the clothes to those not able to afford custom-made clothing, immigrants to the USA
and transients. Typically merchandise was either clothes discarded by those who wore made-tomeasure, clothing made from cloth bought cheaply, or repaired and refinished clothing (Cooper,
1968; Godfrey, 1982). In the USA, the garment-manufactur ing industry began in New York circa
1835, prompted by an increased demand for second-hand clothing caused by visitors passing
through New York City (Cooper, 1968). Initially these industries were small operations where the
sewing was done by outworkers. In 1850 in the USA, a year before the sewing machine was
manufactured in any great quantity, there were 4,278 clothing manufacturers. In 1860 the value of
ready-made products in Cincinnati was US$6,381,190, and in Boston US$4,567,749 (Cooper, 1968).
However, during this time the sewing of the garments was still happening in the home and the
sewing machine manufacturers provided seamstresses with machines under a hire-purchase
scheme developed by Edward Clark. Clark, a lawyer and financier in partnership with Singer,
developed this scheme which enabled seamstresses to purchase a sewing machine with a small
down-payment, making part-payments at regular intervals until the machine was paid off (Cooper,
1968). Low average family incomes (less than US$500 per annum) meant that the sewing machine
was not affordable for many without such a scheme. The first machines produced by Wheeler and
Wilson Manufacturing Company and by I. M. Singer and Company in 1850 cost US$125. By 1860
the simplest machines were selling for US$50 (Connolly, 1999). In England in the 1860s the price of
machines dropped to between £4 and £21 (Head, 2000). Seamstresses were eager to buy a sewing
machine as they were able to produce clothing more quickly, and earn more money. The Wheeler
and Wilson Company conducted a comparative time study between four hand sewers and four
sewing machine operators, publishing the data in 1861 (Table 2.7). Clearly the introduction of the
sewing machine meant clothing could be produced more quickly and at a lower cost. As
production costs reduced by as much as eighty percent, machine-sewn clothing became popular
and the ready-to-wear market developed (Godfrey, 1982). In the 1860s clothing production moved
from the home of outworkers and onto the factory floor (Cooper, 1968).
The ready-made industry initially produced men's and boys' clothing. The clothing trade was a
hierarchical system with tailoring being a traditional male occupation with an established
apprenticeship system. Tailors would be set up in a business while all other sewing was done by
women; initially in their home. Changes in technology and industrialisation saw females move into
the tailoring trade, initially as cheap labour. Cloaks, crinolines and hoop skirts were also produced
by machine during the 1860s but it was not until late in the nineteenth century that women's and
girl's ready-made clothing was available in quantity (Cooper, 1968).
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Women produced clotlring for themselves and their children, and all the household linen, although
sometimes aided by dressmakers. Although after 1850 power looms were producing fabric in
quantities, fabric was still expensive and waste discouraged, so woman mended and remade
garments and household linen (Connolly, 1999). The ready-made industry for women's clothing
did not become fully developed until the 1920s, when the industry was providing most of America's
clotlring (Connolly, 1999).
Singer introduced sewing machines into the classroom in England in the 1890's, and offered aftersales service and a parts-exchange scheme. The range of machine attachments available for the
sewing machine aided the seamstress in the construction of the elaborately decorated Victorian
garments (Head, 2000).
By 1890, with the rise in the ready-to-wear industry and the drop in price of sewing machines, the
machine was more affordable and had begun to be taken for granted. The sewing machine
disappeared from the pages of women's magazines and was even concealed in the cabinetry of the
machine itself with the head of the machine dropping out of sight (Connolly, 1999).
2.8.1.4

Sewing machines in New Zealand

Nelson residents were kept informed of the development of the sewing machine in France, the USA
and England. Articles in the press appeared as early as December 1848;
'Two Frenchmen have invented a sewing machine, of which it is said that "three hundred
stitches a minute can be made with ease, and their size increased or diminished on the
instant by turning a screw' (Anon, 1848:164).
'A new sewing machine, of very simple construction, is being bought into use, and threatens
to create a great change in trades hitherto using the needle' (Anon, 1853:6).
'The sewing-machine trade in Great Britain ... its strange history, its rapid progress, its
influence on the price of clothing and on the market for female labour, and its connection
with the national progress in intelligence and wealth' (Anon, 1860:4).

Sewing machines were being advertised for sale in New Zealand as early as 1862. Thomas Bush,
Cabinetmaker of Nile Street, Nelson, was advertising for sale a 'Walnutenclosed Sewing Machine
(loopstitch)' (Anon, 1862:1). In Stevens and Bartholomew's New Zealand Directon; for 1866-67 (Figure
2.24) Messrs. N. Edwards and Co., Nelson, advertised as being one of the New Zealand agents for
the Wheeler and Wilson's patent lock-stitch family sewing machines (Stevens and Bartholomew,
1866:xxxii). The Nelson Examiner was advertising machines in 1866 that were selling in London for
ten to thirty pound and in 1867 W. M. Stanton advertised that they had opened their twenty-first
shipment of Grover and Baker's sewing machines (Anon, 1866c; Anon, 1867c).
By 1864 the second-hand trade in sewing machines was established. Mr J.

J. Hornby, Bridge Street,

had received instructions to auction the lease and stock of Mr F. Foreman's, Tailor and Outfitter,
Bridge Street, which included a Thomas sewing machine (Anon, 1864a:2). Dressmakers were using
the machines.
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Table 2.7
Average time for garments stitched

Garment

By Machine

By Hand

Frock coats

16 hrs. 35 min.

2 hrs. 38 min.

Satin vests

7 hrs. 19 min.

1 hr.14min.

Summer pants

2 hrs. 50 min.

Ohr. 38 min.

Calico dress

6 hrs. 37 min.

Ohr. 57 min.

Plain apron

1 hr. 26min.

Ohr. 9 min.

14 hrs. 26 min.

1 hr. 16 min.

Gentlemen's shirts

(Cooper, 1968:58)
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Mrs Green was advertising in The Nelson Examiner 13 October 1866 for a 'thoroughly competent
person as machinist' (Anon, 1866b:1). In 1870 Valentine of Motueka wrote to the editor of The

Nelson Examiner having 'heard complaints made of the fatigue caused by the use of the treadle
sewing-machines' suggested that 'perhaps the adoption of a treadle on the principle of "our
grandmother's spinning-wheel" ... might prove a remedy' (Anon, 1870a:4).
In her study, Melville identified a sample of 500 sewing machines found in seventy-eight historic
places and museums throughout New Zealand. The sample was made up of seventy-five brands.
The main brands represented (with percentages of two or greater) were Singer (28.2%), Wertheim
(10.0%), Willcox and Gibbs (6.4%), Fristor and Rossmann (5.8%), Davis (3.2%), Victory (2.4%), Jones
(2.2%), Wanzer (2.0%). Of the 500 machines 142 were examined visually. The most common type
of machine was the lockstitch, accounting for 84.5% of the sample, where 14.8% were one thread
chainstitch. Hand driven (60.6%) and treadle-operated (35%) machines were the most common
operating mechanism found (Melville, 1993).
The manufacture date of the sewing machines visually examined in the study was determined
using published literature. The dates ranged from 1853 through to 1947 (Melville, 1993). No
information was found on the date that the machines were brought into the country, the dates that
the machines were in use, or whether the machine was used in the region in which it was housed at
the time of the 1993 study. It would also be of interest to know what industry these machines were
used for, as machines may have been used in the manufacture of textile items for the home, or used
commercially in the production of, for example, saddles, sacks, shoes or straw hats. However, the
study does tell us that the sewing machine was widely available throughout New Zealand by 1880,
and that some of the earliest machines manufactured in the USA or England had found their way to
New Zealand. Statistics for the importation of sewing machines for the period 1880 to 1895 appear
in Table 2.8. The statistics included sewing and knitting machines and did not identify whether the
machines were for domestic or commercial use.
Family letters reveal the impact the machine had on the lives of New Zealand women and men.
Between 1899 and 1902 Alice Wyley nee Platt had purchased a sewing machine. She wrote on one
occasion, 'I have so much sewing on hand now, of course. The sewing machine works splendidly
and is most useful. £7 seemed a lot to give, but I am sure it was worth it and will soon repay the
cost' (Platt and Wyley, 1899-1902). In another letter written before the birth of her first child;
'I have done a good deal of sewing but was beginning to feel very anxious lest I should not
have everything ready in time, but with your welcome contribution I shall easily finish. I
could not begin for some time as I was waiting for patterns of the various garments, which I
borrowed from [a friend. She] advised me not to have little shirts as they are so tiresome to
make, but to knit woolen [sic] vests instead but I had not got the wool when your letter
came. I began to make the things that would take the longest first, but am gradually
working towards the end. The sewing machine works beautifully, and makes such a fine
stitch; I don't know what I should have done without it. I am occupied just now making the
flannels and find it very nice sewing. Flannel, or in fact anything of wool, you get in
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perfection here, but most other things are very expensive and not particularly good' (Platt
and Wyley, 1899-1902).
Alice's husband Joseph also used the machine, in a letter to his family in 1900 after the birth he
wrote, 'Dear Stella sent such a nice white shawl ... to Alia and it has been so useful. And that is
such a grand woollen quilt that Bea knitted for the pram ... On the Friday night Alia and I sat up
until 11 o'clock making new undergarments for her; I did the machining as well as I could' (Platt
and Wyley, 1899-1902).
2.8.1.5

Dressmaking patterns.

Prior to the introduction of dressmaking and tailoring patterns in women's magazines in the 1850s
those making women's clothing used few aids. Two methods of creating a pattern have been found
in the literature.
The least experienced dressmaker created a pattern by taking apart old garments and using them as
a pattern to cut new garments (Fernandez, 1987; The McCall Pattern Company, 2006). Garments
created this way were possibly restricted by the size and style of the garment being copied. A
skilled dressmaker could create a pattern by draping a light fabric, or paper, over the body, pinning
the fabric to create the style. This style of pattern cutting would take several fittings to achieve the
finished product. The pattern was used to cut out the outer fabric, and if the pattern was in a
suitable lining fabric, it became the lining of the finished garment (Fernandez, 1987).
When wanting to create a new style, women would either drape and fit the fabric themselves or use
the services of a professional dressmaker. The high cost of having a garment custom-made meant
that most women were not able to achieve new styles (Fernandez, 1987). There is some evidence to
suggest that women shared patterns, circulating them amongst friends. Osaki's study of the letters
of the Eleuthere Irenee du Pont household in Delaware, USA, between 1816 and 1834 reveals that
patterns for embroidery projects and sewing projects were drawn on paper, some being drawn in
the middle of a letter, and mailed to friends (Osaki, 1988).
In the 1850s diagrams alongside fashion prints in women's magazines 'to help their readers sew the

dress fashions illustrated in the issue' appeared (Fernandez, 1987:5). These diagrams in the early
magazines, for example Godey's and Peterson's did not include instructions for enlarging or
reducing the pattern to the size needed, cutting, construction or fitting of the garment. In 1861 free
full-sized patterns were included in magazines such as the Quarterly Mirror of Fashion, and in 1864
women could purchase custom-cut patterns on sending in their bust, waist and underarm length
measurements to the magazine (Fernandez, 1987).
In 1863 Ebenezer Butterick of Massachusetts created graded patterns made in tissue (The McCall
Pattern Company, 2006). He formed the Bernina Pattern Company to produce paper dressmaking
patterns and initially specialized in men's and boy's clothing. In 1866 Butterick began to
manufacture women's dress patterns.

so

Table 2.8
Sewing machinery imports
Number imported

Year

1880

6069

1881

8599

1882

10038

1883

15798

1884

8719

1885

8148

1886

5619

1887

6633

1888

3153

1889

5066

1890

5286

1891

6425

1892

5348

1893

8236

1894

6020

1895

6553

(Melville, 1993:51)
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In 1867, Butterick introduced its first magazine, Ladies Quarterly of Broadway Fashions, which
illustrated the latest fashions and Butterick patterns which were available. The magazine offered a
pattern mail order system. By 1876, E. Butterick and Co. had grown to 100 branch offices and 1,000
agencies throughout the United States and Canada (The McCall Pattern Company, 2006).
Dressmaking patterns were available in Nelson by at least the 1890s. A pre-printed receipt from J.
P. Black and Son of Trafalgar Street advertised Butterick patterns (Figure 2.32).
2.8.2

Overview of developments in fibres and fabrics

Up until1914 clothes were generally made from natural fibres (cotton, linen, silk and wool) even
though man-made fibres were developed earlier (Jenkins, 2003). In 1885 a nitrocellulose textile
filament was successfully made but the fibre was highly flammable (Wilson, 1979). The viscose
process producing artificial silk through regeneration of cellulose filaments was developed around
1900 (Wilson, 1979). This man-made fibre was described as lacking 'tensile strength and elasticity'
and not stable when wet (Wilson, 1979).
2.8.2.1

Cotton

Until the 1820s flax was the most important textile fibre worldwide with the textile industry based
in Europe. After this, the consumption of cotton surpassed flax. From the 1850s up until the 1970s,
cotton consumption was greater than all other fibres combined (Jenkins, 2003). The raw cotton,
grown in the southern states of America was exported to Britain where the cotton manufacturing
industry (based in the Lancashire region) processed the fibre (Jenkins, 2003). Advances in spinning,
weaving, machine printing and chemical bleaching, the application of power (first water and then
coal), and the shift from home to factory production, all contributed to the transformation of the
British textile industry in the nineteenth century and the growth in the cotton industry (Jenkins,
2003).
The industry also advanced in the USA and was as innovative as the British industries in
developing a range of labour saving devices. The USA surpassed the UK in its volume of
production from 1897, and in its value in 1919, to become the largest industry in the world (Jenkins,
2003). Europe and Asia also contributed to the production of cotton throughout the nineteenth
century.
Consumption of cotton increased with a reduction in the cost of production, and the supply of a
cheap raw material. Cloth produced in the USA early in the nineteenth century was coarse and
plain, while in Britain Crompton's mule made it possible to produce fine counts of yarn (Jenkins,
2003). Britain replaced India as the leading producer of fine yarns and fabrics during the 1820s
(Jenkins, 2003). Calico was also being produced in Britain. From 1860 onwards short-stapled
Indian cotton was used to produce a coarser warmer fabric in Europe. Hand loomed cotton fabrics
were produced in Asia throughout the nineteenth century (Jenkins, 2003).
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2.8.2.2

Wool

Worldwide the wool textile industry was traditionally home based, unlike the cotton industry.
However, by 1870 the major technical advancements had been made and the wool manufacturing
industry was mechanised (Jenkins, 2003). Britain produced high quality worsted fabrics and
Europe produced fine high-quality cloth with merino wool fibre (Jenkins, 2003).
By the 1850s, both the worsted and woollen industries producing lower and medium-quality fabrics
were manufacturing wool cotton mixes (cotton used in the warp thread and wool in the weft) in an
effort to reduce costs in the face of competition from cotton fabric producers (Jenkins, 2003). The
use of cotton warps declined from the 1880s. Reclaimed wool (from rags, in particular knitted
garments and worsted cloth) was also being used in the manufacture of woollen fabrics. The fabric
was then primarily used for blankets and uniforms and also low and medium quality fabrics
(Jenkins, 2003).
From the 1840s other fibres were mixed with wool to improve the quality and range of products at
the upper end of the market. Mohair, alpaca, cashmere, camel hair and angora were all used
(Jenkins, 2003). Late in the nineteenth century natural dyes could be made artificially, extending the
colour range (Jenkins, 2003). The cost of dying was reduced and colours could be standardised
(Jenkins, 2003).
In the USA the woollen industry was slower to develop than the cotton industry, the fibre was

inferior to that produced in the UK, and skilled labour was in short supply (Jenkins, 2003).
Production was widespread on a small scale producing cloth for local use. Medium and high
quality wools were imported from Britain (Jenkins, 2003).
2.8.2.3

Linen

The decline of the linen industry in the UK, Europe and the USA contrasts with the rise of the cotton
industry during the nineteenth century. Linen could only compete with cotton where durability
and water resistance were important, or where producers had found a niche market for the fabric
(Jenkins, 2003).
From the 1820s the mechanism of flax spinning progressed but handloom weaving continued until
the last third of the nineteenth century (Jenkins, 2003). The flax crop yielded fibres of various
qualities. Fine linen fabrics (cambric, lawn, batistes, kentings, platillas) were produced in Ireland,
France, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg. Medium quality linen for clothing and household
linen were produced in Ireland, France, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg. Coarse cloth
(hessians, buckrams, canvas, sailcloth) was produced in Scotland, France, Russia, Germany and
parts of southern Ireland. Mixed fabrics of cotton and linen were produced in parts of Lancashire,
Switzerland, Germany, France and Scotland. Linen thread was produced in Scotland, France and
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Germany. Linen cloth was bleached by exposing it to sunlight rather than dyed or printed (Jenkins,
2003).
In the 1870s and 1880s the linen industry in England and Scotland became insignificant. In England
this was due to high labour costs and competition from Ireland and Belgian, and in Scotland there
was a move from flax to jute processing (Jenkins, 2003).
2.8.2.4

Silk

Britain traded with China throughout the eighteenth century, the two most important commodities
were tea and silk. In order to protect British manufacturers however, all silk piece goods were reexported to Europe, West Indies, and colonies in North America (Lee-Whitman, 1982). Chinese silk
did appear in Britain though, suggesting a successful trade in smuggled goods (Lee-Whitman,
1982).

Fabrics ordered were satins, taffetas, gorgoroons, goshee, poisees, paduasoy and bed

damasks of specified length, width, thread count, weight and colour. Britain also traded in silk with
India during this time (Lee-Whitman, 1982).
The style of the silk fabric being produced was dictated by the fashion of the time, determining
whether plain silks and gauzes, or patterned silks, were made.

Prior to the invention of the

Jacquard loom by Joseph-Marie Jacquard (operational in France after 1810) patterned silks were
produced on a draw loom. The Jacquard loom was introduced in England in the early 1820s,
enabling complex patterned cloth to be woven more quickly (Jenkins, 2003).
From 1826, French manufacturers in Lyon captured the English market with fine plain and
patterned silks.

In 1851 English manufacturers were producing plain and checked silks of

sufficiently high quality to win medals at the Great Exhibition, but still unable to compete with the
French. Other European countries producing silks were Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Russia and
Italy. Silk net, lace, ribbon and tulle also came from France. Silk and cotton mixes were being
produced as early as 1832, and many exhibitors showed half-silks (silk and wool or cotton mixes) at
the Great Exhibition of 1851 (Jenkins, 2003).
2.8.3

Fabrics and clothing into New Zealand

Goods were being traded in New Zealand well before Nelson was colonised

IT: 1841.

In 1830 New

Zealand imported from Sydney goods valued at £9,591 15s, of which there were 2120 muskets,
gunpowder worth £862, flour £787, hardware £639, slops £458, rum and whiskey £424. Wool, flax,
seal skins, beer, grains, meat, oil and timber were exported (Anon, 1845:5; Registrar-General's
Office, 1915; Richmond, 1848).
A wide selection of textile items came through the port of Nelson. Table 2.9 shows the value of
these imports for the years 1864 and 1867. Goods were also coming through the nearby ports of
Wairau and Havelock, Collingwood and Picton (Registrar-General's Office, 1864; Registrar-
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General's Office, 1867). These figures give an indication of the type of textiles available to the
people of the Nelson region. These figures were the earliest found for imports where the
commodities being imported were itemised.
Table 2.10 lists the country of origin for the textile commodities imported into New Zealand in 1880,
and the customs tariff which applied to each of these commodities. Records from the New Zealand
Customs Department held by The Nelson Provincial Museum included customs department
The
correspondence, ships papers, memorandums, and custom officer instruction books.
information contained within these records gave ship movements, manifests, and customs duty. Of
particular interest to the present study was information on the type of textiles coming into Nelson,
the movement of textiles, various tariffs charged, discussions held between importers of textiles and
the Customs Department, and fabric samples attached to many of the instructions.
Cloth that came into the country cut into shirt or hat lengths was not charged duty, however
shirting or hat linings imported uncut were charged 10% duty (New Zealand Customs Department,
1891-1893). Tariff rates must have increased after 1880; 'one case of second hand clothing' being
imported into the port of Nelson on 26 May 1884 worth £5 had duty of £1 5s due, the rate being
25%; on 23 May 1894 'one case of drapery' with a declared value of £514s 11d, being imported from
London, was charged duty at a rate of 20%. In 1875 and 1880 second hand clothing and drapery
were both charged 15% duty (New Zealand Customs Department, 1860s-1910s).
Importers were quick to point out errors made by the Customs Department. On 9 February 1892
Mr H. Edwards wrote to the Commissioner of Customs in Wellington, including a sample of the
fabric in question, complaining that he had been charged too much duty (Figure 2.25),
'We beg to bring under your notice that we are paying duty (under protest) at the rate of
20% on Lustres on Silcot Satteens (as sample herewith). These we submit as containing
neither Silk nor Wool but are simply Dyed Cottons with a new lustrous finish for use as
dressmakers lining and should come under the tariff for Cotton piece goods ... @ 10%. The
width and price alone are sufficient to show that the goods contain neither silk or wool.
Awaiting your earliest decision we are sir your obedient servants Sclanders & Co per H.
Edwards' (New Zealand Customs Department, 1891-1893).

The Customs Department replied on 25 February 1892 agreeing with Mr Edwards that the fabric
was indeed all cotton, he was then charged at the rate of 10% (New Zealand Customs Department,
1891-1893).
Table 2.11 shows the value of imports for woven fabrics into New Zealand from 1868 to 1900, and
the value of clothing and textile imports from 1882 through until1900, expressed in pounds sterling
and as a percentage of total imports. The category Clothing and Textiles included apparel and slops,
boots, drapery, haberdashery and hosiery, hats and caps, linens, millinery, cottons, linens, silks and
woollens. Imports decreased in the 1880s, a time when there was no growth in the economy
(Registrar-General's Office, 1915).
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Table 2.9
Value of imports at the port of Nelson, 1864 and 1867
1864

Drapery goods

1867
Quantity
Packages

Value

Quantity
packages

Value
£

152

9824

230

14661

Silk and silk goods

5

941

56

5510

Apparel and slops

300

13988

200

13392

Woollen manufactures

229

12647

Linens

11

800

Haberdashery

49

3604

Cotton manufactures

Not described

15763

312

(Registrar-General's Office, 1867:Part2no18;(Registrar-General's Office, 1864:Part2no18)
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Table 2.10
Country of origin of textile imports into New Zealand in 1880 with leviable custom duty

Commodity

Custom duties
leviable

Countries of origin
1880

UK
Australia
USA
Bengal
China
UK
Australia
USA

Apparel and Slops

15%

Cotton Piece Goods

15%

Cotton Raw

15%

Drapery

15%

Haberdashery

15% ad valorem

Linen
manufactures

15%

Silks

15%

Woollens

15% ad valorem

USA
China
UK
Australia
USA
Hong Kong
China
UK
Australia
USA
Germany
China
France
UK
Australia
USA
UK
Australia
China

(Registrar-General's Office, 1880:188-190)
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UK
Australia
USA

Table 2.11
Value of imports (£ 000) into New Zealand of woven fabric (from 1868 to 1900) and clothing and
textiles (from 1882 to 1900)

Year

Woven fabrics
£000

Clothing and textiles
£000

Clothing and textiles as a %
of total imports

1868

136

1870

266

1872

341

1874

352

1876

229

1878

305

1880

180

1882

418

2196

25

1884

355

1820

24

1886

354

1776

26

1888

423

1510

25

1890

658

1573

25

1892

769

1872

27

1894

636

1560

23

1896

836

1890

26

1898

858

1935

23

1900

1050

2420

23

(Bloomfield, 1984:301-302;Registrar-General's Office, 1915:914-915)
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The percentage of total imports during the period 1882 to 1900 remained at around 25% of total
imports into the country, and the value of woven fabric imports during the same period more than
doubled (Registrar-General's Office, 1915).
Clothing and textiles were a significant import commodity during this time. An increase in the
population may account for the increase in the value of textiles and clothing imported but as the
percentage remained the same, production of woven fabrics within New Zealand seems not to have
been significant.
2.8.4

Textile manufacturing in Nelson

Two of the earliest textile manufacturing industries in New Zealand, woollen fabric and leather,
were established in Nelson. Woollen fabric was being produced from c1844 until 1876, first by
Thomas Blick and then Joseph Webley. Blick also produced leather.
2.8.4.1

Woollen fabric production

Thomas Blick (1802-1860) (Figure 2.26a) arrived in Nelson on the Indus on 10 February 1843 with his
wife and seven children. Even though he was a master weaver, his occupation on the passenger list
was given as 'labourer'. As The New Zealand Company was more interested in bringing labourers
and agricultural workers than weavers to New Zealand, Blick did not bring any tools of his trade
with him (Anon, 1840-1850; Hughes-Sparrow, 1980).
When Blick arrived in Nelson he recognised there was a market for hardwearing woven cloth and
tanned leather. He set about constructing a loom using local materials. The land Blick purchased
from The New Zealand Company before he left England, in Brook Valley, had a stream which he
diverted to power the loom, a bullock was used to turn an overshot wheel (Armstrong, no date;
Hughes-Sparrow, 1980). However, the local materials did not perform well, the bamboo (used for
reeds) when split was not smooth enough for fine woollen warp threads, and the timber (used for
the loom frame) tended to warp (Hughes-Sparrow, 1980). After exhibiting some fabric at the Nelson

Literan; and Scientific Institution in June 1845 Blick was encouraged enough to continue to develop
the loom (Armstrong, no date; Hughes-Sparrow, 1980). According to the census for Nelson, Blick
produced 250 yards of woollen cloth in 1845, and 250 yards of cloth in 1849 (Superintendent of the
Southern Division, 1845; Superintendent of the Southern Division, 1849).
The cloth he produced (Figure 2.26b), tweed and flannel, was hardwearing and almost waterproof.
ln 1845 Blick Cloth was selling for 4 shillings and 6 pence a yard and described as 'good rough

woollen cloth' (Anon, 1845:5). Local German women using the spinning wheels they had brought to
Nelson spun the yarn for the cloth from locally grown wool (Field, no date:29). As the fabric
became popular Blick had to employ more weavers resulting in an increase in the cost of
production. The spinners asked for more money but Blick was unable to pay them any more, they
sought employment elsewhere. As a result the factory closed (Armstrong, no date).
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Blick began to weave again in the late 1850s, importing machinery from Australia. Joseph Webley,
also a master weaver and a friend of Blick, came out from England in 1858 to join him in
partnership. Blick was awarded a bronze medal posthumously by Queen Victoria at a special
exhibition of works from the colonies held at the Crystal Palace in 1862, for a length of tweed.
Twelve yards of cloth, along with a sample of scoured wool and Hinau bark (used in the dyeing of
the cloth) were sent with other articles from the province (Anon, 1861:3).
After his death, in November 1860, the factory was sold to Webley. The trading name was changed
from Blick Cloth to Nelson Cloth circa 1860, and the factory moved from Brook Street to Bridge Street
(Carter and MacGibbon, 2003; Hughes-Sparrow, 1980). The fabric was used for uniforms for the
constabulary and made into sports suits, selling through retail outlets in Nelson (Figure 2.27a-b). In
October 1860 Nelson Cloth sold for '6s. 5d. per yard' (Anon, 1860a:1).
In 1871 Webley changed the trading name to Webley Brothers and the cloth became known as

Nelson Tweed (Anon, 1871:7). In 1872 Webley Brothers were reported to be producing more than
fifty different patterns in Nelson Tweed (Anon, 1872). In 1874 a suit of 'Best Nelson Tweed, made to
measure' cost 4 pound 10 shillings (Anon, 1874:4). Nelson Tweed was used in uniforms throughout
the country including the Volunteer Corps in Wellington and the Waiuku Volunteers in Auckland
(Anon, 1872; Anon, 1873)
The cloth Blick and Webley produced had a good reputation throughout New Zealand and
internationally, winning a Silver Medal at the first Dunedin Exhibition in 1865, a 'Medal of Merit'
and an 'honorable mention' at Great Vienna Exhibition and a Silver Medal at the Christchurch and
Nelson Exhibitions (Collier, 1980;Anon, 1873b:2). At the Nelson Exhibition held in November 1873
Webley Brothers exhibited 'cloth of various colours, patterns and textures, plaids and shawls ...
coarse horse rugs and fine blankets and soft warm knitting wools' (Anon, 1873:5). Prizes were
awarded to Webley Brothers for their shawls and blankets. Exhibited also were woollen hearth
rugs made by Mr W. Cook from wool spun by Webley Brothers and dyed by Mr A. Robertson of
Collingwood Street (Figure 2.16b) (Anon, 1873:5).
The demand for Nelson Tweed far exceeded what Webley as able to supply. The quality of the fabric
was considered good enough to copy. From 1870 reports of 'imitation Nelson Tweed' appeared in
the press (Anon, 1870a:3). An article in The New Zealand Herald on 17 February 1875 reported the
piracy;
'The advances which have been made in perfecting the manufacture of woollen cloths at
Nelson have been so considerable, and the quality of the articles produced so excellent, that
more than one home firm (to their shame be it mentioned) have shipped out to the colony
large quantities of cloth marked "Nelson tweed". The difference between the real Nelson
tweed and the spurious shipments from London and Liverpool is, that the former is all wool,
and the latter all, or nearly all, cotton' (Anon, 1875b).
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Up until 1870 Webley was the only woollen mill in the colony and appears to have won a
Government tender in February 1870 because of this;
'In our last number a paragraph appeared from a Wellington paper, which stated that
Government had advertised for tenders for large quantities of woollen goods, to be
manufactured in New Zealand for the use of the Constabulary. As the only manufacturer in
the colony of woolen goods is Mr Webley, of Nelson ... Mr Webley's manufactory, which
was begun on a very limited scale indeed, progressed ... as the quality of his cloth became
known, until it is extensively worn in all parts of the colony - its lightness, softness of
texture, and withal warmth, causing it to be admirably suited for our climate. As little or no
capital has been sunk in machinery beyond what has been realized out of profits, the
concern is still on a small scale ... the proprietor having always been one of the working
hands; but the quantity of cloth manufactured last year, reached the respectable quantity of
6,000 yards ... enlargement, to accommodate improved machinery for spinning the yarn,
now on its way from England ... In a few weeks this machinery will be at work, when the
capacity of the mill ... will be greatly enlarged, and the quality of the article improved.
Mr Webley has received no bonus, or assistance from the Government of any kind, although
a bonus has been offered for the establishment of a cloth manufactory in some of the other
provinces' (Anon, 1870b:4).
'Webley's Cloth Manufactory - we learn from Mr. Webb [who has the sale of all Nelsonmade cloth] that the order for Nelson cloth for the Armed Constabulary has at length been
definitely given, and consists of 2,000 yards of grey tweed (Anon, 1870b:3).

In August 1873 The Nelson Evening Mail reported that the mill had extended its operations again and

erected a twenty-horse power steam engine imported from England (Vogel, 1875; Anon, 1873b:2).
In October the paper published the prospectus of the Mosgiel Woollen Facton; Company which was
just being formed in Otago (Anon, 1873b:2). In 1876 unable to compete with the larger woollen
mills, in Otago and Christchurch, the land and buildings were sold to Mr Kirkpatrick who started to
manufacture jam, and the machinery sold to the Kaiapoi Woollen Company in Christchurch (Collier,
1980; McAloon, 1997).
2.8.4.2

Leather, hosiery and flax processing

As well as weaving, Blick manufactured leather. The Nelson Examiner reported on 10 January 1846
that 'we understand that preparations are being made for the commencement of tanning in this
settlement on an extensive scale. A bark mill is shortly expected from England, upon its arrival of
which operations will be commenced' (Anon, 1846:178). In 1849 Blick produced 150 goat and 30
[cow] hides (Superintendent of the Southern Division, 1849). After the cloth factory closed in the
1850s Blick concentrated on leather manufacturing. He used native beech bark from Bark Bay as
the tanning agent, and local skins (Carter and MacGibbon, 2003; McKay, no date). His son James
took over this business until his own death in 1908 when the tannery closed (Hughes-Sparrow,
1980; McKay, no date).
In 1845 Mr Wales Lightband was tanning and dressing leather using black birch bark as the tanning

agent (Anon, 1845:154). Lightband was producing watertight leather from the skins of cattle, calf,
kid, dog and sheep (Brereton, 1952:85). Mr McRae, of Pitfure, Waimea South, was also tanning
leather in 1845, producing several pairs of shoes made from the leather (Anon, 1845:154). At this
time there was concern at the 'careless manner in which animals of all kinds are skinned here', that
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the skins were thought to have no value, and the number of cattle and sheep slaughtered was
inadequate to supply the settlers with leather (Anon, 1845:154).
ln his diary John Waring Saxton wrote about the attempts made by Sandy Robert Gibson to produce

hosiery. Saxton, a gentleman, and Gibson, a farm labourer, and their families, both travelled to
Nelson from Gravesend on the Clifford arriving 11 May 1842 (Nelson City Council, no date). Gibson
cut Saxton's children's hair on the voyage (Saxton, 1841-1851b). Gibson approached Saxton on 29
July 1845 for funds, as he was too poor to purchase the wool needed. Gibson's machine could
make;
'every kind of stocking, waistcoat and drawers. He had many orders ... One lb. of well
washed wool could be had for less than 1/- and could be spun for another 1/-. This would
make three pairs of stockings which he would price at 2/- a pair, being 4/- for workmanship
and profit which he would divide with me . . He could make ten pairs of stockings a day'
(Saxton, 1841-1851b).

Gibson felt that the price of his stockings would be considerably less then those being imported
from England (Anon, 1845:94; Saxton, 1841-1851b). Saxton was advised not to speculate in Gibson's
venture by a Mr Gapper on 30 July 1845 (Saxton, 1841-1851b). But Gibson must have found the
money to purchase wool as on 19 March 1846 Saxton observed Gibson 'at his stocking loom'
(Saxton, 1841-1851b:150). In the The Nelson Examiner on 4 April 1846 Mr Gibson was listed as a
manufacturer of stockings and other hosiery, with a handloom and based at Waimea South (Anon,
1846:18). Gibson was listed again in 1851 (Richmond, 1852:3).
In the 1890s Andrew Baiting (1864-1925), who had been hospitalised and then confined to a
wheelchair after an injury, taught himself to knit, selling the stockings to pay his way. He bought a
rotary knitting machine, and set up a tobacconist and hosiery business in Hardy Street in Nelson
(Figure 2.28). Later he bought further machines and employed staff (Venner, 2002).
With an abundance of New Zealand flax (Phormium tenax), estimated at 'between three and four
thousand acres in the settled districts of this settlement', flax mills were soon established throughout
the province (Figure 2.29) (Anon, 1845:5). In 1845 John Danforth Greenwood began his ventures in
the flax industry. He worked with Nathaniel Edwards and Luke Nattrass, shipping machinery out
from England, setting them up in The New Zealand Company's old store in Haven Road. Greenwood
employed Maori finding them 'industrious' (Neale, 1984:48). The Maori were paid in either money,
1d., or shoes and coats, per pound of prepared flax. The venture failed however, there was a
problem landing the flax in England at a competitive price (Neale, 1984:48). In some instance the
mechanical cleansing of the fibre was done in Nelson and the chemical cleansing 'at home' (Anon,
1845:5).

The Nelson Examiner on 4 April 1846 reported that sacking was being produced on a hand-loom
using flax. The fabric described as being of a 'very superior description' (Anon, 1846:18). Luke
Nattrass in Bridge Street was stuffing mattresses with flax in 1860 (Figure 2.30) (Anon, 1860b:1). ln
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March 1845 The Nelson Examiner reported that bonnets and hats where being made from plaited
straw (Anon, 1845:5). Then in July 1869 The Nelson Evening Mail reported on the manufacture of
straw hats using New Zealand flax (Anon, 1869:2).
The dressed flax was exported or processed mainly for rope, fishing nets, twine and coarse linens.
The Nelson Evening Mail in 1873 reported on developments overseas using New Zealand flax fibre.
Fabrics, such as damask tablecloths and towelling, woven with the flax fibre mixed with other fibres
were fine and soft. Dress fabrics were also being woven using New Zealand flax fibre in the weft
and cotton or silk in the warp (Anon, 1873a:2). The author wrote, 'The dresses will no doubt attract
much attention, and I hope the time is not distant when I shall hear that the ladies of New Zealand
are wearing dresses manufactured from fibre grown in the Colony' (Anon, 1873a:2).
2.8.5

Retail in Nelson

Advertisements in The Nelson Examiner give some indication of the range of fabrics available in the
Nelson province. Dress fabrics, haberdashery and accessories for woman's clothing were available
In 1855 Mrs Watts was selling the following

through many outlets in the Nelson province.

'Fashionable and Seasonable Goods, at the following unprecedented low prices',
'Black and coloured brocaded Silks - the full dress at 4 guineas
Parisian and Town-made winter Bonnets, from 30s.
French Merinos, Satins, and Camlets, at lOs. per yard ...
Sutherlands and other winter Dresses, at 24s.
Ball Dresses, from 20s.
Mantles-cloth and silk-from 14s.' (Anon, 1855a:l).

From 1842, alongside the advertisements for dress fabrics were advertisements for men's and boy's
ready-made clothing, and women's undergarments. It was not until the end of the 1800s that readymade women's outwear was advertised.

On 14 June 1890 Mrs Anstice of Hardy Street was

advertising in The Nelson Evening Mail'a full assortment of choice winter goods comprising all kinds
of drapery, ladies' and children's costume, jackets, Ulster, &c.' (Anon, 1890:4). Mrs Anstice also
advertised in the 1894 - 1895 Wise's directory along with Miss M Pellew, a dressmaker and
machinist, of Bridge Street (Figure 2.31) (Wise, 1894 -1895).
Extant receipts from Nelson businesses found in The Nelson Provincial Museum's archive collection
gave details about the retail trade in Nelson. Listed may be: clothing bought with price paid; the
type of fabrics, haberdashery and trims sold, the quantity bought and price charged; and the
services offered by the business. The receipts may also give an insight into the business practices
and the availability of goods. Two such receipts (Figures 2.32a and 2.32b) are from the draper
James P. Black of Trafalgar Street (Figure 2.33). The first receipt covered the months September to
December 1861 and listed purchases made over the four months. This receipt along with other
evidence found in the museum archives (business records and account books) suggested that
customers held accounts at a business and goods were not paid for at the time of purchase but at a
later date. The second receipt (c1890) was a pre-printed form and listed items sold by J. P. Black
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and Son, for example, dress materials, millinery, ribbons, gloves, corsets, and family mourning,
Butterick patterns and publications.
An interesting use of fabric, at the turn of the nineteenth century, was found in an image taken by
Frederick Giles Gibbs (1866-1953), commonly known as F G Gibbs. Gibbs, who lived in Nelson, was
an educationalist, businessman, community leader, naturalist, photographer and prolific writer,
many of his journals, negatives and photographs were in the Nelson Provincial Museum's collection
(Tunnicliff, 2007). When exploring the West Coast in 1902 he stayed at Batson's Accommodation
House not far from Franz Joseph Glacier. Gibbs described the proprietor, Mr Batson, as a 'strange
character' (Gibbs, 1883-1902). Patterned fabric had been used to cover the ceiling in the living room
of the house. In the same image what appeared to be a sewing machine took pride of place on a
chair (Figure 2.34).
2.9

Dating women's dress styles

The date of a costume may not be recorded, or known at the time the outfit came into a museum
collection, or a recorded date may have been lost through poor museum documentary procedures.
Dating problems also arose when garments have been remodelled and repaired, or where the
garment was not typical of the period. Older women and those living in isolated communities may
have worn a style for many years after it was fashionable. Several textile-based sources were
required when dating a costume. Photographs and fashion plates, cut and methods of construction
of the clothing, dating of the fabric, notion and trims, and access to comprehensive costume history
references, were all aids in estimating dates. Another source, newspapers, presented commentary
on fashion styles. The Nelson Evening Mail 24 August 1869 reported on the effect of shorter skirt
styles,
'Short Dresses, Handsome Boots, and Good Health - The ladies' shoemakers rejoice in the
existing length of street costume, and say it has greatly increased their trade. One was
showing a lady a pair of highly ornamented boots, for which he asked a fabulous price,
when he observed that short dresses had brought this style in fashion; that three years since
it would have been impossible for him to dispose of such boots; now he sold all he could
make. Indeed, with the long skirts, the ladies wore almost anything on their feet, no matter
how shabby or patched. Now it was very different, and he often had expensive boots
thrown back on his hands from some whim about their make or fit. Speaking of this in the
presence of a physician, he said that since the introduction of short dresses there had been a
noticeable decline in disease among women originating in cold or damp feet. When long
garments prevailed, women were often very careless in this respect, often wearing thin and
broken shoes, and this together with the dampness clinging to their long skirts, brought on
illness which not infrequently terminated fatally' (Anon, 1869:2).

In the present study, the Nelson Provincial Museum's photographic collection, the garment's
construction methods, fabrics and fibres, and documentary sources, were used to estimate dates of
the artefacts.
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2.9.1

Using photographs to date costume

2.9.1.1

Photographic processes

The daguerreotype (Figure D.2) was the earliest photographic process, developed in France and in
use from 1839 to circa 1860. The image was exposed directly onto a sensitised silver-plated sheet of
copper. This was a positive-only process allowing no reproduction of the image as no negative was
produced. The process was also complex and labour intensive (Anon, 2007b). The ambrotype
(Figure D.4), in use from 1851 until the 1880s, was made by underexposing a glass wet plate in the
camera. When this negative image was backed with velvet, paper, metal or varnish, a positive was
produced. Ambrotypes were cheaper to produce than daguerreotypes. Both were usually enclosed
in a case to protect the fragile plates (Anon, 2007b).
Tintypes (1858 to 1910s) were a variation of the collodian wet plate process, and produced a
reversed image similar to daguerreotypes and ambrotypes. The emulsion was painted onto a
varnished iron plate which was then exposed in a camera. The tintype was cheaper to produce and
more durable than both daguerreotypes and ambrotypes (Anon, 2007b).
The collodian wet plate glass negative, used from 1851 until the 1880s, produced sharp images with
fine detail. Reproduction from the negative was possible (Anon, 2007b). The gelatine dry plate
glass negative, available commercially from 1873 and used until the 1920s, were usable when dry
and required less exposure to light than the wet plates. A shorter exposure time was important
when the subject of the photograph was not able to be still for more than a few seconds (Anon,
2007b).
2.9.1.2

Literature

Pols in his book Dating Old Photographs (Pols, 1995) discussed the history of photography and the
various types of photographic processes and photographs. He listed various types of evidence
presented by a photograph which aids in its identification. The type of photograph, how the
photograph was mounted or displayed, the picture itself (background and props, composition and
technique) and the subject's dress, all helped to date the photograph. Based on an assessment of
these aspects the researcher would be able to place the photograph in a time period (rather than a
precise year), and establish the earliest possible date. As photographic styles and fashions may
reappear through history it is not possible to give an end date for the occurrence of these. Pols
summarised the information in dating charts. These charts include photographic and non-costume
aspects of an image as well as costume for women, men and children.
Lansdell's Fashion

a Ia Carte 1860 - 1900

(Lansdell, 1985) and Ginsburg's Victorian Dress in

Photographs (Ginsburg, 1982) both presented images of fashion changes in Britain for women's,
men's and children's clothing up to 1900. Lansdell's study were from 1860 to 1900 and based on
one type of photograph - the carte-de-visite, a small print pasted to a slightly larger photographer's
trade card, generally with advertising on the back (Pols, 1995). Lansdell emphasised that as
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museum collections tend not to contain everyday or working-class clothing, the study of a whole
range of clothing must be supplemented; photographs provided this additional source. The text
accompanying the images provided narrative on the clothing worn by those photographed. The
earliest image in the Ginsburg study was dated 1841. Each image is analysed with discussion on
clothing, hairstyles and accessories. Included in the appendix are commentaries from sources of the
same period summarising developments in dress during the period. Ginsburg notes the date of the
garment 'cannot be earlier than the earliest datable feature that it displays' (Ginsburg, 1982).
Dated photographs present a visual reference but are biased in many ways. The date the
photograph was taken does not necessarily give the production date of the clothing in that
photograph. The photograph may be a fashion plate, with the model wearing clothing which was
out of the ordinary. The person being photographed may be wearing an out-dated style, as they
did not have the means, or desire, to be wearing the latest fashion, the individual may be eccentric,
or the styles of elderly and rural women may be conservative (Farrell-Beck, 1987; Taylor, 2002). The
style of clothing and the subject's pose may be dictated by fashion, the photographer's style,
conventions of the period, or the intended recipient (Rowat, 1991). The person photographed may
not be a resident of the area in which the photograph was taken but just visiting at the time of the
photograph (Hunt and Sibley, 1994; Taylor, 2002). The sitter may have borrowed or rented clothing
for the photograph not having anything suitable themselves. In a 1994 study of African-American
women's dress in Georgia from 1890 to 1914, Hunt and Sibley used forty historical photographs as
the primary source to document clothing worn during the period. The researchers posed the
question of whether the subjects were wearing borrowed or rented clothing, as was common
practice in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century (Hunt and Sibley, 1994). In the
documentation related to the Tyree Studio Collection of photographs at The Nelson Provincial
Museum, images where clothing may have been borrowed from the photographer have been
identified (Tyree Studio, 1916).
The use of photographs as evidence for dress is limited. Photographic images, in particular studio
portraits, are generally front or side views of the subject (Koltun, 1979). The subject is generally
wearing formal clothing, may be seated, or wearing a shawl, obscuring much detail of the clothing.
Little information can be gained about colour of the fabrics, as early photographs are images in
black and white. Clothing prior to the 1840s cannot be dated using this method as the earliest
photographs, daguerreotypes , were first produced in 1839 (Pols, 1995; Rowat, 1991). Bias is
introduced as not everyone could afford to have a photograph taken or be able to visit a
photographic studio (Taylor, 2002). The photograph may be staged to portray an image of being
part of a cultured society, of having achieved a certain social status. If the photograph was of an
immigrant and being sent to family or friends in England or Europe, often the aim was to appear
cultured even if the reality of life in a settlement such as Nelson was quite different.
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A common practice in New Zealand was for the photographer to enhance the image after the
photograph was taken by touching up the negative. Two examples of this were found in the
collection at The Nelson Provincial Museum. Figure 2.35a was an image of Arthur Tyree, dressed
in a seaman's uniform. Figure 2.35b was an enlarged image of the proper left sleeve; the third stripe
from the buttons has been added by touching up the glass plate negative. Figure 2.36a was an
image of Miss Wilson, also taken by Tyree Studios, before the glass plate negative was retouched,
Figure 2.36b was of Miss Wilson after retouching of the negative.
With biases recognised and when studied alongside other resources, photographs however become
valuable sources of information. They portrayed what garments were worn and how they were
worn. The shades of the fabric, any patterned fabrics and embellishments can be analysed. The
type of process used, the presentation format, the style and content of an image helped to date a
photograph and place it in a cultural context (Rowat, 1991). If using photographic studio images
covering a period of time, a continuous and complete collection spanning a known time period may
be available, and images and subjects may be able to be identified. If the period during which the
photographer worked is known photographs can be dated (Koltun, 1979). Studios will often have,
with the negatives, a record of orders taken listing the subject's name and date the photograph was
taken.
2.9.1.3

Photographers in Nelson

Some photographers working in the Nelson province from 1860 through to the early twentieth
century were William Henry Davis (1860-1872), William Edmond Brown (1865-1892), Alexander
Fletcher (1862-1867), Theodore Thorlacius Bloch (1867-1872, 1876-1882), Isaacs and Clark (18701875, 1877-1878), Davis and Nairn (late 1870s), William Akersten (1880-1887), William and Fred
Tyree, Rose Frank, and the Tyree Studio (1882-1947), Henry and Alice Brusewitz (1889-1910),
Maguire (1891-1892), Daroux (1900-1901) and Frederick Nelson Jones (1904-1930s) (dates given are
dates the photographers were active in Nelson)(Anon, 2004; The Nelson Provincial Museum, 2006).
Photographers specialising in portraiture were Fletcher, Davis, Brown, Bloch and Tyree. Even
though the early cameras were very large, several of the early photographers also took scenic and
event photographs. Unknown photographers depict the streets of Nelson in images from the 1860s.
The earliest image of an immigrant ship held at The Nelson Provincial Museum is that of the

Lincolnshire taken by Bloch between 1868 and 1871 (Figure 1.3). Tyree Studios promoted Nelson as
a tourist destination in the 1890s through their photographs.
Unfortunately of the early photographers Brown was the only one to consistently record client
details (name, month and year) in an index facilitating the identification and dating of these images
(McEwan, 2004; McEwan, 2008).

Some supporting documentation, such as negative indexes,

appointment registers and account books, was donated with the photographic collections from early
photographers. The museum holds some of the Tyree Studio's business records, which was in
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business from 1882 until 1947. An 1889 to 1896 ledger detailed, for each customer, photographic
orders made throughout these years. An entry for September 1894 (Figure 2.37a) gave the
particulars of a photograph taken for Mr Allen. Details from the original customer ledger were able
to give the corresponding photograph an accurate date and verify the subject matter (Figure 2.37b).
The photographic database was then searched using 'Clothing Factory' as the search term. One of
the records identified was an image of an unnamed man standing in front of The New Zealand
Clothing Factory store in Trafalgar Street (Figure 2.38). The man could be identified as Mr Allen.
The Nelson Provincial Museum holds a significant number of negatives from the early studio
photographers. For the years 1860 to 1892 there is estimated to be a total of 13 250 glass plate
negatives (McEwan, 2004). This provided a large resource for this study. However it is important
to consider that the museum did not hold all the glass plate negatives produced by each respective
photographer nor did the museum hold collections from all the photographers working in Nelson
during this time. There were also original photographic prints, as single images and in albums, in
the collection. The early photographic processes were complex, making it hard to take more than
one image in a single studio sitting and to photograph children. Images may be of more than one
person and a person may have had more than one photograph taken by these photographers.
However when the number of negatives is compared to the population of the time (Table 2.1) it
seems that it was not that uncommon to be have a studio photograph taken.
Due to the long exposure times people having their photograph taken had to sit still for several
seconds hence sombre expressions by many. To photograph children they were often held by an
adult, the adult was then 'blocked out' in the printed image (Figure 39a). Alternatively, a clamp
may have been used, placed at the back of their head (Figure 39b). In 1867 Brown was advertising a
'new rapid process' and 'adults can be taken by this process without the aid of any artificial rest
thereby ensuring a faithful representation of the natural and characteristic position of the sitter'
(Figure 2.40d) (Anon, 1867:1).
Those living in the settlement and reading newspapers would have been aware of the
photographers working during this period. Photographers advertised regularly; in newspapers
from 1860 (Figure 2.40a-d), and on studio frontages (Figures 2.41a-d). The advertisements verified
the reported dates which the photographers were working in the province, and also identified the
type of photographic processes being used during the period, along with prices charged.
2.9.2

Using garment construction to aid in estimating dates of clothing

In a 1987 study of the construction techniques used in nineteenth century clothing Ferrell-Beck
examined clothing from USA. Farrell-Beck discussed problems associated with dating women's
wear. Changes in construction method were linked to changes in fashion and technology. Previous
writers had concentrated on English construction techniques but Farrell-Beck felt methods used in
USA at the same time differed (Farrell-Beck, 1987). The study focused on the shaping, stitches,
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support and finish in bodices, sleeves and skirts, and dresses. Images and line drawings supported
the text but these were not especially clear and illustrated only a few techniques discussed. What
type of garments or how many garments studied was not reported.
In an earlier study, Farrell-Beck, Haviland and Harding (1985-1986), studied 100 garments from
twenty-three museums in the USA. The goal was to determine if construction techniques for the
garments dated from 1800 to 1869, had changed along with changes in fabrics, technology and
available 'how to sew' literature. Each garment was photographed in full length. Photographs were
also taken of the sewing techniques used. Each garment was then described in detail. The date of
the garments was checked against donor information and fashion plates of the time. This analysis
showed which garments fell into eight time periods. Each of these periods was described with text
and images. The authors concluded that construction techniques could assist with dating
nineteenth century women's outerwear (Farrell-Beck, Haviland and Harding, 1985-1986).
In her book A Handbook of Costume (1973), Arnold discussed the use of construction techniques to

date costume. Her focus was eighteenth century clothing but several points made were relevant for
any time period. The construction methods used and the garment's silhouette were stated as being
the most useful when dating a dress (Arnold, 1973). Caution should be used if using the fabric
alone to date an item. If a dress had been altered or remade it may have been some years after the
fabric was produced that the final garment was worn, and it was common fol' iresses to be
completely remade into a new style, as fabric was expensive when faced with a change in fashion
remaking a dress was a viable option (Arnold, 1973). In altering or re-styling a garment, shapes,
fold lines and needle holes, whether made by hand or machine, gave evidence of what a previous
style may have been and the time period of the style or alteration (Arnold, 1973).
In a 1977 publication for the American Association for State and Local History (AASLH), Horridge,

Smathers and Vachon listed steps generally used for dating a garment. Donor information was
verified, the object (design, construction and materials) was then compared with primary sources of
known date (such as similar objects, paintings, photographs and newspaper) or secondary sources
(such as reference books). This process proved to be 'often sporadic and time-consuming'
(Horridge, Smathers and Vachon, 1977). The authors developed a checklist method. Primary and
secondary sources (historical costume references, periodicals, newspapers, and archives) were
studied to develop a list of garment design and construction features for defined time periods. The
list of features was then compared with costumes already accurately dated, paintings or
photographs, to check accuracy.

The authors acknowledged that discrepancies and regional

differences among the artefacts occurred. Even though this method did not take into account
garment alterations, or make use of donor information, when used in combination with other
methods, it was a valuable tool for dating garments.
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In her detailed research based on museum collections throughout New Zealand, Malthus studied
162 dresses. Details of, colour, fibre type, fabric structure, garment construction and dimensions for
each dress, were recorded. Dresses had 'estimated or factual' dates and the range was from 1828
through to 1914 (Malthus, 1996).
While the studies by Farrell-Beck, et al, and Horridge, et al, were limited to garments from USA
they were relevant to the current study corroborating and enhancing Malthus's findings. While the
early settlers to New Zealand came predominantly from England and Europe, so too did many of
the immigrants to the USA. Apart from regional differences in style it is reasonable to assume that
garment construction methods were fairly universal and developed as technology, fabrics and
styles changed.
Construction techniques in women's outerwear, 1830 to 1910 have been summarised in Table 2.12.
The periods (1830-1859, 1860-1874, 1875-1889, 1890-1900, 1900-1910) were based on those used by
Malthus in her 1996 study. Malthus chose these time periods as the dresses in her study fell into
broad style groupings, and for statistical analysis groups needed to be approximately evenly sized
and contain large numbers (Malthus, 1996). Retaining the same divisions allows comparisons to be
made between the two studies. Construction techniques identified in the above sources were used
to develop the table.
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Table 2.12
Construction techniques in women's outerwear, 1830 to 1910
Period

Construction techniques

1830 to 1859

Bodice - draped fabric, gathered, over the bust, darting seldom used except in underlining,
flat pleats as decoration, diagonal from centre front waist, shoulder seams sloped to the
back, lining and outer layer treated separately, centre back fastening, leg of mutton shaped
sleeves then later fullness moved to wrist or straight sleeves darted at the elbow for
shaping. After 1850 -boning at centre front and back, darts and side seams, front hook and
eye closure, eyelets threaded with cord, lining and outer layer treated as one
Skirt - bell shaped, length revealed feet, entire width of fabric used, gathers or pleats
around waist, entire width of fabric used, hems measured 60-140mm, faced, flat bands
joined the skirt to the bodice, skirt turned over more deeply at skirt front, small overcast
stitches used to attach the skirt to the bodice, full skirt linings, lined with muslin or glazed
cotton. After c1840 - cartridge pleats at centre back, unpressed pleats at front. After c1850 front in-seam pocket
Seams -backstitching popular, seam allowances not pressed open, selvages and raw edges
used, bias cut fabric seldom used except in piping used in armscye, shoulder, neck, waist
seams and bodice opening, blind stitched hems
Fastening- hook and eyes, eyelets

1860 to 1874

Bodice - bloused effect through darts in the underlining and gathers in the outer fabric,
shoulder seams sloped to the back, double ended darts and boning placed over and
covered by fabric or tape, paired darts on each side of the bodice, boning into casings,
opening moved to centre front from the centre back, lining and outer layer treated as one
Skirt - hem cut to create a train, waist turnover now equal around the skirt (from mid1860), hems reinforced with a worsted braid over the hem fold, hem depth 75-150mm,
cartridge pleats at centre back, un-pressed pleats at front, front in-seam pocket
Seams- seam allowances not pressed open, introduction of the sewing machine, armscye
and skirts seams still hand stitched, selvages and raw edges used, bias cut fabric seldom
used except in piping used in armscye, shoulder, neck, waist seams and bodice opening,
running stitched used on hem, princess seams
Fastening - buttons and hand worked buttonholes, or hook and eyes concealed with
buttons
Materials -plaids not matched at all seams, maybe centre back and side seams

1875 to 1889

Bodice - boned, linings and underlings used, back or front hook and eye or button closure,
set-in sleeve, boning bodice and collar, vertical waist darts, waist stay
Skirt - hems reinforced with a worsted braid over the hem fold, different types of hem
finishes (flounces), front in-seam pocket
Seams - piping used in armscye, shoulder, neck, waist seams and bodice opening, machine
stitching, running stitched used on hem, decorative top stitching
Fastening- front button closure
Materials- use of commercial braids and trims, black or white silk
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Table 2.12 continued

Period

Construction techniques

1890 to 1900

Bodice - linings and underlinings used, outer fabric no longer a copy of the lining, set-in
sleeve, boned, vertical waist darts, support for leg-of-mutton sleeve, front hook and eye
closure, waist stay
Skirt- velvet or plush ribbon used to finish hem, left side opening rather than centre back,
gored skirt, hanging tapes
Seams- less hand stitching, machine stitching, decorative top stitching, darts not seams used
for fitting, seam on natural shoulder line
Fastenings -large hooks and eyes used to keep bodice and skirt together at waist
Materials - use of commercial braids and trims

1900 to 1910

Bodice - linings and underlinings used, outer fabric no longer a copy of the lining, set-in
sleeve, Kimono sleeve, boned, vertical waist darts, front gathering, front hook and eye
closure, waist stay
Skirt -left side opening rather than centre back, gored skirt, gathering at back, hanging tapes
Seams - machine stitching, decorative top stitching, darts not seams used for fitting, seam on
natural shoulder line
Fastenings - large hooks and eyes used to keep bodice and skirt together at waist
Materials - use of commercial lace, braids and trims, plain weave, white, black and blue
coloured fabrics

(Horridge, et al.,1977;Farrell-Beck, 1987;Farrell-Beck, et al.,l985-1986;Malthus, 1996)
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Chapter 3
Method

3.1

Selection of garments

Selection of garments (dresses, bodices and skirts) for the study was initially those thought to have
been worn by European women settling in the Nelson Province from the time of the region's
settlement by The New Zealand Company in 1841 until early into the twentieth century. Dresses,
bodices and skirts were chosen, as these were considered well represented in the collection.
However an initial search of the computerised database in use at the museum showed that records
for many textile items did not contain sufficient data to be able to select items based on these
criteria.
Objects accessioned into the museum's permanent collection had been classified and described
under various systems through the history of The Nelson Provincial Museum. Earlier systems had
not been totally integrated into the database in use at the time of writing, so additional methods
were required to identify suitable garments. The findings from past investigations into the textile
collection (storage assessment and inventory surveys, and object identification for exhibitions), and
a physical search for objects in storage, were used in conjunction with accession records to identify
objects for the sample.
The final selection criteria were based on one or more of the following:
1
2

The object name was costume, dress, bodice, blouse, skirt, outerwear or clothing;
Object records gave a match to keywords used to search records (some keywords
- Victorian, colonial, Anstice, dressmaker, tailor, settler, European, early, textile,
fabric, draper, haberdashery);

3

The object classification in the database record was 3CO (based on Chenhall's
system for classifying man-made objects in a museum catalogue, (Chenhall,
1978));

4
5

The documented age of the object was within the time period of the study;
The style of the object was identified as being within this period of manufacture.

On this basis a group of eighteen objects from the museum's collection was identified.
3.2

Dating the artefacts

3.2.1

Methods

Many objects in the study had no accurate date associated with them to identify when they were
either manufactured or worn. This is common in many museum textile collections. The following
methods were used to either give an estimated date for artefacts with no date, or to corroborate
reported dates:
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1

Provenance - as much of this data was unconfirmed it was used with caution and
checked against other sources (see 3.11)

2

Interviews (see 3.12)

3

Method of construction, fabric and trims - techniques used to construct the
garments, along with fabric and trims used, were compared to those listed in
Table 2.12. Images used to develop a summary of dress styles were also used to
identify fabrics and trims.

4

Style/ silhouette (see 3.2.2).

The date when a style, construction technique, or fabric, was first introduced is often known but the
date when these were last used is not known. Unless a development in the textile industry was
particular to the Nelson province, garment styles, fabrics and technology were likely to have come
from the UK, Europe or the USA A time difference or diminished effect when women in Nelson
adopted any particular fashion style was expected.
3.2.2

Identifying styles of the period

The photographic collection at The Nelson Provincial Museum was used to identify the style of
dress worn in the region during the period of the study. The collection of over 1.4 million negatives
and prints, from various sources, included some from photographers working in Nelson as early as
the 1860s. Images of women's clothing were selected from the earliest images (1840-1850) until
early in the twentieth century. These photographs were predominantly studio portraits.
A summary of these identified styles was developed. The time periods used were decades from
1830 to 1910, rather than the time periods used in Table 2.12, in an attempt to provide a more
succinct date.
Several photographs were included where the subject matter was not staged or were of outdoor
events, and where a photographer had produced a copy negative. The early photographers not
only took original photographs but also copied photographs (Figures 4.70g, D.1 and D.12) for
customers, and so the collection also contains a number of these copy negatives and prints. In
Figure 4.70g it can be seen how Tyree Studios copied some images. The original photograph was
nailed in place, then photographed. The date given in the museum records is often only an
approximate date of when the copy was made.
Dating of negatives and photographs occurred in a variety of ways. Photographers used an index
to record negatives (Brown, 1868-1891). Often no more than the customer's surname and sex was
recorded in this index; sometimes the style of the photograph was also noted. When a photographic
collection came into the museum, if the photographer used an index, this information was
transferred to the museum's photographic reference system. Each negative/print was also given a
unique reference number when accessioned into the collection. Additionally, ledgers from the
photography business recording the name of the person sitting for or ordering the photograph and
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the price charged, were used. Images of events were dated if the date of that event was known.
Often this was done using other sources such as newspapers, letters and diaries. Family members
undertaking family research have also identified people, places and dates, in many of the
unidentified images. This information was checked for accuracy wherever possible.
Images may contain the customer's name, the photographer having scratched these details into the
emulsion at the time the negative was produced (Figures D.23-24, D.57 and D.67) or written on the
negative (Figures D.45 and D.76). Many of the images reproduced in the present study from
negatives held in the collection, show the entire negative. When printing the image for a customer
the photographer would crop the image. In doing so information such as the customer's name, the
background of the physical setting, whether it be a studio or customers own home, or extra people
or animals would not be in the printed photograph (Figures D.5, D.21 and D.34).
Collections from some early photographers were not indexed and many images were undated and
unnamed. These images could be given a date range as it was known when the photographer
worked in the province.
Many negatives have been printed or digitised. The prints were stored either in archival boxes and
grouped into various categories, or by family name in archival envelopes as biography files. The
box categories chosen to select prints from were:
Children;
Clothing- hats;
Clothing- pre 1900;
Clothing- post 1900;
Houses;
Maori;
Mourning;
Passive Recreation and Leisure;
Processions and Public Events;
Shops;
Weddings.
Digital images were archived on the museum's computer server under the photographer's name.
Family names which emerged in object selection and general research, were used to search the
biography files. Additional images were identified through searching the photographic database.
If an image was not already in digital format negatives, often glass plate, along with the

photographic prints were scanned. All images used in the present study were in digital format.
As few photographs taken in Nelson prior to 1860 existed, published studies and historical
photographs have been used to date fashion styles for this period, and develop the summary of
dress styles (Boucher, 1996; Ginsburg, 1982; Lansdell, 1985; Pols, 1995; Severa, 1995). While these
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studies involved photographic collections from the UK and the USA, they were relevant to the
present study as many of the women immigrating prior to the 1860s were from the UK. They
immigrated to both New Zealand and the USA.
3.3

Limitations of the study

Some items to be studied were required for the opening display of the museum's new exhibition
centre in October 2005. The museum re-development schedule meant these objects had to be
examined early in the period of the present project. All garments were to be studied and returned
to storage prior the end of 2004, as from that date museum personnel were heavily involved with
development of the new centre. Physical space and resources also became restricted at that time.
3.4

Data sheet

An Object Datasheet was developed to record information when examining each garment
(Appendix A). The data sheet was used to record information from The Nelson Provincial
Museum's donation and accessions registers, the computerised database, as well as information
offered through visual examination of each object in the study. Information recorded for each
object and an explanation of each item is listed in Table 3.1.
3.5

Method for each object

3.5.1

Object identification

For each object a search of the electronic database was needed to identify all records for that item.
The way data were previously migrated into the database system, an object may have had more
than one record. The same object may have been identified by two or more different entries in the
'Object' data field; for example the words costume, dress and skirt may have been used to identify a
skirt. This skirt may then have up to three separate records.
An object could also be identified by more than one number; a receipt number (given to an object
when it first came into the museum), an accession number (given to an object accessioned into the
permanent collection), a collection number (if the object was part of a group of like objects), a group
accession number (for a group of objects from a single donor), or an inventory number (if the object
had been part of a survey). All database records for each object were retrieved, because of the
possibility each record contained different data. Where two or more records seemed to be for one
object, verification that this was the case was needed. By comparing records, searching original
documentation, retrieving the object to check box labels and garment labels, and in consultation
with the Head of Collection Services, documentation and information were matched to the
appropriate artefact.
Many object database records did not include an entry in the 'Location' data field meaning the
current location of that item was not known. Additionally, artefact locations listed on the database
were often incorrect.
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Table 3.1
Object datasheet- information recorded for each item

Title

Detail

Object
Classification
Accession/Registration number
Location
Collection
Manufacture date
Country of origin
Original owner/wearer
Description
Overall maximum dimensions

Object name used in the database
Chenhall nomenclature: 3CO, Clothing- outerwear
Accession number and registration number of object
Storage location of object
Institution where object is held, The Nelson Provincial Museum
Date of manufacture, if known
Country of origin, if known
Owner and/or wearer, if known
Description of object
Maximum length, width and depth of object measured in
millimetres when object is laid flat
Number of separate pieces which make up object
Date object was examined
Person examining the object
Current owner of object, The Nelson Provincial Museum/ Tasman
Bays Heritage Trust
If known, details of person donating object to the museum, i.e. name
and contact details
If known, details about wearer/owner of object, and circumstances
surrounding the object.
Front and back view of object; additional images referenced in the
object datasheet are on last pages of Object Datasheet
List of each type of fabric and notion in garment, fibre/material type,
fabric structure, colour, reference to an image of fabric/notion/trim.
Details observed visually, and with use of 6x magnification
Table listing each sample taken from object for identification and
details of where on object sample was taken
Hand or machined stitched, reference to images, stitch and seam
types using Standards ISO 4915: 1991 and ISO 4916: 1991
Detailed description of each garment piece
Details of alterations to garment, based on one of more of: thread,
construction method, stitch or seam type, addition of another fabric,
fabric damage or change in length or girth
Brief report on current physical condition of object
In millimetres. For fragile garments an approximation made,
garment measured flat then multiplied by two (in this case asterisk
symbol is used)

Number of pieces
Date of examination
Person examining
Owner
Donor information
Provenance
Photographs
Fabric/notion/trim details

Samples taken for identification
Construction method
Construction details
Alterations

Condition of object
Measurements
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Table 3.1 continued

Title

Detail

centre front length
centre back length
shoulder length at natural shoulder line
shoulder length along shoulder seam
circumference at armscye seam line
waist circumference
length of sleeve at underarm
girth of sleeve (50mm along sleeve from
underarm position, at right angles to sleeve fold)
centre front length
centre back length
hem circumference
waist circumference

Bodice:

Skirt:

Maximum
Dimensions:

length
width
depth
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A physical search of the textile storeroom was undertaken to locate items being studied. Boxes
containing items had been labelled with an object number and/ or description. This number may
have been the registration or accession number, or some other identifying number used during the
object's history. When on object had been identified positively, it was moved from the textile
storage room for object examination.·
3.5.2

Object preparation

The working surface was large, a tabletop covered with layers of Cellaire®, Tyvek®, and tissue
paper, to protect objects during examination. Extra lighting was provided at the table. Tools used
to study each object included:
gloves - powder-free latex or clean cotton gloves, used to protect the object from dirt,
grease and acid from hands, and to protect the wearer from any harmful substances
on the textiles;
tape measure -plastic tape measures with 1mm intervals;
linen tester- 51mm x 51mm folding thread counter with 6x magnification;
Pantone Textile Color Guide (Pantone Inc, 1992);
cameras - Sony Cybershot P72 digital camera, model DSC P72, Canon PowerShot A430
and FujiFilm Finepix S7000;
colour control strip - Kodak Colour Separation Guide with scale of 10mm increments;
object labelling kit- numbers and letters used to identify an object when photographed;
tweezers - fine- and blunt-ended tweezers;
scissors - fine, sharp surgical scissors;
containers to store fibres or remnants found or removed from objects - small plastic
containers with lids, zip-lock polypropylene bags or archival acid-free buffered
envelopes;
permanent marker - to label fibre sample containers;
pencil (2B), eraser and paper.
With the help of another person, usually the museum conservator, the object was removed from its
storage box. In most cases, the garment had been folded several times, thus care was taken in
unfolding and spreading it on the table.
A visual check of the integrity of the fabric and seams was undertaken to determine the condition of
the garment in consultation with the Conservator or Manager of Collection Services to establish the
best way to handle the garment during examination. All garments had either a swing tag or sewnin fabric label attached. This garment label was checked against both the box label and the database
record to ensure the object was the correct one.
The existing box and tissue paper were discarded. If any fibres or remnants of the object had been
identified in the tissue or box, these were collected in fibre sample containers, zip-lock bags or
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envelopes. Both the object number and its name were written on these and re-packed with the
object. Fibres collected in this manner could not be used in the present study as the original location
on the garment was not known or indeed if they had even come from that garment.
Turning the garment to study its second side required the assistance of another person. To turn a
large garment, the garment was sandwiched between layers of tissue and two large pieces of
cardboard, then turned. During examination and re-packaging, any areas of concern regarding
handling and condition of the garment were discussed with the Conservator or Manager of
Collection Services.
3.5.3

Object examination

Each side of the garment was studied in detail, measured and photographed. All details for each
object were recorded on an Object Datasheet (see Appendix A).
3.5.4

Measurements

If a garment was too fragile to measure accurately (particularly circumferences) an estimate was

made based on direct measurement of garment section flat, multiplied by two, as per Malthus
(1996) in her study of nineteenth century European women's dress in New Zealand. Estimates were
identified on technical drawings with an asterisk symbol. Overall measurements, i.e. maximum
length, width, depth of the object when laid flat, were also taken, for the museum's object database
record.
3.5.5

Fibre collection

Visual examination was used to identify the fibre content of fabrics used in each garment. In order
to do this yarns were collected as appropriate, and where possible, from each garment. Removal of
any material was first discussed with the Manager of Collection Services and the Conservator.
Short lengths of yarn or fibres were removed carefully using tweezers and scissors, taken from
fabric ends or from fractured portions of the fabric, ensuring samples taken did not destroy the
physical or historical integrity of the garment, or the potential for further research, or introduce tool
marks (Florian, 1997; Hodges, 1989; Timar-Balazsy and Eastop, 1999).

Landi in The Textile

Conservator's Manual (1985) explained in reference to the conservation profession and work with
textiles,
'... respect for the integrity of the object is of paramount importance if it is to maintain its
value as evidence of social or technical history, or even its own unique beauty ... In other
words, textiles are not forever. The methods ... must be chosen on the grounds that they do
not add more material than absolutely necessary, that they do not change the character of
the object and that they leave open other options for the future' (Landi, 1985:4).

Adherence to this principle was particularly pertinent when removing fibres for identification.
Fibres were removed for a clearly defined purpose. Florian lists the following three valid reasons
for sampling,
'Documentation (verification, research, and authenticity)
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Restoration (using compatible materials for repair)
Conservation treatment (understanding material/ treatment interaction)' (Florian, 1997:30).
Each fibre or yarn removed was stored in a small, lidded plastic container with the object's
registration/ accession number and the sample number written on the outside with permanent ink.
The sample number was allocated sequentially as each sample was taken from each object. The
location of fibre removed was recorded by measuring the distance from a major seam or feature.
Sites were identified on each of the garment technical drawings. Samples of all of the outer and
lining fabrics were not able to be taken- fabrics not having either fragmented areas or loose ends.
Identification and storage of the fibres removed for analysis ensured these were available for
further study. Thirteen samples were chosen for scanning electron microscopy (SEM). A small
specimen of the fibre was required to be mounted for this procedure and the SEM stubs retained for
further SEM study.
3.5.6

Photography and colour

Front and back views of the garments were photographed using a FujiFilm camera, model S7000,
with settings of F 8, shutter speed 60th of a second, ASA200. An infinity backdrop and two sensor
flash light stands were used (Figure 3.1). Each garment was identified in the photograph with its
registration and/ or accession number. A Kodak Colour Separation Guide with a scale rule of
lOmm increments was also displayed. Garment detail images were photographed using either a
Sony Cybershot DSC P72 or a Canon PowerShot A430 digital still camera. Magnified images were
achieved by taking photographs over the linen tester giving a magnification of 6x. The orientation
of the garment or fabric, in an image was often dependent on the condition of the object or access to
the site being photographed. Many images were then rotated to correct the orientation. Rotation
was not possible for all images especially if the orientation was landscape being rotated to portrait,
the resulting image would appear distorted. As each photograph was taken details about the image
were noted.
Details of fabric structure and notions used, seam ·and stitch types, construction methods, and
overall style were recorded photographically. Garments with sufficient stability to not be damaged
by handling were displayed on a dress form, for front and back view photographs.

Fragile

garments were to be photographed flat.
Commercially available dress forms were not suitable for photography as garment sizing was
different. A form was made for the smaller-sized garments using Ethafoam® 220E and covered
with Dacron®, cotton cheesecloth and brushed polyamide knit fabric. A dress form (of the same
materials) was available for the larger-sized garments. A hoop petticoat and Dacron® padding
were used as required to ensure garments were fully supported during photography. There was no
attempt made to reconstruct how the garments would have been worn, for several reasons: the
appropriate undergarments were not available; without images of these garments being worn it was
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not known how they should be displayed; the addition of undergarments would have placed
additional strain on the <iresses, many of which were already very weak in the bodice/waist area.
A database of all photographs for each object was created. The image number generated by the
camera software was used to identify each image.
Colours of the garment's outer fabrics and linings were determined using the Pantone Textile Color
Guide (Pantone Inc, 1992).
3.5.7

Stitches and seams

International Standard ISO 4915 Textiles - Stitch types - Classification and terminology (International
Organization for Standardization, 1991a) was used to classify hand and machine stitches used in
each garment. International Standard ISO 4916 Textiles - Seam types - Classification and terminology
(International Organization for Standardization, 1991b) was used to classify seams in each garment.
Where a stitch or seam could not be classified using the Standards, the class 'other' was used.
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the stitch types and seam classes used respectively.
3.6

Packaging

After examination, each garment was re-packaged into acid-free, buffered corrugated cardboard
costume boxes with archival acid-free un-buffered tissue paper. Boxes were either standard size, or
custom-made for the garment by the museum's technician. Any samples taken were included with
the object. The box was labelled with the objects accession/registration number, a picture of the
garment front, and a short object description. The label was printed on archival paper and attached
to the box using methyl cellulose adhesive (MC4000, 10% w/v in water). The box was returned to
storage, usually in a new location. Database records were updated with the new location, notes on
the fibre samples, more detailed description, provenance and current condition information.
3.7

Technical drawings

iGraphx Designer® was used to create technical drawings of each garment. Front and back views,
the style of the garment, any design embellishments, and the position of any samples taken for fibre
identification were all illustrated. Garment measurements were included. The asterisk symbol
indicates where a measurement had been estimated. A 45-degree arrow represents the 'maximum
garment depth' measurement.

Curved lines with one arrowhead represent circumference

measurements.
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Table 3.2
ISO 4915 : 1991 stitch types illustrated
Stitch type

Description

Machine

101

chainstitch

Hand

202

backstitch

Hand

204

herringbone

Hand

205

half backstitch

Hand or machine
stitch
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Illustration

Table 3.2 continued

Stitch type

Description

Hand

209

r1Ull1illg stitch

Hand

211

overcast stitch

Hand

213

blind hemming

Hand

214

slip stitch

Hand or machine
stitch
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Illustration

Table 3.2 continued

Stitch type

Description

Hand

220

buttonhole stitch

Machine

301

single lockstitch

Machine

304

zig-zag stitch

Hand or machine
stitch

(International Organization for Standardization, 1991a)
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Illustration

Table 3.3
ISO 4916 : 1991 seam types illustrated
Class

Material configuration

Needle location

Numerical
designation
1.01.01

1.01

L.01.03

II
1.01.05

---+1~
1.03.01

1.03

L

~

::::1 )
1.05.01

1.05

{ zj

$
1.06.03

1.06

5 g:

I~
1.07.01

1.07

(

~

;
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Table 3.3 continued

Class

Material configuration

Needle location

Numerical
designation
1.08.01

1.08

------+-)
1.10

1.10.01

1.12

1.12.01

7

z
(

==+=)
;

~
1.20.01

1.20

~
3.01

0
3.01.01

)

3.03

3.03.01

3.05

3.05.01

,I )
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Table 3.3 continued

Class

Material configuration

Needle location

Numerical
designation
5.04.03

5.04

I I

LUI
5.05.01

5.05

=F

/~
5.06.01

5.06

$=F
/bd/

5.06.02

9= i?
6.03.03

6.03

-----+-)

6.06.01

6.06

/<f--/-}7-r--'/
7.32

7.32.01

(International Organization for Standardization, 1991b)
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3.8

Fibre and fabric identification

The identification of fibres was limited to visual examination under magnification. The magnified
images were compared to published photographs of generally new fibres. As standard optical
microscopy did not return definitive results for all fibres, a representative group of fibres was
chosen for further study (SEM microscopy) to substantiate identification using the initial method.
Under standard optical and SEM microscopy many of the fibres did not display distinguishable
surface characteristics. The fibres being examined were generally in a degraded state, being from
garments that may have been up to 160 years old. These fibres would not be expected to have a
clear surface appearance.
3.8.1

Standard optical microscopy

Standard optical microscopy was used initially to identify fibre content of the fabrics. Deterioration
of many fibres meant positive identification could have been achieved only if reference fibres had
been available for comparison; this was not possible for the study. Standard optical microscopy
was chosen because fibres known to be in use at that time do have distinctive visual surface
characteristics, at least when new, enabling identification. The age of the garments, and knowledge
of fabrics, suggested that fabrics would likely be limited to cotton, flax, silk, or wool fibres, or a mix,
as they preceded the development and general use of man-made fibres c1914. The surface of wool
fibre is distinguished by over-lapping scales, cotton has a flattened ribbon-like appearance with
convolutions which reverse directions, silk is either a featureless filament but fine and smooth, or
has longitudinal striations, and flax is distinguished by cross-markings and nodes which occur
frequently along each fibre (Taylor, 1990). Structural characteristics of the fibres were also
compared with fibre images in Taylor's book Technology of Textile Properties (Taylor, 1990), and Gohl
and Vilensky's Textiles for Modern Living (Gohl and Vilensky, 1983).
No one method of fibre identification was completely reliable but use of standard optical
microscopy precluded destructive and non-repeatable chemical and burn test. Keeping the size of
the sample collected to a minimum, and maintaining the integrity of that sample, is consistent with
the principles of best practice for sampling archival material.
A few millimetres of yarn or fibre from each sample was used. The fibres were dry-mounted on a
glass microscope slide, the fibres spread to prevent overlapping, then covered with a clean glass
coverslip.

Fibres were photographed under 202x magnification using a Leica microscope

(CLS150X) (Figure 3.2). Images of each fibre were captured using the program FireCam on an
Apple Macintosh !Book.
Fibre microscopy was undertaken at the University of Otago, Clothing and Textile Sciences.
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3.8.2

SEM microscopy

Fibres selected for further examination using SEM were from a range of objects. The preparation
and scanning was carried out by the Electron Microscopist at the Department of Anatomy and
Structural Biology, University of Otago.
3.8.2.1

Specimen preparation

Specimens were mounted on aluminium stubs with double sided carbon tape and coated with 10
nm of gold palladium in an Emitech 575X High Resolution Sputter Coater (EM Technologies Ltd,

UK).
3.8.2.2

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM)

Specimens were loaded in to a JEOL cross-sectional holder and viewed in a JEOL 6700F FEG SEM
(JEOL, Japan) (Figure 3.3). Specimens were imaged using the lower secondary detector (LEI), an
accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a working distance of approximately 15mm.
3.8.3

Fabric structure

The structure of the fabric (mostly woven) was determined by examining magnified images taken
with the set counter, a small pocket magnifying glass with six-times magnification, placed over the
fabric specimen. The camera lens was then placed against the glass of the set counter and the
photograph taken. Using these same images the warp and weft threads could be counted for most
fabrics to give the number of warp and weft threads per 25mm, known as the cover sett. If required
the images were further magnified using the program Adobe Photoshop version 6.0.
3.9

Alterations to garments

Apparent alterations to garments were grouped in one of the following six categories:
1

Addition or removal of fabric/ s - when a fabric had been added to the garment
which differed from most of the outer or lining fabrics, was added using a
different stitch or seam method to the rest of the garment, or the fabric was added
to a finished edge. Adding more of the same or a different fabric could indicate a
change in length or a change in style of garment.

When a fabric had been

removed from the garment leaving yarns or fibre remains.
2

Use of another type of sewing thread, notion or trim - use of a thread different to
the original, in seams or darts, was classed as an alteration. Variation in notion or
trim which possibly indicated replacement due to loss or alterations in garment
style.

3

Change in construction method - if primarily constructed by hand, evidence of
seams or darts being re-stitched using machine, or vice-versa; or re-stitched using
a different thread, were noted as an alteration.
also indicate an alteration.
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A change in seam type would

4

Change in style - use of another fabric or trim, turning a finished/ shaped edge to
the

inside

of

a

addition

the

garment,

or

removal

of

a

design

feature/ embellishment, and the creation of one-piece garment from two pieces
was considered evidence of a change in style.
5

Change in length - a finished edge being turned to the inside of the garment, or
the addition of fabric or a trim was evidence of a change in length.

6

Change in girth - evidence of threads or needle holes along seams and darts
indicating that the seam or dart had been re-stitched. Threads or needle holes
were also evidence of fastenings being moved to alter the circumference of
waistlines on skirts.

3.10

From descriptive to tabulated data

An Excel worksheet (Appendix B) was developed to code and tabulate the descriptive data in the
Object Datasheets into a format in which the data could be analysed and compared. An explanation
of the data collated in this worksheet appears in Table 3.4.
3.11

Provenance

The provenance of each object was investigated.

The donation and accession records, and

additional files held by the Collection Services Department, were first examined to ensure all
information that had been collected for each object was recorded and that this information was
correct.
The photographic collection was searched using the photograph database, biography files and
boxed prints. The search was for any images of the donor, the original owner or wearer of the
garment/sand their family, the garments themselves, or any image associated with the artefact.
Primary and secondary sources were examined at The Nelson Provincial Museum library and
archives, Ancestors Attic (Nelson), Macmillan Brown Library and Canterbury Museum library and
archives (Christchurch), Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington), Hocken and University of Otago
libraries (Dunedin), Wanganui and Ashburton District Libraries, Nelson City and Tasman District
Councils and the Internet, to gain further information on the donor and probable owner/wearer of
the garments. These sources included:
shipping records;
newspapers;
birth, death and marriage announcements from newspapers;
birth, death and marriage indexes;
electoral rolls;
rating rolls;
census records;
cemetery records;
shipping passenger lists;
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Table 3.4
Information summarised from Object Datasheets
Title

Detail

Rec#
Date
Location

Record number allocated to each object studied
Date of examination
Physical location of object, coded as: NPM: The Nelson Provincial
Museum
Identifying number for garment or group of garments, either object's
registration or accession number
Brief description of garment/ s
Estimated date for object
Number of individual pieces to object
Coded as: d: dress, b: bodice, s: skirt, b&s: bodice and skirt, a: accessory,
o: other
Coded as: f: garment fully lined, p: garment partially lined, a: garment
not lined
Lining and outer shell treated as one fabric as outer shell is constructed

Object#
Description
Est date
Number of pieces
Type of piece
Lining:
Lining constructed as an
underlining
Design features/ Embellishment
Construction method
Stitch type
Seam class
Fastenings
Alterations

Bodice construction details:
Opening
Structured
Boned
Seam placement on natural line
Applied or constructed
decoration
Neckline
Sleeve armscye style
Sleeve with two seams
Armscye piped
Sleeve style
Sleeve length
Cuff
Waistline style
Waistline piped
Waistline band
Pocket
Skirt construction details:
Waistband
Opening
Pocket

Design features and/ or embellishments constructed either as part of
garment, and/ or applied to surface of garment
Garment is constructed with hand and/ or machine stitching
Stitch type identified using ISO 4915 : 1991

Seam type identified using ISO 4916 : 1991
Options given for various types of fastenings present
Addition or removal of fabric, use of another type of sewing thread,
notion, or trim, change in construction method, change in style, change in
length, change in girth
Bodice opening is: centre front, centre back, other place, or not known
Form fitting bodice using seams and darts to achieve this
Boning used in bodice
At shoulder, side seam and waist seam is situated on natural line of body
Embellishments to bodice (either constructed as part of garment, or
applied to surface of garment) present
Options are given for neckline placement, shape, and collar
Coded as: s: set-in, d: drop shoulder, o: other
Two-piece sleeve or not
Piping inserted in armscye seam
Coded as: b: pagoda, f: fitted, 1: leg of mutton, g: bishop, e: empire puff, 0:
no sleeve, o: other
Coded as: s: short, t: three quarter, f: full
Coded as: s: self-fabric, o: other fabric, 0: no cuff
Coded as: n: natural, c: curved, v: Vat CF/CB, o: other
Piping has been inserted in the waistline seam
Coded as: b: band, 0: absent, j: joined to skirt without a band
Coded as: 0: absent, p: patch, i: in-seam, f: fob, o: other
Coded as: s: self-fabric, t: tape/ribbon, o: other, 0: absent, j: joined to
bodice without a band
Skirt opening is in the centre front, side front, centre back or other place
Coded as: 0: absent, p: patch, i: in-seam, f: fob, o: other
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Table 3.4 continued

Title

Detail

Coded as: b: bound, f: faced, b&f: bound and faced, o: other
Outer fabric hem treatment
Embellishments to skirt (either constructed as part of garment, or applied
Applied or constructed
to surface of garment) present
decoration
Coded as: s: attached, b: bound, f: flounce, t: turn up, o: other
Lining hem treatment
Options given for various types of fastenings present on garment
Fastenings
Outer and lining fabric details:
For each type of outer and lining fabric the following details recorded:
Coded as: c: cotton, l: linen, s: silk, w: wool, o: other, n: not known
Fibre type
Colour defined using the Pan tone colour standard for textiles, and/ or a
Colour
general colours: black, off-white/ natural/ cream, purple, blue, grey, pink,
red-brown,green,multi-green,mu lti-brown,multi-blue,multi-black
Coded as: p: plain, t: twill, b: basket, s: satin, j: jaquard, k: knit, o: other
Structure
Fabric pattern achieved through weaving dyed yarns, for example; plaid
Yarn dyed pattern
Fabric printed after weaving
Fabric printed
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government statistics;
business records;
unpublished manuscripts;
biography files;
telephone and business directories;
published books.
Information found in records from cemeteries in the Nelson province (Wakapuaka, St Paul's
Anglican Church, Brightwater, St Michael's Anglican Church, Waimea West, and Richmond) was
used to corroborate names and dates. For those buried in the Nelson Tasman area graves were
visited where possible and photographs taken of the headstones. As W akapuaka was a large
cemetery a map (with denomination type, block and plot numbers) was used to find graves.
Denomination, cemetery block and plot numbers were found in the cemetery records in the NPM
archives, and in the Nelson City and Tasman District Councils cemeteries database on their
respective websites.
Telephone directories, electoral roles and newspaper death notices were all used to determine if the
donor or members of the donor's family were still alive. If so, an interview with her/him, where
possible, was undertaken.
3.12

Interviews

Informal interviews were conducted where the donor, or the donor's family, could be contacted.
Initial contact was made by either telephone or electronic mail.

Where possible the person

contacted was interviewed in person otherwise the interview was carried out by telephone and
followed up by electronic mail, if the interviewee had access to the Internet. The aims of the
interview were; the interview was to verify information already held on the artefact and the
artefact's provenance, and to gather additional information. If there were additional photographs
or documents associated with the family that provided further data, these were borrowed using the
NPM standard Inward Loan Agreement, and with the lender's written permission, reproduced.
The loan items were then returned.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1

Objects

4.1.1

Identifying styles of the period

Table 4.1 is the summary of dress styles developed using photographs selected from the museum's
collection (many are reproduced in Appendix D) and selected secondary sources.

The table

summarises dress styles in each decade from 1830 to 1910 based on an overview of what women
were wearing.

The images from 1860 are predominantly of Nelson women taken in Nelson.

Secondary sources, studies undertaken in the UK and the USA, were used to identify the styles
being worn from c1830 through to c1860, as there were no identified photographs of Nelson women
attributed to this time period. The first photographers began work in Nelson in the 1860s. Table 4.1
was used to either verify the date of objects with known dates or to aid in giving undated objects an
estimated date.
4.1.2

Selection

Artefacts selected were estimated as being from circa 1830 through to circa 1910. Table 4.2 is a
summary of each object. Photographic images of the artefacts are shown in Figures 4.1a to 4.18a.
Two objects were believed to be accurately dated as they were both reported in The Nelson
Provincial Museum records as being wedding dresses; the date of these weddings is known.
COS.235.69.1 (Figure 4.2a) is recorded in the Costume Dept Register- Flags, Uniforms, Early Colonial,

etc file as the Palmer wedding dress from 1848 (The Nelson Provincial Museum). This dress is then
probably the wedding dress of Mary Ann White who married John Palmer in 1848 (The Nelson
Provincial Museum, 1842-1874). A4933 (Figure 4.12a) is said to be the wedding dress of Martha
Thompson who married James Rutherford at Spring Grove near Nelson in 1866 (Nelson Historical
Society, 1988).
All but two objects, COS.127.78 (Figure 4.4a) and COS.376.78 (Figure 4.5a) were individual pieces or
outfits. COS.376.78 was described in the museum database as a 'fabric remnant' but appeared to be
a skirt with the waist construction removed. COS.127.78 was a bodice. COS.127.78 and COS.376.78
are made of the same outer fabric, a woolj cotton paisley print, and were likely have been part of
the same outfit. There is, however, no evidence in donation and/ or accession records for these two
objects to show that they formed an outfit. Each has an object number and therefore have been
treated as separate objects.
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Table 4.1
Summary of women's dress styles, 1830 to 1910
1830s

1840s

Silhouette

fitted bodice, small waist, wide
shoulders, horizontal emphasis, bell
shape skirt, wide sleeves

fitted bodice, small waist, wide shoulders,
horizontal emphasis, bell shape skirt

Bodice

fitted, wide sloping shoulders, low set
sleeves, bodice drape or soft pleats
from shoulder to below waistline,
narrow peplum, back opening

rigid, flattened front, no bust shape, V
shaped, wide sloping shoulders, back
opening, piped seams, armscye cut high
and close to body, bretelles extend over
shoulder often trimmed with braid,
shoulder seam to the back, if not darted
bodice drape or soft pleats from shoulder
to below waistline, fullness at low point of
waist as gathers, cartridge or knife pleats

Neckline/collar

wide, horizontal, off the shoulder, deep
collars

deep V worn with a chemisette, heartshape, high round worn with collar

Sleeve

full, wide from below the elbow, leg-ofmutton shape, short puffed sleeves,
over-sleeves, cuffs

low set, full (less volume than 1830s) taken
close in at upper arm with gathers/pleats,
close fitted bias cut one piece sleeve,
narrow bishop sleeve gathered at wrist to
cuff, wide from below the elbow (pagoda)

Waistline

short waisted to below waist, belts

short waist with long V front, then sides
lengthened to give longer waistline and
centre front rounded

Skirt

bell shaped, floor length or shorter,
gathered or pleated at waist

floor length, bell shaped, increasingly full,
evenly pleated or gathered at the waist,
flounces, wool braid to protect hem

Fabrics/trims

artificial flowers, lace, tucks, fringing

plaid, stripe and check patterns, ribbon,
fringes and tassels

Hairstyles/
Accessories

Hair " central parting, side ringlets,
deep-crowed bonnets trimmed with
ribbon and feathers, elaborate styles
with bonnets increasing in size to
Shawls, shoulder capes,
match.
parasols, long gloves, jewellery, cuffs,
collars.

Hair - central parting, smooth close hair
over ears, low placed bun at back, ears
covered with curls or braids. Bonnet - face
concealing with deep brim and ties, then
moved to back of head, more face revealed,
small white indoor caps. Fingerless gloves,
knitted gloves, shawl, collars, jewellery.

Figure reference
in Appendix D

Images did not exist for this period as
the photographic process was not
developed until1839.

D.l
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Table 4.1 continued

1850s

1860s

Silhouette

elaborate style, wider skirts, more
decoration, long waisted one-piece
dress with flowing sleeve

fitted bodice, small waist, wide shoulders,
bell shape skirt then longer line created
with skirt flat at front and fullness at back,
then dress with no waist seam, full skirt
also worn with a shirt (usually white)

Bodice

front opening, plain bodice with two
darts each side of front, gathers at
centre front if no darts, shorter corset
gave shape to bust, embellished with
wide should bretelles, ruffles, lace and
fringing, basques, collars

sloping shoulder with dropped armhole
seam, front opening, often buttoned, two
darts either side of centre front, if no darts
fullness gathered into waistband or yoke,
small collar

Neckline/collar

round, V necklines worn with a
chemisette, heart-shape, high round
worn with collar

round necklines, small white collars with
lace, closed at the throat with brooch

Sleeve

tight bias cut, straight cut with fullness
at wrist, maybe gathered into cuff,
wide bishop sleeve with narrow cuff,
pagoda sleeves worn with undersleeves, became elaborate with ruffles
to set off under-sleeves, upper arm
caps/pleats, lower arm puffs

bell shaped, longer than in 50s, undersleeves worn, bishop sleeve into a cuff,
may be tied at several points down the arm
to give puffed effect, two piece coat sleeve
shaped at the elbow

Waistline

round natural waistline, then long
waisted, with or without waistband,
piped

short waisted by late 60s, then no waist
seam with vertical seams from shoulder to
hem

Skirt

full and wide supported skirts with
more decoration, fullness as gathers of
knife pleats around waist, in-seam
pocket, crinoline in general use from
1856, flounced skirts in delicate
materials with borders or horizontal
stripes, late in 1850s gored skirts

early 60s - full skirt with pleats then by
mid-60s flat smooth front and extended at
back (worn over oval hoops), short trains,
gored skirts, box or cartridge pleats at
back, mid-60s skirts drawn up with cords
on the inside, shirt worn with a shirt was
very full

Fabrics/trims

of
use
increase
silks,
mmre
embellishment, fabric with woven or
printed borders, horizontal stripes,
lace, fringing

tartan, stripes, ribbon, lace, frills and
rouching, braid, tassels

Hairstyles/
Accessories

Hair - central parting, close smooth,
hair in loops at ears and bun at back of
head, white day cap for older women,
bonnets set back from face. Collars
(white-work, lace, crochet and tatted),
under-sleeves, chemisette, shawls and
wraps, cloaks and mantillas, parasols

Hair - centre part, back from face, hair net
used to hold a roll of hair at back of head,
then elaborate hairstyles, false braids,
combs used, smaller hats and bonnets,
straws. Wraps, shawls, belts, collars, cuffs,
jewellery, parasols, bags, gauntlet style
gloves, chemisette and under-sleeves.

Figure reference
in Appendix D

D.2- D.3

D.4- D.27
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Table 4.1 continued

1870s

1880s

Silhouette

Fitted bodice, small waist, wide
shoulders, emphasis at the back of the
skirt with the bustle, side drawn in,
elongated narrow form, overskirts,
heavily decorated, two-piece dress with
long jacket bodice. Introduction by
Worth of the princess line (dress cut in
full-length gores) named after the
Danish princess Aleaxandra. Style seen
before but known as polonaise.

narrow, little fullness in skirt, some
fullness in skirt back, fitted bodice, small
waist, tight corsetry, one-piece princess
dress with train or hem flounce, in mid-80s
bustled

Bodice

buttoned front opening, basque, short
waisted, fitted, trimmed at back with
pleats, then longer waist and long
bodice

basque, hip length, darted, jacket style, V
shape front/back, corseted, tightly fitted,
buttoned front opening, with return of
bustle waist shortened and higher bust
line, long rounded point at front

Neckline/collar

high-neckline, V or square neckline
shape, small stand collars and brooches

high-stand collar, buttoned to throat

Sleeve

low-set, full sleeve (bishop) with cuff,
close fitting/ coat sleeves

Waistline

short waisted early, longer in late 70s
dresses

below natural waist at front

Skirt

flat at front with tighter gathers at back,
train, flounces at hem, sloping line to
bustle, drapery, over a full flounced
underskirt/ s, by 1873 bustle set high,
elaborate draped overskirt, by 1877 fit
over hip narrower, no upper skirt
fullness or bustle, through 70s may
have train

tubular, slight train, front and side
drapery, intricate design (pleats, tucks,
etc), increase in fullness, overskirt hitched
at centre front, footwear visible, mid-80s
deep bustle and fuller hips (panniers), then
in late 80s fabric at back hangs down in
folds as bustle not worn, then became
straight box-pleated skirts

Fabrics/trims

stripped, spotted, plaid and check
patterns, fringe and braids, geometric
patterns, tucks and ruffles

eyelet embroidery, flounces, embroidery,
vertical and horizontal trimmings, pleats,
puffs, fringing, lace, ribbon

Hairstyles/
Accessories

Central parting, elaborate high styles,
ringlets, swept back, hats high on head,
combs, then softer styling. Fichus, frills,
neck scarfs, cravat collars, black velvet
neck ribbon with brooch, jewellery,
chemisettes, under-sleeves, long style
gloves, pouch type bags, furs, shawl,
wraps, jackets and coats.

Softer styling from the late 70s, curls
around the face, back hair in knot or coil at
the back of the head, fringes, simpler hair
following line of head, bun at back, hats
(wide brimmed, high crowns, straws) and
bonnets, hats trimmed with wildlife.
Parasols, jewellery, coats, wraps, fur, and
shawls, fichus, cuffs, gloves, fans.

Figure reference
in Appendix D

D.28- 40

D.41- D.47
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coat sleeves, high-set tight sleeve, length above wrist, three quarter or long, straight,
puffed sleeve head, cuff, late 80s - looser
puffed sleeves

Table 4.1 continued

1890s

1900s

Silhouette

'shirtwaist' - separate jacket/shirt and
skirt, fitted bodice, small waist, sleeve
full above elbow, semi tailored, hourglass shape

soft, flowing and elegant, emphasis on
curves, S-bend shape, heavy busted look,
separate blouse and skirt

Bodice

elaborate blouses, boleros and jackets,
jacket style dress bodices, tight
corsetry, small waist, centre front
opening not always buttoned, narrow
shoulders then wider as sleeves grew
bigger, fullness over the bust and down
by
controlled
front
pleats/puffs/ gathers at waist

blouses and boleros very elaborate, yoked,
centre front opening

Neckline/collar

high stiff collar, bertha & fancy collars

high supported collar, wide, lace collars

Sleeve

early 90s - tight upper arm, peaked at
shoulder, 1892 - 1898 enlarged upper
sleeve - gathered or pleated, first
unsupported ('leg of mutton'), 1897 narrow sleeve with slightly enlarged
top, 1898 - empire puff sleeve (close
fitting sleeve with separate puff at top
of sleeve), size of bishop sleeve
followed leg of mutton shape

close fitting sleeve, puffed sleeve head,
cuff, long, covering part of the hand

Waistline

early 90s- below natural waist at front,
mid-90s - natural waist, late 90s lowered waist

tight waist, emphasis on curves, below
natural waist at front, sash, belts

Skirt

simpler skirts, emphasis on bodice,
smooth over hips, wide at hem, flared,
gored, tubular, train, ruffles, pleated or
lace at hem, footwear visible, "French "
skirt - circular one-seam with darts
over hips, deep box pleats at back

narrower cut to skirts, tubular, bell shaped,
slight fullness at back, train, flounced,
hobble skirt, softly draped

Fabrics/trims

chiffon for trims, lace, jet, contrasting
fabrics - velvet or satin, lace, braid,
frills, tucks, pleats,

lighter-weight fabrics, velvet p1pmg and
trims, lace, feathers, sequins, lace

Hairstyles/
Accessories

Short hair around the face, bun on top
of head or behind head, hats and
bonnets, straw hats, wide brimmed,
heavily decorated, and perched high on
the head. Coats, jackets, capes,
jewellery, parasol, fans, gloves, fichu,
feather boa, bags.

Hair high on head, boater hats, large hats,
hair in bun, loop or coil at back of head,
wide, loosely waved

Figure reference
in Appendix D

D.48 -65

D.66 -75

(Boucher, 1996; Ginsburg, 1982; Lansdell, 1985; Pols, 1995; Severa, 1995)
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Table 4.2
Object summary
Pieces

No. of
pieces

Object

Outer
fabric

Construction
method
(hand
stitched,
machine or
both)

Alteration

Alteration
method
(hand
stitched,
machine or
both)

COS.143.78 (c1830-40)

1

dress

cotton

hand

yes

hand

COS.235.69.1 (1848)

1

dress

silk

hand

yes

hand

COS.235.69.2-3 (c1850)

2

bodice and skirt

silk

hand

yes

machine

COS.127.78 (c1850)

1

bodice

wool

hand

yes

hand

COS.376.78 (c1850)

1

[skirt]

wool3

hand

no

NP5312 (c1850)

1

dress

silk

hand

yes

A4611 (c1850-60)

2

dress

silk

hand

no

COS.151.69 (c1860)

1

bodice

silk

hand

no

COS.608.80 (c1865)

2

dress and

silk

both

no

machine

[apron]
COS.107.69 (c1865)

2

dress and belt

silk

hand

yes

machine

COS.101.69 (c1865)

1

skirt

silk

both

yes

hand

A4933 (c1866)

2

dress and belt

silk

hand

yes

hand

COS.613.80

4

bodice (2), skirt,

silk

both

yes

both

machine

skirt panel

(c1865-1900)
NPM997.68.1 (c1890)

2

bodice and skirt

silk

both

yes

COS.97.69.a-b (c1895)

2

bodice and belt

silk

both

no

COS.141.78 & a (c1898)

2

bodice and skirt

silk

both

yes

both

COS.98.69 (c1900-10)

1

bodice

silk

both

yes

machine

COS.572.79 (c1900-10)

2

bodice and skirt

silk

both

no

3 Microscopic analysis of this fabric suggested that it may have been a wool/ cotton mix
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The sample contained seven dresses, five bodices and skirt outfits, four separate bodices, and two
skirts. Five objects have an additional piece, three have belts (COS.107.69; Figure 4.10a, A4933;
Figure 4.12a, COS.97.69; Figure 4.15a), one has an apron-like accessory (COS.608.80; Figure 4.9a),
and COS.613.80 (Figure 4.13a) had a skirt panel along with two bodices and a skirt. All additional
pieces were made of the same outer fabric as the object with which it was accessioned but the lining
differed. Ten objects were thought to be constructed initially by hand, the other eight by both hand
and machine.
4.1.3

Object datasheets

Visual analysis data were recorded on the Object Datasheet (Appendix A). This descriptive record
was then coded using a Data Collation Sheet (Appendix B) and summarised in an Excel worksheet,
Data Collation Summary Sheet, presented in Appendix C.
4.2

Fabric and fibre identification

Table 4.3 gives the distribution of fabric structures, fabric finish, fabric colours and fibre types for
the outer and lining fabrics of the garments.
Plain and twill weaves predominated in the sample of outer and lining fabrics. Where possible yarn
counts were undertaken, though these were limited by access to the fabrics, to visually examine
them and to take photographs at 6x magnification. Many of the fabric images were distorted
because of this, which presented difficulties in establishing the actual weave structure and direction
of twills. To obtain the cover factor, yarns in each of the weft and warp directions were counted in
the photographic image of the fabrics rather than using the preferred method of counting yarn ends
along a cut edge. For some fabrics this was not possible as the image was not at a high enough
resolution to be able to count yarns in the warp and weft directions.
Other identifiable weaves were Jacquard, rib and satin. Six had dyed yarns in more than one colour
and woven to create a patterned fabric, either a check pattern (n=3), stripe (n=2) or Jacquard (n=l).
Three had printed patterns. Of the lining fabrics, most were thought to be not dyed (n=28), fifteen
were yarn dyed and one printed.
The Pantone colour standard was listed with the fabric images (Figures 4.1c - 4.18c). Where no
colour standard was given for a fabric, a match could not be found (Pantone Inc, 1992). All but one
object, were made with one outer fabric, but many of the objects had multiple linings. COS.98.69, a
bodice, had a contrast fabric behind black lace in the yoke.
Outer fabrics were typically yarn dyed in a single colour: brown/red-brown (n=4), black (n=2), blue
(n=l), pink (n=l) and two were cream/ off-white. Of the nine objects with multi coloured outer
fabrics, three were predominantly green, two red-brown, one predominantly black, two purple and
the ninth had a blue stripe on a cream/ off-white background.
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Table 4.3
Distribution of: a fabric structures, b fabric finish, c fabric colours, d fibre types
Outer fabric
Percentage
Number of fabrics
(n=19)

Lining fabric
Percentage
Number of fabrics
(n=45)

a Distribution of fabric structures
Plain
Twill
Basket
Satin
Jacquard
Knit
Other

11
3
0
2
1
0
2

57.9%
15.8%
0
10.5%
5.3%
0
10.5%

36
9
0
0
0
0
0

80%
20%
0
0
0
0
0

10
6
3
0

52.6%
31.6%
15.8%
0

16
0
1
28

35.6%
0
2.2%
62.2%

6
3
2
2
2
1
3
0

31.6%
15.8%
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
5.3%
15.8%
0

8
3
28
0
3
0
1
2

17.8%
6.7%
62.2%
0
6.7%
0
2.2%
4.4%

1
0
16
2
0
0

5.3%
0
84.2%
10.5%
0
0

43
2
0
0
0
0

95.6%
4.4%
0
0
0
0

19

100%

45

100%

b Distribution of fabric finish
Yarn dyed plain
Yarn dyed pattern
Printed
Undyed/plain

c Distribution of fabric colours
Brown/ red-brown
Black
Cream/ undyed
Blue
Purple
Pink
Green
Grey

d Distribution of estimated fibre types
Cotton
Linen
Silk
[W oolj cotton mix]
Other
Not known
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One lining had a yarn-dyed pattern, a green pattern on a cream/ off-white background. The
predomillant outer fabric was silk used in fifteen objects. Two were made with a wool fabric and
one a cotton fabric.

When one of the wool samples (COS.376.78, sample 2, Figure 4.5d) was

exa:milled under SEM there was evidence of cotton fibres suggesting that the two wool fabrics may
be a wool/ cotton mix. There were forty-five lining fabrics identified, forty-three of these cotton and
two linen.
Table 4.4 provides details for fibre and fabric identification. Listed for each object is the site of the
fibre samples taken for identification and the estimated fibre type. The table also lists figure
numbers for each of the objects; full length images, technical drawings, fabric images (at 6x
magnification), and when undertaken, SEM images of fibres taken from that object.
4.3

Stitches and seams

In all garments some stitches and seams were not visible, and some which were visible could not be

classified using the standards ISO 4915:1991 and ISO 4916:1991. These have been classed as 'other'.
4.3.1

Stitches

Hand and machine made stitches used in the garments are listed in Table 4.5. Stitch types ISO 205,
209 and 211 occurred most often in the garments. Half backstitch (ISO 205) was used to stitch many
garment seams. Running stitch (ISO 209) was used as a basting stitch, to stitch seams and to attach
trim:millgs. Overcast stitch (ISO 211) was used to finish allowances of seams and darts.
The machine stitch types observed were ISO 101 (chainstitch), ISO 301 (single lockstitch), and ISO
304 (zig-zag stitch). Chainstitch, ISO 101, was identified in one garment only (although may have
been present on other garments but was not visible).
Two thirds of the objects appear to have been altered. Four objects which had been hand stitched
were altered using hand stitches, three which had been hand stitched were altered by machine
stitch, one which had been constructed predominantly using a sewing machine had alterations done
by hand, and four objects were constructed and altered by machine although hand stitches were
also present.
4.3.2

Seams

The occurrence of seam types is listed in Table 4.6.
All objects had plain seams (seam class ISO 1.01.01). The most common form (n=15) of finishing
seam edges was the seam allowances held together with an overcast stitch (seam class ISO 1.01.03,
stitch type ISO 211). Eight objects had seams with seam allowance finished separately; the seam
edges being overcast (seam class ISO 1.01.03, stitch type ISO 211).
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Table 4.4
Fibre and fabric identification

Object

COS.143.78

Figures:
a= garments
b = technical
drawings
c =fabrics
d =fibres

Fibre
sample
number
on
technical
drawing

4.1a- d

1

2

3
COS.235.69.1

4.2a- c

1

2

3

4

COS.235.69.2-3

4.3a- d

1

2

3

4

5

6
COS.127.78

4.4a- d

1

2

3

COS.376.78

4.5a-d

1
2

Details of the site of the fibres taken for
microscopic examination and photography,
'SEM' indicates which fibres had SEM
images taken

Fibre type
based on
microscopy at
x200
magnification
and SEM

Bodice fabric - hem edge of proper right
sleeve, 50mm to the front of the sleeve seam
(SEM)
Hem facing- hem edge at the centre back
Skirt fabric -hem edge at the centre back
Bodice lining - proper right front dart, 35mm
from tip of dart
Sewing thread - proper right front dart,
35mm from tip of dart
Bodice fabric - proper right sleeve at elbow
gathers, on the back, 15mm from sleeve
seam, 150mm from wrist hem
Skirt lining - back hem edge at the proper
left side seam
Bodice fabric - inside, centre front, 95mm
down from neck edge, raw edge of silk and
lining (SEM)
Bodice lining - centre front, 95mm down
from neck edge, raw edge of silk and lining
(SEM)
Peplum lining - on the proper right, 20mm
the
along
front
centre
the
from
peplum/bodice seam
Skirt lining - on the proper right, 30mm
down from the waist and 20mm toward
facing from the opening edge
Skirt fabric - on the proper right, 30mm
down from the waist and 20mm toward
facing from the opening edge
Skirt waistband fabric - 20mm from
waistband end, proper right side
Sewing thread, front of the proper left sleeve,
mid section, 180mm up from cuff, 130 mm in
from sleeve seam
Bodice fabric, back of the proper right sleeve,
mid section, 155mm up from cuff, 64mm in
from sleeve seam (SEM)
Bodice lining, proper right back, 335mm up
from hem, 45mm in from centre back edge
(SEM)
Skirt hem tape - hem fold, centre back
Skirt fabric- hem fold, centre back (SEM)

cotton
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cotton
silk
cotton
cotton
silk

cotton
silk

cotton

cotton

cotton

silk

cotton
cotton

wool/
cotton mix
linen

wool
wool/
cotton mix

Table 4.4 (continued)

Object

NP5312

Figures:
a= garments
b = technical
drawings
c =fabrics
d =fibres

Fibre
sample
number
on
technical
drawing

4.6a- d

1

2

3
4

A4611

4.7a- c

1
2

COS.151.69

4.Sa- c

1
2

3
4

COS.608.80

4.9a- c

1

2

3

COS.107.69

4.10a- c

1

2

3

COS.101.69

4.11a- d

1

2
3

4

Details of the site of the fibres taken for
microscopic examination and photography,
'SEM' indicates which fibres had SEM
images taken

Fibre type
based on
microscopy at
x200

magnification
and SEM

Fabric - centre back, proper right side,
200mm down from neck edge
Bodice lining - proper left, 50mm down side
seam from armhole (SEM)
Skirt lining - centre front, 20mm down from
waist seam
Tassel - sleeve, proper right, midway along
edge
Bodice fabric - front, proper right, 60mm up
from the waist seam on the side panel seam
Skirt lining - front, 162mm down from waist
seam at the centre front
Ribbon- proper right, at end
Lining - front, proper right dart, 20mm up
from bottom edge
Fabric - proper right, centre back facing,
70mm down from top edge
Organza - proper left sleeve, at back, lower
edge, 180mm from underarm seam
Skirt fabric - front, proper left 350mm from
hem, 780mm from side seam
Skirt lining- back near the hem, proper right
20mm from hem, 350mm from side seam
Skirt hem tape - back proper left, 450mm
from side seam
Lining - pocket bag, between pocket bag &
skirt
Skirt fabric - back, 340mm up from hem fold,
560mm in from proper left side seam
Skirt hem tape - back hem, 560mm from
proper right side seam
Skirt hem tape - back hem edge, proper
right, 210mm towards back from side seam
(SEM)
Skirt lining - back hem edge, proper right,
360mm towards back from side seam (SEM)
Skirt outer fabric - back hem edge, proper
right, 360mm towards back from side seam
(SEM)
Sewing thread - back, proper right, seam
350mm from side seam, 300mm from hem
(SEM)
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silk
linen
cotton
silk
silk
cotton
silk
cotton
silk
silk
silk
cotton
wool
cotton
silk
wool
wool

cotton
silk

cotton

Table 4.4 (continued)

Object

Figures:
a= garments
b = technical
drawings
c =fabrics
d =fibres

Fibre
sample
number
on
technical
drawing

5

A4933

4.12a- d

6
1
2

3
4

COS.613.80

4.13a- c

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

Details of the site of the fibres taken for
microscopic examination and photography,
'SEM' indicates which fibres had SEM
images taken

Fibre type
based on
'
microscopy at
x200
magnification
and SEM

Sewing thread - back, proper right, seam
350mm from side seam, 300mm from hem,
from under side of seam
Pocket lining- lower edge on fold of pocket
Fabric- at waist centre front
Bodice lining - back, proper right dart,
100mm up from base
Skirt lining- at waist, centre back
Skirt wadding - hem, centre back, 20mm up
from hem edge (SEM)
Bodice A fabric- proper right sleeve, 210mm
up from hem
Bodice A lining- proper right sleeve, 210mm
up from hem
Bodice A lace - proper right, collar neckline
seam, 70mm from shoulder seam
Bodice A lace lining - proper right, collar
neckline seam, 70mm from shoulder seam
Bodice A lining - proper right side lining
seam allowance, 40mm up from waist hem
edge
Bodice B fabric - proper left back side panel
seam allowance at hem edge
Bodice B lining - proper left centre front at
hem edge
Bodice B sleeve lining -proper right armhole
at the shoulder seam
Skirt panel lining- top edge
Skirt panel fabric- top edge
Skirt fabric - proper right front panel seam,
seam allowance 90mm from waist edge
Skirt lining- proper right front panel seam,
seam allowance 90mm from waist edge
Skirt hem braid - proper right side seam at
hem edge

cotton
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cotton
silk
cotton
cotton
cotton
silk
cotton
cotton
cotton
cotton

silk
cotton
cotton
cotton
silk
silk
cotton
wool

Table 4.4 (continued)

Object

NPM.997.68.1

Figures:
a= garments
b = technical
drawings
c =fabrics
d =fibres

Fibre
sample
number
on
technical
drawing

4.14a- c

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
COS.97.69.a-b

4.15a- c

1

2

3

COS.141.78

4.16a- c

1

2

3

COS.98.69

4.17a- c

1

2

3

COS.572.79

4.18a- d

1

2

Details of the site of the fibres taken for
microscopic examination and photography,
'SEM' indicates which fibres had SEM
images taken

Fibre type
based on
microscopy at
x200

magnification
and SEM

Skirt fabric - proper left waist at the centre silk
back, 15mm from top edge
Bodice lining - proper right, llOmm along cotton
hem from centre front opening
Velvet ribbon trim - proper right, 60mm cotton
from centre front hem edge
Wadding - proper right front shoulder, cotton
130mm from centre front opening
cotton
Skirt hanging tape- proper left side seam
Bodice trim - proper left, front edge 50mm silk
from shoulder/neck edge
Bodice fabric - proper right, llOmm along silk
hem from centre front opening
Ribbon - bodice, proper right front, lOmm silk
down from neckline seam on the centre front
Bodice lining - proper left side seam cotton
allowance, 50mm from hem
Bodice fabric - proper left side seam silk
allowance, 50mm from hem
Skirt fabric - along centre back placket seam, silk
proper left, 12mm below waist seam
Skirt lining - along centre back placket seam, cotton
proper left, 12mm below waist seam
Bodice fabric - bodice neck facing, at the silk
shoulder seam, proper left
Bodice fabric - proper right sleeve, at elbow silk
shaping, 15mm from sleeve seam, 205mm up
from sleeve hem
Bodice fabric - proper right collar, 30mm silk
from centre front
Bodice lining - centre back, 160mm down cotton
from neckline seam
silk
Skirt fabric- centre back waist, below
waistband (SEM)
Skirt lining - centre back waist, below cotton
waistband
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Table 4.5
Stitch types on objects

Stitch by hand,

Stitch type ISO

machine or other

4915:1991

Description

No. of objects where
stitch occurred

method

Machine

101

chain stitch

1

Hand

202

backstitch

3

204

herringbone

3

205

half backstitch

13

209

running stitch

15

211

overcast stitch

18

213

blind hemming

0

214

slip stitch

7

220

buttonhole stitch

9

301

single lockstitch

11

304

zig-zag stitch

Machine

2
on all garments

Other

(International Organization for Standardization, 1991a)
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Table 4.6
Seam types on objects

Use of seam

Seam class ISO

No. of objects where
seam occurred

4916:1991

1.01.01

plain seam

18

1.01.03

plain seam, allowances finished together

15

1.01.05

plain seam, allowances finished separately

8

1.03.01

finished edge

8

1.05.01

attached waistband

2

1.06.03

french seam

2

1.07.01

dress waist seam

8

1.08.01

finished edge, for example, hem/ facing

3

1.10.01

piped edge

2

1.12.01

piped seam

10

1.20.01

finished edge, for example, hem/ facing

2

3.01.01

bound edge

4

3.03.01

bound edge

1

3.05.01

bound edge

12

5.04.03

application of tape/ decoration

6

5.05.01

finished edge

2

5.06.01

application of tape/ decoration

4

5.06.02

application of tape/ decoration

3

6.03.03

finished edge/rolled hem

2

6.06.01

pin-tuck

4

7.32.01

finished edge

1

on all garments

Other

(International Organization for Standardization, 1991b)
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Only one object had a seam finish which did not involve stitching. The skirt of COS.572.79 seam
allowance cut edge had been pinked to prevent fraying (Figure 4.36d). The waist seam in six of the
seven dresses had been constructed using the same seam (seam class ISO 1.07.01). The seventh
dress incorporated piping into the waist seam. All dresses had a known or estimated date of prior
to 1870. Piping was used as an edge or in a seam (seam classes ISO 1.10.01 and 1.12.01) in eleven of
the objects.
4.3.3

Examples of stitches and seams

Table 4.7lists, for each object, stitch types or seams, on each garment, and gives reference to Figures
4.19 through to 4.36, examples of these stitches and garment construction.
4.4

Construction methods

Many of the following construction methods have been illustrated in Figure 4.37 through to Figure
4.54.
4.4.1

Bodices

There were seventeen bodices, which included two bodices belonging to the one object
(COS.613.80).

All objects with a bodice had either a centre front (n=13) or centre back (n=4)

opening.
The shape of the neckline varied. Five garments had a V shaped front neckline and round back
neckline, at the base of the neck (Figure 4.37a). Round necklines, with the neckline at the base of the
neck at the centre back and front, were found in twelve bodices. The bodice COS.151.69 (Figure
4.8a) had a below the shoulder neckline, the edge of which was finished with lace and ribbon.
Three of the objects with dates estimated as prior to 1860 had necklines with a piped edge (Figure
4.37a), but no piped neck edges were evident after 1860. Twelve bodices had neck edges finished
with either a fabric collar/trim (n=5, Figure 4.46c, Figure 4.51a), or lace edging/lace collar (n=7,
Figures 4.54f and 4.52g). Two garments had collars which were boned (Figures 4.49d-e, Figure
4.54£). One dress, A4933 (Figure 4.12a), had the original lace at the neck edge replaced by the
donor. Notes made by Dr

J.

A. Campbell (1983), when the dress was donated to the museum,

stated that the lace added was from the sewing box belonging to the person that made and wore the
dress (Campbell, 1983). Another two objects (COS.235.69.1, Figure 4.2a, and COS.235.69.2-3, Figure
4.3a) may have been altered with the addition of lace at the neck. Lace at the neck edge appears to
have been more common after 1860 based on this sample.
Twelve of the seventeen bodices were fitted. The form-fitting shape was achieved by use of boning
(n=7) (Figure 4.50a), darts and shaped seams (Figures 4.38a and 4.52b). The other five bodices were
semi-fitted (Figures 4.51c and 4.53b). Shoulder and side seams seemed to be on the natural line in
nine of the seventeen bodices (Figure 4.54b). Shoulder seams in the other eight bodices were sited
to the back of the natural shoulder line (Figures 4.37c and 4.38d).
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Table 4.7
Stitches and seams for each object
Cf)
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Stitches
or
seams
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213
214
220
301
304
other
1.01.01
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1.05.01
1.06.03
1.07.01
1.08.01
1.10.01
1.12.01
1.20.01
3.01.01
3.03.01
3.05.01
5.04.03
5.05.01
5.06.01
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6.03.03
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4.4.2

Sleeves

All bodices had sleeves; two had short sleeves, one three-quarter length sleeves and fourteen fulllength sleeves. Sleeve style varied; the common styles were pagoda (n=3, Figure 4.43£), fitted (n=6,
Figures 4.38c and g), leg-of-mutton (n=2), empire puff (n=1, Figure 4.52k) and bishop (n=4, Figure
4.48i), other (n=1). All except one object, COS.98.69 (Figure 4.17 a), with estimated dates after 1890
(n=4) had leg-of-mutton or empire puff shaped sleeves. COS.98.69 had fitted sleeves.
Twelve bodices had two-piece sleeves. Of the two-piece sleeves, which were fitted at the elbow,
shaping was achieved with shaped seams, darts or pleats at the elbow (Figure 4.38g). One bodice
(COS.613.80 bodice A, Figures 4.49g-j) had fitted under-sleeves with elbow length over-sleeves.
The armscye style was either dropped (n=6) (Figure 4.40g) or set-in (n=ll) (Figures 4.42b-c).
Bodices dated after 1880 had set-in sleeves. Eight bodices, all dated 1866 or earlier, had piped
armscye seams (Figure 4.49v). The armhole seam allowances were either finished with binding or
an overcast stitch.
Fifteen styles had cuffs or the addition of another textile at the hem of the sleeve. Self-fabric cuffs
(n=4, Figure 4.45d), lace, ribbon or another fabric (Figure 4.39h), or both self-fabric cuffs and lace,
were found.
4.4.3

Waistlines

Waistlines on dresses, bodices and skirts except COS.143.78, appeared to be on the natural waist at
the centre back and hips in all garments, eight of these had a V shape falling below the natural
waistline at the centre front, the remainder sat on the natural waistline at the front. COS.143.78 may
have had a waistline slightly higher than the natural waist but this could not be verified without
seeing the garment on the person the dress was made for. The occurrence of a V shaped waistline is
spread through the sample. One bodice, COS.235.69.1, had a V shaped centre front at the waist
which had been rounded when the bodice was attached to the skirt (Figures 4.2, 4.38a and c).
Piping was used at the waistline in eight objects, on both separate bodices (n=3) and dresses (n=5)
(Figures 4.42d-e, 4.44e). Piping at the waistline did not appear in this collection of dresses with
dates, actual or estimated, after 1866.
Four bodices had self-fabric waistbands, attached belts or trims.

Of the seven dresses, two had a

self-fabric band at the waistline (Figure 4.45a), and on five the bodice attached directly to the skirt at
the waistline seam (Figure 4.37c). Four skirts had waistbands made of tape or ribbon (Figure 4.39i).
One skirt (COS.101.69) had a self-fabric waistband which had been lined (Figures 4.47a, b and e).
All except one dress (COS.107.69) used seam type ISO 1.07.01 to attach the skirt to the lined bodice
(Figure 4.42£). The same type of seam was used to attach the lined skirt to a tape waistband on the
skirt of COS.235.69.2-3. One bodice, COS.235.69.2-3, c1850, had a peplum attached to the bodice
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(Figures 4.39c-d). The construction methods used for the peplum, and the fabrics, suggest that the
peplum was added at a later date.
One bodice, COS.141.78, dated circa 1890, had a full waist stay (Figure 4.52b).
4.4.4

Skirts

There were fourteen skirts and one skirt panel.
All skirts with an estimated date of between 1830 and 1874 (n=10) were full; several widths of the
outer fabric and lining stitched together separately, sewn together at the hem then seamed around
the waist edge. The skirt was then gathered or pleated at the waistline and stitched onto a
waistband, piping or directly to the bodice (Figures 4.42d-e). Hem edges of the outer fabric and
lining were finished with binding. The selvedge of the outer fabric or lining was visible in many
seams (Figures 4.39j-k). The method of skirt construction was evident in COS.376.78 (Figures 4.5a
and 4.41b) where the waist construction of the skirt had been partially removed.

There was

evidence of shaped skirt panels where the outer fabric was a woven pattern, the direction of the
grain along seam lines could be identified (Figures 4.47h - j). The panels of COS.101.69 (Figure
4.11a) had seams with different grains giving the skirt slight shaping.

Where skirts were shorter at

the front than the back, shape was achieved by turning more or less of the skirt to the inside as it
was stitched to the waist of the bodice or waistband (Figures 4.43d and 4.48g). There was no
evidence of this method of waist construction in garments dated later than 1866. Seam placement in
these skirts depended on whether there was a centre front or centre back opening, or if there was an
in-seam pocket. All other seams fell around the skirt at intervals determined by the width of the
fabric panel or the amount of ease in gathers or pleats.
In the four skirts from c1870 through to the 1910, construction is markedly different to those prior to
1870, with shaped side seams and skirts less full. This style change reflected what was fashionable
during this period. COS.572.79 (Figure 4.18a) was pin-tucked across the front waist and gathered at
the centre back waist, there was a V insert of fabric at the hem. NPM997.68.1 (Figure 4.14a) had
pin-tucks on each side of the centre front and centre back at the waist, and pin-tucks and dart
shaping over the hip (Figure 4.50o). COS.141.78 (Figure 4.16a) also had a V shaped insert of fabric
at the hem on the back of the skirt. On the back of the skirt at the waist there were pleats and
gathers, over the hip shaping there were darts, and also darts either side of the centre front. The
grain of the skirt and skirt panel of COS.613.80 (Figure 4.13a) could be identified readily as the
fabric was a woven stripe.
Three skirts had some form of decoration. COS.572.79 and COS.141.78 had fabric decoration at the
hem, horizontal in form (Figures 4.52p-q and 4.54o). The decoration on NPM997.68.1 covered the
front of the skirt and extended to the back over the side seams (Figure 4.501).
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Six skirts had centre front openings, five centre back openings, and two side front openings. As
COS.376.78 (Figure 4.5a) had been de-constructed it was not apparent where the opening fell.
Nine of the fourteen skirts had in-seam pockets (Figures 4.43b and e, 4.46e and 4.47f-g). One had an
opening (Figure 4.37£) where an inseam pocket would usually be sited. The pocket bag of the inseam pocket of A4611 (Figures 4.43b and e) had been extended in order to attach the bag to the
waistline. One skirt, COS.101.69, had an additional in-seam pocket added after the seam had been
stitched (Figures 4.47c-d). The pocket was unusual in that it was only 80mm deep and 50mm wide
with a 40mm opening. Needle holes were evident in the fabric along what would have been the
original seam line, and the pocket bag lining and stitching thread were different to other lining and
thread used in the skirt indicating that the pocket may have been added after the skirt was first
made.
Skirt hems were finished either with a wool binding (n=9, Figure 4.41a), a facing (n=2, Figure 4.52o),
or a velvet binding (n=2, Figure 4.49z), or turned up and machine stitched (n=l, Figure 4.54p).
Wool hem binding had not been used on skirts dated after c1870 from this sample. The hem
binding from five of the skirts was identified as being made of a wool yarn when fibres from the
binding were examined under the microscope.

Two skirts had hems finished with velvet;

NPM997.68.1 (c1890) and COS.613.80 (c1890 to c1900). The predominant way of finishing the hem
of the skirt lining was to incorporate it in the hem of the outer fabric (n=11) (Figure 4.38h). All skirts
were longer at the back than the front except COS.613.80, which had the same centre front and
centre back measurements.
4.4.5

Lining

All objects except COS.143.78, a cotton dress dated c1830-1840, were fully lined. This dress was
lined only in the bodice. The bodice lining in sixteen of the seventeen bodices, was treated as an
underlining; the fabric and lining held with the lining to the reverse side of the fabric then seams
sewn. Boning was inserted into either a tape casing or casing constructed using the seam or dart
allowances (Figures 4.40d, 4.43b, 4.44a, 4.49o, 4.54g). The skirt panel, COS.613.80, illustrated how
lining may have been applied as an underlining as the hand basting stitches were still in place
(Figure 4.49aa).
4.4.6

Decoration and embellishments

A constructed decoration is where the garment's main outer fabric created a design detail on the
garment. An applied decoration or embellishment was where additional materials were stitched to
the garment. Decoration and embellishments were classed as design features.
Fourteen objects had some form of constructed decoration. All except one bodice (COS.613.80,
Figure 4.13a; Bodice B,) had some form of constructed or applied decoration and three of the twelve
skirts had been decorated.

No skirt prior to 1870 had applied decoration, but they did have
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constructed decoration in the form of pleats and piping at the waistline. Piping occurred at the
neckline, armhole, waistline, shoulder and sleeve hem on eleven objects.
Six bodices dated prior to 1870 had bretelles; folds or gathers of fabric radiating from the centre
front waist seam up to the shoulder or armhole seam (Figure 4.37a, Figure 4.38c). If the shoulder
seam was displaced to the back of the garment the folds formed carried over the natural shoulder
line to the back.
One bodice, COS.107.69 (Figure 4.46c-d), had braid stitched to the front to create a false square
yoke. The braid extended over the natural shoulder line to the back. The bodice of COS.235.69.1
(Figure 4.38c) and COS.107.69 (Figure 4.46c-d) had used an applied decoration( to form epaulettes
over the sleeve caps.
The objects dated from c1880 through to the early twentieth century seemed to have more design
features than those dated prior to 1880. Garments prior to 1880 (Figures 4.1a-4.13a) used only lace,
braid, self-fabric, and buttons as decoration, later garments (Figures 4.13a-4.18a) used lace, ribbons,
tulle, contrasting colour, contrasting fabric embellishments and self-fabric.
4.4.7

Fastenings

Fastenings, or evidence to suggest fastenings had been used, were present in all but one object,
COS.376.78, the skirt that had been deconstructed. Three objects had fastenings removed.
COS.151.69, an evening bodice (Figure 4.8a), was the only garment to be fastened with lacing.
Hand-stitched eyelets appeared on both the proper left and proper right centre back edges and a
length of velvet ribbon was present at the top edge on both sides of the centre back opening.
Metal hooks were present, or had been, on all objects but COS.376.78 and COS.l51.69 to fasten
bodice, skirt or cuff openings. Hooks were fastened through thread eyelets (n=6, Figures 4.45e-f),
thread loops (n=10, Figure 4.46i) or metal eyes (n=10, Figure 4.43h and i). There was an even
spread in the use of these three methods over the sample, but thread eyelets were not evident on
garments dated after 1866. Metal domes were used as a fastening on one garment, COS613.80
(Figure 4.49n).
Metal hooks and eyes were also used to attach the bodice to the skirt (Figures 4.51d-4.54g) and were
found in objects with estimated dates after 1880. Belts (n=3, Figure 4.5le-f) were fastened with
hooks and eyes which were still attached, or there had been evidence that such fastening had been
attached at some stage.
One object, COS.608.80, had an apron-shaped piece (Figure 4.45i) which when hung around the
waist created the effect of a bustle. The waistband of this item was fastened with hooks and eyes.
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Buttons and buttonholes were used to fasten even if hooks were present on three garments (Figures
4.52i-j). Two garments (A4933 and COS.613.80 bodice B) used buttons as decoration only, hooks
and thread eyes were used as the fastening. The buttons on A4933 were glass with shanks (Figure
4.48d). The shanks passed through hand stitched eyelets and were held in place on the underside
with a cord running through all the shanks (Figures 4.48b-c). Buttons were used as decoration on
both the front and back of COS.613.80 bodice B (Figures 4.49s-t).
4.4.8

Other construction detail

COS.l41.78 (Figures 4.52g-h) was the only bodice to have a pocket, a small fob pocket at the centre
front.
Three bodices had protective pads stitched to the lining at the underarm seam. COS.613.80 bodice
A (Figure 4.49f) dated c1890 to c1900, and COS.l41.78 (Figure 4.52a) and COS.572.79 (Figure 4.54g),
both with estimated dates after 1895.
Shoulder padding was present in NPM997.68.1 (Figure 4.50c). Wadding (identified as cotton fibre
under the microscope), was attached with a running stitch, and lay between the lining and the outer
fabric over each shoulder.

The skirt of NPM997.68.1 appeared to have an underlining.

The

underlining was visible at both the waist and the hem where there was damage to the outer fabric.
A4933 had a 350mm wide band of wadding (also identified as cotton fibre under the microscope)
around the hem of the skirt between the lining and the outer fabric.
COS.141.78 and COS.572.79 both had hanging loops stitched to the inside of the waistband.
COS.572.79 (Figure 4.54k) also had a maker's label stitched to the waistband. Several objects had
hanging tapes stitched to the waist seam, a practice used in museums to aid in supporting the
garment hanging storage or when on display.
4.5

Alterations

Twelve of the eighteen objects showed some evidence of being altered, fitting into at least one of the
criteria used to determine if a garment had been altered:
addition or removal of fabric;
use of another type of sewing thread, notion, or trim;
change in construction method;
change in style;
change in length;
change in girth.
Table 4.8 lists these alteration categories and the objects which fell into each type. Figures 4.55
through to 4.60 illustrate the alterations made to each object.
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Table 4.8
Alterations
Alteration categories

Refer
figure

Addition of fabric - either the same fabric or a fabric not
already used in the garment. Removal of fabric evidence of fabric/yarn remnants. Where the fabric had
been added often the style had been altered

4.55

Objects

COS.127.78
COS.235.69.2-3
COS.101.69
COS.613.804
NPM997.68.1
COS.141.78

Use of another type of sewing thread, notion, or trim - a
different type of thread/notion/trim had been
introduced to the garment

4.56

NP5312
COS.101.69
COS.613.80
NPM997.68.1
COS.141.78
A4933

Change in construction method, for example, the use of
machine stitching with a different thread when the
majority of the garment had been stitched by hand

4.57

COS.235.69.2-3
NP5312
COS.101.69

Change in style- for example, neckline shape altered, or
an addition made to a sleeve that altered the style of that
sleeve

4.58

COS.127.78
COS.235.69.1
COS.235.69.2-3
COS.101.69
COS.613.80
NPM997.68.1

Change in length - addition of another or the same fabric
to lengthen a garment, or a finished edge turned up to
shorten a garment

4.59

COS.143.78
COS.127.78
COS.613.80

Change in girth - seams or darts let in or out, or
fastenings moved. Either threads or needle holes from a
previous line of stitching were visible, or the seam/ dart
had been overstitched in a different thread

4.60

COS.235.69.1
NP5312
COS.107.69
COS.613.80
COS.98.69
COS.141.78

4 Alterations of COS.613.80 are illustrated in Figures 4.61-4.63
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Of all the artefacts COS.613.80, consisting of two bodices, a skirt and a lined skirt panel, made in the
same outer fabric but different lining fabrics, displayed the most evidence of having been altered
(Figures 4.61 to 4.63). Both bodices had; needle damage from previously machine-stitched seams,
needle damage from previous hand stitching, remnants of thread in the needle holes, the use of
more than one type of thread, notion or trim, and the addition of fabric. Bodice B showed signs of
having been altered in some way along the lower edge, needle holes and threads were present. The
lining in this area was a darker shade than the remainder of the lining. The hem edge of the skirt
panel was faced as in the skirt but did not have the velvet trim added along what would have been
the hem edge. The lengthwise seams of this panel had been machine stitched at some stage as
needle holes and threads were observed. The lengthwise seams of the skirt also showed signs of
needle damage.
4.6

Provenance and date

Fifteen of the eighteen objects had provenance information recorded at the time of donation that
made possible further research of sources. Very little was recorded for the other three objects;
COS.127.78, COS.367.78, and A4611. Of these, the donor and year of donation was known for
A4611. COS.127.78 and COS.367.78 had no known donorjs.
Two artefacts had known dates; the remainder had either been given approximate dates based on
information recorded at the time of donation or were not dated. Known dates were verified, and
estimated dates were corroborated by two means. Firstly, construction techniques, fabrics and
notions used, and style features, were compared with charts developed (Table 2.12 and Table 4.1) in
the present study.

Secondly, dates were established through the provenance research and

interviews, with donors and families, for each artefact where possible.
Some garments studied were donated by the same donor. To avoid repeating provenance details
garments from an accession group are discussed together. Where possible the sections have been
kept in date order.
4.6.1

COS.143.78 (Figure 4.1a)

4.6.1.1

Provenance

The dress was part of the estate of Mabel Sheaf (Figure 4.64a) who lived in Brightwater, and was
brought by her to New Zealand from England in 1948 (Nelson Historical Society, 1976). The dress
was donated to the museum by Mabel's son, the late John Sheaf (1920-1988) (Nelson City Council,
2007). A note removed from the dress in December 1986, some time after the dress had been
accessioned to the museum collection, read 'an old fashioned dress all made by hand. M [Margaret]
Sheaf' (Sheaf, no date-a). The historical significance of the dress must have been known in 1958.
Before the dress was donated to the museum it featured in the Nelson City Council Centennial
Exhibition, held in 1958. In Northcote-Bade's book Colonial Furniture in New Zealand there was a
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colour image of an unknown woman in a replica of an 1840-1850 kitchen wearing the dress
(Northcote-Bade, 1971:plate 4).
Mabel Sheaf nee Moore was born in 1892 in Littleton, Worcestershire, England. Her parents were
John (born c1853) and Betsy B. Moore (born c1857) (Figure 4.64b) (The Generations Network, 2007).
She lived at The Manor, Hinton-on-the-Green, near Evesham, Worcestershire (Figure 4.64c). Mabel
was the only child and helped run the family farm, which was leased from the church (Shea( 2007).
Mabel was a friend of Edith Tolkien, wife of J. R. R. Tolkien, author of the trilogy Lord of the Rings.
They first met as fourteen year olds at Dresden House School. The Tolkien family would visit the
Sheaf's farm. The pair kept in touch up until Edith's death in 1971 (Tolkien and Tolkien, 1992).
Mabel married Frank Sheaf and the two lived with her parents on the farm (Figure 4.64d). In 1948
Mabel and Frank immigrated to New Zealand to be with their son, John, who had moved to New
Zealand earlier. Mabel and Frank lived at Stanley Brook and then Brightwater. Frank died 24 July
1957 aged seventy years; Mabel died 4 March 1972, aged 80 years. Both are buried at St Paul's
Anglican Church, Brightwater (Shea( 2007; St Paul's Anglican Church, no date).
In an interview in March 2007 with Margaret Shea( wife of the late John Shea( who lived in

Nelson, Margaret said she did not know whom the dress would have belonged to. Margaret did
recall that both Mabel and Mabel's mother, Betsy B Moore, dressed well but unsure if either woman
sewed (although this is not to conclude they did not). Margaret felt the dress might have been
handed down from Betsy.
4.6.1.2

Estimated date

The dress was unusual in that it was lined in the bodice only. This object is the only one known to
have been made in England (although others may have been), and was brought to Nelson in 1948
by a family member. The family had a rural working class background, farming in Worcestershire;
however the actual owner/wearer of the dress has not been positively identified. The family was
reported to be 'old fashioned', the house in which they lived not having electricity until'quite late',
and the person who possibly wore the dress, Betsy Moore, was 'not a sewer' according to the
testimony of a family member (Shea( 2007). Although with knowing more about the family the
dating of this dress and the family account are contradictory.
COS.143.78 was dated in a survey of the NPM's textile collection undertaken in 1984 by a textiles
conservator as circa 1830 (Carson, 1984). When compared to dated images in Ginsburg's book on
Victorian dress the style of the bodice, with pleated front, the period of this dress may be from 1830
to 1840 (Ginsburg, 1982:30). Perhaps being made in cotton and having an unlined skirt the dress
was a summer dress or one worn while doing housework. The 640mm wide fabric, a printed cotton
on a fine ground laid out in rows along the length of the fabric, was typical of this period (Trestain,
1998).
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The dress was constructed entirely by hand, and alterations also by hand. The skirt was gathered
rather than pleated onto the waist of the bodice, the waist appeared to sit at a high waistline (an
early 1800s style). The bodice with a centre front opening, had a pleated front, the pleats extending
from the centre front to the armhole. There was no boning in the bodice. Sleeves were full at the
sleeve head and narrow at the wrist, also an early 1800s style. This was the only garment to have an
opening in the lengthwise seam of the skirt, with the opening just below the waistline. Pockets
bags, consisting of one or two pockets, were a separate item worn tied around the waist and used
until the 1850s (Victoria and Albert Museum, no date). Pockets could have been worn with this
dress. There were no other design features or embellishments. The construction and style of the
dress does suggest that Carson dated it correctly.
As Betsy Moore was born c1857 the dress would have to have been handed down from the
generation prior to Betsy. Margaret Sheaf commented that during the nineteenth century it was
common for clothing to be bequeathed to family members in a will (Sheaf, 2007). This practice was
mentioned in several wills held in the museum's archives (see also section 4.6.11). Helen McRae of
Richmond bequeathed 'to her son Richard England McRae all the household furniture linen china
book and effects' and to her daughter Sarah 'all my wearing apparel' (McRae, no date). Receipts,
from the Helen McRae's estate, for goods purchased from William Milner's drapery business are
featured in section 4.6.7. Nathaniel Edwards of Sunnyside House, Nelson (which became Wanuick
House, a protected heritage building and still standing at the time of this study) left 'all his
household furniture and effects including plate linen ... musical instruments and other articles of
use or ornament horses carriages . . . to my wife Anne Augusta Edwards' (Edwards, 1881).
Edwards was working with John Danforth Greenwood in the 1840s on his flax dressing venture.
4.6.2

COS.235.69.1 (Figure 4.2a) and COS.235.69.2-3 (Figure 4.3a)

4.6.2.1

Provenance

Miss Marian Alzier Palmer donated a dress, bodice and skirt, to The Nelson Provincial Museum in
or before 1969.
Miss Palmer was living at The Gables, Waimea West, RD1, Brightwater when she died 2 June 1977
(New Zealand Post Office, 1977). Marian's parents were Louis Herbert Palmer (1866-1938) and
Alziere Jane Grierson Bell (1870-1941). Louis and Alziere farmed and lived at The Gables, had one
son and five daughters (Palmer, 1998-2000). Louis Palmer was the tenth of twelve children of John
Palmer and Mary Ann White (The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1842-1874; The Nelson Provincial
Museum, 1969).
John Palmer (1816-1898), a merchant, came to New Zealand from England as a cabin passenger on
the ship the Phoebe arriving in 1842 (Anon, 1841-1850b). He settled in Waimea West. In 1848 he
married Mary Ann (1829-1908). Mary Ann travelled to Nelson on the Olympus with her mother,
father, brother and sister, as steerage passengers. They arrived on 28 October 1842 (Anon, 1840120

1850). Mary Ann's father was a bricklayer and agricultural labourer (Anon, 1841-1850b). John
Palmer operated a succession of stores and accommodation houses in the area, holding a 'Bush
Licence' to also operate bar facilities. In 1863 the New Waimea Inn and Store was built using 60,000
sun-dried bricks made from local clay, as a general store, post-office and inn, later to be known as

The Gables (Figure 4.65a) (Anon, no date-h; Neale, 1982). The house opened in 1865 with a
proprietor. Prior to 1875, the Palmer family moved into the house. The Palmers also owned land
around Waimea West used for growing hops and other crops (Neale, 1982; Nelson Historical
Society, 1977; Nuttall, 1993; Palmer, 1998-2000). John Palmer was one of the main landholders in
the Waimea district (Neale, 1982).
At the time of John Palmer's death his widow Mary Ann, his son Louis, and Louis's wife Alziere,
and their family, were living in the house. Ownership of The Gables passed to Louis when Mary
Ann died in 1908, and then to Alziere when Louis died in 1938. When Alziere died 16 June 1941

(Anon, no date-i) the house and land passed to Marian Palmer. Much of the land was sold after
that date (Anon, no date-h).
The Gables operated as a store, post-office and hotel until 1875 when the issue of 'Bush Licences'
ceased. It continued to operate as a store and post-office until1898, re-opening between 1914 and
1925, and as a post-office until some time during the period 1940s to 1945. At the time of the
present study, the house still stood (Figure 4.65b), largely unmodified, with a Class 1 New Zealand
Historic Places Trust Classification, registration number 247 (Anon, no date-h; Tasman District
Council, 2005).
A canework settee, which doubled as a bed, and other items bought to New Zealand by John
Palmer and used on the voyage here in 1843, were in the Dominion Museum collection in
Wellington in 1971 (the Dominion Museum was renamed as the National Museum in 1973, which
was then redeveloped to open as the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa in 1998)
(Northcote-Bade, 1971). Members of the Palmer family are buried in the St Michael's Anglican
Church cemetery (Figures 4.65c-d) and Richmond cemetery.
4.6.2.2

Date verification

The database record and file Costume Dept Register - Flags, Uniforms, Early Colonial, etc. for
COS.235.69.1 state that this was a wedding dress worn in 1848 (The Nelson Provincial Museum,
1969). As John Palmer and Mary Ann White were married in 1848, this was likely to have been
Mary Ann's wedding dress. John and Mary Ann were married at St Michael's church Waimea
West, on February 16, 1848, by Charles Lucas Reay B.A (St Michael's Anglican Church, no date).
Based on style and construction, COS.235.69.1 and COS.235.69.2-3 have both been dated as circa
1850. Both dresses are very similar to the style of the dress in Figure D.1. The bodices had low set
tight-fitting sleeves, the emphasis being on wide shoulders and elongated centre front. Sleeves
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were one piece and not cut on the bias, shaping was achieved with pleats at the elbow. This may be
an indication that both dresses were made by someone less skilled in pattern-making and dress
construction. Both dresses were stitched by hand and made in silk. Bodices had centre back
openings, bretelles, and waist seams piped, all common features of dresses of this period. Neither
bodice was boned. To achieve the rigid flattened front style of the 1840s Mary Ann would have
worn a corset with this dress.

Skirts were full and bell shaped, with in-seam pockets (common

from the 1850s), hems were bound with braid. The silk fabric was 430mm wide and the cotton
lining 840mm wide. With the skirts using eight widths of silk, up to 10m of fabric would have been
required for each dress.
4.6.3

COS.127.78 (Figure 4.4a) and COS.376.78 (Figure 4.5a)

4.6.3.1

Provenance

The only information for the bodice COS.127.78, was in the file Costume Dept Register - Flags,
Uniforms, Early Colonial, etc. stating 'bodice wool paisley (green) shaped to point at waist,
handstitched c1850' (The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1969). COS.376.78 was described there as
'large green paisley piece of fabric?' (The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1969). The information for
both was recorded in 1978. These objects were donated to the museum before or during 1978, to
have been assigned a costume collection number with the suffix '78'.
The skirt had a deconstructed waist; the stitching used to gather the waist still intact. There is no
evidence to suggest that this happened after the skirt came into the collection, no other dresses or
skirts in the collection were found unpicked. The skirt may have been bought out to New Zealand
like this; a skirt would have been easier to pack flat without the waist gathers. Evidence found in
letters in the museum's archive collection suggested that it was common practice for family or
friends at 'home' to send garments to New Zealand unpicked;
'And now I must begin the account of Mrs Rippingell's box ... The green silk dress I like
excessively. It is not made up. The shaded brown and white mohair I think exceedingly
pretty - also it is not made up. The mohair with the magenta stripe is made up but very
ugly we all think, so I shall make a hack of it' (Bury, 1862:(folder D) 57-58 IV:5-6).

In 1842 the Greenwood family bought with them to New Zealand pieces of an eighteenth century
dress. The Burnett family, who arrived in Whangarei in 1852, also bought unpicked dress pieces
with them. These pieces were held in the collection at the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa
Tongarewa (Livingstone and Carson, 2007).
The fabric used was a wool/ cotton mix that would suggest that it had not been a 'best dress' for a
middle to upper class woman, perhaps it was her day dress. The dress may have also been the 'best
dress' of a lower class woman.
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4.6.3.2

Estimated date

The style and construction of COS.127.78 and COS.376.78 suggested a date of circa 1850, consistent
with the date given by Carson in 1984 (Carson, 1984). The bodice had style elements seen in Figures
D.1 to D.4. When the style was compared with images in Severa's book Dressed for the Photographer,
the bodice contained elements dated 1843 through to 1853. Both pieces were hand stitched, with the
bodice altered by hand. The bodice was boned, V shaped at centre front, with a piped waist seam,
centre back opening, pagoda style sleeves, and front drape. The sleeve style had been altered and
sleeves lengthened with the addition of a piece at the sleeve hem. Under-sleeves were presumably
worn with the original sleeve. The skirt was made from entire widths of fabric, with an in-seam
pocket, and hem bound with braid.
The bodice front had extensive staining and signs of wear, yet this was not found on the skirt. If the
owner of the skirt did not have the skills necessary to reform the waist the bodice may have been
worn with another skirt on arriving in New Zealand, and the original skirt remaining unpicked.
4.6.4

NP5312 (Figure 4.6a)

4.6.4.1

Provenance

NP5312 is reported to have been made by Janet McDonald, a dressmaker who taught dressmaking
from a house in Washington Valley in Nelson (James, 2008). Janet was the donor's great greatgrandmother.
Janet Grant McDonald (1804-1884), son James (aged 9), sailed to New Zealand on the Lloyds,
arriving in Nelson 15 February 1842 (Anon, 1840-1850).

Her husband John McDonald, an

agricultural labourer, had immigrated to New Zealand the previous year, landing in Nelson on 4
November 1841 (Anon, 1840-1850). He sailed on the Whitby, one of the New Zealand Company
survey ships. The McDonald's travelled as steerage passengers.
Janet's daughter Mary Ann was born in Nelson in 1847. On April2, 1864, at seventeen years of age
Mary Ann married William Flett (Figure 4.66a) (Anon, 1853-1901). They had three sons, twin boys
who died at birth, and seven daughters (Figure 4.66b).

Daughter, Sybil, was the donor's

grandmother. The family owned land in Collingwood and Brook Streets, in Nelson. They built a
house in Collingwood Street (Figure 4.66c), living there from some time after 1892 until it was sold
in the late 1960s. The dress was left in the house along with other belongings (James, 2008). The
house was demolished in 2007. Prior to living in Collingwood Street the family lived above the
Nelson City Council offices in what were the former premises of The Nelson Examiner newspaper
(James, 2008).
William Flett joined the Nelson Provincial Police in 1864. In 1866 he was a member of a search
party that found the four victims of the Maungatapu murderers. William was listed as a witness on
the document indicting three of the murder suspects (Anon, 1866b).
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On June 18 1866 it was

reported in The Nelson Evening Mail that four gold miners had gone missing on Maungatapu Saddle
while walking to Nelson from Canvastown (a gold mining area between Nelson and Blenheim), 'the
police authorities immediately took steps to trace them. Constables Bradcock, Martin and Flett,
were dispatched to the spot' (Anon, 1866a). Four suspects (Richard Burgess, Philip Levy, Joseph
Sullivan and Thomas Kelly) were arrested in Nelson trying to sell gold, presumably stolen from
their victims. The Burgess gang had committed robberies and two other murders as they moved
from Otago up the West Coast to Nelson (Anon, 2000). When the gold miners bodies were found
the Burgess gang stood trial for murder. Three were found guilty and hanged; Sullivan (who had
implicated the gang) was found guilty of a previous murder and sentenced to life imprisonment
(Anon, 2000). After the hanging, plaster casts were made of the heads of Burgess, Levy and Kelly to
be studied by the region's phrenologists.

The 'death masks', held by The Nelson Provincial

Museum, were on display when the museum's exhibition centre opened in 2005.
William left the police force due to ill health. He then worked for the Nelson Board of Works and
then the Borough Council (James, 2008). William died 8 September 1904 aged 67 years, and Mary
Ann 13 January 1917 aged 71 years (Anon, 1857-1920c; The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1988).
Both are buried in the Wakapuaka Cemetery in Nelson in unmarked graves (Figure 4.66d) (Nelson
City Council, 2007).
4.6.4.2

Estimated date

Based on the style and construction the date of this dress had been estimated as circa 1850. This
date was consistent with the fact that Janet McDonald made the dress and with a date of the late
1840s given by a textile conservator (Carson, 1984). NP5312 was hand stitched. The bodice had a
tightly gathered V shaped centre front, a style common in the early 1850s, and centre back opening
(Severa, 1995:70). The bodice was not boned, this would have required a corset to be worn with the
dress. Sleeves were short and shoulder seams to the back. The full bell shaped skirt was accordion
pleated at the waist, waist seam was piped, hem bound with braid, and with an in-seam pocket.
The dress was made from silk. The condition of the dress would indicate that it was not worn very
often, and the style suggests that the dress may have been a best dress for eveningwear or formal
occasions.
4.6.5

A4611 (Figure 4.7a)

4.6.5.1

Provenance

This dress was found in the Salvation Army Thrift Shop in Nelson in 1981 and donated to the
museum in the same year (Nelson Historical Society, 1988; Rossiter, 2007).

The donor was

contacted but was not able to give any further details. The dress was made in a woven checked silk
and could have been made in Nelson as silk fabrics were available there at that time. T. C.
Batchelor advertised 'check silk' in The Nelson Examiner in 1854 (Anon, 1854:2).
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4.6.5.2

Estimated date

A4611 was hand stitched. The boned bodice had a centre front opening, V shaped front, and piped
waist seam and low set armhole seams. The skirt was bell shaped, pleated at the waist seam with
extra fullness at centre back, an in-seam pocket and hem bound with braid. According to the style
and construction, this dress was estimated to be in the range 1850 to 1860, consistent with the date
c1850 given by Carson in 1984 (Carson, 1984). The style of the bodice was similar to Figure D.2
(dated 1850-60) with a low V shaped front opening, and an image dated 1855-1857 by Severa
(Severa, 1995:151). The low V neckline would necessitate the wearing of an undergarment such as a
chemisette, and undersleeves would have been worn with the pagoda style sleeves, as in Figure
D.2.
4.6.6

COS.151.69 (Figure 4.8a)

4.6.6.1

Provenance

The museum records state that bodice COS.151.69 donated in 1965 'bride's ware [sic] 1899' and the
donor's mother married 'J. Wylie at Matarawa, near Wanganui' (Nelson Historical Society, 1976; The
Nelson Provincial Museum, 1969). The donor, resident in Nelson in 1965, was recorded as 'E. C.
Paterson'. The bodice was part of a group accession, A2268, which included other clothing and
textiles. Donated in the same year by the same donor, but under another group accession number,
were two curtain rods with decorative ends (A2634). In the object record it is noted that these rods
were from 'Titirangi home, Pelorus Sound' (Nelson Historical Society, 1976). Titirangi Bay and
Pelorous Sound are part of the Marlborough Sounds, and are located between Nelson and Picton.
The Nelson Provincial Museum's photographic, library and archives collections revealed no
additional information. Family birth, death, and marriage resources, newspapers and directories
for the Wanganui region were also examined at the Alexander Turnbull Library in Wellington and
the Hocken Library in Dunedin searching the surnames 'Wylie' and 'Wyllie'. There were several
marriages listed for 1899 but these could not be confirmed as being in the Wanganui region. An
inquiry was next made at the Wanganui District Library. A search using the spelling 'Wyley' was
successful and the connection between the donor, Wanganui and Nelson substantiated. A 'Joseph
Wyley' had two daughters married to Patersons. The Patersons farmed in South Canterbury and
Pelorous Sound (Anon, no date-1). Further enquiry led to contact being made with a member of the
Wyley family, resident in the north of the North Island of New Zealand, who had been researching
the Platt/Wyley /Paterson families and held family papers and photographs. As it was not possible
to visit this person communication was via electronic mail.
Joseph Wyley was born 1 November 1870 at Admaston, Shropshire, England. He was the son of
William John Wyley, an estate agent and farmer, and Ellen Ann Wyley nee Kiteley, the adopted
daughter of a carpet manufacturer from Kidderminster, Worcestershire, England (Anon, no date-1;
Wyley, 2007a). The family was reported as being 'comfortably well-off' (Wyley, 2007a). Joseph
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emigrated with his younger brother Richard Bertram (known as Bert), arriving in New Zealand in
1889 on the Garonne. They worked as paying farm cadets to gain experience in farming for Mr Burr
at New Seat in the Matarawa Valley, Wanganui. Joseph and Bert also worked in North Auckland
and Hawke's Bay (National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa, 2007). The
brothers returned to England in 1897, this was when Joseph first met Alice Platt. Joseph and two
brothers, Bert and Clement (known as Clem) returned to New Zealand in 1898 on the Duke of

Portland (Wyley, 2007a).

Joseph farmed at Riverly, Kauangaroa, on the eastern banks of the

Wanganui River.
Alice Castilla Platt (known as Alia, Figure 4.67a) was born 23 December 1875 at Whitkirk Vicarage,
near Leeds, England, and baptised at Whitkirk on 16 January 1976. She was the daughter of the
Rev. George Moreton Platt, Vicar of Whitkirk, and Emma Sedgwick Matthews (from whose partSpanish ancestry the name of Castilla was derived from) (Anon, 1899; Wyley, 2007a). Alice was
reported to be well educated, had travelled with her brother, Tom, to Europe in 1892-93, and spoke
conversational German (Wyley, 2007a).
Alice's diaries, written between 1897 and 1899, give an account of Alice's daily life. Alice spent
much of her time sewing her own clothes, a patchwork quilt (completed between 1896 and 1898)
and household linen, also mending (Wyley, 2007a). She used the vicarage sewing machine to do
some of her sewing. Alice also used the services of a dressmaker in Leeds and bought ready-made
clothing there. Mid-1897 Alice purchased a bicycle, learning how to ride and to mend punctures.
On the 11 July 1898 Alice made herself a bicycle skirt (Wyley, 2007a).
In October 1897 Alice met Joseph Wyley. Joseph was the younger brother of Alice's brother Charles'

fiancee, Beatrice Wyley.

Before Joseph returned to New Zealand in 1898, he and Alice were

engaged. Shortly after Joseph's departure, Alice's father died. Alice found herself without parents
(her mother had died in 1896), income and a home, the vicarage had to be made available for the
new incumbent (Wyley, 2007a).

Alice then lived with her brother, Charles, who had been

appointed vicar to the parish of Seacroft near Leeds, England. After Charles married, Alice lived
with the Wyley family at High Onn in Staffordshire. Alice reportedly devoted her time there to
being generally helpful. She learnt the skills of managing a household, including cooking and
making butter, and she helped with Sunday School. Alice did lots of walking and cycling, and
visited friends and family (Wyley, 2007a).
Alice left England for Australia on the Stuttgart in early 1899, then to New Zealand from Sydney. A
letter written by Alice, on the voyage out to New Zealand, tells the recipient of the letter that she
wore her bridesmaid's dress (a heather coloured dress from the first Wyley/Platt wedding) to the
first class saloon dance. The wedding referred to was that of her brother Charles to Beatrice Wyley,
Joseph Wyley's sister, on 7 September 1898 (Platt and Wyley, 1899-1902; Wyley, 2007b).
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She stayed with the McWilliam family at Netherdale, out of Wanganui, until her marriage to Joseph
Wyley at StJohn's Church, Matarawa, near Wanganui, on 20 May 1899 (Figure 4.67b) (Anon, no
date-1; Wyley, 2007a). Alice was reported to have been 'just recently arrived' in New Zealand in the
marriage notice that appeared in The Wanganui Chronicle 22 May 1899 (Figure 4.67c) (Anon,
1899:2; Anon, no date-1).
Alice and Joseph lived at Riverton, a farm at Kauangaroa that Joseph and Richard Wyley had
obtained on a five-year lease, and then at Riverly, a neighbouring farm, around 1903 (Wyley, 2007a).
Family research, by the daughter-in-law of Joseph and Alice's second son, George, into the
Wyley /Platt family which used personal correspondence and reminiscences from family members,
portrayed the life of the Wyley family during this period;
'There was not enough ready money to furnish the house except for the bare necessities, but
the wedding presents and the personal things Alla brought out with her from England
added some comforts. Alla initially found the constant work exhausting but it did not take
her long to establish both more physical fitness and a routine, and to adapt to the lengthy
periods when she was on her own while the men were out working. Goe's brothers, Bert and
Clem, lived in another house nearby on the same property and worked with Joe on the
farm.) She had some help with the heavier housework from a local woman. Neighbours
(which included people who lived 20 and more miles away) would call when passing on the
road, and she and Joe returned these social calls. They attended church at Matarawa or
Fordell as regularly as they could, and over the years took an active part in parish affairs.
However Alla felt very much the absence of close family, particularly after the death of the
elderly lady in whom she had initially placed her confidence, and at no time more so than
when she was nearing the end of her several pregnancies ... By then [1909] they were well
established in the district and had a wide social circle. Alla's brother Charles visited briefly
from England in 1909, on a voyage taken for the sake of his health, and another brother,
Tom, emigrated with his wife and daughter, giving her some regular family contact and
support again. The Wyley children were taught by a series of governesses, before going to
board at private schools. The family was by then clearly in better financial circumstances
than at the outset, but their lives were still characterized by hard work and personal
frugality, though they were generous in their help to others, with good works and support
for needy causes. Joe espoused a simple lifestyle, and resisted opportunities to accumulate
the trappings of prosperity, even by right of inheritance' (Wyley, 2007a:1-2).

Alice described her married life in letters written c1899;
'We are up early, soon after 6 each day and working the whole time so if after tea we sit by
the fire we straightaway fall asleep ... Whenever I have an odd moment I spend it in filling
up the holes in Joe's socks. I can't say mending for they are past that. You never saw such
holes. In most of the pairs the heel is entirely gone and often the toe as well ... [The helper]
always does the washing for us as I did not feel capable of it at first but I do the ironing and
mending, which latter means a good deal sometimes ... [Later she took on the washing also]
... washing week is always a busy time and it is generally Saturday before I have finished
the mending and got everything cleared away . . . Nearly every afternoon I have sewing to
do ... Now I do my own ironing I am very careful with blouses, etc ... and I find the sleeves
get so dirty when I am writing if I don't turn them up' (Platt and Wyley, 1899-1902:3).

Joseph and Alice had three daughters and two sons (Figure 4.67d). Alice died of a stroke in her
sleep on 1 February 1928, aged 52. She had apparently 'kept moderately poor health for a number
of years, the popular opinion being that she was 'exhausted' through hard work, but her death was
not expected at that time' (Wyley, 2007a). Joseph died of cancer 25 August 1948, aged 77 years.
Both were buried in the Matarawa church cemetery (Anon, no date-1; Wyley, 2007a). Joseph was a
keen amateur artist, photographic copies of his work are held at the Alexander Turnbull Library in
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Wellington (Alexander Turnbull Library and National Library of New Zealand Te Puna
Matauranga o Aotearoa, no date).
Alice and Joseph's daughter, Ellen Castilla, known as Nellie, (1900-1991) married Douglas
Halbertson Paterson, farmer of South Canterbury, 3 January 1924 at Matarawa, Wanganui (Figure
4.67e) (Anon, no date-1). Ellen moved to the Paterson family farm Barbarafield near Geraldine in
South Canterbury. Their house reported as 'large and elegant' (Wyley, 2007a). While visiting her
sister Ellen, Adelaide Alice Wyley (known as Alice) met Douglas's brother John, who was farming
near Winchester in South Canterbury (Wyley, 2007a). Alice married John 9 June 1925 at Matarawa
(Anon, no date-1).
Douglas and Ellen Paterson, and John and Alice Paterson, purchased 3500 hectares at Titirangi Bay
in Pelorous Sound, Marlborough, in 1928. There was no road access until the 1970s, all supplies
came and went by sea (Goldfinch, 1990:5). Douglas died in 1933leaving Ellen at Titirangi with their
two sons (Wyley, 2007a). The Patersons farmed there until1976 when the government purchased
the land for a Recreational Farm Park to be run by the Department of Conservation (Goldfinch,
1990:5).
Ellen Paterson retired to Nelson and it was during 1965 that she donated items to the museum.
While in Nelson, Ellen was reported to have;
'pursued her interests in the community, housekeeping for people, assisting with Meals on
Wheels, being a Rose Garden guide at Stoke and a cathedral guide in Nelson, supporting
Forest and Bird, and many other such activities. She went to England at least twice in the
1950s, and assisted the elderly Wyley aunts there' (Wyley, 2007a:5).

Ellen returned to Wanganui. She died there 15 December 1991; her ashes were interred. in the
Matarawa Church cemetery (Wyley, 2007a).
4.6.6.2

Date verification

The bodice, COS.151.69, donated by Ellen Castilla Paterson and reportedly worn by her mother
Alice Castilla Wyley nee Platt as 'bride's ware [sic] 1899' would not have been part of the outfit
Alice wore on her wedding day. Initially there were three reasons for this. First, the report of the
wedding described the bride 'attired in a very becoming light fawn costume, and pretty leghorn
picture hat' (Figure 4.67c) (Anon, 1899:2). Secondly, the bodice style suggested that it would have
been worn as eveningwear; it appeared that the wedding festivities were only held in the afternoon,
the wedding party 'were entertained at afternoon tea' and 'then left for their home' (Anon, 1899:2).
Thirdly, the style and construction of the bodice suggested a date earlier than 1899. Perhaps the
bodice had belonged to her mother, who died when Alice was twenty-one.
The bodice was hand stitched, heavily .decorated, boned and fitted, with hand stitched eyelets and a
ribbon as the centre back fastening, and V shaped centre front. The wearer of the bodice would
have required help when dressing to lace the back. Two images by Nelson photographer Fletcher,
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working between 1862 and 1867, were useful in dating this bodice (Figures D.18-19), no other
images of similar style were seen in the secondary sources. They were very similar in style to
COS.151.69 using similar trimmings and both bodices were off the shoulder.

Accordingly the

bodice was dated as c1860.
After the initial research was complete another bodice, donated at the same time as COS.151.69, was
located in the collection. This bodice, COS.150.69 (Figure 4.67£) has been identified as being that
worn by Alice on her wedding day. Photographs of Alice wearing the bodice, one which included
the 'pretty leghorn picture hat' (Figures 4.67c and g) have been found in the collection of family
documents belonging to a member of the Wyley family (Wyley, 2007c). An entry in Alice's diary
records the purchase of the wedding gown from a dressmaker on 14 February 1899, 'Ellen and I
went to Leeds at 10.24. We bought various garments, including a wedding gown, and we [sic] at it
all day, and only came home by the 4.25 train' (Wyley, 2007a).
4.6.7

COS.608.80 (Figure 4.9a) and COS.613.80 (Figure 4.13a)

4.6.7.1

Provenance

Given to the museum in 1980 by a Wellington donor (Nelson Historical Society, 1988; The Nelson
Provincial Museum, 1969), these garments belonged to the donor's great-grandmother, Ann Milner
nee Swanson (Figure 4.68a).
Ann Swanson was born in Thurso, Caithness, 23 November 1846 (Figure 4.68b) (Registrar, 1942).
She came to Nelson 1865, having immigrated first to Sydney, Australia, in 1864 with her parents
Donald and Ann Swanson nee Corbet (Anon, 1934). Her father, a tailor, continued his trade in
Nelson first with his son-in-law William Milner, then from his own premises.

Her paternal

grandfather, George Swanson, was a shoemaker and maternal grandfather, John Corbet, a
lacemaker (Figure 4.68c) (Superintendent Registrar, 1864). In Nelson Ann married William Milner
(Figure 4.68d) 15 July 1868 (Anon, 1934).
William Milner was born in Belper, Derbyshire, England in 1836 (Figure 4.68b) (Registrar, 1942).
He came to New Zealand with his parents William and Hannah, brothers Thomas and John, and
sisters Emma and Hannah, on the Sir Edward Paget arriving in Auckland 25 May 1853 (Anon, no
date-j; Pukeariki, 2007). The family moved to Taranaki where they bought a farm. John Milner
wrote to his parents 24 June 1858 from Auckland telling his parents that 'advertising the farm at 700
guineas I should think that it will be sure to sell at that', it is unclear if the farm did sell (Milner,
1858). William and Hannah remained in Taranaki where they died in 1868 and 1861 respectively
(Anon, 1857-1920b).
Thomas Milner moved to Nelson. According to the Central Nelson City Rating Rolls of 1857 to
1868, he was the occupier and owner of a shop and house in Trafalgar Street on Town Acre 166
from 1857 to 1868 (Figure 4.68e), and a house, around the corner in Hardy Street on Town Acre 170,
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from 1863 to 1868. From 1868 William Milner was also listed on the roll as occupier of the house
and shop on Town Acre 166, while Thomas continued to own the property (Anon, 1857-1868;
Milner, 1983). William was listed as a 'tailor and draper' with premises in Trafalgar Street, in

Stevens and Bartholomew's New Zealand Directon; 1867-68 (Stevens and Bartholomew, 1867).
Advertisements in The Nelson Examiner in the 1860s to 1880s shed some light on the Milner family
drapery business ventures. In 1860 Thomas informed the public of Nelson that he was having a
clearing sale prior to auctioning his premises February 7 and 8 (Figure 4.68f). His 'household
effects' were also being auctioned (Anon, 1860a). By October 1866, William was in the business and
advertising spring and summer drapery which Thomas had selected 'from the best houses in the
trade at home', 'home' being England (Figure 4.68g)(Anon, 1867d).
Thomas and his wife had at least four children and must have returned to England at some time
during the mid to late 1860s. Death notices in the Colonist newspaper reported deaths of three of
their children. Janet, their third daughter died at Trafalgar Street in 1862 aged six months; Mary
Anne, their eldest daughter, died 1864 in Nelson of diphtheria aged seven and a half years; and
Alfred George, their eldest son died in 1876 at Ash Hall, Kent, England, aged eighteen years (Anon,
1857-1920c).
On 7 November 1867 a fire broke out in one of the bedrooms of the Masonic Hotel on the corner of
Trafalgar and Hardy Streets (Figure 4.68e). The fire spread destroying ten predominantly wooden
buildings on Trafalgar and Hardy Streets. A newly erected brick building owned by Buxton and Co,
prevented the fire from spreading further down Trafalgar Street. Buildings destroyed included two
drapery and haberdashery businesses, William Milner's was one, the other Black, Campbell and Black.
A couple of weeks later both Milner and Black were informing the public that they had
recommenced business in temporary premises, possible in Bridge Street, and were selling fire
damaged stock (Figure 4.68h) (Anon, 1867a).
By 1869 William was in business in Trafalgar Street, tailoring was done on the premises under the
supervision of Donald Swanson and a millinery department was operating as it had in the former
premises in Bridge Street (Anon, 1869b). In the 1870s, William was an 'Importer of Drapery Silk
Mercery Hosiery & Haberdashery Carpets, Readymade Clothing &c.&c.' (Milner, 1874). Figure
4.68i a receipt from the business, was made out to Mrs Helen McRae on 14 May 1874 for the
purchase of haberdashery and fabrics. Figure 4.68j a receipt for clothing purchased by Master Lowe
in December 1876 and January 1877 but was not paid for until May 1877.
Thomas Milner returned to Nelson late 1882 to take charge of the drapery business as William was
unable to due to ill-health. On 6 January Thomas was informing the public,
'of the continued ill health of his brother, and retirement from the business, he has arrived
from London for the purpose of selling off the stock and disposing of the business ... the
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whole of the stock being direct importations, and selected by T.M. in the best Home markets'
(Anon, 1883a:3).
William died 7 April 1883 aged 45 years (Anon, 1880-1885). On 9 April Donald Swanson
announced that he had taken over the tailoring branch of the Milner business, was going into
partnership with Mr Levy and was moving the business to premises in Bridge Street (Anon,
1883b:3). The drapery business was advertised for sale on 28 June 1883; 'the trade is well known
throughout New Zealand as highly respectable and lucrative' (Anon, 1883d:3). By December 1883
the business had sold and Thomas was reducing the amount of stock (Anon, 1883c:3).
Ann and William Milner first lived in Harper Street, Nelson, in Thurso Cottage (named after Ann's
family home in Caithness, a northern port in Scotland). Ann and William's first daughter was born
there stillborn on 13 May 1869 (The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1842-1874). Their next house was
at 110 Nile Street East. They then built a house at 156 Nile Street (Figure 4.68k) and this was where
the Milner family lived most of their lives (Mahony, 2007).

The house was designed by Charles

Beatson and known as Sunnybank (Johnston and Johnston, 2007).
Ann and William Milner had a further seven children, six sons (Figure 4.681) and one daughter. All
sons were prominent in their chosen careers; John (1870-1926) was a member of the Nelson firm of
accountants Milner and Neale; William Swanson (1872-1949) was a partner of the firm of Nelson
solicitors Rout and Milner; Harry (1874-1947) was secretary to the Nelson Harbour Board; Frank
(1875-1944) was Rector of Waitaki Boys High School in Oamaru until his death; Arthur (1879-1941)
worked forT. and W. Young, a wine and spirit merchant in Wellington; and Charles (c1882-1957)
was General Manager of Kirkpatrick and Co., jam manufacturers in Nelson. Their daughter Annie
Beatrice (1877-1952) did not have a career staying at home to look after family members (Anon,
1857-1920a; Anon, 1874-1879; Anon, 1934; Nelson City Council, 2007).
Ann was thirty-seven when her husband died. Ann, deaf from the age of twenty-five, had the
responsibility for raising her children, in 1883 ranging from two to thirteen years old. Her parents
also lived with her. Donald and Ann Swanson died in 1891 and 1905, aged 73 and 89 respectively
(Anon, 1857-1920b; Anon, 1934; Nelson City Council, 2007). In his book about his father Frank
Milner, Ian Milner describes his grandmother Ann (Figure 4.68m) as;
'She was a strong-willed woman of strict Evangelical principles, natural dignity and a
disciplinarian, by necessity. The Scots blood in her veins was channelled by circumstance
into frugality and dourness rather than warmth of heart or imagination. Dressed habitually
in black, she was a matriarchal figure. In middle age she became deaf, finally stone deaf,
which made her even more the lonely spirit of authority shuffling about the house. Even in
early manhood her sons retained a certain awe in her presence' (Milner, 1983:20).
Ann died 12 May 1934 aged 87 years at her residence in Nile Street, Nelson. Her obituary described
-

her latel." in lifB-as li:ving-'a-quiet-retired-life-finding-her_chief_recreation_in_her_flo:wer _garden_and_in
reading English literature, to which she was always devoted. She retained to the last a remarkably
clear intellect and retentive memory' (Anon, 1934:4).
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Ann's daughter, Annie Beatrice (Figure 4.68n), did not marry. She stayed at home to look after her
mother and two bachelor brother's Harry and John. Arthur, the fifth son, was ostracised by the
family when he moved to Wellington to work for a wine and spirit merchant (T. and W. Young),
marry a Roman Catholic girl and bring up his twin daughters as Roman Catholic. One of Arthur's
granddaughters donated the garments in the present study to The Nelson Provincial Museum.
In the late 1940s, when the donor was seven, she moved from Wellington with her parents and

brother, Thomas, to Nelson. They moved into Sunnybank to look after Annie. Annie's brother
Harry had earlier fallen down the stairs at the house and died. Annie, like her mother, was also
deaf. The family continued to live in the house until1971 when it was sold.
The garments in the present study were two of a group of eighteen objects donated. The dress Ann
wore in Figures 4.68m and 4.68n is also part of this group (Figure 4.68o). The garments were found
in a trunk in the attic of Sunnybank when the house was sold in 1971. The donor remembers using
the clothing for dress-ups until she was unable fit into them. She also remembers a sewing machine
in the house at the time she was living there but cannot recall it being used. The donor retained
some objects from Sunnybank, including textiles, furniture, paintings, a bible, books and ornaments,
as these objects held special meaning for her, providing a link to significant people and important
period of her life (Mahony, 2007).
At the time of the present study the house at 156 Nile Street stood as a protected heritage home,
Group B Nelson City Council Heritage Building, offering boutique home-stay accommodation
(Anon, 2001-2005; Johnston and Johnston, 2007; Mahony, 2007; Nelson City Council, 2005). In the
house since the time it was built, in the front room was the marble fireplace with ornate mirror
above. Ann kept this room locked after William's death, using it occasionally for visitors on a
Sunday afternoon (Milner, 1983).

The room had held the family's most valued ornaments,

representations of colonial respectability. Ian Milner described Sunnybank as providing a 'classic
image of the middle-class provincial mind of yesterday' (Milner, 1983:57).
The Milner family name, through William and Ann Milner, has not continued past their
grandchildren's generation. Even though Ann and William had six sons, only Arthur, the son
ostracised, had children who in turn had children. He had two daughters (Shirley Finlayson nee
Milner and Mabel Beatrice Thwaites nee Milner) (Nelson City Council, 2007). Ann and William
Milner are both buried in Wakapuaka cemetery along with other members of the family (Figure
4.68p) (Nelson City Council, 2007).
4.6.7.2

Estimated date

The style and construction of COS.608.80 dated it as circa 1865, and was consistent with the date
given by a textile conservator (Carson, 1984). COS.613.80 spanned the period c1865 to c1890-1900,
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with two different styled bodices and a skirt made from the same silk fabric. Both objects were
stitched predominantly by machine.
The skirt of COS.608.80 had an in-seam pocket, hem bound with braid, and pleated onto a
waistband. The skirt front was flat, back pleated, and not as full as earlier dated dresses. Bodice
had a front drape, sloped shoulders with shoulder seams to the back.
Bodice B of COS.613.80 had wide sloping shoulders with shoulder seams to the back, piped armhole
seam, centre front fastening of hooks and hand stitched thread eyelets, narrow self-fabric stand
collar, two piece semi-fitted sleeves, and no embellishments. Bodice A had a centre front opening
with metal domes, contrasting stand collar and front in lace, set-in fitted sleeves with an oversleeve, and lace embellishment (Figures D.60-61). Both bodices were boned. The skirt was flared,
with shaped seams, flat across the front with fullness at the back. There was a skirt panel with this
group of garments that may have been part of the skirt indicating that the skirt may have been
much fuller.
4.6.8

COS.107.69 (Figure 4.10a), COS.101.69 (Figure 4.11a), COS.97.69.a-b (Figure 4.15a),
COS.98.69 (Figure 4.17a)

4.6.8.1

Provenance

A member of the Greenwood family donated COS.107.69, COS.101.69, COS.97.69 and COS.98.69 in

1968 together with other textile items (Nelson Historical Society, 1976).

There was no record of

who wore the garments with the donation.
The donor, Miss Priscilla Clara Greenwood, was born in 1899 and died 29 March 1989 (Nelson City
Council, 2007). Her parents were Clement and Alice Greenwood nee Pike. Clement was the son of
Frederick Daw (1832-1917) and Clara Maria Greenwood nee Martin, who married in 1864.
Frederick (Figure 4.69a) was the ninth of thirteen children, of John Danforth and Sarah Greenwood
nee Field (Lash, 1992). The Greenwood family were among the first settlers in Nelson and
prominent in the province's development. John and Sarah were both well educated and came from
English middle class backgrounds. As one of the first settlers in the province they worked hard
establishing a new life for their large family of thirteen children. Sarah did not have the home help
she was used to. However the family did maintain a certain social level. They entertained
regularly. The museum holds a large collection of objects from the Greenwood family.
John Danforth Greenwood (c1802-1890) was a doctor in England. He married Sarah Field (18091899) (Figure 2.9a) in 1831 (Lash, 1992). The family arrived in Nelson in 1843 on board the Phoebe
(Anon, 1841-1850b). On board ship Dr Greenwood was The New Zealand Company's representative
and surgeon. Among his duties were daily inspections of the passengers for signs of fever, and
fortnightly for cleanliness (Campbell, 1996). The Greenwoods farmed in Motueka. Their house, a
log house, was known as Woodlands (Figure 2.9b). John was appointed a Justice of the Peace in
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1844, and was a member of the original Board of Governors of Nelson College. Between 1857 and
1863 he was the first inspector of schools. From 1863 he was headmaster of Nelson College until
1866 when he resigned to become Sergeant-of-Arms at Parliament (Lash, 1992). During this period
Sarah and her daughters lived in Nelson.
Sarah Greenwood was an artist, having taught art in London before immigrating to New Zealand
(Kirker, 1986:10). Despite hardships of establishing a new life in Nelson, Sarah found time to
illustrate that life. She drew her family engaged in evening activities (Figures 4.69a-c), the houses
she lived in and those she visited in Nelson and Waimea, and the surrounding countryside (Figures
4.69d-f). Sarah's sketches and watercolours date from the time she arrived in Nelson until 1887,
with many in the art collection at The Nelson Provincial Museum and the Alexander Turnbull
Library. The portraits of her three children recorded not only the children's pastimes but also the
style of the clothing worn, fabrics and hairstyles of the period.
Art was an essential part of Sarah's life. In a letter to her daughter Mary in June 1852 she conveys
her feelings;
'I honestly think that a life with a specific object to look at is a far happier one than when
passed in simply doing one's share of sweeping and stocking mending. This belief makes
me feel that if a woman has no object, she is wise in making one for herself' (Greenwood,
1842-1880).

In her book New Zealand Women Artists (1986), Kirker described Sarah Greenwood; 'through her

artistic endeavours that established Sarah Greenwood at the beginning of a realist school of women
painters in this country' (Kirker, 1986:10).
Sarah and her daughters sewed.

Charlotte and Frances married in a double ceremony on 17

February 1870. In a letter to her sisters before the wedding Jane Greenwood wrote;
'All is going on well, the only big things left to finish are Fan's wedding dress and Char's
riding one. We are meantime swamped with visitors, and these visitors sometimes bring
presents which makes me hate them less intensely than I should otherwise. I have noe to
make 5 bonnets etc., my dress done, Katie's ditto, dressing gowns fit beautifully, - 70 people
invited, all in good spirits, rather nervous ... Pray for a fine day' (Greenwood, 1869:Vol
1:101a).

Frances married William Pharazyn, a lawyer, Charlotte married Dr William Kemp, a house surgeon
at Nelson Hospital. The event was reported at the time;
'At a little before 11 the wedding party arrived, and the brides - who were dressed in white
glace silk and wearing veils of white tulle - each accompanied by five elegantly dressed
bridesmaids, were escorted to the alter by Dr and Mr. F. Greenwood ... At the conclusion of
the ceremony the bridal party left ... and at once adjourned to Dr Greenwood's house, when
about 70 guests sat down to an elegant breakfast .. The brides are the daughters of Dr. and
Mrs. Grrenwood, who rank among our oldest and most respected settlers, they having
emigrated to Nelson in the year 1843 ... since that time the name of Greenwood of
Greenwood has been intimately associated with every movement having for its object the
advancement of social and religious welfare in the [sic] town. The happy brides may rest
assured that they carry with them to their new homes the hearty good wishes of all classes of
the Nelson community' (Anon, 1870:2).
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Nelson newspapers did not report weddings to such detail, including descriptions of the bride's
dress, until the late 1800s. This newspaper report demonstrated how highly the Greenwoods were
regarded by the people of Nelson.
From 1871 or 1872 Sarah and John lived with Frederick and Clara and their six children at The
Grange (Figures 4.69f-h) until their deaths in 1889 and 1890 respectively (Wylie, 2005). The Grange
was still standing at the time of this study, largely untouched, with the original stone lined well,
trees and out-buildings (Figure 4.69g). Sarah and John Greenwood were both buried at Motueka's
Historic cemetery, Pioneer Park, along with their daughter Agnes (1841-1854) and son Charles
(1839-1862) (Figure 4.69i)(Tasman District Council, 2007). Fred farmed this property until it was
sold in 1891 (Wylie, 2005). He and his family then moved to New Plymouth (Neale, 1984). For
further information on the Greenwood family refer to section 2.6.5.
4.6.8.2

Estimated date

The style of COS.107.69 and COS.101.69 are consistent with garments dated circa 1865. They were
however dated as 1850s and 1860s respectively by Carson in 1984 (Carson, 1984). The criteria used
by Carson to her survey of the NPM's dress collection are not known. However, the style of
COS.107.69, as seen in images of this period, did suggest a date later than 1850s. The bodice
embellished with braid to create a yoke shape, had a centre front opening and semi-fitted sleeves, as
in Figures D.23 and D.25. The front of the skirt at the waist was flat, with fullness at the back as
pleats. By the rnid-1860s the shape of skirts was changing from bell shaped to fan shape, with a flat
front and extending at the back, as seen in Miss Mcintosh's dress (Figure D.24) dated c1865.
However bell shaped skirts were being worn in Nelson until at least the end of the 1860s (Figures
D.26-27).
COS.101.69 had shaped seams, and was gathered onto a waistband again with more fullness at the
back. The seams of a skirt, worn by Katherine Greenwood in a Davis image taken c1865 (Figure
D.25), can easily be seen in. The proper right front panel seam resembles those found in COS.101.69
where the right panel is cut on the straight grain and the centre panel on a slight bias grain, giving
the skirt shape. Both skirts had in-seam pockets and hems bound with braid.
COS.107.68 was hand stitched, COS.101.69 was machine stitched using a chain stitch machine. This
would indicate that perhaps the garments were made by different people and/ or at different times,
the skirt being made after the purchase of a sewing machine.
The style of COS.97.69.a-b, with leg-of-mutton style sleeves, suggests a date of circa 1895. This style
of sleeve was seen in Nelson at this time (Figures D.53 to D.59). COS.98.69 had two-piece fitted
sleeves and was dated as circa 1900-1910. Both were constructed predominantly by machine, with
stand collars, cuffs, and decorated with lace and ribbon.
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4.6.9

A4933 (Figure 4.12a)

4.6.9.1

Provenance

The dress, A4933, was reportedly worn by Martha Rutherford nee Thompson. In an image of
Martha, dated c1860, sourced from the Alexander Turnbull Library in Wellington, Martha is
wearing a dress similar in style to A4933 (Figure 4.70a). In this photograph the fold-lines visible on
the skirt of Martha's dress may indicate this was a new garment.

In European portraiture

especially, fold-lines were seen as a status symbol (Ginsburg, 1982).
Martha was born in 1843. Her mother Caroline Shuttleworth had married Charles Thompson (died
1853) in 1840. They lived in Hornchurch near London, England. In 1852 Martha's uncle, Henry
Shuttleworth and his family, immigrated to New Zealand, settling in Taranaki. The rest of the
family decided to immigrate to New Zealand in 1855. Martha came to New Zealand with her
widowed mother Caroline Thompson and three brothers, her grandmother Jane Shuttleworth and
four of Jane's unmarried children. They were cabin passengers on the Bank of England landing in
Auckland in late December 1855. The family then sailed to Taranaki to be met by Henry. They
settled in the village of Henui in Taranaki (Campbell, 1996).
In 1860, when Maori land wars and the proclamation of martial law 22 February 1860, in Taranaki,
forced Europeans to move to the town of New Plymouth, the population of New Plymouth
increased from 1000 to 2650 (Campbell, 1996).

Women and children were evacuated due to

overcrowding and the risk of disease. Caroline Thompson, with three of her children, was sent to
Nelson on the Airedale (Campbell, 1996). New Plymouth was fortified; troops came from Australia.
The Shuttleworth's home, crops and livestock at Henui were reputedly destroyed by Maori (Figure
4.70b) and the military assumed control of Henry Shuttleworth's house in New Plymouth. In
September 1860 Mr and Mrs Shuttleworth and five children left for Nelson, they arrived on board
the Airedale 9 September 1860 (Anon, 1860-1861; Campbell, 1996). A 'Statement of Losses or Injuries
in the Recent Native Disturbance at Taranaki' filed in New Plymouth by Henry Shuttleworth on 22
June 1861, held by National Archives (IA 132/11), details property destroyed or damaged during
the period of instability (Campbell, 1996).
Refugees were moved from Taranaki to Nelson and Auckland during 1860. Between March 1860
and November 1860, around 975 adults and children arrived by ship (Airedale, White Swan, Wonga

Wonga, Tasmanian Maiden, Victoria and Jupiter) from Taranaki (Figure 4.70c) (Anon, 1860-1861).
Many women are reported to have actively resisted the evacuation orders (Anon, 1860c). In Nelson
many were housed in purpose-built barracks or with the people of Nelson. Newspapers reported
the plight of the refugees, advertising fundraising events organised throughout New Zealand
asking for donations of money and clothing (Figure 4.70d) (Otago Colonist, 1860).
The Spring Grove School Committee employed Martha's mother in 1861. The school had a roll of
100 boys and girls, aged from five to fourteen years, but less than half were reported to be present
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on any one day (Campbell, 1996). The group was split into two groups, boys and girls, Caroline
taught the girls. Two months later she married her second husband, William Jefferies, of Spring
Grove. They lived near the school on what was later to become Jefferies Road (Campbell, 1996).
The school building was still standing at the time of this study, being used by the Brightwater
Playcentre.
Martha helped at the school teaching the girls sewing and fancy work. When her mother resigned,
being pregnant with her twelfth child, twenty year-old Martha took up the position of assistant
mistress. Martha had fifty girls in her class (Campbell, 1996). On 28 April1866 she married James
Rutherford at Spring Grove. Martha taught at the school after she married and until part way
through her first pregnancy at the end of 1866 (Anon, 1994; Campbell, 1996; Eve, 1939; Nelson
Historical Society, 1988; Pukeariki, 2006).
James Rutherford and his family (father George Rutherford, a wheelwright and joiner; mother
Barbara Rutherford nee Adie, brothers Andrew, George and John) who had lived in Dundee,
Scotland, sailed from London 16 November 1842 on the Phoebe. They had free passage to New
Zealand under The New Zealand Company's immigration scheme (Anon, 1841-1850b). The Palmer
and Greenwood families were also on this ship (see sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.8). The Phoebe arrived in
Nelson on 29 March 1843. The Rutherfords first settled in Motueka where George worked on the
construction of a timber mill. In 1845 they had moved to Waimea West renting part of Section 131,
working clearing the land and selling timber. At the end of the 1840s, George was working as a
wheelwright. In December 1854 he purchased land bordering the main south road in Waimea
South, this portion of the road was renamed Lord Rutherford Road in 1972. By 1854, the family had
grown to nine children, six boys and three girls. George continued to work as a wheelwright,
undertaker and farmer. Three sons, Andrew, George and James worked with their father
(Campbell, 1996).
Before marrying Martha in 1866, James Rutherford had a house built on his father's land on the
main south road. Martha and James had a large family, seven boys and five girls, although three of
the boys did not survive past their early teens. Ernest Rutherford, christened as Earnest, later Lord
Rutherford a Nobel Prize winner for chemistry, was their fourth child (Figure 4.70e) (Anon, 1994;
Campbell, 1996; Eve, 1939; Nelson Historical Society, 1988; Pukeariki, 2006).
In Nelson, James Rutherford worked as a wheelwright, farmer, and under contract to the railway.
In 1882 the family moved to Havelock (Figure 4.70£) where James established a flax mill, and then to
Taranaki in 1887 where he built one of the first flax mills at Pungarehu. The Rutherford Flax Mill
was the last in Taranaki to close in 1929. James and Martha retired to New Plymouth, they died
there in 1928 and 1935 respectively (Anon, 1994; Eve, 1939; Nelson Historical Society, 1988;
Pukeariki, 2006).
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The dress, A4933, was donated to the museum in 1983 by Ernest Rutherford's niece. At the time of
donation the lace around the neck of the dress was reported as having been replaced by the donor,
with lace from Martha Rutherford's sewing box (Anon, 1983).

A newspaper report in 1995

suggested the dress was coloured with chromate dye, possibly using chromite ore mined in the Dun
Mountain chromate mine during the 1860s (Anon, 1995).
In 1852 copper ore was found in the Dun Mountain area of Nelson. Capital to open a mine was

raised in London and the Dun Mining Copper Mining Company was formed there in 1857. But
there was insufficient copper on the surface to mine, reports of the copper being described as 'report
of masses of ore all moonshine' (Jenkins, 1962). However a vein of the mineral chromate of iron was
discovered. The mineral was in demand in Europe from the late 1850s, being used in the dyeing of
textiles (Jenkins, 1962). The chromate dye had been developed in the 1850s to replace hazardous
arsenic dyes (Anon, 1995). The first railway line in New Zealand was built to move the ore to the
Nelson port for export to Europe (Figure 4.70g). The Dun Mountain Railway was formally opened
3 February 1862 (Anon, 1925). Around 4825 tons of chromite ore was extracted from the mine from
1858 until the mine closed in 1865 (Jenkins, 1962). The chrornite boom is reported to have ended as
chromite began to run out, cheaper coal based dyes were discovered, and the American Civil War
stopped cotton exports to England (Anon, 1995). The assets of the mining company were sold in
1872 including the land and railway line. A relic of the Dun Mountain Railway was in use in
Nelson city until 1901, horse drawn trams, made from wagons, ran along Hardy Street from
Trafalgar Street to the port (Figure 4.70h) (Jenkins, 1962).
4.6.9.2

Date verification

A4933 was reported to have been worn by Martha on her wedding day in 1866. The style and
construction of this dress is typical of the period. Figure 4.70a is an image of Martha wearing a
similarly styled dress, the photograph probably taken before Martha left Taranaki. A4933 was
stitched by hand, with a full bell shaped skirt, pleated at the waist (Figure D.22). The waist seam
was piped. Skirt hem was bound with braid and there was no in-seam pocket. The bodice had a
centre front opening fastened with hooks and hand stitched eyelets. Glass buttons were used as
decoration. Shoulders were wide and sloping with shoulder seams to the back. Fullness of the
front bodice is controlled at the waist with tight gathers and extended up over the shoulders where
the fullness covered the armhole seams (Figures D.13 and D.20). Sleeves were very full bishop style
with self-fabric cuffs (Figures D.20 and D.22) and decorated with braid (Figure D.26).
4.6.10

NPM997.68.1 (Figure 4.14a)

4.6.10.1 Provenance
The bodice and skirt, NPM997.68.1, are reported to have belonged to Nelson woman Huria
Matenga (The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1997). The outfit was donated to the museum in 1997.
The donor's parents were Henry and Victoria Bennett nee Park (Te Ati Awa and Te Arawa).
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Victoria was named after Hfuia's grandmother Wikitoria Te Amohau of Ngati Te Whiti. The
donor's grandparents were Huta and Mere Park of Motueka (Te Atiawa). Huria, with no children
of her own, had wanted to adopt Mere (The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1988; The Nelson
Provincial Museum, 1997). The donor's uncle was the first Bishop Bennett of Te Arawa tribe (The
Nelson Provincial Museum, 1997).
Hfuia was born probably some time between 1840 and 1842 of Te Atiawa, Ngati Tama and Ngati
Toa descent (Figure 4.71a) (Ormsby, 1990). Hfuia was named Ngarongoa Katene at birth, and also
known as Nga Hota (Ormsby, 1990). Her European name was Julia Martin. She married Hemi
Matenga Wai-punahau (James Martin) in 1858 in an arranged marriage. Hemi had a daughter,
Mamae, who Huria raised as her own.
Hfuia was a notable and well-respected woman in her own community, as well as in Taranaki and
Porirua where she owned land, and become known to the Europeans in 1863 (Ormsby, 1990). On
the morning of 4 September 1863 the cargo ship Delaware, sailing out of Nelson destined for
Hawke's Bay, was driven onto rocks near Hfuia's home at Wakapuaka, during a storm (Figure
4.71£). Hfuia, her husband, and three others, swam through the surf, secured a line on rocks, and
rescued all but one of those on board the vessel. The shipwrecked crew were then cared for by their
rescuers, being fed and given blankets and dry clothing (Anon, 1863a; Anon, 1863; Anon, 1863b).
Since 1860 there had been armed conflict between Maori and Pakeha in Taranaki and Waikato; this
act of humanity by Maori caught the public's imagination (Figure 4.71b). At a public ceremony on
14 November 1863, Hfuia, Hemi and Ropata were presented with fifty pounds, Kerei and [Elijah]
were presented with ten pounds, gifts from the Government. All five were presented with watches
paid for by public subscription (Anon, 1863; Anon, 1863; Ormsby, 1990). The silver watch which
was presented to Hemi was in The Nelson Provincial Museum collection, accession number
NPM994.194.1. In an address to those present Hfuia's act of bravery was compared to that of
another heroine;
'Grace Darling a heroine; her fame spread throughout Europe; and her memory is still
fondly cherished wherever the English language is spoken. And like her, Julia, your name
and your deed will find a place in local history of which a queen might be proud; and we
present you with a watch, whereon your children, and their successors may read with
pleasure an inscription which testifies the esteem in which you are held by the settlers of
Nelson' (Anon, 1863:3).

During the 1880s, Hfuia inherited land from her father at Wakapuaka, however title of the land was
in dispute at that time and remained so until1936, after Hfuia's death. Hfuia and Hemi farmed on
a large scale, and several blocks of land were leased to settler farmers. The Matengi's prosperity set
them apart from other Maori of the time. They maintained a spacious homestead (Figure 4.71d),
lawns and tennis court, and it is said they entertained lavishly (Ormsby, 1990).

In a letter

accompanying the outfit donated to The Nelson Provincial Museum, the donor states that 'she
[Hfuia] had all her European clothes made in England' (Figure 4.71c) (The Nelson Provincial
Museum, 1997). Huria died 24 April1909, a heroine, with a permanent place in local history and
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folklore (Anon, 1994; McDonald, Penfold and Williams, 1991; Pringle, 1974; Scholefield, 1940). Over
2,000 people attended her tangi at Wakapuaka on 2 May 1909 (Ormsby, 1990). Huria's resting place
was at Haua Urupa overlooking Delaware Bay and Peppin Island, with Hemi and Mamae (Figures
4.71f-h).
4.6.10.2 Estimated date

The style and construction of NPM997.68.1 made this two-piece dress particularly difficult to date.
Many elements were consistent with garments dated c1890-1900. The use of velvet trim on the hem
was found in one other garment (COS.613.80, c1890-1900). The skirt, which would have been close
fitting at the front, had, instead of side seams, darts to provide shaping over the hips. The skirt was
heavy and cone shaped due to the way it was cut and interlined, and had fullness at the centre back
as deep knife pleats. This style was similar to that labelled a 'French' skirt and described by Severa
as appearing in The Ladies' Home Journal as a scale pattern in 1891 (Severa, 1995:461).
The bodice had a V shaped front neckline edged with lace and velvet, and a modesty piece.
Remnants of another piece attached around the neckline remained. The collar style is similar. to
those in images dated cl905 (Figure D.68). The sleeve style was not seen in any images in the
Museum's collection or in the sources used. There was an attached self-fabric belt. The detailed
garment, predominantly machine stitched, was probably made by an experienced dressmaker. The
hand stitching was very uniform and neat, the pattern-making would have been complicated as
both skirt and bodice had detailed embellishments.
For several reasons this dress was dated prior to 1900. If the owner of the dress was in fact Huria
Matenga, who died in 1909 at about the age of sixty-nine, it would have been expected that she
would have worn this 'fashionable' dress as a younger woman. In photographs taken later in her
life, the type of dress worn by Huria is not often apparent as she was frequently pictured wearing a
cloak (Figure 4.71e).
4.6.11

COS.141.78 & a (Figure 4.16a)

4.6.11.1

Provenance

This object, a bodice and skirt, was donated in 1969. In the accession records this outfit was listed as
a 'brown two-piece wedding dress' and the donor's grandparent as John Brown (Nelson Historical
Society, 1976; The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1969; The Nelson Provincial Museum, 1988). The
donor, Mr Alex Brown, died 16 April1971 aged 73 years (Nelson City Council, 2007). His wife, Jean
White Brown, died 26 September 1973 aged 89 years (Nelson City Council, 2007). The donor did
not have children. The only next of kin identified was a brother, John Brown, who had been living
in Ashburton, South Canterbury (Anon, 1971). Research beyond this point was not successful. The
style of bodice and skirt suggest being made in the mid-1890s; thus this outfit may have been the
wedding dress of the donor's parents or his wife's parents.
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A will, Disposition & Settlement by John Brown & Spouse 1829 (Figure 4.72), was donated at the same
time as the garments. In this will John Brown, a farmer in Auchrobert, Scotland, left family textiles
to his eldest son John Brown;
'In the second place my said Trustees and the Survivors of them & his foresaids shall
immediately on my death taking place Assigns Transfers and make overs to and in favours
of the said John Brown my eldest Son ... and also the furniture and whole bed and table
linen in the house thereof' (Brown, 1829:1).

Other children listed as beneficiaries were William, Isobel Stewart nee Brown of Browncastle; Helen
Heel nee Brown of Windyhall; and Agnes Brown, along with her son John McLean. John Brown's
wife Janet Brown is also listed as a beneficiary (Brown, 1829).
Seeking a link between the will, the donor and Nelson, the passenger lists of immigrant ships into
Nelson were searched to see if any of the Brown family in Scotland immigrated to New Zealand. In
1842 a William (32 years) and Sarah (34 years) Brown arrived in Nelson on board the Martha

Ridgway with their children John (9 years), Jemima (7 years), Mary (5 years), and William (age not
listed) (Anon, 1841-1850b). In 1842 a William (22 years) and Barbara (19 years) Brown arrived in
Nelson on board the Thomas Harrison. In 1847 a Mr Brown is listed as a passenger on the Saghalien.
Without further details going beyond this to identify the family was not possible.
4.6.11.2 Estimated date
The style and construction of COS.141.78 were consistent with garments of the period circa 1898,
supporting the date of c1890s given by Carson in 1984 (Carson, 1984). Bodice and skirt were
machined stitched, including the armhole seam, embellished with lace, ribbon and velvet. The
bodice was heavily boned with an extended front seen throughout the 1890s (Figures D.49, D.51-54,
D.58), with a centre front opening, waist stay, and hooks to attach skirt to bodice. Set-in. sleeves
were empire puff style in fashion in 1898 (Figure D.61). Similarly styled sleeves were also seen
earlier cl894 (Figure D.54). The skirt had a flat front and fullness as pleats at the back. The skirt
opening was at the centre back and hem binding was absent. The style of the skirt was similar to
that worn by Christina Nuttal when she married in 1891 (Figure D.51).
4.6.12

COS.572.79 (Figure 4.18a)

4.6.12.1 Provenance
COS.572.79 belonged to Mrs Ellen Tedder nee Shephard who lived in Nelson and taught music
from 1898 until c1920 (Smith and Smith, 1979). Ellen was the godmother of one of the donors,
Misses Margaret Florence and Amy Janet Smith, of the bodice and skirt. Handwritten notes on file
described Ellen as 'a most accomplished lady - artist, musician, linguist (French, Italian and
German), and exponent of the art of fine embroidery' and 'I remember her as a lovely, gracious
lady, possessing a true serenity of spirit' (Smith and Smith, 1979:1).
Ellen was the youngest daughter of the Hon Joseph Shephard M.L.C. (Figure 4.73a).

Joseph

Shephard (born 1822) and his wife, Ann, arrived in New Zealand with their four children (one boy
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and three girls), on the Donna Anita 22 February 1861. Joseph Shephard, who was in the New
Zealand House of Representatives from 1876, died in 1898 (Alexander Turnbull Library and
National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa, no date). On 25 November
1919, Ellen married George Ernest Tedder (Figure 4.73b) at StPeter's Church in Havelock (Anon,
1857-1920d; Nelson City Council, 2007). Ellen died 7 July 1937, aged 83 years. George died 16 July
1939, aged 70 years. Ellen ,and George Tedder were buried at the Wakapuaka Cemetery (Figure
4.73c) in Nelson (Nelson City Council, 2007).
Attached to the waist of the skirt was a woven label with the name 'Mrs Anstice Draper Nelson and
Blenheim'.
Mrs Anstice (Figure 4.73d) was born Sophia Catesby in Marylebone, London, 5 November 1849,
She married Edwin King 12 January 1873 at the church of Saint Martin in the Fields, London. They
emigrated to Nelson, with their one-year old son Edwin Junior, under the Vogel immigration
scheme as assisted immigrants. They arrived in Nelson 26 October 1874 on board the Chile (Anon,
no date-a; Lash, 1992). The King family was one of thirty families chosen to set up the settlement of
Karamea on the northwest coast of the South Island. The community was isolated, and sited on
infertile soil. Their second child was born there but only lived for a few hours. Another child, a
daughter Lillian Jane, was born in 1877. Sophia set up a dressmaking business in Karamea in 1876
(Anon, no date-a; Lash, 1992).
The Kings abandoned the settlement in 1878 and moved to Nelson.

Sophia carried on her

dressmaking in Nelson, having to provide for the family after her husband developed tuberculosis.
Another daughter, Harriet Louise, was born in 1879. Sophia had premises in Hardy Street. Her
husband died 16 February 1880, and Harriet 7 November 1880, aged 21 months. Sophia married
John Snook Anstice 20 June 1885 at her Hardy Street premises. Sophia was 36 years and John (a
widower and baker with premises also in Hardy Street) 56 years of age. They lived with three
children from John's first marriage and Sophia's two children from her first marriage. They had two
sons, Leslie (who died at six months) and Herbert (born 11 January 1888) (Anon, no date-a; Lash,
1992).
As business flourished Sophia purchased a larger building, St Alban's House (Figure 4.73e), on the
corner of Hardy and Hope Streets in 1891 and set up a drapery and dressmaking business
employing a large staff. Sophia had branches in Murchison, Takaka, Motueka and Blenheim.
Sophia travelled by passenger coach regularly to her shops often taking her son Herbert with her.
Sophia travelled to London to do her buying from relatives who had a large drapery business in
Tottenham Court Road (Lash, 1992). In 1900 a new St Alban's House was built in Trafalgar Street.
John Anstice died 11 May 1917. In 1924 Sophia's son Herbert built The Anstice Building beside St
Alban's House in Trafalgar Street, the two buildings were connected internally. Herbert took over

the running of his mother's business as she grew older (Anon, no date-a; Lash, 1992). Sophia died 1
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August 1926. She was buried at Wakapuaka cemetery with her first husband and two of their
children (Figure 4.73£) (Nelson City Council, 2007).
The business, known asS. Anstice, Son and Co, eventually floundered (Anon, no date-a; Lash, 1992).
At the time of this study Anstice buildings, or part of them, in Trafalgar and Hardy Streets stood.
On the site of St Alban's House, Hardy Street, there was a much larger building (Figure 4.73g.1) but
certain features of this building suggested that St Alban's House had been extended and modified at
some stage.

The Anstice's Building, in Trafalger Street, housed the fashion design studio and

clothing manufacturing businesses Mad Cat and Mad Dog (Figure 4.73g.2).
4.6.12.2 Estimated date

The style and construction of COS.572.79 were consistent with garments in the period from 1900 to
1910. While not as elaborate as garments in images dated c1900-1910 COS.572.79 does have similar
features. Blouse style bodice had a centre front closure and a waistband. The set-in sleeves, with
fullness at the sleeve head, had horizontal pleats, braided decoration and lace at the wrist. Armhole
seams are machine stitched. The bodice had a boned lace collar and front lace decoration. Pin tucks
from the shoulder controlled fullness of the centre front waist. Bodice and skirt were both machine
stitched. The gored skirt had fullness at the back as gathers, closure at side front, and a hem flounce
on the lining. The lower edge of the skirt was decorated with horizontal banding, front skirt seams
are pleated at the hem. Skirt had hanging tapes and a maker's label.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
An understanding of the material and social culture within which an artefact was produced places
that object in its historical setting. The study of the dress collection at The Nelson Provincial
Museum required a multi-faceted approach analysing the object and the society through the
examination of archival, photographic and documentary resources. Through the analysis of the
clothing and the investigation and interpretation of cultural and social history information, a picture
of life in the colony of Nelson during the settlement period developed.
There are six issues which warrant further discussion:
1

The physical analysis of the dresses.

2

The women who wore these dresses.

3

Provenance information.

4

The accuracy and collection of data.

5

The presentation of garments.

6

Implications for the museum.

5.1

Physical evidence, analysis and contribution to understanding

5.1.1

Physical examination

Table 2.12, Construction techniques in women's outerwear, 1830 to 1910, was developed to compare
the construction methods used in the garments of the present study with those used in garments in
other studies. Dresses in the present study were found to be constructed in a similar manner. This
table was also used to support the estimated date of the dresses under examination.
Of the objects dated prior to 1875 (n=13) ten are stitched predominantly by hand and of those dated
after 1875 (n=5), all have been stitched using a sewing machine. The most common range of hand
stitches used on the garments were half backstitch, ISO 205 (n=13), running stitch, ISO 209 (n=15),
and overcast stitch, ISO 205 (n=18) (International Organization for Standardization, 1991a). Half
backstitch was used to construct seams and overcast stitch used to finish the raw edges of seams.
Where machine stitching was present, single lockstitch, ISO 301, was used in eleven garments, zigzag stitch, ISO 304, used in two garments and chain stitch, ISO 101, used in one garment
(International Organization for Standardization, 1991a).
The period in which garments in this study moved from being hand to machine stitched (mid1860s) was consistent with the availability of the sewing machine in Nelson. Thomas Bush was
selling a 'loopstitch' sewing machine in 1862, in May 1866, The Nelson Examiner advertised W. F.
Thomas's patent sewing machine, and N. Edwards and Co., Nelson, were advertising machines in
Stevens and Bartholomew's New Zealand Directon; for 1866-67 (Anon, 1866c; Stevens and
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Bartholomew, 1866;Anon, 1862). New Zealand import statistics for 1880 showed 6069 machines
(sewing and knitting machines) were imported to New Zealand that year (Melville, 1993).
Women who made their own garments, or dressmakers, were using the new technology, and much
of the garment could be sewn by machine. The early machines available produced only a single
lockstitch, chain stitch, or zig-zag stitch, and were flat bed

mac~es,

so some seams and finishes

(such as armhole and buttonholes) in a garment were still stitched by hand. Seam allowances were
finished by hand or pinked.
Zig-zag stitch was used in two garments to attach velvet binding at the hem. A machine capable of
producing a ziz-zag stitch (ISO 304) was available much later than machines producing straight
stitches (ISO 301, ISO 101), and appeared to have been in use commercially by the 1870s in the USA
(Cooper, 1968). As these machines were all imported into New Zealand they would have been
available to women here later than the 1870s. The zig-zag stitch on these garments was in a light
coloured thread, quite different to thread used elsewhere on the garments. This stitching may have
been used in the manufacture of the velvet binding or have been a more. recent addition to the
garment, the skirt having had the length altered and the velvet binding used to finish the hem edge.
Velvet binding came into use later in the century replacing wool braid as a hem finish (Malthus,
1996).
The predominant type of seam used was a plain seam, seam class ISO 1.01.01, found in all garments
(International Organization for Standardization, 1991b). Fifteen garments had seam allowances
finished together (seam class ISO 1.10.03) and eight garments seam allowances finished separately
(seam class ISO 1.01.05) (International Organization for Standardization, 1991b). Other commonly
used seam types; seam class ISO 1.03.01 (a finished edge, n=8), seam class ISO 1.07.01 (the waist
seam method, n=8), seam class ISO 1.12.01 (a piped seam, n=10), seam class ISO 3.05.01 (a bound
edge, n=12) (International Organization for Standardization, 1991b).
The objects dated after 1875 (n=5) were generally of a more intricate construction, with greater use
of applied and constructed decoration, and more detailed finish than those dated pre-1875. Many
factors would have contributed to this:
fashion trends;
the profusion of fabric and haberdashery suppliers in Nelson;
the increased use of the sewing machine;
the increased capability of the sewing machine and the advent of special machine
attachments;
the increased availability of patterns, fashion illustrations, and photographs;
immigration and an increasing population;
the interchange of ideas with the movement of people and improved communications.
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5.1.2

Fabrics and fibres

Standard optical microscopy was initially chosen to identify the fibre of garment fabrics in the
study. This method was considered necessary as it maintained the integrity of the specimen, only a
small specimen was reqillred, the method could be repeated, and it was known which fabrics were
in use during the period being studied. The resulting images, however, were not sufficiently clear to
positively identify the fibre types. A group of fibres representa tive of those determined using
standard optical microscopy was selected and SEM images taken, with much more definitive
results. SEM procedures are destructive of the specimen therefore it was important to ensure fibre
taken did not destroy the integrity of the object. However the specimen was available for future
research using SEM.
Many of the fibres examined showed signs of degradatio n. The surface characteristics of the fibres
being examined were not as marked as new fibres under both standard optical microscopy and
SEM. To make positive comparisons the degraded fibres would have to be compared to known
fibres of similar age. These fibres, or images of them, were not available at the time of this study.
The outer fabric of most artefacts was silk, used in fifteen of the garments, one garment was cotton,
and two were made of what was thought to be a woolj cotton mix. COS.127.78 and COS.376.78
were two garments accessioned into the collection before or during 1978. There was no provenanc e
for either of these artefacts however they appeared to be made of the same fabric, a green paisley
print. Samples of both outer fabrics were examined under SEM. The SEM image of the sample
from COS.127.78 was of a wool fibre. However the SEM image for COS.376.78 was cotton. The
procedure was repeated for COS.376.78, the second image displayed a wool fibre. Standard optical
microscopy revealed that both wool and cotton fibres were present in the sample from COS.376.78.
Repeating the SEM procedure for COS.127.78 was not possible. The cotton fibre present in the
COS.376.78 image may have been through contamina tion of the sample or the fabric was in fact a
wool/ cotton mix. A repeat of the sampling and SEM procedure s would be necessary to accurately
determine the fibre mix of both fabrics.
All but one object, which used two different types of silk, used one type of outer fabric. Lining
fabrics used were cotton (n=43) and linen (n=2). Garments may have used up to four different
types of lining fabric. For example, for the bodice and skirt COS.235.69.2-3, a different fabric was
used to line the bodice, bodice peplum, and skirt. In this instance, the peplum lining differed to that
of the bodice lining and the peplum appears to have been added after the bodice was made.
Bodices and skirts may have been lined in different fabrics for economic reasons or because of fabric
availability. Fabrics with a higher cover factor would be expected to have cost more. The skirt
styles in the study prior to and estimated date of 1875, were very full reqillring several metres
(yards at the time) of outer and lining fabrics. To reduce the cost of the garment a lower priced
cloth, one with a lower cover factor, may have been used in the skirt. In seven of the twelve
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a lower cover factor
garment s consisting of a bodice and skirt, the fabrics used to line the skirts had
lining could be that
compar ed to the bodice linings. Another reason for the use of a different bodice
of the bodice would be
as the bodice style was very fitted and so subject to more strain, the life
extende d by using a higher quality lining.
was available in New
The fibre content of the fabrics,. notions and trims used reflected what
wool, silk and linen,
Zealand, the UK and the USA, during the period 1830 to 1910 namely cotton,
immigra nts as either
and mixes of these fibres. These fabrics were brought to New Zealand with
and trims were also
piece goods, or clothing, or were been importe d at a later time. Clothing, fabric
once they were settled
purchas ed by immigra nts when traveling, and sent out by family and friends
two separate occasions,
in New Zealand. Between 1899 and 1902, Alice Wyley nee Platt wrote on
saying thank you for a
'purchas ed some very nice silk [at Colombo, Sri Lanka] to make ties', and in
weather ' (Platt and
parcel sent from England, 'the lace tie will be most useful in this lovely summer
Wyley, 1899-1902).
manufa ctured in New
Fabrics of the quality and type used in the dresses in the study were not
in Nelson from as
Zealand during this time period. Even though fabric was being manufa ctured
of the period (Hughesearly as 1842, the cloth was not comparable to that used in women' s dresses
Blick as Blick Cloth, and
Sparrow , 1980). The fabrics, tweed and flannel, manufac tured by Thomas
tailoring and uniforms.
then by Joseph Webley as Nelson Cloth, were used in sports suits, men's
New Zealand flax fibre
Some experim entation was happeni ng overseas in the 1870s using exporte d
evidence if the fabrics
combine d with other fibres to produce dress quality fabrics. There was no
were ever manufac tured successfully.
5.1.3

Alterations, garment life and implica tions for dating

addition or removal of
Twelve of the eighteen objects showed signs of having been altered, through
method, change in style,
fabric, use of another type of thread, notion or trim, change in construc tion
seams taken in or let
or change in length or girth. Reasons for alterations were likely to have varied;
or tears in the fabric,
out if the garmen t no longer fitted the wearer, repairs made to damage d seams
ed or shortene d as
holes patched , fastenings replaced as they fell off, skirts or sleeves lengthen
happene d at the time
fashion dictated, lace added, again as fashions changed. Repairs may have
, before or after being
the garmen t was worn, or in an attempt to preserve or restore the garment
dress (A4933), had
accepted into the museum collection. Lace on Martha Rutherford's wedding
the original lace
been replaced by the donor before she donated it to the museum , perhaps because
had deteriorated.
life of a garmen t may
By altering a garment , the garment life could be extended. Extendi ng the
e and valued. The
reflect the importa nce of that garmen t to the wearer, or the fabric expensiv
on a special occasion
wearer may have only had one 'best' dress, the garmen t may have been worn
to somebo dy else
and then worn later as an 'everyday' dress, or the garmen t may have been passed
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to wear. Mary Ann Palmer's wedding dress (COS.235.69.1, Figure 4.2a) was probably altered to
extend its useful life. The dress appeared to have been first made as a separate bodice and skirt,
then at some point combined at the waist.
An alteration could have reflected a change in the fashions or the need for a dress for a special

occasion. The dress belonging to Mary Ann Palmer was dated as circa 1850 when first made
(COS.235.69.2-3, Figure 4.3a). Addition of the peplum reduced the length of the extended centre
front, rounding off the sharp point. When examining images in the photographic collection this
change in style seems to have occurred between the 1850s and 1860s. Elizabeth Caldwell 'adapted
[my best gown] for evening dress' in order to spend the evening with 'the lady of startling costume'
(Caldwell, 1850-1862). Elizabeth must have felt anxious about having the appropriate attire for the
occasion. The style of the sleeves of bodice COS.127.78 (Figure 4.4a) was changed from pagoda
(popular in the 1850s) to bishop (popular in the 1860s) with the addition of a lower section.
Replacing a dress may not have been an option for many women, especially in the early stages of
Nelson's settlement. Retailers were established from at least 1842 and dressmaking businesses were
advertising in newspapers from 1843. But the supply of fabrics, notions and trims, and ready-made
clothing depended on shipping as all were imported, and typically they were more expensive in
New Zealand than in England (Earp, 1858; Malthus, 1996). When food and money were short,
families would not have replaced worn clothing with new. There were several periods in Nelson's
history when families would have had trouble making ends meet; The New Zealand Company
collapse in the mid-1840s, the influx of 'refugees' from Taranaki in the 1860s, and a recession in the
1880s.

But a garment could be repaired, altered and re-made.

The labour cost of altering a

garment especially if completed by the owner of the garment, would have been low compared to
the cost of replacing it.
The style of Ann Milner's outfit (COS.613.80) consisting of two bodices, a skirt and a skirt panet
made from the same fabric, appeared to cover a number of decades, possibly from late 1860 through
to 1900. Ann was known to have worn predominantly black after her husband, William, died in
1883. The style of bodice B was considered much earlier than bodice A. The skirt panet with seam
lines and thread ends clearly visible, has at some stage been part of a skirt. The garment may have
been re-modelled with the skirt becoming more fitted with the removal of a panet while the second
bodice may have been made from remnants of the first outfit, or perhaps additional fabric. Ann
Milner did not have a lot of money to raise her family of seven children and run a household, which
also included her parents, especially after reportedly being defrauded of money by her brother-inlaw, Thomas Milner, after her husband's death (Milner, 1983).

The dress may have been

modernized for her daughter Annie. Re-modelling clothing would have been an option for Ann. If
she were unable to do it herself her father, a tailor by trade, would have had the skills.
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If an alteration required additional fabric, the dressmaker may have had access to remnants of the

same fabric, if the alterations happened soon after the garment was made, or another fabric may
have had to be used. The Palmer bodice (COS.235.69.2, c1850) was altered extensively using other
fabrics. The fabric used to line the peplum and the fabric-insert added at the neck to heighten the
neckline, differs from that used to line the bodice and skirt. The bodice was hand-sewn and these
alterations were sewn by machine. These alterations would have occurred after the early 1860s.
The range of garments altered in this study, and references to alterations in the literature such as
Sarah Greenwood's reference to mending stockings (see section 4.6.5), indicates that altering
garments was not particular to one socio-economic group. Altering and repairing garments was a
necessity of life in a new country during the time period of this study.
If the lifetime of a garment is viewed as being from its first inception, or even prior to this to the

manufacture of the fabric, through to its destruction, then alterations are as integral to the history of
that garment as when the garment was first made. Alterations can contain a wealth of information
about the life of the garment.

However alterations add another element to dating garments.

Alterations may destroy or mask the features which would allow a garment's manufacture date to
be established, the original form of the garment may not be evident. The introduction of other
materials and construction methods may also confuse the original date of manufacture. In the
extreme situation a garment may be taken back to its original state through restoration thus
destroying its history. Alterations need to be acknowledged as contributing to the history of a
garment and caution must be exercised when dating that garment.
5.1.4

Fashions

Women had access to English and European commentary on fashion in the newspapers from 1843;
the first newspaper was published in 1842. Family and friends sent parcels of clothing from 'home'
(the settler's country of origin) regularly. These must have contained items which were the latest
fashion as on receiving one such parcel Ellen Bury remarks that several pieces were 'ugly' and 'oldfashioned' while others were 'handsome' and she liked them 'excessively' (Bury, 1862:(folder D) 5758 IV:5-6).
Those in the clothing trade had experience prior to immigrating to New Zealand and retailers were
importing the fashionable goods. Prior to arriving in Nelson in 1857, Thomas Milner had had
seventeen years in the business. When William Milner was running the Milner drapery business in
1866 his brother Thomas, who was back in England at this time, was selecting 'from the best houses
in the trade' (Anon, 1867d). Sophia Anstice travelled to London to do her purchasing from family
in a drapery business there.
Fashion magazines with fashion plates were available in the USA as early as the 1830s, and in the
UK and Europe in the 1840s (Severa, 1995). The date fashion magazines were first available in
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Nelson is not known; some in the archives collection are dated from 1872.

However many settlers

here would have seen these magazines before they left and many may have been sent them by
family and friends still at 'home'. John Saxton received the Shrewsbury Journal in 1844. The Milner
family also received periodicals (Mahony, 2007). Even if these publications were not illustrated
they would have, like the newspapers of the time, likely to have contained commentary on the latest
fashions both from a male and female perspective.

With the development of photography,

photographs were not only a means for family to remain in touch with those who had emigrated
but would have also provided women here a view of what friends and relatives were wearing at
home.
The latest fashions for these women were only four to five months away by sea. Whether as the
latest fabrics, notions and trims, or undergarments imported by a retailer, fashion reports in the
press, or clothing sent by family, Nelson women were exposed to the London or Paris fashions just
one season later.

The style of the dresses in the study did reflect what women overseas were

wearing, as well as those being photographed in Nelson.
5.1.5

Dating artefacts using historical photographs

Images (many reproduced in Appendix D) from the photographic collection housed at The Nelson
Provincial Museum, along with secondary sources, were used to develop Table 4.1, Summary of
women's dress styles, 1830 to 1910. The images were also used throughout the study. Table 4.1 was
developed to corroborate reported dates of garments and establish a date range for undated
garments. As the style and construction techniques for each artefact overlapped time periods,
unless the actual date of construction was known and verified, dates were estimated. The date
certain styles were first seen in the UK or Europe was known, such as the crinoline c1856, and legof-mutton sleeves c1895, but this does not necessarily reveal when actual garments were made or
worn. The majority of photographic images used were known to be of Nelson. The dresses worn
could have been made here by the women who wore them, family friends or dressmakers, they may
have been made overseas or bought with the women when they immigrated. The country of origin
of only one dress in the study is known, COS.143.78 (Figure 4.1a) was made in England and bought
to New Zealand in 1948.
The styles of dresses in the present study were compared with photographs taken in the same
period. The styles were found to be similar to those being worn by a large number of women in
Nelson during the same period. The dresses could be dated within a ten-year period and these
dates were also consistent with the life dates, where known, of the women reported to be wearing
them. For the objects with dates recorded, these dates were found consistent with those in the chart,
but only indicated that these garments could have been worn as reported and not necessarily the
date they were made.
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While use of photographs introduces bias to a study (see sections 2.2.2 and 2.9), photographs from
the collection of The Nelson Provincial Museum were invaluable. The collection of negatives and
images was comprehensive, a continuous record of studio portraiture and documentary images
from many Nelson photographers working in the province from the 1860s. The collection is also
one of the largest of this type in New Zealand, comprised of collections from many significant
studio photographers. Many images were identified by the name of the sitter and the date the
photograph had been taken. Some even identified the month. If not able to be identified accurately,
the photographer and the period the photograph was taken could usually be estimated.
The images were of the people of Nelson, the clothing they wore, their houses or businesses, and the
landscape of the Nelson province.

These people may have worn their 'best' outfit for the

photographer, but often it was their 'best' outfit that survived, held special meaning, and eventually
donated to a museum. Photographs of many group and outdoor scenes were included providing
the opportunity to view garments as they were worn on the street, perhaps in less formal poses
(Figures D.27, D.44-45, D.47-48, D.50, D.76). These photographs often provide the chance to view
the back of people.
A number of images were thought to have been taken outside Nelson. This were several reasons for
this speculation: the photographer has not been identified, the studio settings were different to that
used by the photographers known to be working at the time and seen in other photographs, the
style of dress worn dates the photograph earlier than when photographers were known to be in
Nelson, and for those images that are named there was no evidence found to suggest that the
person was in Nelson at the time the photograph was taken. Whether the subject, or their family,
had immigrated to New Zealand is not known. However these images reflected the style of dress
worn at the time of the photograph, with the possibility that the wearer, and the dress being worn,
settled in Nelson.
Images were all scanned, then used digitally giving the author the opportunity to examine each
image greatly enlarged. These images not only provided detail of the clothing but also accessories,
hairstyles and fabrics used. Much of the construction detail was also evident. Additional images of
women featuring accessories worn by them, from Nelson photographer Alexander Fletcher, taken
between 1862 and 1867, have been included in Appendix E.
5.2

The women and their dresses

The lives of the women, men and their families reported in the present study embody the life of an
immigrant to New Zealand during the period 1841 to early 1900. These people are represented
either through their dress or their writings. Their lives, which crossed paths in the small settlement
of Nelson and the surrounding towns, portray the realities of living at this time.
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The first to arrive was the John McDonald in 1841 on the Whitby, his wife, Janet and their child
followed in 1842 on the Lloyds. In 1842, the Drummonds arrived on the Fifeshire and Sarah Sharp on
the Bolton. These immigrants from Scotland and England, all came as steerage passengers bringing
with them the clothing needed, and recommended by authors such as George Earp, presumably for
a working life in the new colony. The Saxton family travelled as cabin passengers on the Clifford
arriving in 1842. Mary Ann White arrived with her family on the Olympus in 1842. In 1843 three
families arrived on the Phoebe; John Palmer and the Greenwood family travelled as cabin
passengers, and the Rutherford family as steerage. As Dr Greenwood was the ship's surgeon, the
family was able to bring with them a large amount of luggage, more than usually allowed by cabin
and steerage passengers (Livingstone and Carson, 2007).
Whether they travelled as cabin passengers, or as assisted immigrants under The New Zealand

Company's scheme or another immigration scheme, all families arrived in a place vastly different to
the country they had left behind four to five months previously.

With little permanent

accommodation available and land still to be allotted, the first immigrants moved into immigrant
barracks, temporary shelters, or rented housing. Settlers concentrated on clearing the land, building
a house, establishing crops and livestock and then a source of income, and raising a family. The
women often helped with the family income.

Sarah Higgins took in dressmaking, Sarah

Greenwood made and sold butter, making 'about 4/- per week from my little dairy' (Greenwood,
1850:45). Sarah also sold pork, potatoes and cabbages.
Families were large: the Greenwoods had thirteen children, John and Mary Ann Palmer had twelve,
Sarah Sharp married Sydney Higgins and had eleven children, James Rutherford (from a family of
eleven) married Martha Thompson (who had eleven siblings) and they had twelve children. A
number of women would have had help to run their homes before they emigrated, but in Nelson,
little domestic help was available. With an abundance of single men in the colonies many single
women who were domestic servants before they left, married soon after arriving in New Zealand.
Both Elizabeth Caldwell and Sarah Greenwood had trouble finding and keeping domestic help.
Many of the older dresses in the study (dated before c1865) were from some of these families. The
quality of workmanship of these dresses varied, some having been made by a less experienced
person, perhaps at home (for example, COS.235.68.1-3), with others made by an experienced
dressmaker (for example, NP5312). With little time to make the clothing and household linen
needed for their families, and without the aid of a machine, women would have struggled to find
the resources to make these dresses. The cost of fabric determining what the dress was made of.
Even though it is hard to imagine that they had the time let alone the space available to lay out and
cut the fabric and linings, and then work on the voluminous skirts, they must have done so. Some
women may have been able to pay a dressmaker, either in Nelson, or at 'home' if the dress was
made before corning to New Zealand. If living out of the main centres women may not have had
access to dressmaking services. Many of the dresses in images in Appendix D appeared to be 'home
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made'; the finish achieved was not what you would expect from a dressmaker. Fabrics in these
images were what appeared to be silks, wools and cottons.
Dressmaking was very much a part of a woman's life. Girls were taught to sew from an early age,
learning the skills in the classroom and from their mothers. Immigrants were encouraged to bring
with them during the voyage fabric and sewing tools in order that their time was well spent. When
Sarah Greenwood spent several days away from home visiting friends in September 1850, she
found herself alone 'and will leave me here, where my pen, pencil, needle and books, will furnish
me with plenty of amusement' (Greenwood, 1850:89). Before the double Greenwood wedding in
1870 the Greenwood household was busy sewing dresses, dressing gowns and riding habits and
making bonnets. In the 1860s Martha Thompson taught girls at Spring Grove School sewing and
fancy work. Alice Platt's daily entries in her diaries from 1897 to 1899 tell of her spending days at a
time on her sewing (Wyley, 2007a).

Several dress styles throughout the period of the study

required a high level of pattern making, dressmaking and tailoring skills for the desired effect. Bias
cut sleeves, firm-fitting bodices and corsets of the 1840s and 1850s, elaborate bustles in the 1870s
and again in the 1880s, elaborate sleeves and tight corsetry in the 1890s, all required some
knowledge in these areas. Unless a dressmaker, making a well-styled and well-fitted garment when
living in remote and primitive conditions would have been difficult.

Even when established,

women would have found it hard to achieve the desired results before the introduction of the
sewing machine and dressmaking patterns.
Women attended many occasions at which they needed to be wearing their 'best' dress. There were
balls, anniversary celebrations, horse races, theatre performances and visits to friends. Sundays
were days for dressing up to attend church and spend time with family. Women often wore silk
dresses when they were married. Mary Ann Palmer nee White, Martha Rutherford nee Thompson,
Alice Wyley nee Platt were all married in silk dresses. Two other dresses in the study reported to
be wedding dresses were also made of silk. If they did not have anything suitable women would
re-fashion a dress; Priscilla Saxton felt her wedding dress was too old-fashioned to wear to the first
of many bachelor balls held in Nelson, her husband called upon Mrs Poynter to help her (Saxton,
1841-1851a). The fashionable evening style of NP5312 suggests that Janet McDonald had a special
occasion to attend. As a dressmaker herself, Janet may have made this dress.
From different social, educational and working backgrounds before coming to New Zealand many
of the immigrants and their families became landowners in New Zealand. However the class
structure remained in New Zealand. In a newspaper advertisement in 1855, W. Dartnell advertised
goods as follows;
'FOR THE MILLION- Bread, cheese, bacon, and butter Good cheer and plenty of it. FOR
THE NEEDY- Every variety of useful clothing. FOR THE WEALTHY- A select stock of
choice articles, in fine silk, linen, and woollen cloths. FOR THE LABOURER- A large
assortment of tools that make hard work easy. FOR THE LADIES- Toilet requisites,
millinery, perfumes, parasols, an inexpressible varity of under-clothing, French merinos,
delaines, and other choice dresses, habit cloth, &c.,&c.' (Anon, 1855b:l).
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Some, like the Greenwoods, maintained their middle to upper class status and were regarded in
high esteem by the people of Nelson. The newspaper report of the Greenwood girl's wedding
exemplified this; descriptions of weddings were not fashionable until later in the century. Mr and
Mrs Saxton were unable to attend a dance being held at the Wakatu Hotel as they had no servants
and Adeline Renwick returned to London around 1863 as she felt the colony was lacking in culture
(Saxton, 1841-185lc:l62;Lash, 1992:121-122).
Nelson, like all settlements, had its undesirables. Sarah Greenwood, in a letter to her mother on 28
March 1843, says 'I fear there is a great deal of bad conduct, indeed some of our late fellowpassengers have already added to the number of delinquents' (Greenwood, 1850:17). Then in a
letter in 1850 with reference to a party she hosted, Sarah remarks that they 'gave the first Quadrilles
Party ever known on these shores amongst us respectables' (Greenwood, 1850:79).
The majority of silk dresses in the study (with known provenance) were likely to have been worn by
middle to upper class women, this status in their new horne country often being achieved through
hard work. Their families owned land and businesses and many are known to have been well
educated. However there is no evidence to associate the ownership of a silk dress to class and
wealth, and it is unlikely that only those in the upper classes, and the wealthy, were able to afford to
wear silk.
5.3

Provenance provides context

The Nelson Provincial Museum database provided provenance information. However provenance
and donor information was meagre, furthermore some data from this source was inaccurate. There
were several possible reasons for this. Errors may have occurred when paper files were transferred
to computer files (data being mis-keyed or omitted), the information on donation records may not
have entered the museum information system at all, or those entering data may have chosen to edit
it. Several New Zealand museums have used volunteers, or untrained staff, to collate and enter
data. This has also been the case at The Nelson Provincial Museum. A good understanding of the
language, the meaning of words, and being able to read the handwriting used during the period
was essential additional learning. Where reading handwriting and interpreting terminology was
difficult it was important information was cross-checked. Comparing the initial information with
that from these other sources verified if that information was correct.
For three objects, provenance was minimal and further research revealed little more. This was not
unexpected. For one artefact, the donor name and date of donation was known, while for another
two objects donated during or prior to 1978, the donor name and donation date was unknown.
Despite a lack of provenance, these objects were considered important in that they had survived
and contributed to evidence of Nelson's past. As Bissonnette (2004) pointed out, in a study of
clothing on the Ohio frontier from 1790 to 1840,
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'the objects found are often the only tangible records that can help us understand a person's
life and, as such, can contribute to the advancement of knowledge'(Bissonnette, 2004:61)
and the
' ... tangible remains of individuals otherwise lost to history because of their lack of social
stature or loss of written and oral histories' (Bissonnette, 2004:63).
Garments lacking provenance information were not entirely 'empty vessels'. Physical analysis of
these dresses revealed they were made in fabrics, notions and trims available at the time,
construction methods were comparable to other garments in the study, and the style of these
dresses similar to what was being worn during the period they were dated. If the dresses were
made in Nelson, these fabric, trims and notions came there with the owner in their belongings,
imported to the country by one of the many drapery businesses operating at the time, or carried on
the immigrant ships or trading vessels coming into the Nelson port at regular intervals.
A dressmaker probably made these dresses as the stitching was fine and uniform. Each garment
displayed signs of wear and soiling, revealing the garments' use. One object had lengthened sleeves
- perhaps the garment had been passed to somebody else, the fashions may have changed, or the
climate was too cold to wear three-quarter length sleeves. Because the fabric used to lengthen the
sleeve was the same as the original garment, the alteration may well have happened soon after the
garment was first made.
For a garment with no provenance, identifying the style, construction and fabric of the garment
placed that garment into a period of history. With knowledge of the history of Nelson, and the
society that developed there, these objects were placed into a cultural context.
The provenance research enabled the development of a picture of life in the developing colony of
Nelson. The hardships endured, the significant events, tragedies and everyday life, the need for
propriety and respectability, and the movement of people, all illustrated the complexity of the
culture. The dress artefacts studied were a direct link to this past life.
5.4

Accuracy and collection of data

Three artefacts, NP5312, COS.608.80 and COS.l51.69, were considered initially to have untraceable
donor information. The owner's name had been found to be incorrectly recorded, in the donation
file for COS.l51.69, when an inquiry was made to the Wanganui District Library. The research
focused on Wanganui as notes in the donation ffie stated the owner had married in there in 1899. A
staff person at the library knew of the family and so corrected the spelling of the family name.
Biographical information was found in the library's archives. Contact was made with a family
member, who married a descendant of the garment's donor. She had already undertaken research
on the family and held family documents and photographs.
For COS.608.80 the last known address taken from the museum's paper and computer records for
the donor, was in the Wellington area. An initial search of telephone directories and electoral roll
for the Wellington area did not locate a donor. However using a series of directories revealed the
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name had been spelt incorrectly in the electoral roll for Wellington in 1986 as well as in donation
records (New Zealand Post Office, 1980-2006; Registrar of Electors, 1986 - 1996).

The donor was

then contacted and additional information compiled. COS.608.80 was part of a group accession in
1980.

Other items in the group were located and included several petticoats, shawls, cloth

fragments, and purses, a boned corset and jabot, as well as a garment listed as a 'three piece silk
suit' (COS.613.80). COS.613.80 was subsequently added to the study.
Through additional research this accession became significant in Nelson's history in several ways.
The garments span approximately seventy years, from the 1860s through to 1920s. There were
photographs, family letters, and published family biographies to support the garments and
corroborate oral testimonies. Several family members were active in prominent Nelson businesses
of the time, and one made a significant contribution to the education system in Oamaru. The family
ran a drapery business in Nelson for approximately twenty-five years from the late 1850s through
to the early 1880s, and items from this business were in the museum's archives. The family lived in
the same house from the time it was built (1865) until the 1970s. The house still stood at the time of
the present study, classed as a New Zealand heritage building. The donor, a great-granddaughter
of the woman who owned the clothing, lived in the house from circa 1947 until circa 1957 and had
strong memories of the family. With very little information collected at the time of donation and
inaccurate recording of that information, the link between the artefacts and the Milner family may
never have been made.
The donor of NP5312 came forward during an exhibition that was a direct outcome of this study.
Her name was also found to have been incorrectly recorded at the time of donation in 1984.
Inaccuracies occurred with other objects in the study. Common errors were in recording dates and
names, or where information provided by the donor on donation forms was edited out when that
information was transferred to either paper or computer records. The checking of all provenance
data against primary sources, where possible, was important.
An instrument was designed to record and code data collected during the visual analysis of objects.

Use of this data collation sheet ensured systematic and comprehensive recording of observations for
each object. The form proved useful in a pilot study of the clothing and textile collection at another
museum.

The research, at the Marlborough Provincial Museum in Blenheim, was undertaken

during November 2006, the aim of which was to develop a process to document the museum's
costume collection and to train staff.
5.5

Garment presentation

Garments were placed on a dress form to photograph the front, back and side views. This approach
was also used in several earlier studies in the UK and the USA (Bissonnette, 2004; DeLong and
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Petersen, 2004; Field, 2004; Johansen, 2000). Petticoats and padding were used to support the
garment.
The silhouette of the dress, when first worn, was not reproduced for several reasons. There were no
images (portraits, photographs) of the owners wearing the dresses to use as a guideline even though
images of similar styles worn were available.

No replica undergarments were available, and

several styles and sizes would have been needed. To achieve the effect of a tight corset or hoop
petticoat additional stress would have been placed on already fragile artefacts. Minimal handling
was a requirement. Similarly no attempt was made to replicate or assume what other accessories,
such as under-sleeves, chemisettes, collars and cuffs, would have been worn with these garments.
Underwear and accessories play an important role in the dating of clothing, but this information
was generally not available.
Even without the appropriate underlying structure created with corsets and petticoats, in placing
the garment on a dress form, the posture of the person who wore it last was often revealed. Areas
where the fabrics formed permanent folds, where it was worn, faded or soiled, revealed garment
use. Unfortunately, these garments had been previously stored in boxes which were rather too
small, and with garments having to be folded several times, soft fold lines were also evident.
Storage fold-lines appeared quite different to those resulting from wear. Hanging the garments on
the form gave the fabric an opportunity to relax, and the soft storage fold-lines dissipated. Placing
the garments on a dress form gave the observer a chance to appreciate the size and height of the
wearer, not possible when the garment was lying flat on a table or folded in a storage box. The
garments on the form had a 'personality'.
The dress form used to display most objects, except COS.143.78 and COS.572.79, for full view
photographs had bust, waist and hip measurements of 710 mm, 560 mm and 810 mm respectively.
The closest body size in Grading for the Fashion Industn; (1990) was for a child aged 10 to 11 years
where the body measurements for chest, waist and hips were 750 mm, 650 mm, and 820 mm
The height was also compared with body

respectively (Taylor and Shoben, 1990:283).

measurements in Taylor and Shoben (1990). The centre back length of six dresses ranged from 965
mm to 1085 mm, the average being 1054 mm. The centre back length was measured from the top
edge of the neckline or collar to the hem; collars and necklines were sited relatively close to the nape
of the neck. However, these measurements did not take into account the shape of the skirt when
worn. In Taylor and Shoben (1990) the nape to floor height of an 8 to 9 year old was 1070 mm and a
10 to 11 year old 1160 mm.
The women who wore these garments were probably older than 10 to 11 years. For two objects, the
age of the wearer was known because the garments were wedding dresses: Mary Ann White
(COS.235.69.1) was nineteen years old when she married John Palmer in 1848; Martha Thompson
(A4933) was twenty-three years old when she married James Rutherford in 1866. Ann Swanson
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would probably have been in her late teens when she wore her dress (COS.608.80). These women
therefore were much smaller than a typical modern day counterpart, even taking into account
undergarments, such as corsets, being worn to alter the shape of the waist and upper body.
The second form used measured 900 mm bust, 630 mm waist and 940 mm hip.

These

measurements were between women's size 12 and 14.
5.6

Implications for the museum

The role of a modern museum is to provide meaning through research, interpretation and
exhibition. A museum was defined by Museum Aotearoa in 2005 as follows;
'A museum helps people understand the world by using objects, ideas and art to interpret
the past and present, and to explore the possible future. A museum preserves and
researches collections of art, taonga, objects and information, which it holds in trust for
society and makes accessible in actual and virtual environments. Museums are established
in the public interest as permanent, not-for-profit organizations that contribute long term
value to communities' (Museums Aotearoa, 2005:web page).

This study has increased community awareness of the immigrants to Nelson, and their lives. For
the donor families, there is now a connection between an object donated to the museum some years
ago, the community which has developed, and the family's own history. Without in-depth research
and resources, the link between artefact and culture would not have been made. For some families
and the community associated with them, much of the information is new. The study has given
meaning to dress beyond fabric and stitches, though for many this is of great interest and intrigue.
The dress now has value as a link to the past, to the people and their community.
The present study has many practical outcomes for The Nelson Provincial Museum:
1

An instrument for visual analysis of outerwear, namely dresses, skirts and

bodices, has been created. This instrument can be used on other clothing and
textiles held in the museum's collection and in other museums in the region.
2

The provenance of each object (except COS.127.78 and COS.376.78) has been
expanded and database updated.

With the exception of two artefacts, the

provenance has been verified and errors corrected.
3

The objects have been examined in detail, identifying fabrics and fibres.
Identification and understanding of an object, and its physical condition, has
important implications for it's preservation and conservation, and will aid in
developing appropriate treatments. An understanding of the fabrics, notions and
trims used in these garments is of use in the study of manufacturing and trade in
the Nelson region and New Zealand.

4

The objects have been photographed. The back, front and side views and close-up
images of detail have been taken with the garment was on a dress form. Detailed
images of fibre, fabric structure, notions and trims, the. garment construction and
physical condition, have been taken with the garment flat.
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A comprehensive

library of images has been developed. If further research is required, there will be
little need to handle the garments.
5

Samples of fibres from most fabrics were able to be taken from the artefacts. As
the initial method of identifying fibre types (photo-microscopy) was not
destructive, these samples are available for future research.

Of the samples

identified using SEM, the specimens are available for further SEM study as stubs,
but not available for other purposes.
6

A dress form was made to display the garments when they were photographed.
The size and shape of this dress form is suitable for all but two objects and can be
reproduced if required for exhibition purposes. The other two objects fit a dress
form made for a previous exhibition and can also be reproduced.

An exhibition Unpicking the Past - revealing our dress collection, held between April and July 2008 at
The Nelson Provincial Museum (Figures F.l-3), with accompanying exhibition catalogue, has been
developed, based on the present study (Haines-Bellamy, 2008). In exhibiting this collection of
artefacts, the role of the researcher has been completed in some aspects and just begun in others.
A multi-faceted approach has provided the tools for the researcher to find, interpret and bring
together a vast amount of information, and understand the significance of this group of cultural
artefacts. The exhibition has given the community a link to their past and an insight into the lives of
their forebears. The research has come full circle with the donation of related artefacts, the loan of
documents and photographs for the present study and the exhibition, thus bringing the community
back into the museum. For those objects lacking provenance, members of the community have
become aware of the effect this lack of information has in illustrating the history of an object. The
exhibition has provided the opportunity for the community to contribute to the knowledge base of
the collection: members have come forward with additional information about artefacts, the
families, and this period of Nelson's history. The donation of related items has opened up new
fields of research.
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Chapter 6
Summary, conclusions and recommendations
6.1

Summary

This material culture study, the first of its kind undertaken at The Nelson Provincial Museum,
focussed on dress artefacts to provide evidence of a particular period in the history of the settlement
of Nelson, New Zealand.
The Nelson Provincial Museum is the oldest in New Zealand, being established in 1841, the year the
first British immigrants landed in the Nelson region. Many garments in this study were worn by
some of these early settlers of Nelson. Not only does the museum hold a collection of garments, but
it also has extensive holdings of archives and published material of the period, and an extensive
collection of photographs of many of the early settlers.
A group of eighteen women's outerwear garments, from the period c1830 to c1910, were selected
from the general collection of The Nelson Provincial Museum. A multi-faceted approach was taken:
the garments were examined visually, documentary sources were analysed, and donors and donor's
families interviewed. Prior to this study these garments were in storage, isolated from the history of
those people who made, and those who wore them, and from those who donated them to the
museum. This in-depth study brings together information which has not been available before
giving the artefacts a place in Nelson's history.
6.2

Conclusions

The objectives of this study were:
1

To study dress as evidence through the examination of a selection of settlementphase women's European clothing using a multi-faceted research approach.

2

Develop a data sheet to record all the descriptive data and a data summary sheet
to code descriptive data which could then be used statistically.

3

Visually examine the artefacts to give detailed descriptions of the object (physical
properties, fabric and trim detail, construction methods, alterations and current
condition) and record this data. Photograph the objects.

Re-pack the objects

studied using museum standard packaging materials.

4

Use the photographic collection at The Nelson Provincial Museum to attempt to
verify the style and dates of garments, and to illustrate the study.
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Expand provenance information held regarding individual artefacts through

5

examination of other primary sources, increasing the knowledge-base supporting
the collection.
Produce a body of work which can form the foundation of an exhibition at the

6

museum.
This study has been able to expand the provenance of items and the knowledge-base of the
collection. For the garments with little provenance having access to other sources has provided
another angle from which to approach the research of that object. The study of garments alone may
have produced only a dialogue of descriptive data.
The research methods chosen have largely overcome biases introduced by each of the sources. The
aim was to present information that was balanced, authentic and consistent by consulting primary
sources where possible, and evaluating the information gathered from each source.
Until this study was undertaken, the provenance and donor information ·could not be found in one
location, was not verified or complete. Each object had very little, if any, provenance information
associated with it. The object's database record often contained incorrect or misleading information.
This study highlights the need to undertake appropriate data collection at the point of donation and
accessioning.

A second chance to do this typically is not possible.

Research into the families

associated with two of the objects was halted by the discovery that respective donors had died with
no surviving next of kin to contact, and no further information was available.

Collecting the

information at the time of donation and undertaking background research at this time could
prevent this situation. This process of data collection and research is time consuming; adequate
financial resources should be allocated to it and experienced museum staff should undertake it.
A search of the museum's own library, archives and photographic collection, as well as other

archival and documentary sources in and outside Nelson, brought together relevant evidence of the
period represented by the artefact sample in this study. The lives of those people involved in the
history of the garments were explored; each object has been placed in an historical setting. The
technological developments of the period, as they affected the textile and garment industry in New
Zealand, Europe and the United States, and impacted on individuals, has also been discussed.
The data sheets developed to systematically record the visual attributes of the garments were an
important tool.

They were refined throughout the study and are now valuable for visual

documentation of women's outerwear garments. These data sheets can easily be developed for use
with other textile items in The Nelson Provincial Museum, or in other textile collections.
For each garment in the study, there is now a detailed descriptive and coded information record, as
well as a library of images detailing fibres, fabrics, and construction details. This information will
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be invaluable for further research.

Fibre and fabric identification and imagery, and condition

reporting and imagery, will aid in the long-term preservation of the objects, and aid in any
conservation treatment of the garments, should this be undertaken. Detailed images as well as the
full-length photographs were used in the development of an exhibition based on this study. The
garments, once packed in boxes made of acidic cardboard, with no support and folded several
times, are now housed in full-length boxes using museum standard packaging.
Detailed research into the physical and cultural aspects of women's dress in New Zealand prior to
this study was limited to that by Malthus in 1996, when she analysed 162 nineteenth century
dresses from six New Zealand museums (Malthus, 1996). Dresses from the Nelson region were not
included in the project.

Garments in the current study were found to be similar in style,

construction and fabrics to those in Malthus's research. In using the same time periods as Malthus
to compare dress construction, and the same measurement sites, the current study builds on work
by Malthus. However, the small number of objects in the present study (n=18) precluded statistical
analysis.
This sample of predominantly silk garments was a sample of objects that have survived. Conditions
for the early settlers were harsh and clothing for 'ordinary' occasions did not last. As clothing could
not always be readily replaced, it would have been worn until it was worn-out.

Clothing in

museum collections is that which has survived and was considered worthy of collecting: it may
have been beautiful, significant or unusual. Being constructed of silk, these garments may have
been worn as 'special' occasion dresses, and the provenance of five reveal that the garments were
probably worn as wedding dresses. The provenance also reveals that the possession of a silk dress
was not an indicator of the economic status of the wearer. Regardless of social class the early
settlers all worked hard to establish themselves and the province of Nelson. The fabrics may reveal
more that there was an expectation of respectability and propriety of dress in the appropriate
situation, a view proposed also by Malthus. The artefacts, especially those bought to New Zealand
by the first immigrants, may have survived simply because they were a 'souvenir' of a life left
behind, a link to their past.

These artefacts are now a link to the life that the early settlers

considered as their 'future' in a new colony.
For this research to have meaning, the community in which these artefacts originated needs to be
involved and informed. One role of the museum is this. This study has formed the basis of an
exhibition held at The Nelson Provincial Museum, between April and July 2008, titled Unpicking the

Past- revealing our dress collection (Figures F.1-3). The exhibition has raised awareness, that through
the study of artefacts the past can be interpreted, explored and enjoyed.
If this research had not been undertaken, a detailed provenance of many objects in the study may

never have been revealed and inaccuracies would have remained. The link between the community
or culture and the clothing may never have been established.
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The importance of gathering all

information at time of donation cannot be stressed enough. At the time of accessioning all available
information about each object should be gathered. Storage of that data is also critical- often it is not
until the object is required for exhibition that the importance of the information is realised.
Many museum objects are not exhibited due to the lack of detailed and accurate provenance. The
research and interpretation necessary to produce an exhibition, which enlightens the community
with a comprehensive and rich story, cannot be accomplished.

These objects often remain in

museum storerooms, the culture in which they were produced, used and discarded, 'lost to history'
(Bissonnette, 2004:63).
6.3
1

Recommendations for further study

Further in-depth examination of The Nelson Provincial Museum's photographic collection is
important; the collection of over 1.4 million images, most still as negatives, represents a unique
and comprehensive potential study of people and clothing of the period.

2

The study including methods can b.e extended to include other museums, historical houses and
textile/technology collections in the province (Broadgreen Historic House, Founders Heritage
Park, Motueka District Museum, Golden Bay Museum, Collingwood Museum, Havelock
Museum, Murchison Museum, and Marlborough Provincial Museum).

3

The collecting history at The Nelson Provincial Museum and other museums in the region could
be examined.

4

Development of textile-based industries from the time of European settlement to the present
day needs to be examined.
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Wakefield zBrightwater/
Spring Grove/Waimea
vVest area

Figure 1.1
The provinces of Nelson and Marlborough with adjacent parts of Wellington and
Canterbury, c1864 (modified to show place names clearly)
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bett collection: M69

197

(Misc,1874)

Figure 1.2
The Adamant, a 815 ton barque arriving in Nelson on the 13 August 1874
The Adamant left London on the 6 May 1874 carrying 340 government-assisted immigrants from England
and Ireland (Petrie, 2005).

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Misc Collection half no 6
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(Bloch, c1868-70)

Figure 1.3
Life on board the Lincolnshire c1870
The Lincolnshire, a Clipper, was one of the many English ships on which emigrants made their
way to Australia and New Zealand. The ship travelled to Nelson in 1866,1868 and 1871
(Anon, 1866b:3; Anon, 1866a:1; Anon, 1868:4; Anon, 1871:4).

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c3362
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Figure 1.4
Plan of Nelson and Wakatu, 1888, compiled from old plans of the town and district 1842
(modified to show place names clearly)
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bett collection: M62
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(Maguire, 1891-1892a)

Figure 1.5
Miss Cooper, Dress and Mantle Maker, outside the former Literacy and Scientific Institute
of Nelson building in Trafalgar Street, Nelson, c1891
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Maguire collection: 46829/4 half
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Chapter 2
Part B - Nelson and technology in context
Figures 2.1 to 2.41
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(Barnicoat, 1844)

Figure 2.1
Sketch of Port Nelson by John Wallis Barnicoat, 25 February 1844
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bett Collection: AC454

(Anon, c1860a)

Figure 2.2
Port Nelson from Wakapuaka, c1860

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c294
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(Anon, c1860c)

Figure 2.3
Trafalgar Street, Nelson, view from Church Hill to the Haven and north, c1860
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: cllD

(Anon, c1860b)

Figure 2.4
Trafalgar Street, Nelson, view to Church Hill and the south, c1860
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c358D
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(Heaphy, 1841)

Figure 2.5
Nelson Haven 1841, watercolour by Charles Heaphy
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Art Collection: ACI025
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(Tyree Studio,c1890b)

Figure 2.6a
Jean Drummond nee Grubb (1816-1906) c1890

In this image the bodice is adorned with mourning crape at the neck, sleeve cuffs and hem. The
photograph may have been taken after the death of Jean's husband David in 1890.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 34482/3
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(Tyree Studio, no date-c)

Figure 2.6b
David Drummond senior (1814-1890)
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 34479/3

(Murray, 1966)

Figure 2.6c

David Drummond junior (1842-1936)
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(Anon, no date-f)

Figure 2.6d
Jessie Irvine Hall nee Drummond (1844-1932)

Source: Photograph courtesy of the Motueka & Districts Historical Association 1980
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(Brown, 1883a)

Figure 2.7
Sarah Higgins nee Sharp (1830-1923), May 1883
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 15308/2

Figure 2.8
NP6039 (c1920) Front
Machine stitched satin dress worn by Sarah Higgins nee Sharp (1830-1923); unknown maker; donated in 1992.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, General Collection: NP6039
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(Davis, 1860-1873i)

Figure 2.9a

Mrs Sarah Greenwood (1809-1899), c1860
Source: Tasman Bays Heri tage Trust/The Ne lson Pro vincial Museu m, Davis Collection : 1102/D

(Greenwood, 1849)

Figure 2.9b

Woodlands, Motueka 1849, graphite drawing by Sarah Greenwood
Source: Tas ma n Bays Herit age Trust / The Nelson Pro vincial Museu m, Art Collection: AC 341
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(Anon, 1908)

Figure 2.10a
Church of Christ Sewing Guild, Nelson, April 1908
Back row, left to right: Mrs Knapp, Miss May Bell, Mrs Bell, Miss Alice Jennings, Mrs Kraghan.
Centre row, left to right: Mrs Telenus, Mrs Barnett, Mrs Susan Jennings, Mrs Dickson, Mrs Page.
Front row, left to right: Miss 0 Page, Miss Mabel Bell, Miss E Pitts, Mrs Franklyn, Miss Gladys [ennings, Miss
Ruby Bell

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Print Collection: 307208/10
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(Iones, no date)

Figure 2.10b
Bensemann House, Upper Moutere

Note: the woman sitting in the shade of the tree doing what appears to be some form of needlework
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, F N [ones Collection: 290131/19

(Tyree Studio, 1884)

Figure 2.10c
Wesleyen Bazaar, 1884

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 29579/3
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Figure 2.11
Household recor ds, 1842-1843

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Pro vincial Mu seum, Archives Collecti on : MA ACC
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(Kingsford, c1919)

Figure 2.12
Mrs Harte with rag rug, c1919
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Kingsford Collection: 154291/6
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Figure 2.13a

Figure 2.13b

Figure 2.13c

Figure 2.13a-c
Hand stitched quilts from the NPM textile collection
a. Thurga Furneaux, A4152

b. Jessie Irvine Hall nee Drummond, NPM.994.84.2
c. Unnamed, COS.2.2001

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Pro vincial Museum, General Collection
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(Brown, 1883a)

Figure 2.14a
Samuel Weller, Deaf and Dumb Hawker, c1880
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: shelf 39

(Anon, no date-e)

Figure 2.14b
Hawkers on the road

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c1508
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(Anon, c1900)

Figure 2.15a
W R May's Store, Richmond c1900

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c1409

(Anon, c1895)

Figure 2.15b
Dressmakers, W R May's Store, Richmond c1895

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c1409
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(Tyree Studio, c1890c)

Figure 2.15c

Litchfield and Son, General Store, Cullensville c1890
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 46324/3

(Tyree Studio, no date-a)

Figure 2.15d
Beehive Importing Company, Brightwater Branch

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 54976/3
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(Tyree Studio, c1899b)

Figure 2.16a
A Millar Boot Factory and Warehouse, Nelson c1899
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 61264/3

(Maguire, 1891-1892c)

Figure 2.16b
A. Robertson, Collingwood Street, Nelson c1890
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Maguire Collection: 57259/4
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(Anon, 1843b)

Figure 2.17a

Saxton's invitation 'to a dance held at Kerr's barn, Waimea, 24 November 1843 at 8 o'clock
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bett Collection: UMS 220

(Anon, [1850])

Figure 2.17b

Saxton's invitation to a dance held at the Wakatu Hotel, 22 July [1850]
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bett Collection: UMS 240
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(Akersten, 1880-1887)

Figure 2.18a
Theatre group including Dr Renwick, 1880-1887
Source:Tasman BaysHeritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Arkersten Collection: 7833/11

(Anon, no date-g)

Figure 2.18b
Merchant of Venice

Early performances of the Merchant of Venice were performed at the Oddfellow's Hall on 23
September 1864 and 1 September 1873 (Anon, 1864b:2i Anon, 1873c:2).
Note: The woman on the right is wearing a crinoline.
Source:Tasman BaysHeritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Misc Collection: Mise 9642 4x5
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(Anon, 1875a: front cover)

(Anon, 1875a:344)

Figure 2.19a-b
The Young Ladies Journal: An Illustrated Magazine, June 1875
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(Anon, May, 1908: 1908:145)

(Anon, May, 1908: 1908:152)
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Ladies Fancy Work Magazine, May 1908
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(Anon, May, 1908: 1908:back cover)

Figure 2.1ge

Ladies Fancy Work Magazine, May 1908
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(Anon, 1883:4:4)

Figure 2.19£
Advertisement in The Nelson Evening Mail, June 1883
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Figure 2.19g
Enlarged portion of Figure D.69 showing fashion magazine illustration
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Collection: part of 181067/3

Figure 2.19h
Enlarged portion of Figure D.73 showing fashion magazine illustration
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Collection: part of 177533/3
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(Hurst, 1905:23-24:23-24)

(Burst, 1905:23-24:16-17)

Figure 2.20a-b
Sketches in Nelson Notes; Being 50 Original Drawi,ngs by Maurice Hurst
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(Bloch, c1870b)

Figure 2.21
Mr A McKay, c1870
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bloch Collection: 4866/13
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(Anon, c1875)

Figure 2.22a
Boy on wharf, Anchor Foundry c1875

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Mise Collection: Mise 8x10 2

(Maguire, c1892)

Figure 2.22b

Boy with kete, Star and Garter Hotel Richmond, c1892
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Maguire Collection: part of 58361/4
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(Tyree Studio, c1890d)

Figure 2.23a
Mahwika [sic] c1890

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 33965/3

(Manson, c1910)

Figure 2.23b
Maoriwonrran,c1910

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Manson Collection: Half 315
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(Stevens and Bartholomew, 1866:xxxii)

Figure 2.24
Advertisement from Stevens and Bartholomew's New Zealand Directory for 1866-67
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(New Zea land Cus toms Department, 1891-1893)

Figure 2.25
Letter from Mr H. Edward s to the Commissioner of Customs, 1892
Source: Tasm an Bays Heritage Tru st/The Nelson Pro vincial Muse um, Archives Collection : fMS NEW
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(Tyree Studio, no date-j)

Figure 2.26a

Thomas Blick
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Early Settlers Album 73 p11: 69435/3

Figure 2.26b

Sample of Blick Cloth (A1250fEC.144.66)
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, General Collection: A1250/EC.144.66
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(Anon, 1867:2)

Figure 2.27a

Advertisement in The Nelson Examiner, 30 November 1867

(Anon, no date-k)

Figure 2.27b
Premises of Joseph Webb, beside Telegram House Trafalgar Street
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Misc Collection: 446 (quart, part of)
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(Daroux, c1900b)

Figure 2.28a

Andrew Balting, Tobacconist and Hosiery Manufacturer, Hardy St, c1900
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Daroux Collection: 71530/5

(Daroux, c1900a)

Figure 2.28b

Andew BaIting, Tobacconist and Hosiery Manufacturer, Hardy St, c1900
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Daroux Collection: 71529/5
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(Tyree Studio, 1889)

Figure 2.29
Strange Flaxmill, Collingwood, 1889

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 46174/3 half
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(Anon,1860b:1)

Figure 2.30
Advertisement in The Colonist, 2 October 1860
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(Wise, 1894 -1895:37)

Figure 2.31
Advertisement in Wise's Nelson Westland and Marlborough Directory 1894 -1895
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(Black,1861)

Figure 2.32a
Receipt (page 1) [ames P Black to David Monro, 1861
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Archives Collection: UMS 1174
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(Blac k and Son, c1890)

Figure 2.32b
Receipt, JP Black and Son, General Drapers, c1890
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Archives Collection : UMS 1155
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(Tyree Studio, no date-e)

Figure 2.33

J P Black and Son, General Drapers
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 114619/3
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(Gibbs, 1902)

Figure 2.34
Interior of Batson's Accommodation House, Franz Joseph Glacier, 1902
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, F G Gibbs Collection: half 273
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(Tyree Studio,c1920)

Figure 2.35a
Arthur Tyree, c1920

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 177998/3

(Tyree Studio,c1920)

Figure 2.35b
Arthur Tyree, c1920

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 177998/3
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(Tyree Studio, c19l0b)

Figure 2.36a
Miss Wilson, c1910
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 177871/3

(Tyree Studio, c1910c)

Figure 2.36b
Miss Wilson, c1910

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 177870/3
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(Tyree Studio, 1894:15)

Figure 2.37a
Tyree Studio ledger, 1889 - 1896
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Archives Collection: AG 204 D1

(Tyree Studio, no date-f)

Figure 2.37b

Mr Allen, c1894
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 40338/3
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(Tyree Studio, 1894)

Figure 2.38
New Zealand Clothing Factory premises, December 1894
Mr Allen is on the left in the photograph.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 180079/3
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(Fletcher, 1862-1867g)

Figure 2.39a

Unknown mother and child, 1862-1867
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2541/18

(Pletcher, 1862-1867b)

Figure 2.39b
Miss Balme, 1862-1867

The device holding Miss Balme still can be seen attached to the back of the chair.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2423/18
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Figure 2.40a
Advertisement in The Colonist, 24 August 1860
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(Anon, 1863a:l)

Figure 2.40b
Advertisement in The Nelson Examiner, 8 September 1863
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(Anon, 1863b:1)

Figure 2.40c
Advertisement in The Nelson Examiner, 8 September 1863
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Figure 2.40d
Advertisement in The Nelson Examiner, 5 October 1867
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(Anon, 1867-1872 1876-1882)

Figure 2.41a
Photographic Studio of W. B. Gibbs and Theodor Bloch, 1868-1872

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c361

(Anon, 1867-1882)

Figure 2.41b

Photographic Studio Theodor Bloch, Trafalgar Street, 1876-1882

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c3193
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(Tyree Studio, no date-d)

Figure 2.41c
Photographic Studio of Tyree, Trafalgar Street, Nelson
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 41388/3

(Tyree Studio, no date-k)

Figure 2.41d

Photographic Studio of Tyree, Trafalgar Street, Nelson
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 180122/3
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Chapter 3
Method - Figures 3.1 to 3.3

250

Figure 3.1
Studio set-up at the Research Facility, The Nelson Provincial Museum
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Figure 3.2
Leica Microscope connected to an Apple IBook, Clothing and Textile Sciences, University of
Otago

252

Figure 3.3
SEM Microscope (JEOL 6700F FESEM), Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology,
University of Otago
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Chapter 4
Results - Figures 4.1 to 4.18
4.1

Objects

4.2

Fabric and fibre identification

254

Figure 4.1a
COS.143.78/ A3126 (c1830-1840) Front

Hand stitched cotton day dress; unknown maker; unknown wearer; donated 1972.
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Figure 4.1a continued
Back
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Figure 4.1b
COS.143.78 front
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Figure 4.1b continued
COS.143.78 back
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1. Dress fabric - cotton, plain weave, 43x41 (6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - plain weave, 40 x 36 (6x magnification) '

3. Sleeve lining - plain weave, 33 x 23, and sleeve hem facing (6x magnification)

Figure 4.1c
Fabric structure - COS.143.78 / A3126
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Figure 4.1d.l
COS.143.78 Sample 1 (dress fabric) - cotton fibre (250 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stub3_1
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Figure 4.2a
COS.235.69.1 (1848) Front

Hand stitched silk wedding dress worn by Mary Ann Palmer nee White (1829-1908) in 1848;
unknown maker; donated c1969.
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Figure 4.2a continued
Back
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Figure 4.2b
COS.235.69.1 front
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Figure 4.2b continued
COS.235.69.1 back
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1. Bodice and skirt fabric - silk, plain weave, 79 x 56, colour 19-1327 TP (6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - cotton, plain weave, 39 x 28
(6x magnification)

3. Skirt lining - cotton, plain weave, 31 x 29
(6x magnification)

4. Bodice front panel lining - cotton, plain weave,
34 x30

(6x magnification)

Figure 4.2c
Fabric structure - COS.235.69.1
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Figure 4.3a
COS.235.69.2-3 (c1850) Front

Hand stitched silk bodice and skirt; unknown maker; belonged to Mary Ann Palmer nee
White (1829-1908); donated c1969.
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Figure 4.3b

COS.235.69.2 bodice front
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Figure 4.3b continued
COS.235.69.2 bodice back
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Figure 4.3b continued
COS.235.69.3 skirt front
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Figure 4.3b continued
COS.235.69.3 skirt back
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1. Bodice and skirt fabric - silk, plain weave, 63 x 56, colour 19-1431 TP (6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - cotton, plain weave, 30 x 30
(6x magnification)

3. Sleeve lining - plain weave, 30 x 30
(6x magnification)

4. Peplum lining - cotton, plain weave, 34 x 30,
colour 19-1521 TP
(6x magnification)

5. Skirt Lining - cotton, plain weave, 28 x
21
(6x magnification)

Figure 4.3c
Fabric structure - COS.235.69.2 & 3
272

Figure 4.3d.l
COS.235.69.2-3 Sample 1 (bodice fabric) - silk fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stub4_2
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Figure 4.3d.2
COS.235.69.2-3 Sample 2 (bodice lining) - cotton fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department 0"£ Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stub5_2
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Figure 4.4a
COS.127.78 (c1850) Front

Hand stitched woolj cotton blend bodice; unknown maker; unknown wearer;
donated c1978.
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Figure 4.4b
COS.127.78 front
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Figure 4.4b continued
COS.127.78 back
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1. Bodice fabric - [wool/cotton mix], 2/1 twill (Z direction), 35 x 3D, colour 17-6319 TP (green
background) (6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - linen, plain weave, 30 x 30 (6x magnification)

lain weave, 30 x 26
Figure 4.4c
Fabric structure - COS.127.78
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Figure 4.4d.2
COS.127.78 Sample 2 (bodice fabric) - wool fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stubl_2
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Figure 4.4d.3
COS.127.78 Sample 3 (bodice lining) - flax fibre (1,500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stub23
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Figure 4.5a
COS.376.78 (c1850) Front

Hand stitched wool/cotton blend skirt; unknown maker; unknown wearer; donated c1978.
Image of skirt folded in three, shows centre front opening on the left with the pocket opening
below thi s.
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Figure 4.5a continued
Skirt

Image of skirt length folded in half
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Figure 4.5b
COS.376.78 skirt panel
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1. Skirt fabric - [wool/cotton mix], 2/1 twill (Z direction), 35 x 30, colour 17-6319 TP (green
background)
(6x magnification)

2. Skirt lining - plain weave, 30 x 26 (6x magnification)

Figure 4.5c
Fabric structure - COS.376.78
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Figure 4.5d.2
COS.376.78 Sample 2 (skirt fabric) - wool fibre (1,500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stubC_2
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Figure 4.5d.2
COS.376.78 Sample 2 (skirt fabric) - cotton fibre (250 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stubA_l
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Figure 4.6a
NP5312 (c1850) Front

Hand stitched silk evening dress; reportedly made and worn by
[anet McDonald (1804-1884); donated 1984.
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Figure 4.6a con tinu ed
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Figure 4.6b
NP5312 front
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Figure 4.6b continued
NP5312 back
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Figure 4.6b continued
NP5312 additional fabric piece
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1. Dress fabric - silk, plain weave, 85 x 50, colour 19-4318 TP (6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - linen, plain weave, 39 x 38
(6x magnification)

3. Skirt lining - cotton, plain weave, 31 x 25
(6x magnification)

4. Skirt pocket bag lining - plain weave, 36 x 36

(6x magnification)

Figure 4.6c
Fabric structure - NP5312
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Figure 4.6d.2
NP5312 Sample 2 (bodice lining) - flax fibre (1,500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stubB_4
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Figure 4.7a
A4611 (c1850-1860) Front

Hand stitched silk dress; unknown maker; unknown wearer; donated 1981.
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Figure 4.7a contin ued
Back
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Figure 4.7b

A4611 front
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1230mm

Figure 4.7b continued
A4611 back
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1. Dress fabric - silk, plain/ sa tin weave, 112 x 40, colour 19-1331 (dark brown stripe)
(6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - plain weave, 30 x 23
(6x magnification)

3. Sleeve lining - plain weave, 36 x 34
(6x magnification)

Figu re 4.7c
Fabric structure - A4611
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Figure 4.8a
COS.151.69/ A2268 (c1860) Front

Hand stitched silk evening bodice; unknown maker; belonged to Alice Wyley nee Platt (18751928) and possibly her mother Emma Sedgwick Matthews; donated 1969.
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Figure 4.8a contin ued
Back
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Figure 4.8b
COS.151.69 front
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590mm

Figure 4.8b continued
COS.151.69 back
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1. Bodice fabric - silk, satin weave, colour 12-0605 TP (6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - cotton, 2/1 tw ill (Z direction), 59 x 46 (6x magnification)

Figure 4.8c
Fabric structure - CO S.151.69 / A2268
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Figure 4.9a
COS.608.80 / A4496 (c1865) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk brocade dress; unknown maker; belonged to Ann Milner nee
Swanson (1846-1934); donated 1980.
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Figure 4.9a continued
Back
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Figure4.9b
COS.60S.S0 front
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Figure 4.9b continued
COS.60S.S0 back
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Figure 4.9b continued
COS.60B.BO [apron] front
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1. Dress fabric - silk Jacqu ard, plain weave base, 110 x 63, colour 19-3519 TP (background)
(6x magnification)

2. Bodice linin g - 2/2 tw ill (Z direction), 40 x 39
(6x magnification)

3. Cuff lining - plain weave, 31 x 26
(6x m agn ification)

4. Skirt lining - cotton, plain weave, 31 x 26
(6x magnification)

5. Hem tape, wool (6x magnification)

Figure 4.9c
Fabric structure - COS.60S.S0/ A4496
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Figure 4.10a
COS.107.69/ A2575 (c1865) Front
Hand stitched silk wedding dress; unknown maker; worn by a member of the Greenwood
family of Nelson and Motueka; donated 1968.
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Figure 4.10b
COS.l07.69 front and belt
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Figure 4.10b continued
COS.l07.69 back
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1. Dress fabric - silk, plain weave, 105 x 70, colour 18-4027 TP (blue stripe) (6x magnification)

3. Collar and skirt lining - plain weave, 31 x 25
(6x magnification)

4. Skirt hem tape - wool (6x magnification)
Figure 4.10c
Fabric structure - COS.I07.69/ A2575
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Figure 4.lla
COS.I01.69/ A2575 (c1865) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk skirt; unknown maker; belonged to the Greenwood family of
Nelson and Motueka; donated 1968.
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Figure 4.11a continued
Back
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Figure 4.11b

COS.l0l.69 front
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Figure 4.11b continued
COS.IOl.69 back
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1. Dress fabric - silk, pl ain weave, 70 x 68 (6x magnification )

2. Skir t lining - cotton, p lain weave, 39 x 33
(6x magnification)

3. Wais tba n d lining- p lain weave, 35 x 30
(6x magnification)

4. Pocket (sma ll) lining - 2/2 tw ill (Z direction),
36 x 38 (6x magnification)

5. Skirt he m tape, wool (6x magnification)

Figure 4.11c
Fabric structure - COS.I01.69/ A2575
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Figure 4.11d.l
COS.101.69 Sample 1 (skirt hem tape)- wool fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stub6_2
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Figure 4.11d.2
COS.I01.69 Sample 2 (skirt lining) - cotton fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stub7_2
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Figure 4.11d.3
COS.101.69 Sample 3 (skirt fabric) - silk fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stub8_2
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Figure 4.11d.4
COS.101.69 Sample 4 (sewing thread) - cotton fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stub9_2
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Figure 4.12a
A4933 (1866) Front

Hand stitched silk wedding dress worn by Martha Rutherford nee Thompson (1843-1935)
in 1866; unknown maker;; donated 1983.
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Figure 4.12a con tinu ed

Back
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Figure 4.12b
A4933 front and belt
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Figure 4.12b continued
A4933 back
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1. Dress fabric - silk, plain weave, 110 x 85, colour - stripes of 17-0119 TP, 18-0228 TP, 19-0508 TP
an d 11-0602 TP (6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - cotton, plain weave, 42 x 37
(6x magnification)

3. Belt lining- plain weave, 22 x 20
(6x magnification)

4. Skir t lining - cotton, 2/2 twill (Z direction),
42 x 40, colour 17-1328 TP
(6x magnification)

5. Skirt hem tape (6x magnification)

Figure 4.12c
Fabric structure - A4933
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Figure 4.12d.4
A4933 Sample 4 (skirt wadding) - cotton fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stublO_2
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Figure 4.13a
COS.613.80 / A4496 Bodice A (c1890-1900) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk bodice; unknown maker; belonged to Ann Milner nee
Swanson (1846-1934); donated 1980.
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Figure 4.13a
Bodice A Back
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Figure 4.13a
COS.613.80 / A4496 Bodice B (c1865) Front
Hand and machine stitched silk bodice, c1865; unknown maker; belonged to Ann Milner nee
Swanson (1846-1934); donated 1980.
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Figure 4.13a
Bodice B Back
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Figure 4.13a
COS.613.80 / A4496 Bodice A and skirt (c1890-1900) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk bodice and skirt; unknown maker; belonged to Ann Milner
nee Swanson (1846-1934); donated 1980.
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Figure 4.13a
Bodice A and skirt Back
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Figure 4.13b

COS.613.80 bodice A front
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Figure 4.13b continued
COS.613.80 bodice A back
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Figure 4.13b continued
COS.613.80 bodice B front
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Figure 4.13b continued
COS.613.80 bodice B back
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Figure 4.13b continued
COS.613.80 skirt front
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Figure 4.13b continued
COS.613.80 skirt back
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Figure 4.13b continued
COS.613.80 skirt panel
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1. Outer fabric (bodice A, B, skirt and skirt panel) - silk, plain weave, 95 x 50, colour - stripes of 193619 TP, 14-1036 TP (6x magnification)

2. Bodice A lining - cotton, 3/1 twill (5 direction),
55 x 38, colour -19-3622 TP
(6x magnification)

3. Bodice A lining - cotton, twill (Z
direction), colour -19-3730 TP
(6x magnification)

4. Bodice B lining - cotton, plain weave, 35 x 30,
(6x magnification)

5. Bodice B sleeve lining - cotton, 2/2 twill
(Z direction), 38 x 38, (6x magnification)

Figure 4.13c
Fabric structure - C05.613.80 / A4496
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6. Skirt and skirt panel lining - cotton, plain weave,
28 x 28, colour - 19-3518 TP (6x magnification)

7. Bodice A underarm pads - plain knit,
18 x 18 (6x magnification)

8. Skirt - hem tape (6x magnification)

Figure 4.13c continued
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Figure 4.14a
NPM997.68.1 (c1890) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk bodice and skirt; unknown maker; belonged to Huria
Matenga (c1840-1909); donated 1997.
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Figure 4.14a continued
Back
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Figure 4.14b
NPM.997.68.1 bodice front
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Figure 4.14b continued
NPM.997.68.1 bodice back
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Figure 4.14b continued
NPM.997.68.1 skirt front
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Figure 4.14b continued
NPM.997.68.1 skirt back
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~0

1. Outer fabric (bodice and skirt) - silk, plain
weave, 95 x 48, colour - 19-5708 TP (6x
magnification)

2. Skirt lining - plain we ave, 40 x 35, colour 19-5708 TP (6x magnification)

3. Skirt and bodice tape - cotton, herringbone
weave (6x magnification)

4. Skirt hem binding - velvet

5. Skirt, applied decoration interfacing - plain
weave (6x magnification)

6. Skirt, underlining at waist - pl ain weave, 25
x 25 (6x magnification)

Figure 4.14c
Fabric structure - NPM997.68.1
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7. Skirt, underlining at hem- plain weave
(6x magnification)

8. Bodice, centre front panel- 60 x 42, 3/1 twill
(6x magnification)

9. Bodice, centre back panel - net
(6x magnification)

10. Bodice lace - lace
(6x magnification)

Figure 4.14c continued
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Figure 4.15a
COS.97.69.a-b / A2575 (c1895) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk bodice; unknown maker; worn by a member of the Greenwood
family of Nelson and Motueka; donated 1968
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Figure 4.15a continued
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Figure 4.15b
COS.97.69 front
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Figure 4.15b continued
COS.97.69 back and belt
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1. Bodice fabric - silk, fancy w eave , 44 x 41, colour 12-0910 TP (6x magnifi cation)

2. Bodice Lining - cotton, plain we ave , 32 x 32 (6x magnificati on)

Figure 4.15c
Fabric structure - COS.97.69/ A2575
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Figure 4.16a
COS.141.78 & a/ A2811 (c1898) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk wedding dress (bodice and skirt); unknown maker; unknown
wearer; donated 1969.
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Figure 4.16a

co n ti n u ed

B ac k
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Figure 4.16b
COS.141.78 bodice front
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Figure 4.16b continued
COS.141.78 bodice back
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Figure 4.16b continued
COS.141.7S skirt front
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Figure 4.16b continued
COS.141.78 skirt back
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1. Skirt and Bodice fabric - silk, satin weave, colour 19-1322 TP (6x magnification)

2. Bodice lining - 3/1 twill , 50 x 24
(6x magnification)

3. Skirt lining: front panel- 3/1 twill weave,
40 x 32 (6x magnification)

4. Skirt linin g: hem facin g, side and back panels cotton, plain weave, 35 x 35, colour 19-1322 TP
(6x magnification)

Figure 4.16c
Fabric structure - COS .141.78/ A2811
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Figure 4.17a
COS.98.69/ A2575 (c1900-1910) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk bodice; unknown maker; worn by a member of the
Greenwood family of Nelson and Motueka; donated 1968.
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Figure 4.17a continued
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Figure 4.17b
COS.98.69 front
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Figure 4.17b continued
COS.98.69 back
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1. Bodice fabric - silk, plain weave, 47 x 47, colour 19-5708 TP (6x magnific ation)

2. Bodice lining - cotton, plain weave, 42 x 42 (6x magnification)

Figure 4.17c
Fabric structure - COS.98.69/ A2575
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Figure 4.18a
COS.572.79/ EC.17.75 (c1900-1910) Front

Hand and machine stitched silk bodice and skirt; made by Mrs Anstice Draper, Nelson and
Blenheim; worn by Mrs Ellen Tedder nee Shephard (1854-1937); donated c1975.
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Figure 4.18b
COS.572.79 bodice front
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Figure 4.18b continued
COS.572.79 bodice back
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Figure 4.18b continued
COS.572.79 skirt front
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Figure 4.18b continued
COS.572.79 skirt back
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1. Bodice and skirt fabric - silk, plain weave, 135 x 53, colour 18-1314 TP (6x magnification)

2. Bodice and skirt lining - cotton, plain weave, 47 x 38, colour 18-1314 TP (6x magnification)

Figure 4.18c
Fabric structure> COS.572.79/ EC.17.75
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Figure 4.18d.l
COS.572.79 Sample 1 (skirt fabric) - silk fibre (500 x magnification)
Image source: Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago: stublL2
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Chapter 4
Results - Figures 4.19 to 4.36
4.3

Stitches and seams

380

a. Stitch type/ s: 205, 211
Seam class/ s: 1.01.03

b. Stitch type/ s: 211, 214
Seam class/ s: 1.07.01, 5.05.01

c. Stitch type/ s: 220 (thread loop), 211, 209
Seam class/ s: 1.12.01

d. Stitch type/ s: 205, 211, 209
Seam class/ s: 1.01.03, 1.07.01, 1.12.01

Figure 4.19
Stitches and seams - COS.143.78 A3126
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a. Stitch typc/s: 205 (both sides of the same dart)
Seam class/ s: 1.01.01

b. Stitch type/ s: 209
Seam classy's: 1.01.05

c. Stitch type/ s: 211
Seam class/ s: 1.07.01

Figure 4.20

Stitches and seams - COS.235.69.1
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a. Stitch type/ s: 205, 211, 301

b. Stitch type/ s: 214
Seam class/ s: 5.06.01

c. Stitch type/ s: 209, 211
Seam class/s: 1.05.01

Figure 4.21
Stitches and seams - COS.235.69.2-3
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a. Stitch type/ s: 205, 209, 211
Seam class/ s: 1.01.03

b. Stitch type/ s: 205, 214
Seam class/ s: 3.05.01

c. Stitch type/ s: 211

d. Stitch type/ s: 211
Seam class/ s: 5.04.03

e. Stitch type/ s: 202
Seam class/ s: 6.06.01, 3.05.01

Figure 4.22
Stitches and seams - COS.127.78
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a. Stitch type/s: 209
Seam class/ s: 1.08.01

b. Stitch type/ s:
Seam class/ s: 3.05.01

Figure 4.23
Stitches and seams - COS.376.78
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a. Stitch type!s: 205, 211
Seam class! s: 1.01.05

c. Stitch type! s: 205

d. Stitch type! s: 202, 209, 211
Seam class /s: 1.01.03

e. Stitch typc/s: 214
Seam class! s: 1.08.01, 3.05.01

Figure 4.24
Stitches and seams - NP5312
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a. Stitch type/ s: 209

b. Stitch typejs: 202
Seam classjs: 5.05.01

c. Stitch type/ s: 214
Seam class/ s: 6.03.03

d. Stitch type/ s: 209
Seam class/ s: 1.01.01

Figure 4.25
Stitches and seams - A4611
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a. Stitch type/ s: 205,211
Seam class/ s: 1.01.03

b. Stitch type/ s: 211
Seam class/ s: 1.01.03, 1.10.01

Figure 4.26
Stitches and seams - COS.15l.69 A2268
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a. Stitch type/ s: 205, 209, 211, 301
Seam class/ s: 1.01.03

b. Stitch type/ s: 211, 301
Seam class/ s: 1.20.01

Figure 4.27
Stitches and seams - COS.608.80 A4496
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a. Stitch type/ s: 202, 211
Seam class/s: 1.01.03

b. Stitch type/s: 220

c. Stitch type/s: 211
Seam class/ s: 3.03.01

Figure 4.28

Stitches and seams - COS.l07.69 A2575
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b. Stitch type/ s: 101
Seam class/ s: 1.01.01

d. Stitch type/ s: 101, 211
Seam class/ s: 1.07.01

e. Stitch typa/s: 101, 209
Seam class/ s: 3.01.01

Figure 4.29
Stitches and seams - COS.101.69 A2575
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b. Stitch type/ s: 205, 211
Seam classz s: 1.01.03

d. Stitch type/ s: 209, 211
Seam class/ s: 1.05.01

e. Stitch type/ s: 209, 214
Seam class/ s: 1.08.01

Figure 4.30
Stitches and seams - A4933
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b. Stitch type/ s: 301
Seam class/s: 1.01.01

c. Stitch type/ s: 209, 304

d. Stitch type/ s: 220

e. Stitch type/ s: 204, 209, 211, 214, 301
Seam class/ s: 1.01.03, 1.01.05, 5.06.01

f. Seam class/ s: 1.12.01

Figure 4.31
Stitches and seams - COS.613.80
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a. Stitch type/ s: 204, 301
Seam class/ s: 6.06.01

b. Stitch type/s: 211, 214, 301
Seam class/ s: 5.04.03

c. Stitch type/ s: 304
Seam class/ s: 7.32.01

d. Stitch type/ s: 205
Seam class/ s: 5.06.01

e. Stitch typa/s: 220

f. Stitch type/ s: 209, 211
Seam class/ s: 1.01.05

Figure 4.32
Stitches and seams - NPM997.68.1
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a. Stitch type/ s: 211, 301
Seam classy's: 1.01.03

b. Stitch type/ s: 214, 301, 211

c. Stitch type/ s: 211, 301

Figure 4.33

Stitches and seams - COS.97.69 A2575
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a. Stitch type /s: 220

b. Stitch type/ s: 301
Seam class/ s: 1.06.03

d. Stitch type/ s: 211, 301
Seam class/ s: 1.01.05, 5.04.03

e. Stitch type/ s: 211
Seam class /s: 1.05.01

Figure 4.34
Stitches and seams - COS.141.78 A2811
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c. Stitch type/ s: 211, 301

Seam class/s: 1.01.03

d. Stitch typa/s: 211, 301
Seam class/ s: 1.01.03, 1.01.05

Figure 4.35
Stitches and seams - COS.98.69 A2575
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a. Stitch type/ s: 301
Seam class/ s: 6.06.01

b. Stitch type/ s: 220, 301

d. Stitch type/ s: 301
Seam class/ s: 1.01.01

e. Stitch type/ s: 211, 301
Seam class/ s: 1.01.05

Figure 4.36
Stitches and seams - COS.572.79 A3126
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Chapter 4
Results - Figures 4.37 to 4.54
4.4

Construction methods

399

b. Bodice lining and upper sleeve construction,
proper left side

c. Seam placement on the bodice back. Piped seams.

d. Sleeve - proper left

Waist seam at natural waist

f. Proper right side seam of skirt showing opening for
[pockets]

e. View of original sleeve hem - a piped edged, metal
hook and thread eye fastening

Figure 4.37
Construction detail- COS.143.78
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b. Fastenings at the centre back - metal hooks and
eyes

c. Bodice front - constructed decoration in the form of
fabric from waist to over the shoulders

d. Bodice back - proper left displaced shoulder seam
and sleeve cap with epaulette decoration

e. Bodice front - construction of front panels

f. Dress - back, gathered and piped waistline

Figure 4.38
Construction detail- COS.235.69.1
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g. Sleeve - proper right, shaping at elbow and cuff
detail

h. Skirt hem construction

Figure 4.38 continued
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b. Fastenings at the centre back - thread covered
metal eyes. Lace collar

c. Bodice front - proper left, peplum and front pleat
detail

d. Bodice - underside of peplum

e. Bodice - proper left shoulder seam and lace collar

f. Bodice - proper right, collar detail

Figure 4.39
Construction detail - COS.235.69.2-3
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h. Sleeve - proper right, lace attached to hem

i. Skirt waistband and waist pleats

j. Seam in skirt fabric and lining showing selvedge of

fabric (for detail refer to image k)

k. Seam in skirt fabric and lining showing selvedge of
fabric

Figure 4.39 continued
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a. Bodice - centre front, pleats

b. Bodice, proper left side - pleat construction, piped
shoulder seam

c. Detail of bodice lining (with staining) and hem
construction

d. Bodice - casing for boning

e. Bodice,- bound armhole seam

f. Centre back fastenings - thread eyelet, proper left

Figure 4.40
Construction detail- COS.143.78
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g. Bodice - centre back opening, sleeve style

h. Sleeve, proper left - showing original sleeve hem
and the addition of an extension, hem finished with
ribbon

Figure 4.40 continued
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a. Tape at hem

b. Construction details of the skirt waist

Figure 4.41
Construction detail- COS.376.78

407

a. Bodice centre back fastening - thread eyelet and metal hook

b. Bodice back - seam placement and sleeve style

c. Sleeve - proper right

d. Dress - front waist seam, piping and accordion
pleats

e. Waistline - piped seam and accordion pleats

Figure 4.42
Construction detail - NP5312
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f. Waistline - detail on the inside

g. Skirt hem - attachment of hem binding, right side
of skirt

h. Skirt hem - attachment of hem binding, underside

Figure 4.42 continued

409

a. Bodice back - showing seam placement

\

\
\

b. Bodice front - prl9per right side, lining, boned
darts, waist seam and \kirt pocket extension
\
\

\
\

c. Bodice - armhole and upper sleeve construction

d. Skirt front - waist seam with piping and pleats
e. Bodice - detail of pocket bag attached to bodice
linin, ro er ri ht side

Figure 4.43
Construction detail - A4611
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f. Sleeve - proper right

g. Sleeve - proper right, constructed decoration at
sleeve hem

h. Bodice - proper right, metal hook fastening

i. Bodice - proper left, metal eye fastening, use of

fabric selvedge on facing edge

Figure 4.43 continued
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a. Bodice - proper left, lining and boning in seam and
darts

b. Bodice - proper right back opening, thread eyelets

c. Bodice - proper right back, thread eyelets (6 x

d. Bodice - proper left back, metal eye at lower edge
(6 x magnification)

magnification)

e. Bodice - front, lower edge, row of double piping.
Back edge - details of lower edge finish

f. Bodice - front, upper edge, applied decoration

Figure 4.44
Construction detail - COS.151.69
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h. Sleeve - proper right, applied decoration

i. Sleeve - proper right, applied decoration

g. Sleeve - proper right, applied decoration

Figure 4.44 continued

413

a. Bodice - centre front opening and waistband

b. Dress back - waistband and double pleats in skirt

c. Bodice - lining, proper left armhole

d. Sleeve - proper right, cuff detail

e. Bodice - proper left, thread eyelet

f. Bodice - proper right front opening, metal hooks,
use of selvedge edge of lining and fabric, neck edge
bindin

Figure 4.45

Construction detail - COS.60S.S0
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g. Bodice - button, proper right

h. Bodice - centre front opening and pleat detail

i. Apron

Figure 4.45 continued
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a. Bodice centre front waist detail - waistband and
piped waist seam

b. Bodice centre front - thread eyelet and thread
remnant

c. Bodice front - braid decoration in yoke pattern

d. Bodice back - seam placements, braid epaulette
and sleeve style

e. Skirt front - in-seam pocket opening on proper
right

f. Bodice - proper right front lining construction

Figure 4.46

Construction detail- COS.l07.69
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g. Skirt hem - underside with hem binding and lining

h. Skirt hem - binding on right side of skirt

i. Bodice centre front opening - thread loop

j. Belt - right side of belt showing braid and beads

k. Belt - underside of belt showing lining

Figure 4.46 continued
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a. Skirt - front opening, waist pleats, lined self-fabric
waistband

b. Skirt - front placket and waist detail

c. Skirt - small pocket opening

d. Skirt - small pocket bag

e. Skirt - waist band construction

f. Skirt - in-seam pocket

Figure 4.47

Construction detail- COS.I01.69
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h. Skirt - centre panel seam

j. Skirt - centre back seam

i. Skirt - proper right side back panel seam

Figure 4.47 continued

419

a. Bodice - front opening, front pleats, neck lace and
button detail

b. Bodice - proper right button lap

c. Bodice - button attachment

d. Bodice - button, proper right

e. Bodice - proper right, pleat detail, upper sleeve
with applied decoration of braid

f. Dress - back, piped waist seam and skirt double
pleats

Figure 4.48
Construction detail - A4933
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h. Waist, proper left bodice front - accordian pleating

i. Sleeve - proper right. Belt

j. Dress - hem detail

k. Belt - thread eyelets and applied braid decoration

1. Belt - underside

Figure 4.48 continued
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a. Bodice A - front opening and lace front detail

b. Bodice A - front opening detail

c. Bodice A - lining construction and boning detail

d. Bodice A - collar construction

e. Bodice A - collar boning

f. Bodice A - underarm protection pads

Figure 4.49
Construction detail - COS.613.80
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g. Bodice A - proper right sleeve

h. Bodice A - proper left, sleeve opening

i. Bodice A - proper right sleeve fastening

j. Bodice A - proper left sleeve construction

k. Bodice A - proper right, lower front gathers

1. Bodice A - proper right, lower front gathers

Figure 4.49 continued
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m. Bodice A - fastening

n. Bodice A - fastening

o. Bodice B - proper right front and side lining
construction, waist dart

p. Bodice B -lining construction

q. Bodice B -lining construction, waist dart and hem

r. Bodice B - lining construction proper left, waist
dart and hem

Figure 4.49 continued
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s. Bodice B - back

t. Bodice B - proper right front button decoration

u. Bodice B - proper right front opening and collar

v. Bodice B - piped armhole

w. Bodice B - proper left sleeve hem facing

x. Skirt - waistband

Figure 4.49 continued
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y. Skirt - side-front opening, fastenings

z. Skirt - hem facing and braid

aa. Skirt panel - basting stitches

ab. Skirt panel - hemmed edge with facing

ac. Skirt panel - seam remnant

ad. Skirt panel- seam remnant

Figure 4.49 continued
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a. Bodice - proper right front opening, metal hooks,
boned darts and seams

b. Bodice - proper left front opening, metal eyes,
boned seams and darts

c. Bodice - proper right front, shoulder padding
between lining and outer fabric

d. Bodice - proper left sleeve and caped collar

e. Sleeve - proper right, detail at lower sleeve edge
and seam

f. Bodice - caped collar with pin tucks and applied
decoration of lace and velvet

Figure 4.50
Construction detail - NPM997.68.1
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g. Bodice - back hem edge, outer fabric hand stitched
to lining

h. Bodice - front hem edge, covering raw unfinished
edges

i. Bodice - proper left armhole seam

j. Skirt - waistband fastening

k. Bodice - fastenings

Figure 4.50 continued
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1. Skirt, front - applied decoration

m. Skirt - applied decoration detail

n. Skirt, back - waistband and fastening

o. Skirt, back - pin-tucks, centre back pleats and
opening, tape hanging loops

p. Skirt - velvet hem binding

Figure 4.50 continued
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b. Underside of collar

c. Bodice lining - proper left front and back

d. Bodice - centre front opening, hooks, metal and
thread eyes, metal eye on the inside of lower edge to
attach bodice to a skirt, ribbon decoration

e. Belt - topside with ribbon decoration

f. Belt - underside with metal hooks and ribbon

decoration

Figure 4.51
Construction detail- COS.97.69.a-b
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b. Bodice - back lining, waist stay and lining of lower
pleat detail

c. Bodice - boning casing (6 x magnification)

d. Bodice - back, seam placement and sleeve head
construction

e. Bodice - back, lower detail

f. Bodice - back, lower detail

Figure 4.52
Construction detail- COS.141.78 & a
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g. Bodice - centre front opening and collar

h. Bodice - centre front opening, proper left side with
fob pocket

i. Bodice - proper right, buttonhole

j. Bodice - proper left, button

k. Sleeve - proper right, 'leg of mutton' style

1. Sleeve - proper right, lace attached to hem

Figure 4.52 continued
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m. Skirt - centre back opening, waist and pleat detail

n. Skirt - metal hook and eye at centre back

o. Skirt -lining hem, with the addition of a facing

p. Skirt - applied decoration at hem

q. Skirt - back, pleat detail

Figure 4.52 continued
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b. Bodice -lining construction, buttons on proper left
front edge

c. Bodice - proper left front edge with buttonholes

d. Bodice - hand stitched buttonhole

e. Bodice - button

f. Sleeve - proper right, cuff detail

Figure 4.53
Construction detail - COS.98.69.a-b
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b. Bodice - proper right, detail of pleats on sleeve

c. Sleeve - proper right, hem finish and lace

d. Bodice - centre front opening with pin tucked front

e. Bodice - centre front opening, lining construction
and fastenings

f. Bodice - collar boning

Figure 4.54
Construction detail- COS.572.79
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h. Bodice - casing for boning (6 x magnification)

i. Sleeve - detail on sleeve hem (6 x magnification)

j. Skirt - waist band and gathers at the waist of the
centre front

k. Skirt - makers label on proper left side seam

1.Skirt - metal hook fastening

Figure 4.54 continued
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m. Skirt - metal eye fastening (6 x magnification)

n. Skirt - placket opening and metal hook and eye
fastenings at the centre back

o. Skirt - centre back, pleats along hem

p. Skirt - underside of outer fabric, pinked seam
allowances

q. Skirt - flounce on skirt lining at the hem

r. Skirt -Tining, flounce folded up to show lining at
hem level

Figure 4.54 continued
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Chapter 4
Results - Figures 4.55 to 4.63
4.5

Alterations
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a. COS.127.78

b. COS.235.69.2-3

c. COS.IOl.69

d. COS.613.80

e. NPM997.68.1

f. COS.141.78

Figure 4.55
Addition or removal of fabric
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a. NP5312

b. COS.I0l.69

c. A4933

d. NPM997.68.1

e. COS.141.78

Figure 4.56
Use of another type of sewing thread, notion, or trim
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a. COS.235.69.2-3

b. NP5312

c. COS.101.69

Figure 4.57
Change in construction method

441

a. COS.127.78

b. COS.235.69.1

c. COS.235.69.2-3

d. COS.235.69.2-3

e. NPM997.68.1

Figure 4.58
Change in style
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a. COS.143.78

b. COS.127.78

Figure 4.59
Change in length
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d. COS.I07.69

f. COS.141.78

e. COS.98.69

Figure 4.60
Change in girth
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a. Proper left sleeve - addition of fabric

b. Proper left side seam - needle holes from seam
removed

c. Needle damage - upper bodice, proper left front

d. Proper left back - hem edge

e. Pro er ri ht side seam - different linin fabrics used

Figure 4.61
Alterations - COS.613.80 Bodice A
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b. Proper front opening - different threads used,
lace trimmed away

a. Proper right collar and front opening - different
threads used

d. Lower edge - needle holes, thread, raw edges,
lining faded

e. Proper right sleeve - threads on inside, needle holes
on outside

f. Bodice back - needle holes and threads

Figure 4.62
Alterations - COS.613.80 Bodice B
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a. Skirt - needle holes in lengthwise seam

b. Skirt front waist - crosswise seam

c. Thread loops using different thread

d. Skirt panel - basting stitches

Figure 4.63
Alterations - COS.613.80 Skirt and skirt panel
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Chapter 4
Results - Figures 4.64 to 4.73
4.6

Provenance and date
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(Tolkien and Tolkien, 1992)

Figure 4.64a

Mabel Moore (1892-1972) at Manor Farm, near Worcestershire, England
Source: Sheaf private collection

(Sheaf, no date-b)

Figure 4.64b

John Sheaf (1920-1988) with his grandmother, Betsy Moore (born c1857), Manor Farm
Source: Sheaf private collection
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(Sheaf, no date-c)

Figure 4.64c

Manor Farm, Hinton-on-the-Creen, near Worcestershire, England
Source: Sheaf private collection

(Sheaf,1921)

Figure 4.64d
Frank (1880-1957) and Mabel Sheaf nee Moore with son John, 1921
Source: Sheaf private collection
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(Da roux, cl900c)

Figure 4.65a

The Gables, Waimea West, c1900
(from left to right) Flora [Kate] Palmer, Phoebe Palmer, Mrs John Palmer, Marian Palmer, Mrs Louis
Herbert Palmer nee Bell [Alziere [ane Grie rso n]
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Pro vincial Museum, Daroux Collection : 114867/52530

Tl/2

Figure 4.65b

The Gables, Waimea West, 2007
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Figure 4.65c
Palmer family headstones, St Michael's Church, 2007

Figure 4.65d
St Michael's Church, Waimea West, 2007
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(Tyree Studio, no date-b)

Figure 4.66a

Constable William Flett (1837-1904)
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 65995/3

(Tyree Studio, c1910a)

Figure 4.66b
Flett family group, c1910

left to right: Ann Margaret, [anet Grant, Eleanor Adelaide, Mabel [essie, Mrs Mary Ann Flett (1847-1917), Alice
Marion and Sibyl Isabel (1887-1965), who is the donor's grandmother.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 178073/3
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Games , 2006)

Figure 4.66c

Flett family home c1895-c1965, Collingwood Street, Nelson, 2007

Figure 4.66d
Unmarked graves of Mary Ann and William Flett at Wakapuaka cemetery, Nelson, 2007
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(Dinnis, late 1890s)

Figure 4.67a
Alice Platt (1875-1928), late 18905
Studio portrait by Dinnis of 18 Park Row, Leeds, taken before Alice left England
Source: Platt/Wyley Family Research Collection, B. A. Wyley, Kaitaia
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(Wyley, 1899b)

Figure 4.67b
WyleyfPlatt wedding group, Wanganui, 1899
left to right: Joseph and Alice Wyley, Bertram Wyley (best man), Mary McWilliam (bride's maid) taken at
Netherdale, Wanganui
Source: PlattjWyley Family Research Collection, B. A. Wyley, Kaitaia
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(Anon, 1899:2)

Figure 4.67c

The Wanganui Chronicle, 22 May 1899
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(Wyley, 1902)

Figure 4.67d

Ana WyIey with baby Alice (in high chair) and ElIen, taken at Riverton cottage, Wanganui, 1902
Source: Platt/Wyley Family Research Collection, B. A. Wyley, Kaitaia

(Anon,1924)

Figure 4.67e

Ellen WyIey (1900-1991) and Douglas Paterson on their wedding day, Wanganui, 1924
Source: Platt/Wyley Family Research Collection, B. A. Wyley, Kaitaia
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Figure 4.67£
COS.150.69 (1899)
Machi ne stitched silk wedding bo dice worn by Alice Platt w he n she m arried [ oseph Wyley;
unknown m aker; d on ated in 1969.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trus t/The Nelson Provincial Museum, General Collection: COS.150.69

(Wyley, 1899a)

Figure 4.71g

Alice PIatt and Joseph WyIey (1870-1948) taken at Ne therda le on their wedding da y, Wanganui,
1899
Source: Platt/Wyley Family Research Collection, B. A. Wyley, Kaitaia
459

(Davis, 1860-1873h)

Figure 4.68a
Mrs Ann Milner nee Swanson (1846-1934), c1870
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Davis Collection: 2037ID
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Figure 4.68b
Certified copy of birth certificate, Annie Beatrice Milner, 1942
Sour ce: Mahony famil y private collection
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Figure 4.68c
Marriage certificate of Donald and Ann Swanson, 1864
Source: Mahony family private collection
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(Davis, 1860-1873e)

Figure 4.68d
William (1836-1883) and Ann Milner, c1870
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Davis Collection: 2063/D
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(Anon, c1860c)

Figure 4.68e
Town Acre 166, corner Trafalgar and Hardy Streets, Nelson, c1860
Town Acre 166 is on the left in the photograph with the Masonic Hotel on the corner (behind the stack of
mattresses).
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c3582
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BALE BY AUCTION OF DRAPERY, READY·
MADE CLOTHING, &e., &'0.

MESSRS.

N.. ED\VARDS AND CO.

have received instructions from ~f\l THOMAS
MILNlilR to SELL by AUCTION, on the premises,
!l'raralgar.atreet. Nelson, on TUESDAY, the 7th
•.

.

February, the whole of hiB well-selected STOCK, coue:isting of the usual 8SsOl'tment of General Drapel.'y,
Ready-made Clothing, ]fancy Goods, &0., too numeroue to particularizein an. advC:l'tiseluent.
Sale to commeneepunctuaUy at Eleven o'clock,
l.'el·m~ at sale.
4482
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE.

llIfESSRS. N. ED\VARnS and CO. will

.I-'.1. SELL by .AnC'flON, 011 the premises of
ltr. Tn:o~ue MIL'NER, rrrafalgm··sh·oet, 011 \V.ED·
NESDAY, the 8th (lny of Fobrl,Hlry next, the
HOUSEHOLD FURNI'lIURE,&C.,compl'ising Bedeteads, Hair and WoollrIattresses. Chests {)f Drawers,
Toilet and oUlet" Glasses, CIJsirs, Loo and other
Tables, Cheftionier, Cook1IJg Stove, Clock, Lamps,
Floor Olotb, Books, EngrAvings, Kitchen Requisites,
&~k

M~

EXTRA.ORDINA.RY BARGAINS IN DRAPERY.
FOR ONE 'VEER; ONLY.

·• HOl\[AS
l\fILNER respectfully. informs
T
tho public generally, that
is. SELLING
every
]10

deseription ot' DRA.PERY GOODS considerably UNDER the usual PRICES, until Satw'dlly
ne1~, tlle4th l'ebrum'y, when tho premises will be
closed preparatol'Y to Bale by auetion, on Tuesday and
W ednesdaJ'~ the '7th and 8th of Febr\ltuy.
NOTICE.

!Sir It is prn·t.iculal·]y requested thatall Acoounts

(1ne to TUOMA~
February 4th.

1JrlIJ1'i.JU~

will be settled prevlous to

4481

(Anon. 1860a:2)

Figure 4.68f
Advertisement from the The Nelson Examiner, 28 January 1860
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Figure 4.68g
Advertisement from the The Nelson Examiner, 26 October 1867

ILNER respectfully informs the

inh~bitanta of Nel~on
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".
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0
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very·LOW-
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(Anon, 1867b:2)

Figure 4.68h

Advertisement from the The Nelson Examiner, 21 November 1867
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(Milner, 1874)

Figure 4.68i
Receipt (2 pages) from William Milner to Mrs Helen McRae, 14 May 1874
Source: Tasm an Bays Heritage Trust/ The Nelson Provincia l Mu seum, Archives Collec tion : AG 410 A8.2
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(Milner , 1877)

Figure 4.68j
Receip t from William Milner to Master Lowe, Jan u a ry 1877
Source : Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Archives Collection: AG 188Box 5
Folder 5 (A1397)
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(fy ree Studio, c190Sa)

Figure 4.68k
Sunnybank, The Milner home, 156 Nile Street, Nelson
Top image: taken cl905. Source: Tas man Bays Heritage Tru st/The Ne lson Provincia l Museum, Tyree
Stud io Collection: 108105/ 3 T8x10 2100). Botto m image: taken in 2007
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(Tyree Studio, c1902)

Figure 4.681
Ann and William Milner's sons, c1902
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 180802/3
T8x10 191
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(Anon,c1929b)

Figure 4.68m
Ann Milner at Sunnybank, c1929
Source: Mahony family private collection
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Figure 4.680
COS .598.80, c1929
Machine stitched satin dress with lace collar worn by Ann Milner ((1846-1934); unknown maker; do nated
in 1980.

Sourc e: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, General Collection: COS.598.80
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Figure 4.68p
Ann Milner's headstone together with her parent's headstone, Wakapuaka cemetery, 2007
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(Greenwood, 1852b)

Figure 4.69a

Portrait by Sarah Greenwood of her second son, Frederick Daw, March 1852 (watercolour)
Source: Alexa n de r Turnbull Library, Wellington: A-252-026

(Greenwoo d, 1852a)

Figure 4.6%

Portrait by Sarah Greenwood of her eldest daughter Mary Field Greenwood, aged 16 years, 1852
(pencil and watercolour)
Source: Alexander Turnbull Library, Welling ton : A-252-022
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(Greenwood, 1852c)

Figure 4.69c

Portrait by Sarah Greenwood of her third daughter [ane Greenwood, aged nearly 14 years,
February 1852 (watercolour)
Source: Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington: A-252-025

r

(Greenwood, c1863)

Figure 4.69d
Nelson c1863, pen and wash painting by Sarah Greenwood
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Ne lson Provincial Museum, Art Collection: AC 1396:30
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(Greenwood, no da te)

Figure 4.6ge
Mt Arthur from Motueka, watercolour by Sarah Greenwood
Source : Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Muse u m, Art Collectio n: AC 1396:16

([Green wo od Sarah), c1860)

Figure 4.69£
The Grange c1860, watercolour by [Sarah Greenwood]
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Art Collection: AC 332
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Figure 4.69g

The Grange, Motueka, 2008
The Grange was the famil y home to three generations of the Greenwood famil y from the earl y 1860s to earl y
1890s. The house, largely unmodified, was regi stered as a Category II His toric Place wi th the New Zealand
Historic Places Tru st.

(Tyree Studio, c1888a)

Figure 4.69h
Greenwood family group, c1888
Clara and Frederick (1832-1917) Greenwood with parents, Sarah (1809-1899) and Dr Gree nwood (1802-1890),
and five of their children.
Source : Tasman Bays Heritage Trus t/The Nelso n Provincial Muse um, Tyree Studio Collection: 178869/3
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Figure 4.69i
Greenwood headstone, 2008
John Danforth and Sarah Greenwood were buried alongside their da ughter Agnes (1841-1854) and son
Charles (1839-1862) in the His toric Cemetery, Pioneer Park, Motueka. When the Greenwoods immigrated
Charles (aged 3 and 'a delicate child') was left in England in the care of his Grandmother (Neale, 1984:5). He
came out to New Zea land five years after the res t of the fam ily.
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(Anon, c1860-1879)

Figure 4.70a
Martha Rutherford (1843-1935), c1860
Source: Southwell School and Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington: F-18562-1/4
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SatliTrU1!/1 AUgWlt 18. ~vGral hollieS in rear of the
town, in the bush clearings, are in flames this"eveninl;'
1, supposed to be Rev. H. Groube's and others: It 1ll
la reported by a nati"e from the' Colonia.l ,Hospital thllt
" two rebels were wounded, or killed, by Lieut., B '
er.
It party, when the sentinel was attacked at Fort,
a A hat and ll. mat were picked up.near the Fort. he
a rebel
about the Henui, who arc busily ~mployed
n . bumi
uses, are the Puketapu. WfKingi's, tribe~
II
atos, ana some Southerns.
ere on Payn.
S
,Hamblyu's, and BarribaU's
this afternoon,
.. destroying pigs, &0. 'I'amihana and 'I.'eito. the
prophet, are their leaders. .A.piquet, ef Volunteers
a- arc .again stationed in Hammcrton's house and in the
e wr~ to· night. The Victoria, from' the unsettled;
• state oftheweather, has put to sea. H:llf.S. Fawn,
from Manukau, appearoo off the ,anchorage, and afcer
oxchanging signals, steamed ont owing to the iltate of
r the weather. '
' , .
~
Sunday.-There is no dOttbt that Waks.
about.
1 12 of his people hayc gone over to the enemy, and
I proceeded to Waitapl. Waka has for time been more
, than suspected'ot' encouraging W. Kingi in, his'l'ebelf lion, though forj'ears the Government and the settlers
had no stauncher ally. The' Government, notwith-

)f
11'

and

.:~ap~~net:;;~~~~~hU:~~~d~i:~~al:nt~~~%datlie~

to the Colonial H.ospital at the, Henui, in order that
they might be at hand to afford their protection! It·
is needless to a'dd that they have ta.ken with them
the a.rms and ammunition supplied liy the Government. Weather stormy and wet. 200 of the: ,65th
regt., under Capts. Turner and Strange, Lieutenant
White and Ensign Mnttit, 40 of tl1e. 40th regt., under
.Lieutenant Hobbs, and a bodv of militia. and Volunteers, uudel' CliptS. C. Brown" and Atkinson, the wholo
in command of Lieutenant-Colonel Sillery, marched
tlli$ moruiug to the oamp at \V'aireka., and escorted'
storea and provisions. Tney reached. their destinat·iou
without interruption, and returned to town a.t 5 p.m.
. The Fawn has not been seen since she put to sell. )'65-·
terday, r.f:he Victoria. came to the anchorage to..day
and rema.ined till 4: p.m., when she again put to
sea.
,
.,
. 3Ionday.-From an early hour this morning houses
have been in {tames at the Henui, and before noon the
following'were destroyed :-D'I'. Wilson's, 'Mrs.8.mith's,
Pllynters, Shuttleworth's, Ibbotson's, Hambl.}'·n's, and'
others in the direction of the Waiwakaiho and HUll.
This mornin~ Lieutena.nt Bent, KM., and a smal!
party of marines went outtfrorn Fort Xiger, and pro"
ceeded over the surrou.nding country for some
distance. Although several houses were burning, DO
!l4th'es were met. These marauding rebels do all the
rui~chicf in twos and threes, and on the appearance of
a force of even half a. dozen, hastily decamp. A few,

~l~~~c~~ ~~;kel ~:~":s ~a:;~.~;o~~~~e~e ~~~~

who fired a. \'olll!1' iow the hous(l where they were.
'their escape was !\. miracle. 'fhe natives followed
]

~:leMa~;l~h~d t8?t ~~~isa~~;~ea~~~~:.s ":1Y~~s: n':ti;i~

(Taranaki Herald, 1860)

Figure 4.70b

The Taranaki Herald, 11 September 1860
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'fHE

1Vhite

~\~~~-:-:~:earrter'

:rrived from

'faranaki on Friday' evening with, si
u1t9, ninety-orie twa]ve year
der t and thirteetl: two y
all one bun<;lr'Jd and seV

eda,le,' which left Taranaki a
on Saturday morning., amv
iug with' seventy-two more

Ha

'

reappears (0 bave been- some active
resistance to the .decreewbich calls upon
th~ I~rplus inqabitants
depart without
distinction; and we ha.ve, heard' ot some
v.·om~n stoutly declaring that they ~puld
not be
. ected to the order; in fa.ct, bid...
de nee. Whethel; this is strictly true
ot. it would appear by our latest ex...:
tracts (to which we refer our readers) that

to

a proclamation issued.subsequently. urging
obedienc.e to its predecessor, would lead to
.the inference that 'resista.nce had been made
in mote cases than those extracts reco~d.

-,

(Anon, 1860c)

Figure 4.70c

The Colonist, 11 September 1860
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I

,tHE COl.ONIST, TUES!
'l'nE REFUGEES ,j<'ROMTARANAKI.

I

1-eonve

Wt: are quite sure that the recent news from Ta'ranaki must have aroused sympathIes In every
f~el!og heart In this provlne? altogether,apart and
d tstlUct from the more public and general' eonside,
r~tion8 .with respect to th~ native war now unhappily gomg:on at Taranakl. If we endeavor for a
moment to realise what has there taken placer first the cut-settlers driven from their homes, some

i

i

fl~:l:~:t~~h~~~,;~e!~~e;h~e:,wl~e~~~t:~i1}=~

, oo;rond the capabilities of Ihe place; CllSt upon the
. charity of the Inhahitanlll, who had bnt too much
cause for ap
their own aafely,-then,
as events eh
their temporary shalt
Inter
to take their
other
not to ,be found
i.land that p
.
lule reileelion upon
in their own

;~:~:Ia~~~l~i~h ~~de~o ~hid;ioh:-incf~~~re~r ~~:

fellow-colonists are at tbis moment suffering, must

excite not only a {eeling of devout thankfulnesa
that \'\;0 are spared the inilieijpn of such horrors,
but an earnest desire 10 allSistin alleviating :;0 far
suffering:eof those who are called
them. "
"
r F"T the hundreds of WOlUen, children, and 'helpw Iorced to leave Taranaki, ~olsOn
nvenient haren, and she has recto the heavy demand made upon her &ym.
and resources' in a mamler ,which' rellects
t~e highest credit upon her, people, and will, entitle her to IUlhonorable place in the ll.llIln!a of
New Zealand. The hearts and hOlUetI of the inhabiumts appear to bave been thrown open to tbo
poor wanderers without' heaitation. Bnt shall we
selfishly allow NeJaon to beat: the whole burden1
We believe'the universal reply 10 the qnestion will

ttentlon; to the letler
e, of Nelsoo, relative
by tIle volunteers of
in another column,
ered to incur any,re-,
of supplies lif whieh
ow serving at TIlro• ',We have th" au1l1'Glaslieu for alalaTge of and
,
for NelSon

• 11!1 possihle, the
I u~n t<lendure

!r

ne alive

of
m
,of h'!t a small

tage q,Wnut.
-----~-=---=-=---~

Zf~~::"~d;e th~~~i:f

'did weU; but much
• ' It needs the exercise
nevolenco.to' vote away
PUb~10 ~oney:; ,it oo!ongs to ,!obedy in particular,
and Its dlllburoomenttnvolves httle self-denial. ,The
time has now arrived whenthe necessity for sup.
pl~cnting th.e vole of the' Cotlo.eil by a liberel
nvate

a

8u~~~~~~~~i~!:~:r~i.:~~::

to our charities which we cannot for a
mOglcol believe wilLbe disregarded;' and' it must

~h; :~%~~~fr~~~J~~:u\d~:~rre~r~~ni:n~~~
'
" "
' ,

I diate,

, To the ladies of Otego (not merely those resid; ing in and near Dunedin, but throughout the province) we ",,,uliI make an especial lippeal. If ever
there was 0 work in which woman could ~eefuJly
herself to he the 'mUlistering
have called her-surelythe
mfort to those of their own
o flee fqr their lives' before a
horde.
, . ' ag~,mn81 afford the qpportuntiy, N<> SpeCtJlcle,'weshould think, could
more powerfully qnick~n the pulses of a womanly,
hdart,·-and no.oceupatlon could be more congeni~1
thau,that of dumg lMu.thing for the relief of Ihose
wlio IIfO &u!f"rin~ under sueh a dire necessity, and thUG bringing Iho blessing of tbosa who
are ready to perish upon Ihel+lse!v... Wo observe

~~/,If~;~t::'':!n~t~~f~~~?r ~:r:I~I:fJl;~~IV~~

oo!,\cmp1l!te haying a bazaar for' the pur~se ot
re .. lOg'funda for the boboof of the families In
We trusf tio !l0od an example will be

·~elroil.

J~l~~~~~~iJi~i!.~1
(Otago Colonist, 1860)

Figure 4.70d

The Colonist, 11 September 1860
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,

(Tyree Studio, no date-i)

Figure 4.70e
Rutherford family group, c1880
Martha with five of her children, Ernest is in the back row, second from the left.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 1/2 29567/3
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(Collie, c1880-1886)

Figure 4.70f
Rutherford family group at Havelock, c1880-1886
Left to right: Alice Rutherford, Mary Thompson (cousin), Arthur Rutherford (in front), Ernest Rutherford
(behind), Eve Rutherford (in front, wearing white), [ames Rutherford (seated in chair), Nell Rutherford
(standing behind), Ethel Rutherford (in front, wearing white), Flo Rutherford (seated in chair), George
Rutherford (immediately behind), Herbert Rutherford (at rear), Martha Rutherford (standing side on), Charles
Rutherford and [im Rutherford
Source: Source: Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington: Sir Ernest Marsden Papers, PAColI-0091-2-001
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(Tyree Studio, c1860)

Figure 4.70g
Dun Mountain railway, c1860
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 99833/3
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(Anon, no date-d)

Figure 4.70h
Dun Mountain buses on corner of Trafalgar and Hardy Streets
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c2630
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(Davis, 1860-1873a)

Figure 4.71a
Hiiria Matenga (c1840-1909), c1863
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum Davis Collection: 10686/1
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lli,

~h

ueapatehe
don with ,intelligence of the sad, dillaster. , The, simple"remark 10C Remi

Matengu.(i!1mes Ma.rtin), in the Provincial
Hall,' on Saturday,' ill acknowledging the .
prc;aenta beat~weduponhimself, his;W~

,a:qd,tbre~ country.men-::,:"Wo had4o'idea, .

at! the'time'wo saved the Europeans'Uves, of '
• receiving'
rtlwarq j W8 near(l their ergfat'
I'elp, an,d ,W8 (1;.tiltet1 ,tJ,em If-must have
touched the hearts o( all who heard him j\
lahewigg, as'ib did, that the' great principle
of universal, brothtirhoo.d exists under dark
skins 'as wel~', as white, ones,' The.,aimpIl"Cl'ty an'd. force 'of ldartm''s brt'et speech \
mightf~i8h a'text £o~ a Steme to preach
from, but. we aball, not mar. the feeling it""
muet'leave in the':minds of our readem, by
~ attempting: the tasK, fOl'we fee1.W6 couldin .
, no way render thosubject justice,

any

"'£'......_,~ .._~L

(Anon, 1863:2-3)

__

..;"-;.;.,.;.,".-'-'_l•

.J:

,_

Q,l, ...._

... 11

.1

Figure 4,71b

The Nelson Examiner, 19 November 1863
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(Tyree Studio,no date-h)

Figure 4.71c

Huria Matenga, c1885
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum Tyree Studio Collection: 29492/3
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(Tyree Studio, c1891)

Figure 4.71d
Hiiria and Hemi Matenga's home, Delaware Bay, Wakapuaka, Nelson, c1891
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 179465/3 8xl0

81

(Anon, c1905)

Figure 4.71e

Hiiria Matenga, Delaware Bay, Wakapuaka, Nelson, c1905
Huria Matenga is standing, second from left holding a hat.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c2335
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Figure 4.71£
Delaware Bay, Wakapuaka, Nelson, 2008

The Delaware w as wrecked on rocks to the far left of the he adl and.

Figure 4.71g
Haua Urupa, Wakapuaka, Nelson, 2008
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Figure 4.71h

Hfiria Matenga's headstone, Haua Urupa, Wakapuaka, Nelson, 2008

492

(Brown, 1829)

Figure 4.72
Portion of the 'Disposition & Settlement by John Brown & Spouse 1829'
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Archives Collection: UMS 1110 A2812
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(Tyree Studio, no date-g)

Figure 4.73a
Mr [oseph Shephard M.L.e. (1822-1898)
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 67919/3

(Kingsford and Kingsford, no date)

Figure 4.73b

George (1869-1939) and Ellen (1854-1937) Tedder nee Shephard
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Kingsford Collection: 121078/6
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Figure 4.73c
Ellen and George Tedder's headstone at Wakapuaka Cemetery, Nelson, 2007

495

(Tyree Studio,c1895f)

Figure 4.73d
Mrs Sophia Anstice (1849-1926), c1895
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 40031/3

496

(Maguire, 1891-1892b)

Figure 4.73e
Mrs Anstice's Drapery Business, St Alban's House, Hardy Street, Nelson, c1891-1892
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Maguire Collection: 46391/4
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Figure 4.73£
Sophia Anstice and Edwin King's headstone at Wakapuaka Cemetery, Nelson, 2007

498

Figure 4.73g.1
Site of St Alban's House, Hardy Street, Nelson, 2007

Figure 4.73g.2
The former Anstice's Building, Trafalger Street, Nelson, 2007
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Appendix A
Object datasheet

Object:
Classification:
Accession/registration
Number:
Location:
Collection:

The Nelson Provincial Museum

Manufacture date:
Country of origin:

unknown

Original owner/wearer:

unknown

Description:

Overall maximum

Length -

Width -

Depth -

dimensions (mm):
Number of pieces:
Date of examination:
Person examining:
Owner:

The Nelson Provincial Museum/Tasman Bays Heritage Trust

Donor information:
CONFIDENTIAL

Provenance/remarks:

Original
Donation/Accession
document:
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Photographs:

Image:

Image:

502

Image:

Image:

503

Fabric/Notion/Trim Details:
As observed through visual analysis and use of 6x magnification

Item (location)

Fibre

Weave

Colour/notes

Samples Taken for Identification:

Sample

Sample

Where sample found

number

1.

2.

3.

4.

504

Image number

Technical drawings:

505

Construction method:

Construction details:

Alterations:

Condition report:

506

Measurements (mm)

Bodice

length of centre front

length of centre back

length of shoulder

circumference at armscye seam line

circumference of waist

length of sleeve at underarm

girth of sleeve (50mm along sleeve from underarm position, at
right angles to sleeve fold)

girth - wrist

Skirt

length of centre front

length of centre back

circumference of hem

circumference of waist
Maximum
Dimensions

Bodice - length
width
Skirt - length
width

Notes:

* Due to the delicate nature of the object it was difficult to measure the girth of the garment, and so
these measurements were taken with the garment lying flat and would be approximately half the
girth.
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Photographic images:
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Appendix B
Data Collation Sheet
Object details

Date:

- - - - - - - - Record #:- - - - Location:

Object #:

NPM

or other:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Estimated or actual date:

Description:

Construction details - overall
Number of pieces:
Piece:
d dress
b bodice
s skirt
b&s bodice & skirt
a accessory
o other

Lining:

o

Design features/ embellishment
Constructed: 1 yes
Applied:
o no

Construction method:

f
p

On Skirt:

yes
no

1

o

h hand

Lining constructed as
an underlining:

full
partial
absent

m machine

b

yes
no

On Bodice:

yes
no

1

o

1
0

1

o

yes
no

both

Stitch type:
101
202
204
205
chain back herring 1/2
stitch stitch bone
back
stitch
1 yes 1 yes 1 yes 1 yes
o no 0 no 0 no 0 no

209
running
stitch
1
0

211
overcast
stitch

yes 1
no 0

213
214
blind slip
hem stitch

yes 1 yes 1
no 0 no 0

220
301
buttonhole lock
stitch
stitch

yes 1
no 0

yes
no

1

o

304
zig zag other
stitch

yes 1
no 0

yes 1
no 0

yes
no

Seam Class:
1.01.01 1.01.03 1.01.05 1.03.01
1 yes 1 yes 1 yes 1 yes
o no 0 no 0 no 0 no

1.05.01 1.06.03
1 yes
1 yes
o no o no

3.01.01 3.03.01 3.05.01 5.04.03 5.05.01 5.06.01
yes 1 yes
1 yes 1 yes 1 yes 1 yes 1
o no 0 no 0 no 0 no o no 0 no

1.07.01
1 yes
o no

1.08.01
1 yes
o no

1.10.01
1 yes
o no

1.12.01
1 yes
o no

1.20.01
1 yes
o no

5.06.02
1
yes
o no

6.03.03
1 yes
o no

6.06.01
7.32.01
1 yes 1 yes
o no o no

other
1 yes
o no
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Fastenings:

1

o

present
absent

Fastening type:
thread
loops
1
yes
0
no

thread
eyelets
1
yes
0
no

metal
hooks
1
yes
no
0

metal
eyes
1
yes
0
no

metal
domes
1
yes
no
0

Alterations:
addition/ removal use another type
of fabric
thread/ notion/trim
1
0

1
0

yes
no

metal buttons
domes
1 yes 1
yes
no 0
no
0

change in
construction
method
1
yes
no
0

yes
no

button
ribbon
holes
1
yes 1
yes
0
no 0
no

change in
style
1
0

removed

other

1
0

1
0

yes
no

change in girth

change in
length

yes
no

yes
no

1
0

1
0

yes
no

Construction details - bodice
Opening:

cf
cb
o
n

Structured: 1

centre front
centre back
other
not known

o

Seam placement on natural line:
Shoulder seam 1
yes
o no

VatCF

1
0

1
0

1
0

yes
no

yes
no

Sleeve:
Armscye style
s
d
0

set-in
drop shoulder
other

yes
no

o

yes
no

o

yes
no

Waist seam

1

o

yes
no

yes
no

o
Round

Boned: 1

Side seam 1

Applied or constructed decoration: 1

Neckline:
Base of neck

yes
no

VatCB

Piped

1
0

1
0

Sleeve with
two seams
1
yes
no
0

yes
no

Other

yes
no

Armscye
piped
1
yes
no
0

1
0

Fabric collar Lace collar
1
0

1
0

yes
no

Sleeve style

Length

b
f

s

1

g
e
0
0

510

yes
no

pagoda
fitted
leg of mutton
bishop
empire puff
no sleeve
other

short
3/4
full

yes
no

yes
no

Cuff
s self-fab
other
0
0 no cuff

Waistline:
Style
n
c
v
o
Pocket

natural
curved
'V' at CF or CB
other
0

p
I
f
0

Waistine piped 1

o

yes
no

Band b
j

o

band
joined to skirt
absent

absent
patch
in-seam
fob
other

Construction details - skirt
Waistband

Opening

Pocket

self fabric
tape/ribbon
joined
0 other
0 absent

et
cb
sf

0
p

s

0

n

centre front
centre back
side front
other
not known

f
0

Lining hem
treatment

Outer fabric hem Applied or
treatment
constructed
decoration
b
bound
1 present
f
faced
o absent
o
other
b&f bound and
faced

absent
patch
in-seam
fob
other

s attached
b bound
f flounce
t turn up
o other

Fabrics
Outer Fabric 1
Yarn dyed pattern

1
0

Fibre
type

c
s
w
0

n

cotton
linen
silk
wool
other
not known

Outer Fabric 2
Yarn dyed pattern

1
0

Fibre
type

c
s
w
0

n

cotton
linen
silk
wool
other
not known

Fabric printed

yes
no

1
0

Colour

r-b
bl
c
p
bl
m-g
m-blk
m-bl
b-br
p
g

red-brown
black
cream/off-white
purple
blue
m-green
m-black
m-blue
m-brown
pink
grey

Structure

1
0

Colour

r-b
bl
c
p
bl
m-g
m-blk
m-bl
b-br
p
g

red-brown
black
cream/off-white
purple
blue
m-green
m-black
m-blue
m-brown
pink
grey
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p
t
b
s
j
k
0

Fabric printed

yes
no

yes
no

Structure

plain
twill
basket
satin
jaqard
knit
other

yes
no
p
t
b
s
j
k
0

plain
twill
basket
satin
jaqard
knit
other

Lining 1
Yarn dyed pattern

1
0

Fibre
type

c
s
w
0

n

cotton
linen
silk
wool
other
not known

Lining 2
Yarn dyed pattern
Fibre
type

c
s
w
0

n

c
s
w
0

n

1
0

cotton
linen
silk
wool
other
not known

0

Colour

r-b
bl
c
p
bl
m-g
m-blk
m-bl
b-br
p
g

red-brown
black
cream/off-white
purple
blue
m-green
m-black
m-blue
m-brown
pink
grey

r-b
bl
c
p
bl
m-g
m-blk
m-bl
b-br
p
g

red-brown
black
cream/off-white
purple
blue
m-green
m-black
m-blue
m-brown
pink
grey

Colour

r-b
bl
c
p
bl
m-g
m-blk
m-bl
b-br
p
g

red-brown
black
cream/off-white
purple
blue
m-green
m-black
m-blue
m-brown
pink
grey
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p
t
b
s
j
k
0

0

plain
twill
basket
satin
jaqard
knit
other

yes
no
Structure

Fabric printed 1

yes
no

p
t
b
s
j
k
0

0

Colour

yes
no
Structure

Fabric printed 1

yes
no

cotton
linen
silk
wool
other
not known

Lining 3
Yarn dyed pattern
Fibre
type

1
0

Fabric printed 1

yes
no

plain
twill
basket
satin
jaqard
knit
other

yes
no
Structure

p
t
b
s
j
k
0

plain
twill
basket
satin
jaqard
knit
other

Lining 4
Yarn dyed pattern
Fibre
type

c
s
w
0

n

c
s
w
0

n

1
0

cotton
linen
silk
wool
other
not known

Fabric printed

yes
no
Colour

cotton
linen
silk
wool
other
not known

Lining 5
Yarn dyed pattern
Fibre
type

1
0

r-b
bl
c
p
bl
m-g
m-blk
m-bl
b-br
p
g

red-brown
black
cream/off-white
purple
blue
m-green
m-black
m-blue
m-brown
pink
grey

Fabric printed

yes
no
Colour

r-b
bl
c
p
bl
m-g
m-blk
m-bl
b-br
p
g

1
0

red-brown
black
cream/off-white
purple
blue
m-green
m-black
m-blue
m-brown
pink
grey
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yes
no
Structure

p
t
b
s
j
k
0

1
0

plain
twill
basket
satin
jaqard
knit
other

yes
no
Structure

p
t
b
s
j
k
0

plain
twill
basket
satin
jaqard
knit
other
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Appendix C

Data Collation Summary Sheet

Overall
Roe Locotlion Object e

,

Number Piece

Lining
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Appendix D
Photographs from The Nelson Provincial Museum photographic collection used
to create Table 4.1, Summary of women's dress styles 1830 to 1910

520

(Fletcher, 1862-1867m)

Figure D.l
Unknown woman, 1840 - 1850

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: copy, 2663/18

521

(Anon, c1850-1860a)

Figure 0.2
Unknown woman, cop y of a Oaguerro type , 1850-1860
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Photographic Collection: NP5539

522

(Anon,1855-1860)

Figure D.3
Mrs Hobhouse, 1855-1860

This dress is probably made from moire, a stiff silk with a watered effect. The fabric was 'much
used for' 'best' dresses [of this era] and was very popular with photographers' (Ginsburg, 1982:47).
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c2022

523

(Anon, c1850-1860b)

Figure D.4
Unknown woman, copy of an Ambrotype, c1860
Source: Tasm an Bays Heritage Trus t/The Ne lson Provincial Museum, Ph otograp h ic Collection: A4577

524

(Fletcher, 1862-1867t)

Figure D.5
Unknown woman and child, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2438/18

525

(Fletcher, 1862-1867i)

Figure D.6
Unknown woman, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2529/18

526

(Fletcher, 1862-18671)

Figure D.7
Unknown woman, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2246/18

527

(Fletcher, 1862-1867k)

Figure D.8
Unknown woman, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2178/18

528

(Fletcher, 1862-1867a)

Figure 0.9
Fanny Greenwood, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2149/18

529

(Fletcher, 1862-18670)

Figure D.l0
Unknown woman, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2470/18

530

(Fletcher, 1862-1867c)

Figure D.ll
Mrs Autill, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2148/18

531

(Tyree Studio, c1850)

Figure D.12
Winn Group, 1850-60

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 31303/3

(Greenwood,1840-1860)

Figure D.13
Unnamed Group, c1865

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Art Collection: AC 1396:10

532

(Fletcher, 1862-18678)

Figure D.14

Unnamed Group, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2118/18

533

(Fletcher, 1862-1867n)

Figure D.15

Unknown woman, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2830/18

534

(Fletcher, 1862-1867e)

Figure D.16
Mrs Knox, 1860-1865

The band of dark fabric attached to the skirt hem, the cuffs and shawl, may all signify that Mrs
Knox was in mourning when this photograph was taken.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2207/18

535

(Flctcher, 1862-1867d)

Figure D.17
Mrs Fletcher, 1860-1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2784/18

536

(Fletcher, 1862-1867r)

Figure D.18

Unknown woman, 1862-1867
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2276/18

537

(Fletcher, 1862-1867q)

Figure D.19
Unknown women, 1862-1867

This glass plate negative contains images of two women whose photograph may have been taken
on the same or separate occasions. If taken on the same occasion, the woman to the right has been
cropped out of the image. If a different occasion the glass plate has been reused without the
original image being completely removed, resulting in a double exposure.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2315/18

538

(Fletcher, 1862-1867f)

Figure D.20
Mr5 Newport, c1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: part of FL 1/4 101

539

(Fletcher, 1862-1867j)

Figure D.21
Unknown woman, c1865

This image shows horizontal and vertical seams in the skirt above the line of the crinoline. The
skirt may have been made from pieces of fabric patched together, rather than from a length of
fabric.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2502/18

540

(Fletcher, 1862-1867h)

Figure D.22
Unknown woman, c1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2168/18

541

(Davis, 1860-1873g)

Figure 0.23
Mrs Malcolm, c1865

Mrs Malcolm does not appear to be wearing a crinoline or stiff petticoats but the skirt has been
spread out at the back for the photograph.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Davis Collection: 1912/1

542

(Davis, 1860-1873d)

Figure D.24
Miss McIntosh, c1865
In the image braid around the skirt hem is visible. The skirt also has horizontal seams or foldlines.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Davis Collection: 1861/D

543

(Davis, 1860-1873c)

Figure D.25
Katherine Greenwood, c1865
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Davis Collection: 1123/3

544

(Brown, 1868)

Figure D.26
Mr and Mrs Rutherford, May 1868
The skirt has fabric folds that may have been deliberate, inferring a new garment (Ginsburg,
1982:49).
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 11079/2

545

(Anon,1869a)

Figure D.27
Stoke Racecourse [Duke of Edinburgh's visit, 20 April 1869]
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Copy Collection: c2648

546

(Davis, 1860-1873f)

Figure D.28
Mrs Charlie Redwood, c1870
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Davis Collection: 5086/D

547

(Davis, 1860-1873b)

Figure D.29
Charlotte Greenwood, c1870
There is a V-shaped panel between the front and side-front of the skirt, presumably to give the
skirt shaping and width at the hem, achieving the same effect as cutting shaped seams.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Davis Collection: 1121/D

548

(Isaacsand Clark, c1870)

Figure D.30
Mrs Broad's bridesmaids, c1870
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Isaacs and Clark Collection: 8254/22

549

(Isaacs and Clark, c1870)

Figure D.31
Mrs Broad's bridesmaids, c1870
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Isaacs and Clark Collection: 8252/22

550

(Bloch, c1870a)

Figure D.32
Luey Matenga, c1870
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bloch Collection: 3535/13

551

(Fletcher, 1862-1867p)

Figure D.33
Unknown woman, c1870
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection: 2814/18

552

(Brown, 1874)

Figure D.34
Miss Dacombe, January 1874
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 11826/2

553

(Isaacsand Clark, 1870-1878b)

Figure D.3S
Mrs Harkness, early 1870s
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Isaacs and Clark Collection: 7303/22

554

(Isaacsand Clark, 1870-1878a)

Figure D.36
Mr and Mrs Tennant, early 1870s
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Isaacs and Clark Collection: 7694/22

555

(Blach,1867-81)

Figure D.37
Miss Chapman, c1875
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bloch Collection: 4703/13

556

(Brown, 1877b)

Figure D.38
Miss F Galland, January 1877
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 13087/2

557

(Brown, 1878)

Figure D.39
Mr and Mrs P. Gorrie, May 1878
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 13748/2

558

(Brown, 1877a)

Figure D.40
Thompson sisters, January 1877
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 13401/2

559

(Brown, 1881)

Figure D.41
Miss Kingdon, September 1881
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 17321/2

560

(Brown, 1883b)

Figure D.42
Mrs Heaton, January 1883

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 17343/2

561

(Brown, 1884)

Figure D.43
W H Wallis, November 1884
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Brown Collection: 15696/2

562

(TyreeStudio, c1887)

Figure D.44
J. Campbell, Paperhanger, Nile Street, c1887

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 178707/3

(Tyree Studio, 1887)

Figure D.45

Queen Victoria's Jubilee celebrations, Trafalgar Street, Nelson, 1887
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 181975/3

563

(TyreeStudio, c1888b)

(TyreeStudio, c1888b)

Figure 0.46
Mrs Richardson, c1888
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 176503-4/3

564

(Tyree Studio, c1889)

Figure D.47

Picnic at Collingwood, Golden Bay, c1889
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 179066/3

(Tyree Studio, c1890e)

Figure D.48
Miss Staples, c1890
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 179263/3

565

(Tyree Studio, c1890f)

Figure D.49
Mr and Mrs Dapp and children, c1890
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 179312/3

(Tyree Studio, c1890a)

Figure D.50
Dapp's House, Baton, c1890

The Baton River lies between Tapawera and Motueka in the Tasman region.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 179311/3

566

(TyreeStudio, 1891a)

(TvreeStudio, 1891b)

Figure D.S1

Henry Braithwaite and Christina Nuttal, 1891

Henry, eldest son of W. Bethwaite, married Christina, the eldest daughter of J. Nuttal at St John's
Church on 29 September 1891.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 178638/3,
34852/3

567

(Tyree Studio, c1895c)

Figure D.52
Miss Collins, early 1890
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 44744/3

568

(TyreeStudio, c1894a)

Figure D.53
Mary Ann Flett nee McDonald (1847-1917) and daughter, c1894
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Neslon Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 47805/3

569

(Tyree Studio, c1894c)

Figure D.54
Miss K Satherley, c1894
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 45337/3

570

(Tyree Studio, c1895d)

Figure D.SS
Miss Ramin, c189S
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Neslon Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 51591/3

571

(TyreeStudio, c1895b)

Figure D.56
Haycock Group, c1895
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 49059/3

572

(TvreeStudio, c1895a)

Figure D.57
Brereton Family, c1895
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 45034/3

573

(Tyree Studio, c1895e)

Figure D.S8
Miss Curnow, c1895
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 49138/3

574

(Tyree Studio,1898)

Figure D.59

King Wedding Group, 1898
William, eldest son of the late Thomas [ones King, Jeweller, Wellington, and Annie Ferris Poole, fourth
daughter of W. F. Poole, Hardy Street, Nelson, were married by Rev F. W. Chatterton on 13 April 1898 at All
Saints Church (Anon, 1857-1920d).
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 53698/3

575

(Tyree Studio, c1894b)

Figure D.60
Knitting Group, early 1890

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 179709/3

(TyreeStudio, c1898a)

Figure D.61
Blick Family, c1898

Sarah BIicknee Biggs with four of her daughters, Eliza, Alice Sarah, [essie Edith and Ethel
Isabella.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 180393/3

576

(Tyree Studio, 1899)

Figure D.62
Miss Frear, 1899
Miss Frear's bodice is decorated with mourning crape, the mourning brooch contains a locket of
hair.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 57268/3

577

(Tyree Studio, c1899a)

Figure D.63
Hammond Group, c1899
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 57558/3

578

(Tyree Studio,c1898b)

Figure D.64
Moore's Wedding, Collingwood, c1898
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 180454/3

(Bett, c1900)

Figure D.65
Picnic, Cable Bay, c1900
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Bett Collection: 6x8 9

579

(TyreeStudio, c1900)

Figure D.66
MrsBalch, c1900
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 56346/3

580

(TyreeStudio, 1902-1904)

Figure D.67
Mrs Brougham, 1902-1904
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 64466/3

581

(TyreeStudio, c1903)

Figure D.68
Mrs Turner, c1903
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 66305/3

582

(Tyree Studio, c1905c)

Figure D.69
Wise group, c1905

The woman on the right holds what appears to be a magazine opened at a fashion illustration (see
Figure 2.19g), as do the women in Figures D.67, D.73-4.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 181067/3

583

(Tyree Studio, c1910e)

Figure D.70
Nicol Group c1905
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 67538/3

584

(Tyree Studio, c1905b)

Figure D.n
Miss Greenem, c1905
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 62111/3

585

(TyreeStudio, c1906b)

Figure D.n
Mrs Canavan, c1906
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 63225/3

586

(Tyree Studio, c1906a)

Figure D.73
Crisp Group, c1906
For an enlargement of the magazine image see Figure 2.19h.
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 177533/3

587

(TyreeStudio, c1910d)

Figure D.74
Mrs Bear, c1910
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 177373/3

588

(Tyree Studio,1906-1920)

Figure D.75
Polglase Group, c1910

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Tyree Studio Collection: 177964/3

(Iones, 1913)

Figure D.76
Bishops Sadlier's Garden Party, January 1913

Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, F N [ones Collection: 6x8 25

589

AppendixE
Photographs from the NPM Alexander Fletcher Collection showing accessories
worn by women during the period 1862 - 1867
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, Fletcher Collection

590

(Fletcher, c1862-1867f)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867i)

Figure E.l

Figure E.2

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2156/18)

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2178/18)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867j)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867m)

Figure E.3

Figure E.4

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2187/18)

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2189/18)

591

(Fletcher, c1862-1867n)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867c)

Figure E.5

Figure E.6

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2198/18)

Mrs Barnard, c1862-1867 (2201/18)

(Fletcher, c1862-18670)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867g)

Figure E.7

Figure E.8

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2229/18)

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2230/18)

592

(Fletcher, c1862-1867k)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867e)

Figure E.9

Figure E.l0

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2277/18)

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2330/18)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867d)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867p)

Figure E.ll

Figure E.12

Mrs Blundell, c1862-1867 (2341/18)

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2358/18)

593

(Fletcher, c1862-1867h)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867b)

Figure E,13

Figure E.14

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2394/18)

Miss Dodson, c1862-1867 (2442/18)

(Fletcher, c1862-1867a)

(Fletcher, c1862-18671)

Figure E.15

Figure E.16

Miss Buxton, c1862-1867 (2497/18)

Unknown woman, c1862-1867 (2574/18)
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AppendixF
Images from the exhibition Unpicking the Past - revealing our dress collection,
19 April- 20 July 2008, The Nelson Provincial Museum

595

Figure F.l
Exhibition entry

Figure F.2
Immigration and Settlement section

Figure F.3
Researcher and exhibition curator Paula Haines-Bellamy
Source: Tasman Bays Heritage Trust/The Nelson Provincial Museum, photographs by Cliff Riordan
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